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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., January 5,1960.
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
CY -. - /v - D _'7w,R'_

Wa8hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMIAN: Attached are several documents needed to

help complete the record of part 6 "The Government's Management of
Its Monetary, Fiscal, and Debt Operations" of the committee's broader
study of "Employment, Growth, and Price Levels." It is my under-
standing that documents received late, such as these, will be included
in volume 10 of the hearing record. The documents attached are as
follows:

First, answers to questions which I handed to Secretary Anderson
when he appeared before the committee in July. These answers were
sent to me on December 17.

Second, answers to questions which were similarly posed to Chair-
man Martin, of the Federal Reserve Board, which answers were trans-
mitted to me on November 18.

Third, a paper titled "Income Velocity and Interest Rates-A Prag-
matic Approach," by Henry A. Latane, research associate, University
of North Carolina. (See p. 3435.) As I understand it, this paper
will appear in a somewhat modified form in a forthcoming issue of the
"Review of Economics and Statistics," Harvard University.

The significance of the paper by Mr. Latan6 is that it presents
factual information on a question much discussed in the above-men-
tioned statements of both Secretary Anderson and Chairman Martin-
the question being whether and to what extent interest rates may be
increased independenly of changes in the supply and demand factors
for money. This paper examines the record for the years 1909
through 1958 and concludes that, on the average, there has been a
highly constant relationship between interest rates and income ve-
locity. (Interest rates are measured by interest yields on bigh-grade
corporate bonds; and income velocity is a ratio obtained by dividing
the Nation's supply of money at a particular time period by the gross
national product of the country in the same period.)

In contrast to this highly constant relationship between changes in
interest rates and changes in the supply-demand factors for money
which Mr. Latan6 finds to have prevailed on the average, however,
there have been particular times when there were spectacular excep-
tions. Thus interest rates shot up without corresponding changes in
the supply of or the demand for money in 1953, again in the period
beginning in the latter part of 1956 and continuing through 1957,
and-most spectacularly-in the present, beginning about mid-1958.
These unusal occurrences are graphically shown in chart 3 appear-
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ing in this paper. Thus, speaking of the situation prevailing when
the yield on long-term Government bonds had risen to the fabulous
level of 4.3 percent, but not as high as today, Mr. Latan6 observes:

On the basis of the established relationship of interest rates and velocity,
long-term Government bonds should now be selling to yield 3.7 percent. The
present yield of 4.3 percent may be in part a cyclical phenomenon and in part a
reflection of the recent drive to lift the interest rate ceiling on long-term Gov-
ernment bonds. In any event, there is no evidence that an attempt to carry out
major long-term financing at present (or higher) yields would reduce infla-
tionary pressures. On the contrary, it would encourage wealthholders to reduce
their proportionate cash balances to buy bonds, thus increasing income velocity.

The fourth attached document is a statement by Oscar Gass, who
heads a private consulting firm and was formerly a chief economist in
the office of the Secretary of the Treasury. (See p. 3444.) This
statement likewise deals with an aspect of inordinate increases in
interest rates or what Mr. Gass has called the administered prices of
money. It is a source of the anonymous quotation on which Secretary
Anderson has commented in his answers to my questions.

Finally, there are also attached several documents which throw con-
siderable light on a current issue which has for several years been a
matter of grave concern to several members of the committee as well
as to other Members of Congress. These contain Chairman Martin's
answers to a number of questions posed to him concerning the methods
of money creation, the origins and ownership of bank reserves, the
ownership of Federal Reserve assets and related matters. These
answers, especially those in Chairman Martin's letter of August 10th,
reveal some heretofore unpublicized aspects of the thinking under-
lying some of the Federal Reserve's recent policies, and, they seem to
provide a key to several of the more puzzling attitudes expressed by
Chairman Martin when he appeared before the committee.

Specifically, these documents are-
1. A letter from me to Chairman Martin of July 17, posing

certain questions concerning origins of member bank reserves;
2. A reply from Chairman Martin on July 24;
3. A letter from me seeking more responsive answers to the

questions on July 25; and
4. A letter from Chairman Martin dated August 10, 1959.

(See pp. 3419-3433.)
As will be recalled, when Chairman Martin was before the com-

mittee in July, the Congress had just then settled, but only in part,
the question of a proposal to reallocate the money-creating powers as
between the Federal Reserve System and the private commercial
banks. The bill to amend the reserve requirements of the member
banks of the Federal Reserve System (S. 1120), as originally pro-
posed by the Federal Reserve Board, involved a proposal to reallocate
the money-creating shares on a basis much more favorable to the pri-
vate banks, both as to future additions to the money supply and as to
past additions to the money supply, to the extent that about $15 billion
of U.S. bonds and other interest-bearing obligations would be trans-
ferred from the Federal Reserve banks on a cost-free basis to the pri-
vate banks.

After the dollars-and-cents meaning of the Federal Reserve's pro-
posal became the subject of debate in the Congress, Chairman Martin
receded from the idea that there should be any retroactive reallocation
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which would involve a transfer of securities already held by the Fed-
eral Reserve, and in passing the bill Congress appended public policy
statements condemning any retroactive reallocation of the money-
creating powers. There was at this time still pending, however, the
question of a reallocation as to future additions to the money supply
and the question was then most sharply posed by the Reuss-Metcalf
amendment to the bill to repeal the ceiling on interest rates at which
long-term Treasury bonds could be issued. The Reuss-Nletcalf
amendment is a public policy statement condemning any reallocation
of the money-creating powers more favorable to the private banks,
with reference to future, additions to tfhe money sunnpy, and. flurtler-
more, a policy statement which tends to approve future additions to
the money supply being made on a basis more favorable to the public
generally. Thus, while Chairman Martin was before the committee,
members posed to him a variety of alternative wordings of a possible
public policy statement which would be to the effect that, in bringing
about future additions to the money supply, the Federal Reserve
should, where feasible, accomplish this by acquiring more Government
securities rather than by reducing required reserves of the member
banks.

. Several points become unmistakably clear. First, the proposed
public policy statement was to have no bearing whatever on the ques-
tion of how much or when the money supply should be increased; it
was concerned only with the method to be used in bringing about
whatever increase the Federal Reserve might deem appropriate.

Second, the Federal Reserve has equally available for use at any
particular time, two methods for bringing about a given increase in
the supply of money and credit available from the commercial banks.
It may use some of its own money-creating powers-to acquire more
Govermnent securities. In this case both the commercial banks and
the public generally share in the benefits of the money-creating proc-
ess, since for each $1 of securities the Federal Reserve acquires, it
creates $1 of bank reserves. These bank reserves are called "high-
powered dollars" (sometimes called "poured dollars" by the editors of
part 6 of the hearings), for the reason- that the banks are privileged
to create money at the rate of several dollars for each $1 of reserves,
and to acquire earnings assets, including Government securities, with
dollars thus. created. Indeed, when the Federal Reserve uses this
method to expand the money supply. the private banks share bounti-
fully. At required reserve levels prevailing in mid-1959, the mem-
ber banks were privileged to create $6 for each $1 of reserves created
by the Federal Reserve, if we count only reserve requirements 'against
demand deposits, and privileged to create between.$7 and $8 if we also
count, as we should, reserve requirements 'against time deposits.

Alternatively, of course, the Federal Reserve may reduce. reserve
requirements of member.. banks, which simply means that the member
banks are permitted to create more money on the basis of their already
existing reserves. In this case the banks acquire all of the increased'
earnings assets which the money-creating process makes it possible
to acquire, and the Federal Reserve acquires none. .

The only question is then whether, as the money supply is expanded,
the private banks will hold relatively more Government securities
and the Federal Reserve relatively less or vice versa. Interest pay-
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ments on those securities held by the Federal Reserve go back to the
Treasury, with no cost to the taxpayers, whereas interest payments
on those held by private banks go into bank profits and come out of
the taxpayer's pockets.

Despite the clarity of these points and the Federal Reserve's record
of having made successive reductions in reserve requirements since
1951, Chairman Martin resisted all suggestions that the Federal Re-
serve amend its course, as he resisted, successfully, the Reuss-Metcalf
amendment in the Way and Means Committee of the House. In point
of fact, Chairman Martin finally declared that he believed required
reserves should be reduced, though, as I have indicated, for reasons
which were not clear to me. Some of his statements seem to suggest
that private banks are, somehow, the rightful though not the legal
owners of the Federal Reserve's assets and, indeed, in his colloquy
with me, that the private banks are likewise the rightful owners of
the Treasury's gold. If there is any doubt about these suggestions,
the doubt has been removed by Chairman Martin's letter of August
10 which I will quote after recalling the incidents by which this letter
arose.

In view of the continuing agitation for reductions in the required re-
serves and the frequent pulic statements claiming or seeming to claim
that bank reserves have been created by deposits of "the banks' money,"
and that the Reserve System somehow deprives the banks of an oppor-
tunity to use "their money" profitably, I offered for the committee
record and invited Chairman Martin's comments on a report published
by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in 1953 titled "Sources and
Uses of Member Bank Reserves, 1914-52."

This report asserts that in the entire history of the Federal Reserve
System the net deposits of cash by the banks to their reserve accounts
had amounted to less than $1.5 billion-deposits made when the system
was being established in the 1914-17 period-and that the more than
$40 billion of gross additions to the banks' reserves since that time
has been created by extensions of Federal Reserve credit. Thus, the
report points out:

Actually, the Federal Reserve banks have been the principle source from which
the commercial banks have derived 6eserve funds since the founding of the
Federal Reserve System in 1914. Under our fractional reserve banking struc-
ture, the Federal Reserve credit created by the Reserve banks has, in effect, per-
mitted commercial banks to effect a vast expansion in their loans and invest-
ments that otherwise would not have been possible * * *. Instead of levying
a "tribute" from the commercial banks, the Federal Reserve banks have instead
(mainly through their purchase of Government securities) provided the reserve
base upon which a vastly enlarged balanee of commercial bank loans, invest-
ments, and deposits has been erected over a period of nearly 4 decades.

Chairman Martin's letter of August 10 confirms the historical facts,
which are these:

1. Net cash deposits of the banks to their reserve accounts amounts
to something less than $1.5 billion. The exact amount cannot be
established, and $1.5 billion represents a maximum. In fact, $1.5 bil-
lion was the amount of reserves on December 31, 1917, and it thus
represents a mixture of bank deposits of cash in the 1914-17 period
and reserves created by the Federal Reserve System itself.

2. Since December 31, 1917,. the Federal Reserve System has made
net additions to the member banks' reserve accounts as follows: (a) $26
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billion by reason of the Federal Reserve's purchase from the open mar-
ket of $26 billion of Government securities; (b) $17 billion by reason
of the Treasury's acquisition of this amount of gold, mostly gold flow--
ingl into the country in settlement of internatlional balances of pay-
ments; and (c) $3 billion by reason of the Treasury's issuance of this
amount of curreMy m11aillly monetized silver. Total gross additions
to the memiber baLks' reserve accounts since 1917 thulls aiiiount to $46
billion, and of this, the member banks have drawn ouit $28 billion in
cash, leaving a net of $18.5 billion in their reserve accounts as of the
end of last .J ly.

But agreeing on the tacts and agreeing on the equities which the
facts suggest are two different things when the facts are considered
from different premises. Some people have accepted the premise that
the power to create money is an inherent power of Government, that
in thie case of our Govertiment it is reserved to the Congress by the
Constitution, that the power is delegated in part to the private com-
mercial banks and, since the creation of a central bank in 1914, in
part to the central bank.

Chairman Martin's premise, on the other hand, seems to be that
creating money is a natural and exclusive right of the private banks,
a right properly recognized by the National Bank Act prior to 1914,
but one which has been confiscated or abridged-temporarily per-
haps-by the Federal Reserve Act of 1914. Thus he feels that the
private banks are the rightful owners, although the dispossessed
owners, even of the Treasury's gold, for the reason that had the Fed-
eral Reserve Act not been passed, the money which has been created by
the Government and exchanged for gold would have been created by
the private banks and exchanged for gold, and the banks would thus
be the owners of the Treasury's gold today. His letter of August 10
sets out a most interesting composite of the world as it is and the
world as it might have been:

What would the consolidated condition statement of the country's monetary
system look like today if the Federal Reserve System had never been created,
if commercial banks were authorized to hold reserves and to issue currency as
they did prior to 1914, and if there had been the same increases in gold, Treas-
ury currency, currency in circulation, and bank credit? In other words, let it
be assumed that the arrangements prevailing under the National Bank Act were
extended with only such modifications as would be needed to fit them into the
legislative situation as it would be If the Federal Reserve Act had not been
passed.

It thus appears that Chairman Martin feels the private banks are
entitled to the exclusive benefits of the monetary system of the modern
world-or at least to the assets acquired by the money-creating proc-
esses-because the private banks enjoyed a near-exclusive delegation
of the Government's money-creating powers in the pre-1914 world.
His letter continues:

Under these assumptions, the country would possess the same $20 billion gold
stock and the same $5 billion total of Treasury currency that now exists. The
volume of total bank deposits and currency outstanding would be the same as
at present, but the currency would consist of national bank notes. In these
circumstances, it would not be open to question that the $20 billion of gold cer-
tificates would represent reserves owned by the commercial banking system,
and certainly no one would regard these reserves as "fictitious." Whether these
reserves were adequate, inadequate, or excessive would depend upon the reserve
requirements established against notes and deposits.
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In trying to make out a case that the Federal Reserve System some-
how levies a tribute on the member banks, denying them an oppor-
tunity to acquire assets which they would otherwise acquire, Chairman
Martin has set up a very "iffy" supposition. And supposing that the
country might have the same gold stock and that it would be held by
the banks, rather than in the hands of private individuals and non-
banking corporations, that it might have the same money supply, and
that the commercial banks might have as large or larger volume of
earnings assets had no central bank been created and the country
operated over the past half-century on the pre-1914 banking system,
he is in effect saying that the invention of the central bank is really
not so great a social invention after all and that the labors of Wood-
row Wilson, Robert L. Owen, and Carter Glass were largely unneces-
sary. Such absurdities are hard to take seriously, even as an "assump-
tion." In point of fact, passage of the act made it possible to cut
reserve requirements of member banks in half immediately. And
the creation of the central bank, itself on a fractional reserve basis,
has made it possible for the commercial banks to expand their hold-
ings of earnings assets literally hundreds of times what these hold-
ings would have been had the pre-1914 system been continued.

In addition to what seems to be a completely serious justification in
Chairman Martin's mind for the policy of giving away public assets
to the private banks, Chairman Martin has buttressed his argument
with a familiar bit of doggerel which has long served to confuse and
to suggest that the member banks have in fact ' paid for" their reserves
"either by exchange of assets or by assumption of liabilities." Thus
his letter of August 10 closes:

It should be kept in mind that, regardless of how one prefers, for his own
convenience, to relate Federal Reserve asset and liability items, the individual
member banks acquire reserves in the Federal Reserve largely through cus-
tomer deposits of currency or checks drawn on other banks and through sales
of securities, and also to some extent through stockholder contributions. Thus,
these reserves are paid for by member banks, either by exchange of assets or by
assumption of liabilities.

Except that such a statement should have been made by the head
of the Nation's central bank, it might be the source of some amuse-
ment.

How, for example, could the member banks have "paid. for" their
reserves "largely through customer deposits of currency" when the
record shows, as Chairman Martin's letter elsewhere states, "member
banks have experienced withdrawals from their reserve balances, prin-
cipally $28 billion of currency to meet the public's need for hand-to-
hand cash"? Since member banks have made net withdrawals from
their reserve accounts of $28 billion in currency since 1917, it is mani-
fest that customer deposits of currency could not have made a net
contribution to bank reserves. And it is equally a matter of arith-
metic that customer deposits of currency and sales of bank-owned
securities combined could not have made a net contribution to bank
reserves, since the member banks' net cash withdrawals have exceeded
the Federal Reserves' net acquisition of securities, including securi-
ties purchased from nonbank sources.

Further, the statements transmitted with Chairman Martin's letter
of July 24 make it abundantly clear, if it was not already so, that the
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member banks cannot create reserves either by writing checks on one
another or by selling securities to the public.

True, reserves once created can be and are shifted and redistribu-
ted among banks in the manner Chairman Martin describes. But
only the Federal Reserves itself can create bank reserves, and only the
Federal Reserve can reduce or extinguish bank reserves. It increases
bank reserves when it acquires Government securities, and the result is
the same whether the former owners of the securities are banks or
members of the general public. It increases reserves when the Treas-
urv accepts gold in settlement of international balances of Payments,
and the result is the same whether we theorize that the banks through
which the settlement is made should rightfully own the gold, that the
gold should rightfully belong to the particular persons who produced
the goods and services that were exchanged for the gold, or that the
gold belongs to the Nation.

So it seems to me that Chairman Martin's statement, stripped of its
misleading irrelevancies, boils down to this: " * * reserves are paid
for by member banks, either by exchange of assets or by assumption
of liabilities." But even this statement suggests images that are far
from the realities of the matter.

Member banks "pay for" their reserves only in this sense: When
the Federal Reserve acquires Government securities in the open market,
some bank or banks assume a liability to pay the former owner of the
securities-in dollar credits. The Federal Reserve, in turn, assumes
a liability for paying the bank. It actually pays in reserve credits,
and what a magnificent payment this is. For each dollar of payment
in reserve credits, the bank may create several dollars of new money
and acquire several dollars of additional assets in the process.

Yes, a bank may sell the Federal Reserve some of its own Govern-
ment securities-if the Federal Reserve is willing to buy them-and
it could truthfully be said that the bank has exchanged one asset for
another-a Government security for a credit to its reserve account.
This means, however, that the bank may immediately acquire several
dollars of assets for each dollar of assets it has exchanged. It may, for
example, turn to the Treasury and acquire several dollars of Govern-
ment securities for each dollar of Government securities it sold to
the Federal Reserve, simply by creating a deposit liability for the
amount of the new acquisition.

At the present level of reserve requirements, the member banks are
privileged to create about $8 of deposit liabilities for each $1 of re-
serves, acquiring $8 of interest-bearing assets in the process.

So, of course, no banker in his right mind would prefer to accept
currency in exchange for any asset the Federal Reserve may acquire.
He will take currency only when it is necessary to do so to meet the
needs of his customers who may wish to convert some of their own
deposits to currency. When the Federal Reserve pays for securities
or gold with bank reserves, it is in effect extending to the member
banks an additional delegation of power to create money with which
to replace the assets-which either the bank or the general public has
given up-and not to replace them in an amount equal to what has
been given up, but to replace them in an amount several times over
what has been given up.
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Nothing in any of Chairman Martin's arguments, it seems to me,
in the least justifies transferring publicly owned Government securi-
ties from the Federal Reserve banks over to the private banks; and
none of his arguments justify the Federal Reserve's delegating more
of the Government's money-creating powers to the private banks for
use by the private banks in acquiring more Government securities.
The Federal Reserve itself can acquire the Government securities and
thereafter return the interest payments on these securities to the
Treasury rather than channeling these payments into bank profits.

The impression should not be left that the attached documents relate
only to the issue of reducing reserve requirements of the member
banks. On the contrary, in the questions I have posed to Secretary
Anderson and Chairman Martin, I have tried to break down the broad
topics of monetary and debt management policies into some of their
constituent parts, to see how well these officials could justify these
policies in terms of their specific effects. The reader may judge how
well they have succeeded.

Sincerely yours,
WRIGIIT PATMAN.

UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
TWashington, December 17, 1959.

Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN,
House of Representatives,
New House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
- MY DEAR MR. PATMAN: In Secretary Anderson's absence I am
transmitting his replies to the questions which you submitted to him at
the close of his oral testimony before the Joint Economic Committee
on July 24, 1959.

Two copies are also being transmitted directly to the staff of the
Joint Economic Committee.

Sincerely yours,
JULIAN B. BAIRD.



ANSWERS BY THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Question 1. With reference to your request for repeal of the interest
rate ceiling on Treasury bonds, how high will long-term rates go
i; the ^oi47Vjn nLQ t keo IT ?

Answer
Removal of the 41/4 percent ceiling would not in itself cause long-

term interest rates to rise. Removal of the ceiling would instead be
a mere recognition on the part of Congress of what has already hap-
pened in the Government securities market. Actually, removal of
the ceiling, by permitting highly needed flexibility in debt manage-
ment, would tend to promote lower rather than higher long-term
interest rates over the longer run.

Rates of interest on Government and other securities are not estab-
lished by the Treasury in pricing its new issues nor by the Congress
in maintaining limits such as the 41/4 percent ceiling. In pursuing the
important debt management objective of minimizing interest charges
on the public debt, the Treasury sells its securities in competitive
markets at the lowest possible rates. It realizes, however, that new
Treasury securities must be priced so as to attract investors' funds;
otherwise, the issues would fail.

The level of vields on Treasury securities, and on other securities
as well, is established by market forces working through the demand
for and supply of credit. During the past year, these forces-reflect-
ing primarily the impact of rapid business recovery, the large Federal
deficit, and a restrictive monetary policy-have contributed to higher
rates of interest on Government and other securities. The market
yields on a number of issues of outstanding Government securities
have risen above 41/4 percent. There was no appropriate way that
either the Treasury or the Congress could have prevented this rise in
interest rates. Indeed, the rise reflected, to a considerable extent, the
strong demands for credit that characterize a healthy, growing
economy.

Consequently, in removing the 41/4 percent ceiling, the Congress
would not be legislating higher rates of interest; it would merely be
recognizing the existing situation in the market for Government
securities. The existence of the ceiling cannot, as has been shown
by what has already occurred in the Government securities market,
prevent market rates from rising or falling with demand and supply.

On the other hand, failure to remove the ceiling is forcing the
Treasury to concentrate its cash and refunding operations in issues of
relatively short maturity, with terms no longer than 5 years, wvhich
cannot adequately attract the funds of savings-type investors. Con-
sequently, short-term financing of this type exerts inflationary pres-
sures, partly because it tends to result in a larger amount of bank
financing since such obligations are the principal Government security
investments of commercial banks, which create deposits in the act of

3249
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purchasing securities, and partly because short-term issues are very
close to being money. During this period of strong and rising busi-
ness activity, with more and more pressure converging on our economic
resources, inflationary pressures should be restrained. If they are
not restrained, but in fact are further stimulated through excessive
reliance on short-term financing of the Government's requirements,
we may well experience further shrinkage in the purchasing power
of the dollar.

In addition, excessive reliance on short-term financing has added
appreciably to the rates of interest which the Treasury has had to
pay in competition with other heavy demands for short-term credit.
Treasury short-term rates have risen to as high as 5 percent whereas
it is not unlikely that Treasury issues in the longer area could have
been sold on occasion this autumn at an interest cost in the neiahbor-
hood of 41/2 percent.

Removal of the 41/4 percent ceiling, which would permit the Treas-
ury to manage the debt flexibiy so as to minimize inflationary pres-
sures, would in the long run also be conducive to lower rather than
higher long-term interest rates. This is because expectations of in-
flation are a powerful factor tending to promote higher interest rates,
especially on long-term securities. Lenders are understandably re-
luctant to tie up their funds for long periods if they believe that the
loans will be repaid with eroded dollars; they are therefore unwilling
to lend except at rates of interest high enough to compensate for an
expected reduction in the dollar's purchasing power. Borrowers, on
the other hand, are eager to obtain funds, and will be willing to pay
higher rates, because they expect to repay the loans with "cheaper"
dollars. Thus, all interest rates tend to be pushed to higher levels,
but long-term rates may rise even faster because investors are reluctant
to tie up their funds for long periods.

Admittedly, large offerings of new long-term bonds by the Treas-
ury, following removal of the ceiling, would tend to force long-term
rates to higher levels. The Treasury has no intention of flooding
the long-term market with securities, however, and there is no need
to do so. Our goal would be to issue, from time to time and as market
conditions permit, some appropriate volume of securities of over
5-years' maturity. This would help to restrain inflationa.ry pressures
and would also relieve the pressures in the short-term market.

In view of these considerations, it is clear that congressional action
in removing the ceiling would not be tantamount to "legislating higher
interest rates." Indeed, failure to remove the ceiling, because of the
inflationary implications of excessive reliance on short-term financing,
could only be viewed as willingness to accept further deterioration in
the purchasing power of the dollar and, ultimately, even higher rates
of interest.
Question la. The Federal Reserve could, if it wished to do so, drive

the rate on long-term Governments to 6 percent, could it not?
Question lb. What assurance do you have that the Federal Reserve

will not drive the rate to 6 percent, or even to 7 percent?
Answer

The primary statutory responsibility of the Federal Reserve System
is to influence the aggregate flow of credit in such manner as to pro-
mote a high and sustainable rate of economic growth. There is little
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doubt that the System could, by restricting substantially the avail-
ability of bank reserves and by engaging in open market sales of Gov-
ernment securities, temporarily force market rates of interest to higher
levels. The System could not, however, establish any predetermined
long-term interest rate far above the current market rate-any more
than it could establish artificially low rates-without causing serious
economic dislocations.

This is because the restrictive actions that would promote higher
interest rates would tend to contract output, employment, and income.
Economic recession might set in and, if the restrictive Federal Re-
serve policy were continued, a downward economic spiral might result.
The trend in long-term interest rates, under such circumstances, would
be impossible to predict in advance.

No responsible central bank would, of course, engage in such ac-
tions. Indeed, the record of actions by the Federal Reserve System
since the Treasury-Federal Reserve "accord" in March 1951 has been
one of appropriate flexibility in administering monetary policy. The
System has been alert to the shifting trends in business activity, and
its policies have been closely attuned to the contemporary business
situation. Thus, monetary policy was directed toward restraint dur-
ing the expansion periods of 1951-53, 1955-57, and 1958-59. It was
directed toward active credit ease during the recessions of 1953-54
and 1957-58.

'The actions of the Federal Reserve authorities have indicated
clearly that their objective is not in any sense to achieve a particular
level of interest rates, but only to promote sound economic growth
through the use of their monetary powers. This is the best possible
assurance that we can continue to expect alert and appropriate central
banking policies in the future.
Question £. Why have interest rates gone so high? What are the

most important causes?
Answer

Interest rates in this country are not "high" relative to earlier
periods of strong business activity. Our perspective relative to the
current levels of interest rates has perhaps been affected by the un-
usually low levels during the 1930's, a period of economic depression,
and during the 1940's, when yields on Government securities were
"pegged" at artificially low levels. As against the level of long-
and short-term interest rates since the Civil War, the current yield
pattern cannot be judged as unduly high in the historical sense.
Moreover, interest rates in the United States are still among.the lowest
in the free world.

In view of these considerations, this question must be interpreted
as pertaining to the rise in interest rates during the past year or so.
This rise on long-term Government, corporate, and State and local
government securities has averaged about 1 percentage point since
the 1958 lows. Moreover, average rates on new issues of 91-day Treas-
ury bills have recently been somewhat above 4 percent, as contrasted
with a low of about five-eighths of 1 percent in May 1958.

The reasons for this rather sharp increase in interest rates relate
to the basic forces that determine interest rates in a free market
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economy. Speaking broadly, the interest rate is nothing more nor
less than a price, namely, the price of borrowed money. As a price,
the rate reacts to the same sort of influence as other prices in a free
market economy-influences that operate through the demand for and
supply of funds available in credit markets. Just as an increase in
the demand for goods or services tends to increase their prices, so does
an increase in the demand for credit tend to increase interest rates.
And an increase in the supply of credit has the same basic effect as
an increase in the supply of any goods or service in any market-
price tends to fall. This is true under our present market arrange-
ments; it will remain true so long as credit markets remain free and
borrowers and lenders are permitted to manage their affairs with
a minimum of interference and regulation.

The major factors promoting higher interest rates in the past year,
working through the demand for and supply of credit, can be sum-
marized under four broad headings:

(1) The $12.5 billion Federal deficit in fiscal year 1959, which
forced the Treasury to be a heavy borrower in credit markets and
also contributed to investor expectations of future inflation;

(2) The rapid and widespread recovery of business activity
during the past year and a half, which -was accompanied by an
upsurge in demand for funds on the part of consumers and
businesses;

(3) Some strengthening of the view-in my judgment, mis-
taken-that further inflation is inevitable, which tended to reduce
the supply of funds available in credit markets and to increase
the flow of funds into equities, real estate, and other so-called
"inflation hedges"; and

(4) A monetary policy directed toward restraint, which pre-
vented bank credit from expanding as rapidly as the demand for
funds.

In the first place, the $12.5 billion Federal deficit, as noted above,
exerted a twofold impact on interest rates during, fiscal year 1959.
The sheer magnitude of the deficit, coupled with a realization that
business activity was rebounding sharply from the recession low of
1958, tended to strengthen investor expectations of further shrinkage
in the purchasing power of the dollar. The impact of such expecta-
tions on interest rates is discussed below.

Moreover, the Government securities issued to finance the deficit
had to be absorbed by someone, thus adding significantly to the de-
mand for funds in credit markets. The volume of publicly held Gov-
ernment securities increased almost $9 billion during fiscal year 1959
(part of the deficit was absorbed by drawing down the Treasury's
cash balance which was abnormally high on June 30, 1958.) This
superimposing of a large Government demand for credit on top of
growing demands of the private sector of the economy inevitably
exerted strong upward pressure on interest rates.

In the second place, business recovery has been an important con-
tributor to higher interest rates. The natural tendency of interest
rates in our market economy is to rise during periods of expanding
business activity and to decline during recessions. This tendency-
which grows out of the interaction of demands for credit, availability
of financial savings, and flexible administration of Federal Reserve
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credit policies-has been demonstrated during the business cycles that
have occurred since the Treasury-Federal Reserve "accord" in early
1951. At that time, it will be recalled, the Federal Reserve discon-
tinued the inflationary policy of "pegging" Government bond prices
so as to keep interest rates from rising above predetermined levels.
This permitted interest rates to respond freely and flexibly to forces of
demand and supply, including the impact of a flexible monetary
policy.

Thus, interest rates rose during the expansion periods of 1952-53
a.ndl 1fi5- 57 and] Aecline-d sharply in the recssions of 1953-5A and

1957-58. It was only natural, therefore, to expect interest rates to
rise during the rapid and widespread recovery of business activity
that began in the late spring of 1958. Viewed from the standpoint of
quantitative factors, the most important forces promoting higher
rates during the past year and a half, growing out of or accompanying
the business recovery, have been the demands of individuals for credit
to finance homes and the purchase of consumer durables such as auto-
mobiles, and the demands of business firms to obtain funds to finance
inventory accumulation, rising payrolls, and other expanding working
capital needs.

Tising interest rates, in short, are the usual accompaniment of an
expanding economy. An increasing level of business activity is sup-
ported by and carries with it a rising demand for credit on the part
of businesses and consumers. In free credit markets, properly con-
ditioned by flexible monetary policies, this rising demand must be
reflected in a higher price for borrowed money.

In the third place, expectations of lenders and borrowers also play
an important role in shortrun trends in interest rates. Consequently,
the growing belief in the summer of 1958 that the recession had come
to an end and that strong recovery was underway undoubtedly con-
tributed to the sharp turnaround in interest rates. The developments
in credit markets that had occurred in 1955-57 were still fresh in the
minds of investors; it was natural that they would attempt to "beat
the trend"' by disposing of debt obligations. Their attempts to do so
undoubtedly tended to push interest rates upward at a relatively rapid
pace.

Interest rates may also be influenced significantly by expectations
as to trends in the future value of the dollar. MWhen investors in
general are convinced that prices of goods and services will rise in
the future, they will understandably be reluctant to tie up their funds
in debt obligations especially for relatively long periods of time.
Instead, they tend to search out investments that will rise in value
as prices go up. They will, therefore, be increasingly attracted to
common stocks, real estate, and other assets that appear to possess
some degree of "inflation hedge."

The belief that future inflation would occur-while mistaken, in
my judgment-gathered strength in the latter half of 1958. This
probably resulted in part from the rigidity of prices during the reces-
sion, despite the fact that unemployment rose to a postwar high, in
part from the relative brevity of the recession and the apparent
strength of the recovery movement, and in part from the belief that
inflationary pressures would be strengthened by the unprecedented
excess of Federal expenditures over receipts in a period of expanding
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business activity. Rightly or wrongly, these expectations tended to
reduce the flow of savings into credit markets and to increase the flow
into equities and real assets. This judgment is supported by the level
of yields on high-grade common stocks as compared with Government
securities and high-grade corporate bonds, and by the upward pres-
sures on prices of urban and farm real estate.

Finally, it is recognized that flexible administration of monetary
policy involves restraint during periods of expanding business
activity and ease during recessions. Monetary policy since the
"accord" has been flexibly administered, and it is my judgment that
these policies have played an important part in promoting economic
stability. The timely application of appropriate monetary actions
is indispensable in our attempt to achieve a high and sustainable rate
of economic growth.

The rapid business expansion that began in the late spring of 1958
called for a shift away from the strongly expansive monetary policies
of early 1958 toward a policy of mild restraint. It was not until
August 1958, however, that the Federal Reserve signaled such a shift
by increasing discount rates. In the ensuing months, the high levels
of member bank "free reserves" (excess reserves less borrowings from
Federal Reserve banks) were gradually worked down. This helped
to promote a monetary and credit environment more suited to the
rapidly expanding level of business activity and the upsurge in the
demand for credit.

It is possible that interest rate levels would be lower today if the
Federal Reserve had pursued a less restrictive policy during the past
year. But even if this had been the case, the lower rate levels could
have been achieved only at the cost of fostering inflationary pressures,
which in turn would endanger the sustainability of the business ad-
vance and increase the possibility of later reaction.

The basic fact is that rising interest rates are characteristic of a
healthy, expanding economy. Moreover, in a free market economy,
subject to general controls over the quantity of credit through appro-
priate central bank actions, higher interest rates can be viewed as a
price that must be paid to promote economic stability. We must
clearly understand that the alternatives are to hold interest rates to
artificially low levels by inflationary expansion of the money supply,
or by subjecting the economy to a straitjacket of direct controls. In
my judgment, neither of these alternatives is acceptable.
Question 3. What is the reason for the flight of money from bonds to

stocks?

Answer
The preference of many investors for equities over bonds that has

become apparent during the past few years has not, in my judgment,
been so extreme as to be appropriately referred to as "a flight of
money from bonds to stocks."

Phrases such as the "flight of money from bonds to stocks" fre-
quently lead even informed observers to forget the realities of our
financial organization and the environment in which it operates. One
of these realities with respect to bonds and stocks stems from various
institutional and tax factors that create different markets for debt and
equity instruments. Only a few investor groups are able to move
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freely from stocks to bonds and then back again. Banks and life
insurance companies, for example, are minor purchasers of common
stock. This is also true of State and local retirement funds. The
larger individual investor, on the other hand, tends to restrict his.
operations in bonds to the tax-exempt area. Nevertheless, for inves-'
tors with freedom of movement and within institutional limitations
for others, this increased preference for stocks has been pronounced:.

One significant measure of the preference for stocks over bonds is,
the existing relationship between stock and bond yields. Yields on"
common stocks normally are higher than those on h-b
reflecting the fact that bonds possess less risk as to principal and dn-
come. However, yields on common stocks have for several months
been lower than those on outstanding, high-grade corporate bonds..
For example, in mid-October the dividend price ratio of 500 common
stocks, computed by Standard & Poor's Corp., was only 3.26 percent.
This contrasts with an average yield at the same time on the highest
rated corporate bonds (Moody's Aaa) of 4.56 percent.

The preference for equities is related in part to the growth prospects
in the economy as a whole and also in particular industries. Moreover,
the rising popularity of stocks since early 1958 may reflect the favor-
able profit prospects of industry in general. In addition, laws and
regulations concerning the investments of various institutions have
been liberalized in the postwar period, permitting many institutional
investors that formerly were limited primarily to debt instruments
to invest a portion of their assets in equities.

Although these factors have been important, the apparently growing
conviction in recent years among many investors that the purchasing
power of the dollar might decline further (discussed in the reply to
question 2) has undoubtedly been an important factor in the recent
trend toward stocks. Inflation diminishes the real value of the interest
payments and principal of fixed-dollar investments. Common stocks,
on the other hand, are widely believed to possess a built-in hedge
against a rising price level. It is, therefore, only natural that those in-
vestors in free financial markets who have a choice would turn increas-
ingly to equity investments if they believe that future inflation is
likely.

Question 4. Do you have any evidence that people have saved any
larger percentage of their incomes when interest rates were high
than when interest rates were low?

Answer
An adequate flow of saving is an essential requisite if our economy

is to remain strong and realize its full growth potential. This flow
of savings is dependent on the voluntary decisions of millions of indi-
viduals. The willingness of individuals to save is, of course, continu-
ally influenced by many factors other than the expected interest re-
turn. Among these are the current and anticipated level of income, al-
ternative uses for funds, and some assurance that the purchasing power
of the dollars placed in the reservoir of savings will be reasonably
maintained.

A statistical comparison between the rate of saving and only one
of the many factors which influence saving-the expected interest re-
turn-is deceptive. During World War I, for example, substantial
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savings were accumulated despite low interest rates since there were
no alternative uses for the funds. With strict Government controls
materials were not available for new housing, consumer durable goods,
plant and equiipmenit, liglhways, or schools. Immediately after the war
the rate of saving dropped, despite some increase in interest rates, be-
cause of the accumulated backlog of uses for funds and greater availa-
bility of materials to satisfy consumer needs. In recent years indi-
viduals' liquid savings have tended generally to increase along with a
higher interest return.

There are clear indications of a growing public awareness of com-
parative rates of earnings on different types of investments and
sharper competition for the savings dollar by various types of finan-
cial institutions. The substantial postwar growth of savings and
loan associations, for example, can at least in part be explained by
the relatively higher return paid on shares in these institutions.

To meet the tremendous investment needs of the years ahead the
flow of funds into all savings channels must continue to increase if
resort to excessive bank credit expansion is to be avoided. The ex-
pectation of an adequate interest return will be an important con-
tributing factor in attaining this objective. The effect on savings
incentives of a higher interest return operates not only directly
through the rates paid by savings institutions to depositors, but also
indirectly through more complete insurance protection and more ade-
quate retirement benefits per dollar saved.

This does not mean that any specific level of interest rates must
be maintained in order to bring forth the necessary flow of savings.
Higher interest rates as such have never been an objective of either
monetary or debt management policy. As long as we can maintain
public confidence that the purchasing power of the dollar will remain
relatively stable, I firmly believe that an adequate flow of saving will
continue within the range of interest rates we can reasonably antici-
pate in our free financial markets.
Question 5. What is your understanding of what the main problem is

at the present time that the Fed is trying to solve by its present
money policy?

Answer
Our economy, as we all know, is subject to periodic variations in

economic activity in the form of business cycles. Ideally, of course,
we would all prefer to live in an economy in which our national out-
put increased without credit stimulus or restraint year by year at a
relatively constant rate sufficient to maintain effective use of our
available productive resources within the framework of a stable
price level. As a practical matter our economy does not behave in
this ideal manner.

Our Nation has had frequent periods of expansion characterized
by unusually rapid growth of output. At such times a general exu-
berance gradually pervades the economy. Demands for credit steadily
rise-for inventory accumulation, for purchase of consumer durables,
for public as well as private capital expansion. The use of available
human and material resources approaches a practical maximum. In-
flationary pressures mount and the general expectation of prce rises
grows. If some measure of. Government restraint is not applied there
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is a danger that the expansion of prices will begin to feed upon itself.
As the expectation of inflation becomes more pervasive, actions are
taken which tend to make the pressures cumulative. Eventually, in
the absence of proper restraints, the process can result in a crisis and
severe liquidation or depression. If that occurs the monetary stimuli
which are available in our free economy may become largely ineffec-
tive and a prolonged period of adjustment becomes inevitable before
confidence in the future is restored.

The real problem of the Federal Reserve, therefore, is to meet this
challenge-to time its credit actions of restraint and stimniils in such
a way as to avoid excessive business expansion and overly severe
adjustments. The real danger is not that credit restraint by the
authorities will cause a severe recession, but rather that the failure to
use adequate restraint will result in credit excesses and inflationary
price increases which will make a severe economic adjustment almost
inevitable.

At the present time we are in a period of economic expansion which
calls for a policy of appropriate credit restraint. Planned business
investment as well as consumer expenditure has been rising steadily.
When the temporary effect of the steel strike dissipates, most observers
assume these demands for resources will accelerate. Although prices
have remained relatively stable thus far, the potential for further
increases is evident.

This then is the time when appropriate credit restraint is most vital.
We are enjoying prosperity. Our prices have changed only slightly.
Credit expansion has not yet become excessive. The immediate prob-
lem of the Federal Reserve, consequently, is to hold the line, to keep
our economy on this steady course, and to keep our growing pros-
perity from developing into an excessive credit boom by applying
appropriate credit restraint now before excesses develop and cumulate
into a needlessly severe business adjustment.
Question 6. Is it your understanding that the mnain impact of mone-

tary policy is through interest rates or through the amount of
credit available?

Answer
Monetary policy influences economic activity by affecting both the

cost and availability of credit. Opinion among monetary economists
is divided as to the relative weight of the two factors.

In some credit markets, the availability of credit is undoubtedly a
much more important factor than the interest rate as a means of
allocating a limited volume of funds among borrowers. Some lenders,
for a variety of reasons, change their lending rates infrequently. As
the demand for credit builds up relative to the available supply, they
become more selective in their choice of credit risks rather than in-
creasing rates.

Moreover, certain borrowers are relatively insensitive to relatively
small changes in interest rates. This is particularly true with respect
to individuals' borrowing to purchase durable consumer goods such as
automobiles; relatively small changes in interest rates on these loans,
which are usually repayable in installments, do not significantly affect
the size of monthly payments. Availability of credit is particularly
important to individuals desiring to purchase homes financed by Gov-
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ernment guaranteed or insured mortgages, on which interest rates are
subject to legal maxima.

On the other hand, there is reason to believe that the demand for
credit on the part of marginal borrowers is affected significantly by
the level of interest rates. (Marginal borrowers are those whose deci-
sions as to whether they obtain loan funds or not are less urgent, or
who seek to finance projects that are marginal as to potential profit-
ability or public need.) In addition, experience indicates that the
level of interest rates at a given time, coupled with expectations as to
the probable trend in rates, influences the timing of borrowing opera-
tions. During periods of credit stringency and high interest rates in
recent years, many prospective borrowers have temporarily or indefi-
nitely postponed borrowing operations to await lower interest rates
in the future.

These considerations support the view that the impact of monetary
policy works through both cost and availability of credit. In recent
years, somewhat greater emphasis has been placed on availability
rather than cost. There is no way, however, of determining which
may be the most important factor.

Question 7. How much has the cost of living increased in the last 18
months?

Answer
Between March 1958 and September 1959, the consumer price index

(sometimes referred to as the 'cost of living index") rose from 123.3
to 125.2, an increase of about 11/2 percent.

Question 8. And what is the present interest rate on 91-day Treasury
bills?

Answer
The average issuing rate for the latest issue of 91-day Treasury

bills (issued October 29, 1959) was 4.022.percent.

Question 9. (Omitted.)

Question 10. Is the difference accounted for by a greater demand for
savings?

Question 11. Is it accounted for by investors' expectations of infla-
tion?

In view of the fact that question 9 was omitted, questions 10 and 11
are not relevant.

Question 12. Do you think that the administration's massive verbal
attack on inflation, its constant warnings that inflation is coming,
could be the whole cause of the need to remove the interest rate
ceiling?

Answer
No. Expectations of inflation, as noted earlier, have contributed

to the increase in interest rates during the past year. Those expecta-
tions, however, have arisen basically from the pressures of demand
stemming from the Federal deficit and the rapid recovery of business
activity-not from any official statements on the dangers of inflatioii.
Therefore, the need to remove the 41/4-percent interest rate ceiling
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stems primarily from more fundamental factors of credit demand
and supply.

The very existence of the 4%/4 -percent ceiling is a factor working
toward inflation in the minds of investors and students of debt man-
agement policy at home and abroad. Dissipation of inflationary ex-
pectations would tend to reduce pressures on interest rates and re-
moval of the 41/4-percent ceiling would tend to permit sales of Treas-
ury securities at a lower rate of interest on average than otherwise
would be possible.

The progressive deteoration of thae value of t he dollar during the
past 20 years is a cause for serious concern. Moreover, to the extent
that the pressures of demand in business recovery are pressing
against the availability of our economic resources, the Government
has a responsibility to explain the dangers of inflation and to foster
sound fiscal, debt management, and monetary policies that will help
contain inflationary pressures. It is precisely at the stage of the
business cycle when recovery merges into a strong prosperity that in-
flationary pressures tend to be generated. Increases in price levels
tend to lag behind the basic pressures of demand for goods and serv-
ices that give rise to them. To wait until prices actually start to rise
before taking actions to forestall inflation is to wait until the situation
is much more difficult to cope with.

In my opinion, the fear of inflation that seems to have taken hold
during the past year is not something of very recent origin; on the
contrary, it has been building up throughout the postwar period.
This conviction appeared to reach a peak last summer-several
months before the administration actively began to warn against the
dangers !of future inflation-when the public suddenly realized that a
Federal deficit of over $12 billion would have to be financed within the
framework of strongly rising business.

I have said a number of times that I believe that the conviction
that future inflation is inevitable is a mistaken conviction. I still be-
lieve it is mistaken, and I am very much heartened by the determina-
tion of the Congress and the administration to achieve a balance in
the Federal budget for fiscal 1960. This determination has resulted
in a dampening of the so-called inflation psychosis.

But we must continue to demonstrate our determination to pursue
sound financial policies, not only with respect to the budget, but in
debt management and monetary policy as well. Under current condi-
tions this requires freedom for Federal Reserve authorities to admin-
ister flexible policies, and it requires removal of the 41 4-percent ceiling
on new issues of Treasury bonds. These actions will permit the con-
tinued concerted use of all three major instruments of Government
financial policy toward the end of promoting continuity of employ-
ment opportunities, a high and sustainable rate of economic growth,
and reasonable stability of price levels.
Question 13. Do you think that investors' fear of inflation is substan-

tionally justifled by the facts?
Answer

I want to repeat that, in my judgment, the belief that future infla-
tion is inevitable is a mistaken conviction. The forces promoting
inflation are subject to human control. To avoid inflation, we need
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only to demonstrate our willingness ind determination to exercise dis-
cipline in our public and private affairs.

In view of developments during the past 20 years, it is not sur-
prising that some investors have shown concern over the future value
of the dollar and, as a result, have turned from Government securities
and other fixed-dollar obligations to investments that are believed to
possess some degree of "inflation hedge." It is sometimes pointed
out that most of the inflation of the past two decades was the result
of either World *War II or the Korean war; this is correct. How-
ever, the increase of more than 8 percent in both retail and whole-
sale prices during the past 4 years is not the result of those forces.
Our Government spending for national security is very high, but it is
not in any sense a temporary wartime situation: it is a way of life
of national preparedness which has been with us for years and will
probably continue to be for some time.

We must do better on inflation control in the future if we are not
to experience a loss of confidence in our currency and increasing in-
vestor preference for equities as opposed to Government and other
fixed-dollar securities.

Is investors' fear of inflation substantially justified by the facts?
One might disagree as to what the relevant facts are with respect to
probable trends in price levels, and it is reassuring to note that there
now appears to exist, both in this Nation and in the world as a whole,
a better balance between overall demand and supply for important
commodities. Moreover, it seems probable that much of the exces-
sive liquidity built up during the Second World War has been dissi-
pated, either through increases in output or prices. These develop-
ments imply that in the future we can achieve significant success in
promoting stable prices if we are only willing to pursue appropriate
policies.

These developments may tend to promote greater confidence in the
dollar, but it is probable that investors will continue to pay consider-
able attention to the manner in which the Government conducts its
financial affairs. Sound financial policies must proceed on three
broad fronts: fiscal policy, debt management policy, and monetary
policy. As noted in the reply to question 12, the determined efforts
of the Congress and the administration to achieve a balance in the
budget for the current fiscal year have already tended to dampen the
"inflation psychosis." Moreover, monetary policy has been flexibly
and appropriately administered during this period of high and rising
business activity. It remains to be demonstrated, however, whether
Congress will furnish the Treasury with the necessary tools for soLnd
and noninflationary management of the public debt. This action,
involving removal of the ceiling rate of interest on Treasury bonds,
would be an important step in helping to convince investors that we
have the knowledge and the will to maintain the purchasing power
of the dollar.

In short, investors' fear of inflation need not be justified by the
facts, nor by future events. But we can be assured of this only if
we are willing to act responsibly, to exercise discipline and restraint
in government, in business, and as individuals.
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Question 14. Many of the newspapers and magazines have been carry-
ing ads placed by the insurance comipanies and others which say
"Help Fight Inflation," or "Inflation Shoots Holes in Every-
body's Pocket," and s0 on. Do you know whether or not the
cost of this advertising is tax deductible as a business cost of
these corporations?

Answer
For many years the cost of institutional advertising has been al-

lowed as a deductible business exnense, if reasonable in amount and
if not for purposes which have to do with the promotion or defeat
of legislation or political campaigns. Accordingly, expenditures by
insurance companies and others for institutional advertising which
presents views on economic, financial, social, or other subjects of a
general nature, are ordinarily deductible unless the advertising in-
volves lobbying or political campaign activities. The determination
of whether a particular advertising program falls within a proscribed
area necessarily depends upon all the facts and circumstances of each
case. For this reason, it is not possible to state categorically whether
the costs of the particular items cited in your question are deductible
by the taxpayers involved.
Question 15. Why is it the Treasury thinks that the debt should be

lengthened?
Answer

One of the important goals of Treasury debt management is to
promote a balanced structure of the public debt, both in terms of the
types of securities outstanding and their holders. Implicit in such a
balanced debt structure is a maturity distribution that provides flexi-
bility to the Treasury and at the same time avoids a bunching of
maturities, particularly in the short-term sector.

It is only in this way that the Treasury can raise the funds which
are necessary for its operations, keep the interest cost on the debt to
a practicable mininum, provide investments which are suitable for
widely varying investment needs, and utilize debt management so as
to reinforce budget and debt management policies to promote sus-
tainable economic growth with stable prices.

There is, of course, no "ideal" structure of the public debt which
we can seek to achieve. Changing economic circumstances and chang-
ing investor attitudes, variations in the availability of alternative
investments, changes in liquidity needs of the economy, long-term
trends in savings-all of these factors influence Treasury debt man-
agement. Nor can the Treasury fail to recognize that it has to work
with a debt structure which exists as of a given point of time. The
present structure of the debt is an institutional fact and the Treasury
must build from there.

The public debt on October 31, 1959, consisted of $1871/2 billion of
marketable obligations-Treasury bills, certificates, notes, and bonds
that are negotiable and are freely traded in the Government securities
market-and $104 billion of nonmarketable securities. The structure
of the marketable debt, through which Treasury policies have an
immediate effect on the money and capital markets, is described more
fully below.
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The nonmarketable debt includes $493/4 billion of U.S. savings
bonds, consisting of $421/2 billion of E- and H-bonds, which are held
by tens of millions of Americans, and $71/4 billion of the older types of
savings bonds (series F, G, J, and K) which are no longer being sold.
Even though until recently the volume of E- and H-bonds has been
growing steadily throughout the postwar period, the total amount of
savings bonds outstanding has been declining for several years be-
cause of the redemptions of the discontinued series. The major rea-
son for congressional action in September in raising the 3.26 percent
ceiling on savings bond interest rates to 4.25 percent was to permit
the terms of E and H savings bonds to be improved. It is hoped
that the recent improvement in terms on these bonds will help rein-
vigorate the savings bond program and thus contribute to achieve-
ment of better balance in the debt structure.

Over $431/2 billion of the nonmarketable debt is in the form of spe-
cial issues to the various Government agencies and trust funds which
are primarily invested in these special issues in accordance with the
legal requirements for each fund or account. The substantial increase
in holdings of these trust funds and agencies throughout the postwar
period until recently has been of tremendous assistance in helping the
Treasury to achieve a better debt structure. Most of these trust fund
investments represent the reinvestment of individuals' savings placed
in social security, veterans' life insurance, postal savings, railroad re-
tirement, and Government employees' retirement funds. In the last
fiscal year, however, Government investment account holdings of
Government securities declined by $11/4 billion, in contrast with an
average annual increase in the 12 preceding fiscal years of more than
$2 billion.

Consequently, the Treasury's efforts to sell more of its securities
directly or indirectly to savers-thus minimizing the reliance on bank
borrowing-have recently been less successful, both with respect to
savings bonds and trust fund issues. Moreover, the volume of Treas-
ury nonmarketable investment bonds outstanding, totaling approxi-
mately $8 billion at the end of October, has been declining by about
$1 billion a year as investors have either redeemed these securities for
cash, or, on the larger of the issues, converted into 5-year marketable
notes.

The substantial net decline in outstanding nonmarketable securities
has resulted in a relatively rapid rise in the marketable debt. It is in
managing the marketable debt that the Treasury has its major discre-
tion in promoting a sound debt structure. Moreover, the primary
impact of Treasury debt operations on money and credit markets
arises from the way the marketable debt is handled.

The marketable debt, which totaled $1871/2 billion on October 31,
is heavily concentrated in relatively short maturities, with 75 percent
of the issues maturing within 5 years and 40 percent within 1 year.
The liquidity needs of the economy no doubt will support a substantial
volume of short-term debt because of the large, active, and continuous
demand for short-term securities from investors outside of the bank-
ing system. Corporations, State and local governments, foreign ac-
counts, and many other investors employ their short-term funds in
this manner. Almost 60 percent of our under 1-year debt, therefore,
is held outside of the commercial banks and the Federal Reserve
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banks-a larger percentage than in any other country of which we
are aware.

These liquidity needs will grow as the economy expands, but there
is little fear that this expanding need for short-term securities will
not be met, since the passage of time brings more and more of the
marketable debt into the under 1-year range. The problem is quite
the opposite: if the Treasury were to issue only under 1-year securities
to replace maturing issues between now and December 1960, the $76
billion of under 1-year securities outstanding on October 31 would
rise to over $100 billion by late 1960. By the end of 1963 the funder
i-year debt would exceed $140 billion if 1-year or under borrowing
were exclusively relied upon.

The problem of keeping the under 1-year debt from growing ex-
cessively is complicated by the heavy concentration of maturities in
the 1- to 5-year range, which have grown from $33 billion at the end
of 1953 to approximately $65 billion on October 31, 1959. Thus the
major task confronting the Treasury is to transfer a substantial
amount of securities out .of the 1- to 5-year range to longer maturities.
This will be.difficult, inasmuch as more than $10 billion of securities,
now with more than 5 years' maturity, will tumble into the .1- to 5-
year range within the next 3 years simply as a result of the passage
of time.

The case for debt lengthening is also strongly supported on eco-
nomic grounds. The excessive issuance of short-term debt at any
time tends to increase inflationary pressures. This may not create
any problem when demands for funds are relatively low in propor-
tion to the current flow of savings. However, an undue dependence
on short-term debt during periods of economic expansion increases
the potential monetization of the debt since short-term securities are
very close to money in terms of liquidity and involve a minimum of
market risk.

Short-term issues are well suited to the investment requirements of
commercial banks; consequently, there is a much greater chance that
inflationary increases in the money supply will occur as banks create
deposits in their operations as residual buyers of short-term Treasury
issues. Conversely, longer term Treasury securities-particularly
those with maturities of 10 years and longer-are more attractive
to savings institutions, pension funds, and other institutions that
invest a large portion of the savings of the public. To the extent
that these institutions buy new Treasury issues, there is no growth
in the money supply.

Savings institutions and other investors that buy long-term bonds
are seeking investments to hold in order to obtain a longrun interest
return. On the other hand, many nonbank purchasers of short-term
issues are simply investing temporarily idle funds; they intend to
liquidate the securities later in order to spend the proceeds for goods
and services (e.g., business inventories, new plant and equipment),
meet tax payments, or to take advantage of more favorable invest-
ment opportunities. They do this because any capital loss incurred
in shifting from a short-term issue to cash during a period of strong
business activity is likely to be much less than if they had purchased
longer term securities, whose prices tend to fluctuate over wider
ranges than short-term issues.
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This is what is meant by saying that "short-term securities are only
a step away from being money." The holder can either sell the
security in the market at a price close to its maturity value or wait for
it to mature within a few weeks or months, in order to obtain funds
for spending. Consequently, there is a much greater danger of a
large and rapid shift from short-term securities to cash than from
long-term securities to cash. Stated differently, the existence of a
large volume of short-term Treasury debt reflects a high degree of
liquidity in the economy; individuals and institutions are in a much
better position to transfer these securities into cash, and spend it for
goods and services-thereby augmenting inflationary pressures-than
if more of the Treasury debt consisted of firmly held long-term
securities.

When and if liquidation of short-term securities by temporary
holders takes place, the inflationary impact of the shift is magnified
to the extent that they sell the securities to commercial banks, inas-
much as bank purchases tend to increase the money supply. How-
ever, spending may expand rapidly even though banks do not pur-
chase large amounts of the short-term securities liquidated by other
market holders. As short-term interest rates rise. individuals and
institutions with relatively large idle demand deposits in commercial
banks may purchase the short-term issues. These demand deposit
'balances, previously idle, will be transferred, in effect, to individuals
and institutions who use them for spending. This means that the
velocity of money-or its turnover-tends to increase, thereby stimu-
lating inflationary pressures in much the same way as an expansion
in the money supply.

The large flotation of short-term Treasury issues growing out of
the $12.5 billion deficit during the past fiscal year has not as yet
exerted strong inflationary pressures; these issues were largely taken
up by business corporations which were experiencing rapid growth
in liquidity as profits rose from recession lows. However, as business
activity advances, a point is likely to be reached where corporations
will be seeking funds to invest in inventories and plant and equip-
ment. They may, at that time, tend to shift from net buyers to net
sellers of short-term Treasury securities. In the absence of a current
budget surplus, heavy liquidation of these securities would place
additional pressure on the Government securities market and further
complicate debt management. The spending of the funds would
stimulate inflationary pressures in the economy.

In many ways, therefore, the tendency toward a steadily growing
short-term debt is one of the most important debt management prob-
lems confronting the Treasury. The only way to cope with the prob-
lem is to continue to sell intermediate and longer term bonds at every
reasonable opportunity. Under current conditions, of course, the
41/4 percent ceiling on new Treasury bond issues forces the Treasury
to confine its market borrowing almost exclusively to the less than
5-year range.
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Question 16. Is it the Treasury's policy to manage the debt in ways
to help out in economic stabilization, or is it the policy to try to
obtain the lowest interest cost without respect to economic
stabilization?

Answer
Promotion of sustainable economic growth with stable prices and

minimization of interest payments on the public deft are both im-
portant objectives of Treasury debt management. lWhen these two
objectives come into conflict, however, economic stabilization must
be riven a higher priority thaji minimization of interest costs.

A number of observers believe that the primary or sole objective
of debt management should be to promote sustainable economic
growth with stable prices by countering inflationary and deflationary
pressures in the economy. They argue that the Treasury should
rely heavily on issues of long-term bonds during periods of economic
expansion and on short-term financing during periods of economic
contraction.

It would be impossible to adhere strictly to this approach in prac-
tice, nor would it be desirable to do so.

One important practical consideration arises from the overriding
need for the Treasury to meet the Government's fiscal requirements.
Under some circumstances, a pressing need for cash may force the
Treasury to market short-term issues, for which there is usually a sub-
stantial demand (but often at rising rates), even though spending in
the economy may be rising rapidly relative to productive capacity.

Moreover, as is emphasized in the reply to question 15, the constant
shortening in maturity of the public debt, as a result of the passage
of time, means that the Treasury must take every reasonable oppor-
tunity to issue long-term securities. Otherwise, more and more of
the marketable debt would tumble into the short-term range. Fre-
quent and large maturities of Treasury securities complicate both
debt management and monetary policy.

Within the limits imposed by these and other important practical
considerations, the Treasury does attempt to minimize reliance on
short-term financing during periods of expansion, and it also attempts
to handle its financing in a recession in a manner that will contribute
to balance economic recovery.

During a period of rapid business expansion, the opportunities for
selling substantialamountsof long-trmsecuritiesarelimited. And,
il any event, large-scale reliance on long-term issues would contrib-
ute to sharp increases in long-term interest rates and a marked de-
crease in the availability of credit for homebuilding, business expan-
sion, and State and local government projects. Some dampening of
spending in the private sector during a period of rapid business ad-
vance is desirable, but a moderate approach to such dampening is
clearly desirable.

During a business recession, declining interest rates and rising
bond prices would seem to provide an excellent opportunity for sub-
stantial sales of long-term Government securities. Aggressive issu-
ance of long-term securities at such time, however, would run the risk
of aggravating recessionary forces by absorbing too large a portion
of the available supply of long-term credit, thereby reducing the
amount of funds available to support homebuilding, business expan-
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sion, and State and local government projects. On the other hand,
exclusive reliance on short-term financing would contribute to a large
buildup of near-term maturities, which might have to be refinanced
in a period of rapid business recovery. Moreover, the liquidity rep-
resented by the increase in short-term debt might unduly complicate
public policy actions to promote sustainable growth with price sta-
bility during the succeeding 'business expansion.

Oine method of reconciling the conflicting debt-management objec-
tives during a recession is to rely heavily on new Government security
issues of intermediate-term maturity. Such issues tend to be bought
by commercial banks in their attempts to bolster earnings in the face
of a slackening loan demand and falling interest rates. As banks
purchase these obligations with reserves made available by an expan-
sive monetary policy, bank credit and the money supply tend to grow,
thereby helping to counter recessionary pressures. If, in a later pe-
riod of business expansion, interest rates rise and market values of
these intermediate-term issues decline, the continued holding of the
obligations would become more attractive to banks in order to avoid
taking losses. This would help reinforce a monetary policy designed
to prevent total spending in the economy from rising to an
unsustainable pace.

Consistent with this approach, the Treasury marketed only $3.5
billion of truly long-term bonds (over 10 years maturity) in the last
2 months of 1957 and the first half of 1958, a period of business reces-
sion. Of the remaining $39.3 billion of new marktable issues, $17.3
billion consisted of securities maturing in 4 to 10 years. Banks sub-
scribed heavily to these new issues (they also bought substantial
amounts of existing Government securities in the market) ; their total
loans and investments expanded at a rapid rate; and, as aconsequence,
the money supply grew at a very high rate. This growth in the
money supply was a major factor tending to cushion the recession and
to provide a financial atmosphere conducive to business recovery.
Furthermore, the large volume of intermediate-term issues that were
marketed contributed significantly to a lengthening in the average
maturity of the debt.

The support provided by debt management to antirecessionary poli-
cies is also demonstrated by the net changes in ownership of Govern-
ment securities between November 1957 and June 1958. During this
period, the Treasury's net borrowing from investors other than Gov-
ernment investment accounts amounted to $1.8 billion. Federal Re-
serve banks and commercial banks together added $8.9 billion to their
portfolios of Government obligations, and private nonbank investors
liquidated $7 billion of the securities. This shift of securities from
nonbank investors to the banking system played an important part in
the expansion of liquidity and money supply that contributed to
economic recovery.

During fiscal year 1959, a period of strong business recovery, Treas-
ury issuance of an appropriate volume of long-term securities was
complicated by several factors. One of the most important of these
comlicating factors -was the impact on credit markets of the record
peacetime Federal deficit of $12.5 billion. In addition, rising demands
for credit in the private sector of the economy exerted strong pressures
on credit markets. Until recently, a disturbing-but, in my jiudg-.
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ment, mistaken-view that inflation is inevitable has tended to narrow

the market for long-term debt instruments. Furthermore, in recent

months the existence of a statutory ceiling of 41/4 percent on new

issues of over 5-year securities has prevented the Treasury from selling
new long-term issues.

Despite these complicating factors, the deficit was financed in a

manner that helped to minimize growth in the money supply. During

the fiscal year, the Treasury's net borrowing outside of Government
investment accounts totaled $9.7 billion. The Federal Reserve banks

and commercial banks combined liquidated $3.3 billion of Govern-

ment securities, and private nonbank investors added $13 billion to

their holdings.
The second part of the question refers to minimization of interest

costs as the maj or goal of debt management.
Economical borrowing is an important goal of Treasury debt man-

agement. The Treasury does not agree with the view that interest pay-

ments on the debt are of no real significance for the economy as a

whole, inasmuch as they are not exhaustive in terms of economic re-

sources but merely represent transfers from taxpayers to bondholders.
The transfer is hardly frictionless; it involves additional Government
expense, a considerable degree of taxpayer irritation, and-perhaps
of primary importance-a significant effect on incentives in the private
sector of the economy.

On the other hand, the significance of the interest payment on the

public debt-now estimated at about $9 billion per year-should not

be overstressed. The average rate paid is still only about 31/4 percent,

and the total amount of interest is only about 21/4 percent of current

national income-not much higher than 20 years ago and somewhat

lower than in the years 1946-50. Moreover, about 30 percent of the

interest on the public debt is paid on securities held by the Federal

Reserve banks-of which almost 90 percent is returned to the Treasury

in taxes-and on securities held in Government investment accounts.

In addition, a substantial portion of the interest paid on securities held

by commercial banks and business corporations is recouped by the

Treasury through the 52 percent income tax which applies to these
investors.

Although Treasury interest rates are higher now than for a number

of years, the rates are among the lowest for any central government
in the free world. Both here and abroad interest rates have risen sub-

stantially during the entire postwar period in those nations which

rely upon free market processes and effective monetary and credit
policies for promoting economic stability.

Too much emphasis on minimizing interest costs as a goal of debt

management can easily lead to longrun difficulties. One of the major

dangers is that excessive use will be made of short-term securities, on

which the interest rate is usually lower than on longer term issues.

This can lead to a piling up of short-term debt which, in the long run,

might severely complicate debt management and monetary policy.

Also, experience has clearly demonstrated that reliance on money crea-

tion to prevent interest rates from rising during a period of strong

business activity can only result in inflation. The goal of holding down

interest charges on the debt cannot be allowed to take precedence

38563-Coo-Pt. lO-3
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over the importlait pbjeotives of prqomotiirg §u~tinable eeonoic
growth with stble prices.

In .sunima.ry, the Trqas~ury attemlpts to niaanlgg the public debt in a
manner consistent with the qttaiinmenjt gf our besi cic, gp~J~
and, insofar as possible, actively to promote thespe bjetivep s The
extent to which tjisi is possibje is a.f.fepted by ,sevpra j , prac-
tical considergitions, opLe of the moet in~porn4 of wc , i.s thpe
ing need for achieving somu lengthperng in tl, mnturity of the debt.
During a recession, both debt ep gthlgeqniiig aid ecppo~nhip recoyery capbe proboted by offering ijpw 4pqritiep of intermediate term, which
bank-s ,may pijrghAse with OA d Witipnla resyes mnadq availeable
through an expansive monetary policy. During a period of bk~siness
expansion, throe i$ a mavginl9 pirfer ce oii the part qf the Treagury
for long-term financing, but 6sqP finanping cnnppt bg ,arried tov far
because of its edegts oQJ privtg erewdit mnrketb ,nfld tha evaqilebility of
long-term funds. The lpgicl dcesire to hold down interest eosts onthe public debt should npt-d dnges tt-itepfgrg with other ^ajor
objectives of Oobt manpageinq,#
Question 17. What criteria does the Treasuqry use for deter-mining

when to issue Iong-term debt and when to issue short-term debt?
Answer

As is pointed out in the replies to questions 15 and 1Q, the imbalance
in the debt strplctqire, couipled with the inflationary pj'essures in the
econpmy, currently jllstifis the sle of i nrmeciatp, and long-term
securities at every reason~ble oppqrtpotity.

15peeifir qriferia consgider-d by the Treasury in deciding whetlher tp
Qffer sPPcnritijes ' lopger matiw-ity ijn g pfwtyiguh fiancing inpjuae
s~u~ch facetors ars the pe-formpaipe pf the Qover~nent §e urites inarleat
,n it§s varipous r4tWFiity peptqpp, as reqfcted in the marjket pattern pf

interwst rates kn outstqi}dipg isspqs es well ,s otler eyidepqe of relativescpfrcity op coiigpstion gf Aepuritigs } particular ,ipturity ra~rges;the future finaplcing requirongs the -pry, in terms pf cash
needs, pnd qfinA~ncing matIjn g iUssues and potential ,adyanc re-funding, which might perhap§ provide better oppQrtunitjes for dbt
lengthening; the relative availability or lack of availability of sliprt-
tern is~sues to letespecifjp 1iquidity n e§ls, §unh , taxpayrnents; the
streggth an Opmpgiig ,dmands fqr fqnds, as reflected in pltjenrpqiv
markt ies-nt. op~porltumiti,, in mortgages, State and local gpv-
ernmpent i5§s4,s, ,ajd corpfr at_ securities; 4id the 4tittfude Pf ilestors
aS tg debt securities genqrally versus stocks ,and real estate.

It should be repeated that ,undep ,urrent ,qnditins, of ourse, the
41/4 perqqnt ceiling og n,'e T.reasury bond isies forces the Trea-s ryto confine its berrwijtg elmg st expjpsicpiy to thle le~ss than 5-y.ear
Tparng~e,
Question 18. Why d~idn't the Treasury pay off its short-term debt and

issue long-term bonds last year,'p4ptivul/jprly in thqe frst half of
last year; when 6ng-term rdtes were lowY

4,nwer
As poinhtedol t ill the reply to qu. stion lB, a hnsinps recession would

se to pr'pvide an e oldnt Qppqrtvnifty fqor sub~statjal sales of lphg-
term Government securities. It is generally agre~ c bweyer, that
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i issuance of loig-terl scuriities at such time would run the

risk bf aiv aa-tii r& iorifin forces by absotbing too large a por-

tisk of the avalablb' supl1y of long-tern dfediti thereby reducing the

amount of funids avilable to suppot homeibuiding; business expan-
sion, and Staiteand lldcai gov~erniment projects.

Ih deed, the Treasury wvas cfiticized in some quuartets for the amount

of intermediate& and lonig-terhm fhiandifig that it did in the first half

of 1958. As is epiphagized iii the ahswet to question 16, however, this

financing was heavily concehtfAted in inteofmiediate-term issues, a

V(Yg nni4.oAn f wiih whyi ii !}fejh'ijd btP &oifimherji'al banks rather'

than typical lorin-terim invtOrs. Less than $3 billion of long-teiin

(over 10-year) securities iere s6ld ini the fiist half of 1958.
Althoilgh miiflnimiztioii df interest payfiients oil the debt is an im-

p6ititit objective of debt ihanahig htj iii a recession it should not take

precedence ovei the more impo tanit goal of finanbing so as not to

impede balahced economic fe&bVeky andi isofa as possible; actively
to promote sich recbvery:

Question 18a. Ltoes the Treau ave to mid a dproxinMte amount
of debt which ioouled be shifted from ihort-tirrn to lbonq-ierm if

the interest rae ceilin is r ed? If sb, cdaA yoi give us d'h

i'ndication of i6hat yoii think it is

Answer
As is pointed out iri the reply to questibn 15; the liquidity needs of

oiir 6 ohoiiy can absorb a substanftial voluihe df shdrt-terrh debt.

However, the 1- to 5-year farlge of Tidasu1ry maturities is clearly over-

crowded; haviig incteased from $33 billioil at the ehd of 1953 to $65

billioi at the ehd of October 1959: We are; therefore, quiite anxious

to move some of the 1- to 5-yeai maturities to longer maturity.
Although we Would hesitdte to' specify dxact figures; *e believe

that; after allowing for the extension rdquired to keep even simply

because of the passage of trlie; it would be desiiable to shift abound

$20 billion of mathrities from the 1: to 5-year range to beyond 5 years.

Given no chhaige in the total nlarketable and under 1-year debt, the

distribution of the marketable debt would then be as follows: $76

billion maturing in inlder 1 year; $45 billion ih 1 to 5 years; and $67

billion in over 5 yeats. Such a distribution Would help significantly
iil easing debt management in the future ahd, in addition, would re-

duce the danger of ari excessive buildup of liquidity in the ecohomy
over time.

In view of postwar experienoe; thie shifting of this volune of 1- to

5-year debt to lohger maturities ight appear to be an almost hope-
less task. Although the Treasury 1ias issued $428/4 billion of debt
beyond 5 years since the end of 1953, the passage of tieid has wholly

offset this extehsion, so that the over :.yea debt today is nO largof
than in 1953: Thug thb issuance of the $42:/4 billioni of over 5-year

debt since 1953 has served to impede debb shortening rather than to

result in debt lengthening.
There is one technique that the Treasury has been exploring

seriously, however, which promises to afford significant results in

debt lengthening, whenever the 4/4 percent ceiling is removed. Typi-

cally, new Treasury bond issues arise either from new securities sold

for cash or a new issue offered in exchange to holders of securities
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which are maturing within a matter of weeks. Many of these matur-
ing securities were originally long-term bonds, bought initially bylong-term investors such as individuals, personal trust accounts, lifeinsurance companies, mutual savings banks, or pension funds. When
the bonds approach maturity, however, most of these longer-term
investors have already liquidated their holdings and at maturity thebonds are usually held largely by commercial banks or by nonfnan-
cial corporations or other short-term investors. Therefore both ofthe traditional methods of issuing long-term securities which the
Treasury uses-for cash or in a regular refunding-involve a substan-tial amount of churning in the market as long-term investors seekto raise the cash to pay for a new cash issue or to buy the maturingissue which gives them the right to exchange for the new offering.

There is a third approach, however, to the problem of selling longer-term securities to long-term investors, and it is an approach which webelieve would add materially to the Treasury's ability to encouragesuch investors to maintain investment in long-term securities. Thisapproach is characterized as "advance refunding." It is a technique
which was used in the Canadian conversion loan operation last sum-mer, whereby $6 billion of Dominion of Canada securities havingfrom 6 months to 8 years to run to maturity were exchanged forsecurities with maturities ranging from 3 to 25 years-an operationinvolving about 40 percent of that country's national debt.

Because of fundamental differences in the financial systems of thetwo nations, the U.S. Treasury has no intention of embarking onsuch an ambitious program in attempting to solve our debt prob ems.The basic thought behind the Canadian operation is sound, however,and should be given careful consideration as to its possible applicationin the United States in a much more limited way.
One of the many possibilities in this direction, when and if marketconditions are appropriate at some time in the future, is to offer newlong-term bonds to the holders of the large amount of 21/2 percentbonds sold immediately before or during World War II. Such anew issue, or issues, would be sold on terms that would be attractiveto the present holders and would permit the Treasury to do a sub-stantial amount of debt extension on a straight exchange basis withexisting holders, and, therefore, with a minimum of effect on theGovernment securities and capital markets. These are investors whoalready hold substantial amounts of Government securities. We wantto keep them invested in Governments if we can.
The enactment of legislation in September, permitting the Secretaryof the Treasury to postpone recognition of gain or loss for tax pur-poses on certain exchanges of government securities, represents amajor step forward in insuring the success of any such advance re-funding. However, under existing market conditions the 41/4 percent

ceiling on new Treasury bond issues prevents the Treasury from usingadvance refunding to extend maturities beyond the 5-year range.
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Question 18b. Assuming that by next year or the year after we may

have a low-interest-rate policy again, what are the relative ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the Treasury's confining itself to

short-term issues in the meantime, even though the short-tern,

rate goes to, say, 5Y2 percent?

Answer
It is true that large amounts of long-term borrowing by the Treas-

ury in a period when interest rates seem relatively high would ap-

near to place a greater future expenditure burden on the Treasury

than borrowing short term at even high rates in the expectation that

debt could be lengthened during the next recession. However, the ap-

peal of selling significant quantities of long bonds when interest rates

are declining is illusory (unless all investors expect a depression

extending over many years), since the addition of a substantial new

supply of bonds could easily keep long-term-interest rates from fall-

ing at all and severely aggravate recessionary pressures.
Inasmuch as the Treasury's ability to sell long-term bonds in the

present environment is quite limited anyway, the immediate possibility

of such an alternative is not great. In the case of intermediate-term
securities the interest penalty on the Treasury of debt extension of

less than 10 years is, of course, less severe in comparison with high

short-term rates. Even here the volume of debt extension possible

would tend to be small in comparison with the tremendous volume

of short-term securities which the Treasury will probably be issuing

in the future. In actual fact, the volume of short-term borrowing

will be by far the largest part of future financings. Furthermore

interest rates in the short-term area, with the pospective volume of

financing, are likely to be so high that the Treasury feels that it should

do whatever it can to accomplish modest debt extension in the inter-

mediate-term area to moderate further rises in short-term interest

rates.
As a practical matter the Treasury has to work with the present

structure of the debt and present interest rates. Deferring improve-

ments in the structure of the debt because of the possibility of lower

rates of interest in the future can lead to further deterioration in debt

structure, if interest rate expectations should prove fallacious. Sound

debt management calls for constant and unremitting efforts to im-

prove the debt structure. Intermittent efforts based on some hope

of a different rate stucture a year or two in the future would tend to

put debt management on a speculative basis.
Again, of course, the dollars and cents involved in interest costs

present only one of the factors which the Treasury must consider.

To reiterate, we must work along with monetary policy so that our

operations are consistent with the goal of sustained economic growth

with stable prices. Nor can we ignore our responsibilities in terms of

encouraging the largest financial market in the world-the Govern-

ment securities market to-operate in the most efficient manner in the

interest of the general public.
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Question 19. .With ref erpnoe to thW pg- sis of the last several
yepars, is it tr ha alrnost all pf phes' hqave imed e/y gzone to
a prtern. ,af ter ,t~hey wuerne sued

Answer
Since 1952 the Treasury has issued marketable bonds running 10

years or more to maturity on nine separate occasions, involving sevennew issues anid twp r:ppenkigs Of existing issues. QO' only two oc-
,casiong was; thp iairkjet price -(closing Did wyotation n the nev. of-
fAqripgn rore than eigl4 irtlseon'ds -above the offering price. In
QtjIeF wprds, the mar4ket pric" ' o a'$10 b'ond exceeded $100.25 on its

, ue la6 moiily tjyvp casce. On the othen occasions tlhe new issue
sold at a preminii, omf les. th~i~ eight t44ty-seconds over its issue price
on its issue date. In one instance the market price on issue date was
excty thp siime as the iss~ie price. In the remaining four instances
othe, issue was quoted in, the mnarket at a price below thp, issue price
on the~ issue-date'.

In terms of interest rates the difference between the offering yield
and thj ar'ket yield as of issue qate wqas 1basis point (one one'hun-
,,rpdth of 1 prent) or les u six of the nine issues, qud the entire
ranlge o diafferepc Has fr6m 29 baais points above on lhe most attrac-
,tiv~e isu,,e, to 4 basis points below on the least attractive issue. Meas-yred by this stand~ad, tiered&rp, it is apparent that the average error
mi the e~resury's estim ate of the 'market was very clpse to zero if the
criterion is thle inarkpi price at is~se date.

Even ,sc-riteripn, however, prpseqntN certain obvious difficulties
in,§spmes that the Treasury can price its securities precisply on

ihqir issil Oqte, whichlis, typically 0 days or Mpore away from the an-
n,,ouce,,ment date of the issue. Therefore in times qf rising interestrates (and falling bond'prices) a ne Treasury'long-term issue which
is properly priced in the first instance may look quite attractive at
the tihe of the offering but may lose some of its investor appeal by
the date pn which it is issuei. This is what happeped, for example,
on both' of the long-term bond issues thus far in 1'959.

(On the '&li'r hand when bond prices are rising and interest ratesfallin" propriately prickd -T'easur log-term issue at the time
it is announced nay ldqk ex1eedingly atttractive by its issue date.
Thesizabl e two lpng-term bnds issued in early 1958 regis-
aerea sizable mpinms in lhe niarket by the time their issue date
approached.

TThe term "exceedingly attractive however, can be used only with
relation to; the oopigial interest rate offerqd op the bond. It cannot
be, used wIth respect to the nuirk'p't-price b qhayior of the new issue in
relation to the jnarket price ibhivior off similar issues that are already
Outstanding since, of'course, tIese al ten 'to move together. If they
did not, an investor would inmediately sell the higher priced issue
aind buy the lower priced issue in order top toke f,'qpick profit. Ab ic function of any market is to iron out any such iniconsistencies.
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Questibn ,00. Does the ftdt thdt mtfi i g i1 hiftedi4teld y rsellin# at a

prefinim& indiidte that the terest rate the Ti'dsviiry pUt om the

issue was too high?
Answer

Ally issuer of securities whe'ther a corporation 8b a governmndrtal
utijit, must priee its hew bonds go that they are 9ttractive to p~fospee-

tive pirchasefs; other-olse the offering will fail: Investors have no

inceitive to buy a rnew issue that is not attractively prited as against

any huiiibcf of available outstaheding issues.
So.;.^.e ;±i l±iSJ'.l-A.ded lb bringt in tlw OL' ;;Ia -vl l i, -

take the ri~ks of under vLwiting An issue in its secondaiy distributiofi

to the final inivestofs: The Tfvasury does ilot pay ditect bofnmissions
to its uiiiiddt iters. Fektal Govrnwoent geencies *hich market

thleif divh sociifitis, iriterhatiotial ifistittitibrss; and som6 foreign cen-

trit g'ovrhihhts rely exteoliVgly oril thf dirvt ptyfnedt' ef coinmi§-

sions to uhderWfitdfr ih thie iiarketing of their seurities: Ob-ervers
ift this countfy howdeVdi-throughouit the firnhtial &imniiuirtity as well

as in the Goi tiieii g~rteraly agfeb that aplitati6ft of the com-

Aiission §Yst3ifi to eivW Teadtiury issui Wduld likely bHe a eostly
mRthod of distributioii frith the tanidpoint of the taipafe. They

agree further that thei fePultg ff §sthh a syystivhfj aiid froti its costj

wovuld not necssAtfily be any befter thai the present wdy of rharketihg

securities. Fiutherffiore, the ticinimitsio l system entails dangers in
b~realiiig ddwn the bdluntariy chIadtbf of the entire savings bond

pr'ogIiai. It would seetif iiicdfihisteAt to pay the finhanial community
to s1l1 secvirities to lakdet hiWVetsd butt hot Wheht they sell to smaller
buyers:,

The Teai§ury camiodt ffiafkkt its 9c&Tities sii-essfdliiy thlrough a

ss;ndicate (see the reply tt; qU6§stiidi f55). The sheei iuagtitude of
Treasury issues Would threateh to W ThdiAt all availble uidefwritiig
capital iii a declihiihgnitafket., If, fact; d hialidetihg syrdidcate mhight

be the least competitive wahy of all of selling Tr&t~iify secufitiesj inas-
fhiich as only one bid at most couiUd be e&'pedtdd oh evien the siiallest

Treastif offtihiig. Oh a lar'ger dfieig ther'ed Vtild robably be ho
bids, as it wvould be piractically iimpodsible for the ifivestthent bitfiking
coihninitk to muarshal eh6tig'h re6suttei to subihit cilipfetitiv6 bids

ofi the "all or ndnie" basis Whicli 6hadt6thti fihtihieipal arid coir-

por:ate fihancing.
Thdrefoike, the Treasuriy friUt rel; oh the a-ttactiveniess of its' se-

curitlCs in thelr 6niI riglit. If thefX is hOf iiicefiti'b to uiidei6ter
to sell neaw Treasityi issues te ultlihate p'ti chLsef§ at tveii. a slight

premium over original purchias pice there is, of cotr§6, no incenfite
foi thinti t t b ly tie 'ciitfitids iii thb fil~t P'Lcb. NVrthCless, tlhi

Treasury-like any borrower-seeks to rdaise6 its ihon'ey- as inexpeli-
sivelv as pdssibld. It has succeeded iih dorig this. The aveiage at-

traciveinss in tefins of tho spread in yield of flOW Treasury secuinties
being iflered bveer the yieid 6f 6olhpariblM butstahding issuies has

ai~eaged oly T about orii&eiglhth of i percent ini rdcoht years; 6r Onily

about a third of the iit6'age d in yield beteen fidiv high:grade
d6rporate; secuirty tfftfinks hhd the fiarkte for outstjtndink seasoned
high-grade corporate secui itids at ihe tinim of noet corpoiate ofie'rngs.
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Question 21. When an issue is oversubscribed by 4 to 1, doesn't this
indicate that the interest rate put on the issue is a great deal
higher than it needs to be?

A newer
All successful Treasury cash issues invariably show a considerable

oversubscription. The amount of that oversubscription, however,
varies greatly from issue to issue. Beyond the fact that a good cover
was secured, the particular amount of oversubscription has no rele-
vance as an indicator of the success of one issue as against another.

A better indicator of success is the price behavior of the new issue in
the market, where it must compete directly with seasoned securities.
As indicated in the reply to question 19, on five of the nine occasions
in which the Treasury has issued long-term bonds since 1952, market
prices were the same or below the issue price by issue date, even
though, as indicated in the reply to question 20, each of these securities
was adequately priced in the first instance and was oversubscribed.

It is interesting to note that cash subscriptions for new Treasury
certificates, notes, and bonds from 1953 to date have varied from one
and one-half times the amount issued to slightly more than seven times
the amount issued, with an average of three times. All subscriptions
received in an exchange offering are, of course, allotted in full.

Oversubscriptions to Treasury cash issues are fully expected by
those who subscribe to new cash issues. This has been a standard
expectation in the market for many decades. In the 8 years 1933-40,
for example, subscriptions ran from 11/2 times the issue to 38 times,
with an average for the entire period of about seven times. In each
cash financing the Treasury always announces in advance the approx-
imate size of the new issue which it is offering. This is a decision
which is arrived at only after a determination of the Treasury's cash
needs and a careful nationwide survey of approximate investor de-
mand in a general way for various alternative types of offering. The
Treasury always announces the approximate size of the offering (sub-
ject to customary overallotment of up to 10 percent or so) so that
investors will make their decisions in full knowledge of the size of the
total supply of the new security being placed on the market.

If a potential buyer wants $1 million of a new issue, for example,
and the general discussion in the market indicates to him that he would
estimate there might be four times as many subscriptions as actual
allotments (or that probably only about 25 percent of total subscrip-
tions will be allotted), he may then decide to enter a subscription for
$4 million. He would prefer to buy his million dollars of new bonds
directly from the Treasury rather than in the market, so he is willing
to bid for more than a million dollars to make sure that he gets the
minimum amount he desires.

The investor knows that he can 'always make up any deficiency by
buying more of the bonds in the market later on; but, if the issue is
attractive he reasons that he can probably do so only by paying a
premium which, of course, would lessen the attractiveness of the secur-
ity to him. He knows also that in the event he subscribes to too many
bonds, and if that is true of enough other investors, he may have to
sell the excess at a loss. Therefore, he wants to base his subscription
on the best possible guess as to what the actual results of the offering
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will be. He would be very surprised if the Treasury decided to accept
his subscription in full.

Small subscribers are typically protected from these uncertainties
by the Treasury practice of granting them full allotments. In the 4
percent bond offering in April 1959, for example, subscriptions for
$25,000 or less from savings type investors and commercial banks,
and $10,000 or less from all others, were allotted in full. All sub-
scribers to the 5 percent notes offered in October 1959 who submitted
subscriptions up to $25,000, accompanied with 100 percent cash pay-
ment. were given full allotments; more t 0han $.A3 billion of th-e R. 29
billion publ icissue was allotted to over 100,000 such purchasers.

The size of oversubscription in the case of a bill auction-as com-
pared with certificates, notes, and bonds where the Treasury fixes the
price-can also be deceptive. This is particularly true if a large num-
ber of bids are submitted at very low prices (throwaway bids) on the
chance that they might possibly be accepted, in which case a quick
profit could be realized by dumping them in the secondary market.

The extent of oversubscription on Treasury bill issues has also
varied widely. Data on tax anticipation bills and special bills reveal
in the aggregate a variation in ratio of subscriptions (tenders) to
accepted bids (amounts issued) since 1952 ranging from a bare cover-
age of 1.1 times to about 33/4 times. The ratio of subscriptions to
accepted bids on the regular weekly auction of 3-month and 6-month
bills (and the new annual series of bills) tend to vary somewhat less,
but even here subscriptions have run from 1½/2 to 21/2 times accepted
bids during 1959 to date.
Question 2. Do I understand right, that an insurance company, let

Ws say, that wants to buy $1 million worth of an issue will sub4
scribe $4 million worth if he thinks the issue will be odver sub-
scribed by 4 to 1

Answer
Yes, that is an accurate statement of the way in which oversub-

scriptions come about, as described in the reply to question 21.

Question 23. What happens when a man's allotment is a great deal
more than he expected you to give him? Is he forced to take the
whole amount?

Answer
The Treasury treats all subscriptions equally in this respect and the

prospective buyer is required to purchase the amount allotted to him,
inless he prefers to default on his downpayment. His downpayment
may, in fact, cover his whole allotment. The Treasury has on occa-
sion required cash downpayments equal to as much as 20 percent of
the total amount subscribed for. If the allotment on the issue to that
particular investor is also 20 percent his securities are full paid for.

It should be remembered, of course, that this discussion relates to
marketable securities. In any cash offering many investors may get
more or less than they had estimated because their appraisal of the
total subscriptions was incorrect. Many other investors may find
that market movements and the appearance (or disappearance) of
other attractive alternative investments may change their plans, quite
apart from the problem of estimating the percentage of allotment.
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If the jeqw Tre-asury issue is wei1 p4, hg9Fver, thosea hange§ in
Investor anticipations are usually handled efficiently through the e'gu-
jar m.rket iWlM.Wclhi§ils sq tha~t gans Q losse ae quite limite4.
Qyestion 24. A man who reoeives an allotnent of an issue miuch bigger

t4hn he ewpected to get, could be embarrassd flnancially could he
not t 'and actually suffer a loss?

,4nsu er
TM§is § lways poasibl, of rourse. An un~derwpiter who received

exactly what he gxpected to get bult fipds that tJfe secondary demand
was n ?§t4 9 g 4 jh oepuet ld ouiq lso ,uoefr a loss. )EIxperience
lads ,usto Ieley, I th; I uchI Josses grgwiing oR of a weak secondary
miarket for certrjn issuie§ 1jye benij far niqre significant than those
a~ri.§lp froqi thp liqpi~d~tJisl of I'erflhjotrngllt§.

Ail inve,$toF' whq borrq-we4d mopoTy to, 1uy tile eWv .security and thenfouid that tli p~rejum he ewpeted p gpt on it w.as t,9q small to
GOye~r ,tJie 1lt'e,~ cqs-t pp iw s '0 10 syql 'isp sU4wer a joss. On thepther hand, i + sirppg nnirketn aibpnleit ]-ger thjaij expected
w, guld, ,bpe ,ihard!l witho~4 ,ny finpacial eila.r assfne4t Whatsoever,
perhaps with P rofl-

These are all rngr et risks w4ich are ,arn appropriate part of a coln-
ptitive market syst'e As pointed out previously, of couise, cash
sjhsriptiqz1, s by smjal e,,t~oyomeptines 'as high ,s $50,000 in the
ease of lp~ng-terg kopds.aFq typlcily allQtted in full so that it is not
hikel}y th~at arty 1egitimate j4iyi du1 invji tor q1f hried nieuns would
be embarrassed unless he were gonig over his d.epth fr reasops hav-
ing nothing to do with the Treasutry' offering termS.
Q~h5,,t1won 24. Btae y'g hgdi ~nz,.ny i~ nefs recepntly where people wesie

ftnpaily q6PnrrNd by rewssipng an qleltnment lqrger tha'ns they
could handle.

Answer
We are ,nt gw,4re qf any suvcih in.tfppes. As iqqicafte in thre reply

to questioj 2j, i js yey u ljkqey tjgt ainy sucl conditjon %yould occur
§inxce any investor who submits a sulscription presqm1ably ha* made
p~lan§ ali'ead of tjim as to 1ow his purchase would be Jiaijeed.
Question W6. How do you account for the fact thatl ,sa nny jivestors

think they can guess in advance what the total offer will be on a
particular issue?

4iuw,ter
As noted T t~he reply ,oqpuestijoj 21, the Tremaspyy ,always annources
inadvgi the size of the total Of r61 ' of itS ecurtilere
is no q juesfip~n "w~hat the tqt, ,ofer qiept ien very s ntsuair

.jr un e tlw Tregsqwy ,ev issuv ,iorpe fJ4jT 10 perely4 i' ,ex-
cess PTf the §tietegl riorn.

The Treasury's decisio as to the a4pproximfite ,izeof each jie.yi~sue
is arrived at only aft,er a~stply of its ,ne~eds, plus a, careful natiownidq
s~urv~e~y onf ,app~rpi~ e iny~~t~or Z p4 fpr yariots~lternatiye typeg
of sesurities TIs survpy i, made wjglijn a. very s4,rt period of
ti~me-.somfte#imes within ,a day ' tp-befqfe t};e dcisjpn is an-
nounced. TTje aize pf the isWie ig apounced so tlba~4 investors cgn
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make their decisions iii full knowledge bf the total supply of the issue
being placed on the market.

Any atterlpts by the Treasury to iinctease the amount of the new
offerings substantially after making a commitment to its customers
in this way wouild be considered to be a breach of faith and would
seriously impair markdt cohfidende. The subsequent market perfot-
mance of the issue would be adversely affebted as the surpised pur-
chasers tried to dump their excess securities into a market which
showed a secondary demahd for them ofily at conisiderably lower prices
and higher interest raies: Continued TreasuriV action in sikh an ir-
responsible rhanner could qifickly destkdy the market confidence which
has been built up bver many years

As a matter of prudent judgment investors are required, therefore,
given the size of h netv Treasury offering; to fiake An dstinatd in ad-
vance of how large subscrifltiohii may ruin just as they have to miake
estimates of all of the other fattors that go into their investment deci-
sionsr. They do not; however; have to estimate in advance what the
tothl offering will be.
Question 27. Secretary Yumhreh~y is repoted ib ha&v said that the

Treasurty has nio oItrol over interest rdtes, that it hirply goes to
the market, like going t. toh mqrket for a doqen eggs. Do oyof
agree that the Treajuruj is that helpt8ss over the interet rates it
must pay.0

Answuber
In aiiswering this questions it is important to distinguish clearly

between the imipkdt df TbastifrY bdrrb6Wihg opef ations bn interest rates
and the ability of the Tfdsiiry tb detefthind the rates at which it
borrows.

There is no doubt that the Treasury as the largest single borrower in
the credit markets; influences interest rates. The extent of this in-
fluence varies somewhat according.to the net budgetary position of
the Treasury. A deficit forces the Treasury to drain funds from the
market, thus tending to force interest rates to higher levels, whereas
a surplus pfmniits retirement Uf Federal debt; which injects funds into
credit markets and tends to redice interest rates., The $9 billion in-
crease in publicly held Federal securities in fiscal 1959, arising from
the necessity to finance a $12.5 billion deficit, was a major factor in the
sharp rise in interest rates since the summer of 1958. During the cur-
rent fiscal year, hovdWver, the pfroplcts for a balanii iii the budget,
as bstiniated in the Septemibe Bladgt RevieW, 9tifgeMts that tiesui-r
bbrfoWing operations will exert Jes prM§dre 6n interegt rates. If a
surplus than can be used fbri debt Petiireinit is achieved, Tredasry
operations will tend to i6ducb pressures evein fuitthHi

This position as a i hajdf b6oifb*6F ini crdit miaitskig does not, hoW-
ever, enable the Treasuiry to6 t the ihterest ihtes 6ft a new issue at
whatever lvel it desirbs. those bbservers Wh6 bUleV that it can set
rates overlook the fact that there is a lafe vlumine of &itstanding
Treasury securities on Which Yields ar6 fiee tW fluctuat6 With iatrket
pressures of demand and supply. Any investor *h6 does iit lik thb
teirims on a hewv Treasuy ig§ue is ffed to buy an dxigtiAi Tieasdjry
security in the ixaket. Thefr is no way the Tiiasury -ri c -ipeal the
mariket quotatioins oh ouigtafdind Govriimenit securities; bt th6
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Treasury must at least meet these market yields in order to market
new obligations.

Suppose, for example, that the Treasury offers a bond for public
subscription and that existing yields on outstanding Government
securities of comparable maturity are approximately 4 percent.
What would be the response of investors if the Treasury were to invite
subscriptions on the new bond at a rate of 3Y2 percent? Obviously
none of the new securities would be sold. Instead, investors interested
in Government securities would simply purchase some of the existing
bonds at the higher yields prevailing in the market.

A wide variety of other high-grade investments also compete
directly with Treasury securities for the investor's dollar. These
include real estate mortgages (many of which are insured or guar-
anteed by the Federal Government), corporate bonds, and State and
local government securities (on which the interest return is fully
exempt from Federal income taxes). The Treasury must effectively
meet this competition if it wishes to avoid a financing failure. It is
significant that in the fiscal year 1959 the new increase of the amount
of these bonds and mortgages outstanding is estimated at approxi-
mately $27 billion, or three times the increase in publicly held Federal
securities. Thus, the Treasury clearly does not occupy a "monopoly"
position in the market for high-grade investments.

The simple fact is the Treasury cannot control investors in free
credit markets. Nor should it have the power to direct the uses of
investors' funds. Short of direct controls, there is no way to force
an investor to buy a Government security. He does so only because,
all things considered, the Government obligation is attractive in com-
parison with competing investments available in the market, includ-
ing outstanding issues of Government securities.
Question 28. In 1958, total security issues of the Federal Government,

the State and local gover'nments, and the corporations came to
$81.4 billion. Of that amount $62 billion was in issues of the
Federal Government, not counting Treasury bills. Wouldn't
you agree that since the Treasury controls such a large percentage
of the total supply of issues-$62 billion out of $81 billion-that
it necessarily has a great deal of discretion as to the rates it can
set?

Answer
As is pointed out in the reply to the preceding question, the Treas-

ury, as the largest single borrower in credit markets cannot help but
influence interest rates. However, the Treasury does not control
investors in free credit markets; lenders are free to invest their funds
in whatever securities they desire. Inasmuch as a wide variety of
high-grade investment securities compete with Government securities
for the investor's dollar, the Treasury must price its securities attrac-
tively in terms of the existing market. If it did not do so, investors
would purchase existing Treasury securities from other holders or buy
securities issued by borrowers such as business corporations and State
and local governments.

The wording of the question implies that the Treasury "controls"
a large portion of the total supply of investment securities, and this
in turn implies that the Treasury is in a position to regulate the flow
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of new Treasury issues onto the market. If this were so, the Treasury,
as the largest single borrower, could indeed exert a significant influence
over the rates at which it borrows. Unfortunately, however, the flow
of new Government securities is largely beyond the control of the
Treasury. Refunding operations must be undertaken in keeping with
the schedule of maturing securities. Furthermore, the close cash
position on which the Treasury has operated at times during the past
several years has limited its flexibility in timing financing operations
on some occasions.

The timing and amount of Treasury cash borrowinig is eteraOM eA

largely by the day-to-day flow of Federal expenditures, receipts, and
transactions in other parts of the debt picture. Here again, the Treas-
ury cannot "control" the amount of the borrowing and, in attempting
to keep its cash balance and its interest costs to a reasonable minimum,
does not have great flexibility in determining the timing of the
borrowing.

Thus the tens of billions of dollars of Treasury cash and refunding
operations that take place each year, rather than enabling the Treas-
ury to "control" interest rates, may actually make it more difficult for
the Treasury to effect its financing in an orderly and economical
manner.

It should also be pointed out that the effect of a borrowing opera-
tion-regardless of whether the borrower is a corporation, an indi-
vidual, or a public body-will tend to be greater on new cash bor-
rowing than on refunding. The $62 billion of new Treasury issues
sold during calendar year 1958, excluding Treasury bills, included only
$11 billion of new money borrowing in the market as compared with
approximately $19 billion of State and local and corporate borrowing,
practically all of which was for new money. New money borrowing,
of course, taps current funds, with an economic effect that is much
greater than a rollover of outstanding obligations. Even the compar-
ison of $11 billion Treasury borrowing with $19 billion State and local
and corporate borrowing is deficient, however. No comparison of
alternative forms of investment would be complete without allowance
for the tremendous volume of mortgage borrowing which is taking
place. The net increase in mortgage indebtedness (new money taken
by the mortgage market) was $15 billion in the calendar year 1958.

It should also be mentioned that even though the figures cited ex-
clude Treasury bills, they include a large volume of other Treasury
issues which are either 1-year securities or are only slightly longer,
and are therefore not appropriately included in a comparison with
data on corporate, municipal, and mortgage borrowing which, of
course, has a much longer average term to maturity. New Treasury
issues in 1958 running more than 10 years to maturity amounted to
only $23/4 billion, with $123/4 billion more in the 5- to 10-year area.
This total of $151/2 billion, however, includes only $21/2 billion of new
issues for cash, with the remainder representing refundings.

These figures are cited not as an attempt to deny that the Federal
Government is an important factor in the money and capital markets,
but rather to put in perspective the appropriate relationships that
are involved. The Federal Government today accounts for one-third
of all the debt, public and private, in the entire Nation and is, of
course, the largest single borrower in the country. Because of the
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rapid growth of State and local gpyQrnment, corporate and individualdebt during the post-war period, however, this pqe~rcentage is only halfas large as it was, at the end of Worl'd War-II and the decline is
continumeg.
Question 29. With reference to the Treasury's advisory committees,how do' these committees go about determnining how rnuch interest

there iwil be in an issuer- IDo they poll the investors in theirflelds, 'and if so, do youi know what percentage of the market they
pollP

Answr
A gomplete discussion of the Treasury's relations with its advisory

committees iS presented in thie- rpeplies tpquestionj 33-37. Th rqeplyto question ,3,3,, prticlarly, touches on the matter of interest in newissues.
The function of the Treasury advisory committees in detqrmininginvestor interest in new security offerings is conducted primarilythrouggh the daily pontacts wh'ich dealers and bankers have 'withinvestors across the country. Inquiry may be made in a, general way,by ndividual firms well in advance of a Treasury finlancing, as theymake literally thousands of contacts with customers each day andjepurp to Rppraise inyestor requirements bqth in terms of types of secu-rities a4nid tijmiing pf tihe flpw of wrailablbe funds and alternative ijn-vestment qppprtwnitles in, copmpeting fields.
These infQrmal surveys are sharpeped up further aS a financingdate approaches $ild the Treasury is ilnfpormned as to the general ma-turity ?rea m -hipch investor ipterest seejms to be concentrated. The,result of such, nformal sqrveys may be eq, m,,muncated to the Treasurythrough the advisory pprmitt es-priprcipally the Investment lankersAssociation grpup, pr they many he transimjitted to uis directly by thefirm.. maig thq survey. The latter prqcedure m ay be followed re-gardjqss of wbhether pr npt t fi, ha$ a 1'epresentative qn pne of the

Treasury's cpmmittees.
It shpiuld be understood that such polls are largely qialitative withina general maturity range aun-d general interest rate rangq. They arenot directly colicerned with 4e a ~nswer to such specific questions as"How many mrillion dollars would yQu bjuy of an X~ percent bonid due

in Y yeqrs apd ,months ?'?
It shpuld ai5q be meivioned thhat the wyay i which any polling isconducted is pentirely at the dispretion of the'firm making the inquiries.N.p guid1ieis are .et by the Treasury.
Sine the TreaSuy'S parket copftacts both within and outside theadvisory committees are very extppsive, it is fair to say that practicallythe entire market iS povered by surveys (in the broad sense) in oneway or ,another, ithpr by 4jFext cqptp t b .tweei the Treaury and, the

prcinlp~a~l buyimg jinsfitptipsdor in4irectly ,thrpu d,,ebers a hqpkswhich co4ver jll jnutitutional and erporatte investors of a signifi-cance thrqujghgut the guiy. This iq baically true alsp .op f ligterestedindjy~idpaj inlyestf. There arp npf mniy lar p ndiidual buyers of
,a rk, etabhle Gq~ov,.rnrnent ,seeurlties,. Indvinduuals in high i~ncome brack+-
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stisfied byd faviigs b6nid8, of ivphih as' fidtoi s§ $0-,000 (ifistim ma-
turity value) can be purhadsed 6iih year.

The fact that interest rates on imarketable-bonds are the bighest in
many years lias brought a lathe numbe'i of small buyers back into
Govermnent securities in recent months. There was a relatively wide-
spread 6xpres§$i6ii of itiTkt-ifi terl§ dif riiiffiUs 6f participants at
least-in the Treasury's 44-p-yein, {-yea, D-imioith niote Whiici was
issued as pait of the August 1959 refunding. This in turn was fol-
lo*ed by the riew 5-pjt)81it, 4 eaf i M0oribhth ibtot bffefing in Octbber,
whidh had h Dubid f'cetitnfi hhfjfcdent8d i the iWi8 keltable secirity
area since WAorld War I. Amfiost W,00o subWciiPtions Svre rceived
for these note, with about 100,000 from individuals alpne. I

We kniov of fib 06'tiV6 ivhY--ther tiihh judgment based on fecent
experience-for pollhin §ihiall indivldfidl investor's, but eVeni hef the
dealers and the banks are helpful in reporting the extent of interest.
In ahy event; of course, individual subscriptions though large in
number have not, except for the new 5-percent. n6tes; acc6unted for a
large share of the total volume of any ilew Treasury issue;

Q'iiegiion 30. HUs the frddt that so Adlty lare8 iniiestt§ add dealers cil
tMink they darh ygues quhat the tdtdl dffeiH will be oili i ite, and

are willing to back up their guess with a flnancic6l cbiiiihitnient orl
which they z6ould lost their Mhirmt, stcg#estdd to PMdil that sboie of
the elements of competitibut iiaiy be ini in the hicktt for
Gbveri'nmkl securities?

Answber
Any investor, latge or small, who wishes, to subscribe to a new

Treasury bond issue canj 8f courses do so. , This was clearly evident in
the 5-percent notes sold for cash in October; Furthrinore, the fact
that the aiterage hunlber of stibscribers for eadh of the other.four cash
issues of notes and bonds W-'hich the Treasury has put out in 1959 is
almost 9jOO9 also indicates that subscriptions are not unduly
concentrated.

The financial risks incurred in buying securities from the Treasury
arecertainly no greater than in other types of security purchase trans-
actions. It should also be emphasized that most Treasury issues are
put out in exchange for maturing ,Tieasury issues, with no financial
risks involved at all to existing holders since the purchaser, in effect,
pays fot his new security by tiirping in the old bne.

The fact that there is a possibility bf loss as well as a possibility of
gain in buying Government securities is merely another indication of
competition in the1 market. This is ttue in much the same way as
there is competition for other types of securities, rather than sug-
gesting that "some of the elements of competition may be missing. *

Question 31. If I may I would like to read you a brief paragraph and
then ask you to dofimniet upOiA it:

Amtbito the Miudre Ipoiiatii ghit esi rdtA; bine gr-oup ilt 16iiJ6h ri cd ieder-
ship diid firibd adinhiislYatibii Plad debiCiije ro'l~ id thte Fatte tritdthid
charged by commercial banks for indiestrial; agricultural thld corninercidl
loans. Newv departures in this rare structure are ordinarily signaled by
one (not always the same) ihajbo btank, iik a haiiiftij qisits nmilar to price
leadership iht steel dz alitniiiitii. The ilist inijin31-nl dijiiA, di43Vi dii May)
15, called fao dal inriedRa fraim 4 to 4* pedPent on Pfiite risks and c'drre-
sponding adjustment of othbr rates. There was little ciiticisni bf thie com-
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mercial banks for raising their prices by 12M2 percent at one swoop. Was
this not an inflationary action? The banks made just as many loans at
4Y2 percent as they would have at 4 percent and to the same people. The
price had merely gone up. What would have been said about any group of
wage earners who raised the price of their services by 12'A percent in one
step?

In its general interest structure, the ordinary commercial bank follows
national and regional price leadership. The individual loan operations of
a commercial bank also bear only a remote relationship to our traditional
picture of competitive practice, and necessarily so. A bank does not auc-
tion credit to its customers: it rations credit among them. The total amount
the banking system has for rationing among its customers is determined
not by any action of private bankers but by the reserves supplied by the
Reserve System. * * *

Would you agree that that is a fairly accurate description of how
commercial bank interest rates are determined?

Answer
The anonymous quotation implies that commercial banks "admin-

ister" their lending rates without regard to competitive forces in
credit markets. This view is incorrect. Commercial banks, in estab-
lishing lending rates, are influenced primarily by the demand for
credit on the part of their customers as related to the availability of
funds for lending.

Price administration in and of itself is not undesirable. Indeed,
most prices in our economy are "administered" in the strict sense of
the term, in that sellers place prices on their goods rather than permit-
ting them to be established at auction. What is undesirable is a price
structure in which the forces working through demand and supply
are not permitted to influence prices. This type of situation is usually
characterized by infrequent adjustment of prices, and then usually
upward. Thus, the degree of competition that exists in any market
can usually be measured, in part, by the degree of price flexibility thept
exists in that market.

In this respect, it is a matter of record that interest rates on bank
loans and on practically all other classes of credit instruments respond
quite flexibly to demand and supply forces. The anonymous author
quoted in the question points out that the commercial bank prime lend-
ing rate was raised from 4 to 41/2 percent last spring, without observ-
ing that it was twice lowered in 1958-from 41/2 to 4 percent early in
the year and again to 31/2 percent in the spring.

If commercial banks were in a position to administer their lending
rates strictly on the basis of their own desires, without regard for the
impact of demand and supply forces, it is hardly likely that rates
would have been lowered during recessions. The fact is, of course,
that such reductions reflect the competitive response of banks to a
slackening demand for credit and an expanding supply of available
funds.

The quotation calls for several other comments.
First, the writer refers to banks "raising their prices by 121/2 percent

at one swoop" and implies that any group of wage earners that raised
the price of their services by a similar percentage in one step would be
criticized. He fails to refer to the reductions in the prime lending
rate during the recession, a period when wage rates were actually
rising. An inspection of the record indicates that interest rates have
been flexible both upward and downward during recent years. Most
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other prices, including wages, have not, however, and in fact have
gradually inched upward.

Second, the writer asks if the increase in the prime rate was not an
inflationary action, and he states that the banks made just as many
loans at 4½2 percent as they would have made at 4 percent. This latter
statement is made flatly, without evidence. The important points,
however, relate to the fact that as far as many borrowers are concerned
interest rates tend to be a minor cost item, and the more significant
factor involves the restriction of the supply of credit relative to the
demand that led to the increase in the prime rate. The rise in the
prime rate, in other words, reflected a situation in which all borrowers
could not satisfy their credit needs at existing rate levels. Thus, the
rise in the rate was indicative of credit restriction, which is an essential
part of an effective anti-inflationary program.

Third, the anonymous writer appears to be disturbed by the fact
that "A bank does not auction credit to its customers * * *." He im-
plies that this is evidence of a lack of competition in banking. The
auction technique is wholly unsuited to bank lending. Creditworthi-
ness varies considerably among borrowers; consequently, a bank loan
unst be arranged through close consultation between the bank and the
borrower.

Fourth, a banker-like any other investor-nautrally seeks to maxi-
mize the interest return which he earns on his available funds. In
periods of high demand for credit a banker typically finds, therefore,
that ample opportunities exist to buy corporate and municipal securi-
ties, or Government securities, at lower prices and higher interest
rates. It is quite logical, therefore, that competitive forces will re-
quire him to increase the rates on bank loans to keep an appropriate
balance between loans and investments in his portfolio. A 41/? per-
cent return on prime commercial bank loans, for example, is obviously
low in comparison with Treasury bills, which have been available on
many occasions in recent months at yields in excess of 4½/2 percent.

Finally, it is also important to realize that commercial banks are not
free to make an unlimited volume of loans at high interest rates.
Characteristically, high rates develop from the impact of a heavy de-
mand for funds pushing against an inadequate volume of current
savings, and Federal Reserve policy aims specifically at exercising a
restraining influence on the amount of credit which is available
through its pressure on bank reserves. Because of the fact that the
commercial banking system is so closely regulated, the amount of
funds available for loans is restricted when interest rates are high,
and it is only when interest rates are low that banks are relatively
free to expand credit as much as they wish-within, of course, prudent
limits.
Question 3S. Has it been your observation that after the banks are

given excess reserves, the banks don't always reduce their lending
rate, and at other times several weeks go by before bank rates are
reduced?

Answer
Just as banks do not immediately raise their lending rates when

rising demand for credit impinges upon a limited supply of funds,
neither do they immediately reduce lending rates when reserve posi-

38563-60--pt 10O-
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tions ease. This characteristic, generally speaking, is not peuliar t6
commercial banking; the same tendencies occur in hatly 6ther indus-
tries. Indeed, in m6st lines of activity, an upsurge in demand is not
immiediately followed byi an increase in price, nor is a dechliii in de-
niand accompanied by a decrease ih price. There is alivay§ the po§-
sibility that the change in demand-supply factors may be temiporary.
Consequently, any premature change in prices may have to be fol-
lowed by a subsequent readjustment of prices to earlier levels:

In banking as in othet lines of activity, however, the ultiimatte
changes in basic prices (or leading rates) are typically preceded by
easing of other terms for customers. Thus bahk b1rrbtdrs mhay find
that it iA easier to get their credit requests gfraihted in full, i that
miniffitin balance requirements are red bted, or that other leniding
conditions are eased.

Moreover, during pefidds 61 credit st-ingencyj bafikt 6ofirfibhly
reduee their liquidity positions tb r'elatively low level. T'his impair-
men~it of liquidity may Cohsist of a decrease in bank hbldinks of litiid
assets, such as cash and Government securities, telatvet t6otal as5bts
and total deposits, and an increase in borrowings from Fedeiral Re-
serve banks and in the Federal funds market. Befote thy effect any
reductions in lending rates, banks often attempt first to rebuild liquid-
ity positiohs-by increasing holdings of cash and short-term Govern-
ment securities, by getting out of debt to the Federal l&serve banks,
and by reducing their purchases of Federal flunds. This is why money
market rates-on Federal futids and on short-term Goveffnment securi-
ties, such as Treasuiiry bills--tenid to decline rather quickly following
an easing of bank reserve positions.

But once liquidity positions have been strengthened, hnd dnce it
becomes clear that the easing ih reserve posltidns is hot transitory,
banks are likely to reduce customer loan rates. This lag, however,
is usually onty a matter of weeks. And the facit that laeding rates
are reduced in response to easing of reserve positions testifies to com-
petition in bihnking and to the fact that such intereAt rates respond
t6 the basic pressures of demand and supply.
Question 33. With reference to the Treasury's advisory committees,

since you have b8en Secretary have these different committees
*?iven cny substantially differentadvice as to what the interest
rates shou.ld be on any particular issue being contemplated ?
Have the interest rates pecommended by the various groups dif-
fered by more than one-eighth of a percentage point?

AnsweCr'
The way in which this question is stated suggests that the piiiieipal

function of the Treasury advisory committees is to recommend what
interest rates shoifld be placed on particular secirities that the Trea§-
ury might want t6 offer.

This is not the case. For a considerable period of timb before each
financing the Treasury studies all factors in the market ehviron-
ment intensively from many different points of view, so that the basic
job of analysis is close to completion before the meetings are held.
A differehee in v~iewpoint of more than one-eighth of 1 peodk&t in
interest rate bn a new issue would in fact be surprising amoting com-
petent observers of the same market.
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When the advisory groups come to the Treasury they begin their
meetings with a review of the background of the forthcoming financ-
ing by Treasury staff iembers. This review is helpful in bringing
the committee m~lembers up to date on relevant factual material so that
the committee's time is not wasted. These oral presentations to the
committees are based on publicly available information. It is, hop-
ever, information which is otherwise available only from widely scat-
tered sources so the briefing serves the important function for con-
solidation and integration of publicly available information. There
is, therefore, no inside information, but all members do have a com-
mon factual basis for their analysis.

After these briefing sessions, each committee meets by itself, with no
Treasury employee present, to discuss the problems thoroughly and
to work out recommendations. The committees are invited to meet
by the Secretary of the Treasury and a time schedule is worked out
which is mutually agreeable. Qtther than this, however, the Treasury
does not control the activities of each committee. Committee mem-
bership is determined exclusively by its parent body, as is the selection
of the chairman. Committee members come to Washington at their
own expense and they assume full responsibility for any staff work,
financial arrangements, minutes, and reports. With the exception
of the savings and loan advisory group (which was initiated in 1958)
all of the advisory committees had their origin during the World War
II peod, for all practical purposes, and have been very helpful to
the 'Treasury ever since.

The principal function of the advisory committees is to assist the
Tr6asury in interpreting the potential market deinand for new secur-
ities as among various types of investor classes ahd as'among differ-
ent maturities of bills, certificates, notes, and bonds.' For example,
an appraisal of market demand by these advisory groups can aid the
Treasury materially in determining the advisability of offering a long-
term bond or an intermediate-term bond under rapidly changing
market circumstances. It is the best way we know of conducting
a quick, yet comprehensive, survey of market demand in various ma-
turity ranges close to the time of financing. The variouis dealers and
banks represented on the American Bankers Association and Invest-
ment Bankers Association advisory committees are in daily contact
with upwards of 5,000 investors in every part of the country, and they
handle transactions in Govermnent securities that total more than a
billion dollars per day. They know what securities their customers
are interested in buying and what they want to sell. They also are
in a position to express judgment as to whether that demand can be
effectively capitalized on by the Treasury in the sense that it is matched
by a substantial flow of funds which would be available for a pos-
sible Treasury issue.

It is obvious, of course, that interest rate trends generally and the
coupon rate which the Treasury might have to pay on a new Treasury
security in a particular maturity area are a part of this normal work-
ing knowledge. The major question remains, however, as to the avail-
ability of a market which the Treasury can tap.

It is well understood by all but the most unsophisticated investors
that thie rate of interest which the Treasury will have to pay on the
specific issue' it decides upon can vary only within very narrow limits,
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depending on the market quotations on the day that the Treasury
makes its announcement.

The advisory committees are also very helpful in advising the Treas-
ury on various details with regard to each offering. If among the
possibilities considered there is, for example, the issuance of a bond
in the 5-to-10-year area, the advice of the committees as to the demand
on the part of various investor classes for a 6-year, 8-year, or 10-year
bond can be very helpful. Their advice may also go a step further
and suggest a precise date, but this usually is something which the
Treasury will decide principally on the basis of the way in which
the proposed new security fits into the existing maturity structure.
Obviously, if the Treasury has a heavy concentration of maturities to
meet on a given date, it will seek to avoid adding further to that
concentration and will select a maturity date that is more or less open
on the calendar.

Treasury policy in recent years has been to issue bonds, notes, and
certificates with maturity dates confined to the 15th day of February,
May, August, or November in order to limit future Treasury refund-
ings to these four dates as much as possible. This selection of refund-
ing dates permits the Treasury to make better use of March, June,
September, and December midmonth dates for the maturity of tax
anticipation securities since these are the dates on which corporate
taxpayments typically fall due. As these practices have become more
routine, they have also facilitated the issuance of 1-year Treasury bills
maturing on a regular basis on the 15th day of January, April, July,
and October. These aspects of Treasury debt management "house-
keeping" are well known to the market. The advisory committee
recommendations obviously assume that the Treasury will work in this
direction so it is no surprise for their suggestions to follow the same
sort of timing of maturities as the Treasury has been using.

Committee recommendations typically include their views concern-
ing market indications of an appropriate interest rate at the time that
the committees meet. On occasion, recommendations are made on the
basis of "a rate that is consistent with the market at time of offering"
without specifying a specific rate. All recommendations are sub-
mitted with the understanding that, particularly with regard to in-
terest rates, the committees might have a different opinion if market
conditions shift between the time of their recommendations and the
time the Treasury makes its announcement. To the extent market
conditions did not change, it would be surprising if the committees'
expressions of an indicated interest rate on a new issue for the same
general maturity range would differ more than one-eighth of 1 per-
cent from the eventual Treasury decision. In fact, they have not
differed either between each other or with the ultimate Treasury deci-
sion by more than one-eighth of 1 percent during recent years.

Advisory committee recommendations are presented orally in the
case of the Investment Bankers Association and in written summary
by the American Bankers Association group in terms of what might
be called a majority report. The meetings of both of these groups
with the Secretary, the Under Secretary, and other Treasury officials
are informal. Strong minority positions with regard to types of se-
curities to be offered, interest rates, exact maturity dates, and many
other aspects of the forthcoming financing are typically presented.
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This may be handled by the chairman of the committee on behalf of
the minority or by a spokesman selected by the chairman. Individual
members of the committee are always encouraged by their own chair-
man and Treasury officials to express independent positions as freely
as possible, and a typical meeting will find many such expressions.

Meetings with three other formally organized advisory groups-
representing mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations, and
life insurance companies-are usually different in scope from those
with the ABA and IBA committees. Their financing recommenda-
tions are often rather general. As a result, they largely focous on ex-
pressions of interest in various maturity areas and discussion as to
the way in which the current demand for Government securities, or
lack thereof, relates to the general economic environment in which the
Treasury financing is to take place.

On the other hand, members of the investment banker group repre-
sent a large part of the continuous activity of the Government securi-
ties market itself. In some ways the firms which the Investment
Bankers Association committee members represent are in even closer
contact with the investment problems of a much larger group of in-
stitutions in life insurance, mutual savings banks, and savings and
loan associations than the members of those particular institutional
advisory committees. In addition, the investment banker group rep-
resents the most practicable and efficient way of ascertaining the cur-
rent investment practices and needs of a vast body of investor classes
throughout the country which are not as formally organized as the
three that have been mentioned. These include State and local gov-
ernments with reference to their pension and retirement funds, re-
investment of the proceeds of bond issues prior to disbursal of the
funds, and temporary investment of peak tax collections. These also
include corporate pension funds which are self-administered. The
IBA committee is also the best up-to-date source of information the
Treasury has of unusual sources of demand for securities by endow-
ment funds, foundations, mutual funds, and various other investor
groups

By the very nature of their business the firms represented by the
investment banker group are very close to every detail of market trend
development. The American Bankers Association committee also
shares some of these attributes through correspondent bank arrange-
ments that blanket the country. They can give us, therefore, an up-
to-date "feel" on bank investment practices under the credit conditions
which fluctuate significantly from day to day as well as in the longer
run trends. They can keep us informed as to the changing attitude
of thousands of banks toward specific types of Government securities
which the Treasury might offer. The American Bankers Association
group is concerned, therefore, with both the primary and secondary
demand for Government securities by banks throughout the country.
The particular institutions which are represented on the committee
buy some new Treasury issues with the intention of holding them-
sometimes to replace existing issues that they wish to dispose of and
sometimes (when loan demand is slack) to add to their portfolios on a
net basis. Most of the securities that they buy, however, are purchased
in their capacity as "underwriters"-securities which they in turn will
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sell to the ultimate investors. The secondary distribution of these
securities is in large part also handled through the. dbalers.

The IBA and ABA consulting committees are also helpful with re-
spect to many other aspects of Treasury terms on new issues. These
are usually concerned with technical matters but these are iihportant
with regard to the succ~essful offering of the new issues. The con-
sultants may help the Treasury in answering such questions as: What
downpayment requirements would seem to be suitable on a given type
of issue in order to discourage potential speculators? Are there
market practices, such as dealer price quotations on a cash issue before
the subscription books are closed, which in particular cases may con-
tribute to or detract from the success of the issue? How should allotL
mdnt8 be handled on cash issues among various types of investors?
How can the interests of small buyers best be encouraged? What min-
imum allotment should be made in full? How does the market react
ufider particular circumstances to allotments which exceed the an-
nounced amount? Should attempts be made under certain circum-
stances to limit the size of one option on refunding issues as against the
other? Should new refunding issues be dated ahead of the maturity
of the old issue to give more incentive to investors to make the ex-
change? Can downpayment privileges be modified for particular
types of subscribers ass for example, other governmental units?
Under the circumstances then prevailing, how many days should elapse
between the Treasury announcement of the new issue and the opening
of the subscription books in order to make sure that there is a maxi-
mum coverage of potential buyers? How long should the subscription
books be open?

In addition, the advisory committees will be asked by the Treasury
from time to time to give careful consideration to broadet aspects of
Treasury debt-management planning as they appraise the overall
needs of the economy and the outlook for savings on the part of indi-
viduils and institutions. The committees are also helpful in keeping
the Treasury abreast of the most up-to-date information and analysis
with regard to the problems which corporations, and State, and local
governments are having in the offering and secondary distribution of
new issues. They also are in a position to analyze carefully the ihter-
relationship of these three securities markets with the mortgage pic-
ture and with the broader problem of relative desirability of stocks
versus fixed income obligations: Tihe committees are often asked to
express themselves with regard to the savings bond program. Ih the
last analysis a large part of any success which the Treastiry has in
this direction in encouraging a wider distribution of the ptblic debt
must depend upon instittutional groUpsj such as commercial banks,
mutual savings banks, savings a"id loai aqsd 6iationsm and insttrande
companies.

The advice which the Treasury receives on all of these matters is
certainly not confined in any way to the siigg6stions by these dbmmit-
tees or by the individual members thereof. The Treasury's own an-
alysis of the factors which lead up to each finaiigini ddmisioh is a com-
posite of niany points of view. The Tfeasury staff iteelf is constantly
rbviewing past financing§ in a critical Way in order to improve Tfeas-
ury debt management techniques and procedures as well as broad
policies. Tbqu Pederal Reserve System actively participates in the
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constrqpction of the frramework on which the Secretary's ultimate
decision is based. This is true of the staff of the Board of Governors
itself as it gathiers background information that is in many cases just
as important for debt management as for monetary policy. It is true
also of the staff of the Federal Reserve Blank of New York in its
unique' role as an observer on an hour-by-hour basis of the operations
of the Government securities market. It is true also of each of the
Federal Reserve banks throughout the country, not only in termps
of interpretation of rcgional differences in the market for Govern-
monts, but even m-1o1re imaportaplty in terms of the experience which
the Reserve banks have gained as fiscal agents for the Treasury De-
partment in the actual management of each financing operation once
the Treasury policy decision has been made.

The composite of all of these expressions, together with independent
expr ssions through correspondence or personal contact by individual
participants or observers in the market, helps to form the'fabric from
which the eventual decision on financing is made. Finafly, of course
each decision is made personally by the Secretary of the Treasury and
that decision is annouwced to t!he puqlic 'Withiin a few hours at the most
after it has been reached. If his decision happens to be quite similar
t, thie advice of one or more com-ittees, it is M ore likely to reflect their
s§4ppoqt of action lhe was already seriously considering rather than
the 4.cceptance of ,advice.
Question 34. Since you have been Secretary has the Treasury fixed

a rate on an issue which was different fromn the rate iecommended
by the Treasury's advisory comnnittees?

Yes. This hs h.ppeiied on several ocppsions. The differences have
ever, however, exceeded one-eighth of 1 percent for reasons explained

in t~, reply to questioi 33. Since all observers are looking at the same
ma~rkt, it would be difficult to imagine ,a situation in which responsi-
ble .,,dvisory groqups would suggest interest rates which would differ
by xpqre 6han Qpoe7pighth of 1 percent for the same general maturity
range.

As indicated further in the reply to question 33, interest rate recom-
mendations are only one-and frequently the least controversial-part
of isie advice which is given. The consulting groups and the Treasury
are, after all, examining the same basic factors. The Government
seu~ritips marjket is a broad mi arket with daily transactions that exceed
$1 b`llion. It is a market in which transactions are conducted each
dqy on rore than 85 issues of marketable Government securities,
ria, ging in maturity from a day Pr two up to more than 30 years. Any
investpr can draw a line through the market yields of outstanding
issues sild develop a "market curve." If the Treasury tries to sell a
secprity tht psays interest at a lesser rate than comparable outstanding
issues there is obviously no incentive for anyone to buy it since he can
obtain a better investment return in the open market. Therefore the
Treasury has to price its new issues so that they are slightly more
attractive than securities available on the outstanding market,' par-
tic4larly if it wants to sell a significant amount or if the market for
issues Qf c.q9pMapfble mnturi~ty is relativelv thin.
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An examination of Treasury records since 1952 reveals that on aver-
age, new Treasury coupon issues have been priced to yield approxi-
mately one-eighth of 1 percent above the outstanding market. This
is true for securities offered in the 1-year areas; it is true for inter-
mediate-term notes and bonds (11/2 to 10 years); and it is true for
long-term Treasury issues.

On the other hand, since 1952 the average spread between new issues
of high-grade corporate securities and outstanding issues has been
approximately three-tenths of 1 percent. Thus, it is readily apparent
that the Treasury has an excellent record of pricing its issues quite
close to the market, consistent with the requirement that the securities
be sold successfully. Indeed, on many occasions the Treasury has
been criticized for pricing too close to the market, rather than pricing
too liberally.
Question 35. If so, can you recall what rates were recommended and

what rates you actually put on the issue?
Answer

During recent years the Treasury has frequently decided on terms
of new offerings which differed in many respects from suggestions
made by the Treasury advisory committees. These differences have
been principally in relation to the types and amounts of securities.
to be offered, of course, rather than with reference to the interest rate.
As mentioned in the reply to question 33, the rate of interest on any
new Treasury issue can be predicted within narrow limits by any
sophisticated investor, given the maturity of the new security, as
he studies current market price movements.

Many recent examples of differences between committee sugges-
tions and Treasury action as to types, amounts, or maturities of se-
curities to be offered may be cited. In the January 1959 cash financ-
ing half of the Treasury offering was quite different from the
suggestion of one of the committees. The Treasury's February 1959
cash financing wvas done without consultation with advisory commit-
tees and the Treasury's April cash financing included a new type of
bill issue which was purely a Treasury innovation and was not sug-
gested by any of the committees.

In the May 1959 cash and refunding operations the Treasuray's
decision coincided with parts of the recommendations of both com-
mittees which were, as is frequently the case, somewhat at variance
with each other; but neither committee suggested the eventual course
which the Treasury pursued with regard to the payoff of the maturing
special bills. The Treasury's August refunding revealed a difference
of opinion between the committees on the handling of the maturing
part of the 4-percent notes of 1961, but the committee whose rec-
ommendation in this regard was the same as the Treasury's decision
suggested other features of the exchange which were quite different
from the Treasury's decision. In the August cash financing there
was no consultation with the committees immediately prior to the
offering.

With regard to the offering of $2 billion of 5-percent notes in Oc-
tober 1959, advisory committee recommendations differed, with one
committee's report formally recommending a smaller amount of a
47/% percent issue. In informal discussion following the presentation
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of the committee report, however, the committee members almost
unanimously expressed the opinion individually that the Treasury
would be well advised to offer a larger amount of the note, which
would necessitate a higher rate, in order to relieve the increasing
pressure on the short-term market.

In summary, it should be mentioned again that the primary value of
the advisory committees to the Treasury lies in their discussion and
advice on types of securities and marketing techniques, rather than
on precise interest rates. Furthermore, it must be emphasized that
Uhe conniittw-ees provide only one of mary sources of information
which the Treasury actively explores as it approaches a final deci-
sion-a decision which rests squarely in the last analysis on the
Treasury's own evaluation of the revelant factors.

The Treasury always devotes a great deal of study and analysis to
a financing before the committees meet and in many cases a. course
of action has already been tentatively agreed upon within the Treas-
ury. On many occasions the committee suggestions serve to reinforce
an already established point of view within the Department, but there
are also occasions where a committee suggestion, particularly on a
technical point, will help the Treasury modify its plans somewhat
to increase the likelihood of a successful offering.

With the vast amount of data vailable to the Treasury and with our
widespread contacts with market participants and observers through-
out the country, it is quite possible that the entire financing process
could be carried out without advisory committees at all. We firmly
believe, however, that in most cases the public interest is much better
served by our having had the benefit of the committees' points of view.
Question 36. As to the terms of the securities issued since you became

Secretary, has the Treasury gone substantially against what the
advisory committees recommended?

Answer
This question has been fully covered in the reply to question 35.

There have been occasions in the current year when important financ-
ing decisions were quite different from the suggestions of the commit-
tees, as in the case of the offering of January 1960 bills last April,
the retirement of the May 1959 special bills for cash rather than
through refunding, as well as the inauguration of the 6-month bill
cycle last winter. There have been some occasions when the advice
of the committees ha's not been sought and many other occasions where
the Treasury's decision happened to coincide with only a part of
one committee's recommendation.

Question 37. Have the different advisory committees given substan-
tially different recommendations as to what the term of an issue
should be?

Answer
Again, the answer to this question has been covered by the reply

to question 35. Also, as explained earlier, both committees-the in-
vestment bankers, and to a lesser extent the commercial bank group-
are composed of men who spend a considerable part of each working
day operating in and studying the Government securities market.
It would be rather unusual therefore, if the committees came up with
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advice that differed gfeatly since they aM both dbse-Ving the tojhpl k
intepirelationship of the §anie factors vlhich hikM tip the iriarket.

Togo roseifatloitt §hbtild akhiA be ientinfibd, at the risk of seeming
r6petitiVi. In tlh1 fiist pIhce it is rare for all oftiihittee miienibeir
to agree on the eventual recommendations atid dh many odcasibotn
there is ait almost even split on various fihe points of their sugges-
tiols. The expreSsido of mhinotity positions is encouraged by the
Treasiury '6 thht it i'ay have all df the reasdiing supporting each
poinit of view. It cannot be stresed tod strongly that the committee
advisory systemn is essehtiaIy a Cofivenitnt Way for the Trdasury to
get the benefit Of la body of expert tpiitidi Whilh wotild be impossible
td olitairi oh ani ihdvivdial basis: The coititfitt6e reconirnendationis
and expressions of opinidfl arts dnly dfi6 patt of a steady flow of in-
formation and jU-dginerit which the Tf ,iitd y takes Into consideration
n its Owli analysis ladifig tip to a fiidlhcih6 decision. Furthenmore-

thied coiimmittees aiM hot 4tahdift# cbithfitt6Z9 in the sense of meeting
regulafly at their owh iiiitiative. They inmet at the iivitatioft of the
TF6eastify, 661hiMholy cofine togeither ift the Tfekairy' Bifildingi bom-
plete theit functiOnS in reporting to Tmqstiry otcials, and disband as
they leai'e Treasiiuy. There Itr iid meethigs of these coimmrittees
between financings, although the chtirman may itake a report to thd
paii-eht Organization at reghlar annual rmhetihgo.

Before leaving the sttbjett of tile qdvisory Committees, it might also
be mhentioned that the uise df thd &oittinittee system in this way offers
another great advanftage for the Tireasufy-a--fnd to the public inter-
est-Which cannot be overlooked. The continual discussion in some
detail df the problems which tie T'Reasuiry faces in trying to manage
the debt in the best interests of the Nation cannot help but develop a
greater appreciation of these problems on the part of participants in
the committee meetings.

As full an understanding as possible of the Treasury's problem, even
by those who disagree from time to time with the way in which vdr-
ious Government operations are handled, is exceedingly important.
The fact that the adtisory corfimmlittee members go back to their respec-
tive irititutions after the stimulatidn of suCh disciissiofisj and in turn
stimulate further disciissidh arid artalygis within their institutions,
means that these meetng- serVe a Vety Imiportanit piubli6 service.

Nor does the benefit of btoader tindetsiatdingr end with the firms
iepresented Each comihittee einber arid the people in his firm have
widespread contacts thotighdtitt the cdtintrt, and in these contacts
niuch can be done to fiIrthern a widdsptead ifidetstaiding of the prin-
ciples in which the Treasury believes and which it is trying to carry
out.
Qliestldn 38. Has the Tfiagiruy felt any dinoti~faction, with th6 auc-

tion method by which Treasury bills are sold? Do ybot haive in
mind any significant improvements that might be made in the
auction technique?

Aniswer
The Teaejhtr'y has been well satisfied *ith the auctiton method of

selling Goveiritnefit seciuiities as applied to Treasuty bills. The tech-
nique6 has b6en tised 6vdt since 1929 and we fild that as fhr as very
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short-term secritites ,re c>pncerned, pompetitive b.idling in an auctionis quite efficient. The aijqtlons are co~diicted through t' e submission
seeed bid~s wjthi~n a ,pecifi~ed timen lpit tq oany Federal Reserve

bank pr brAnch throughout the country. After the kide s are opened
and listed, they are submitted to the Treasulry to determine suc6essful
bids, including in each case the av rd of s "all notncompptitive kids at
the average rate.

The auction' method has been extended in recent years beyond the
routine weekly issuance of 91-day bills. Beginning in 1951 the Treas-
ury sold tax anticipation bills through auction, ancdhince then as much
as "P billion a year of tax anticipation bills have been marketed in this
way. A further extension of the auction technique was introduced
last December when the Treasury announced its new weekly offering
of 6-month bills in addition to the regular 3-month bills.

In March 1959 the Treasury took another important step in the
expansion of the auction technique by announcing the first of a series
of four issues of 1-year Treasury bills to mature at quarterly inter-
vals. Like the 3-month and 6-month bills, the intention is to pay off
the maturing issues and replace them with new 1-year bills sold for
cash. The hope was expressed at that time that tile greater use of the
auction technique for a security as long as 1 year would permit some
reduction in the amount of 1-year certificates, on which the Treasury
has to establish prices. As of October 31, 1959, there were $39 billion
of Treasury bills outstanding, all of which were sold at auctiqn, as
compared with $26 billion a year ago, and $131/2 billion immediately
after the Treasury-Federal Reserve accord in 1951.

The Treasury has obviously concluded, therefore, that there is con-
siderable merit in the extensive use of the auction technique in selling
short-term securities. These issues, however, are bought almost en-
tirely in large aimounts by professional investors who are thoroughly
familiar with the money hnArket and participate in it on a day-to-day
basis. Bills are not ordinarily bought directly from the Treasury by
thousands of small banks, corporations, institutional investors, and
individuals 'since most of these investors do not have sufficient current
background information to submit knowledgeable'bids. The Treasury
runs the risk in an extension of the auctioil technique to other Treas-
ury issues of impairing the opportunities for small and medium-size
investors to buy new securities directly from the Treasury. Exten-
sion of the auction technique might be taken to imply that the Treas-
qry dvas not interested in small ,apd inedipnm-,fize illvestors haying
the same chance to buy fiom the Treasury Qon the terms avqilable to
large investors-either discouraging the small investors entirely'from
participating in financings or in effect telling them that they would
do better by buyiiig througL their banik or dealer rather than directly.

The Tr'easury does not believe that these criticisms apply to the
auctioning of Treasuiry bills, which are primarily money market in-
striuments issued for 'periods no longer than 1 year.
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Question 39. With reference to the Fed's open market operations, you

know about the 17 dealers 'with whorm, the Open Market Com-
mittee does all of its trading. Is it your understanding that the

Open Market Committee gives those dealers support at times-in
other words, when the dealers are overloaded with bills, the Open

Market Committee bails them out either with loans-which they

call repurchase agreements-or by buying in some of their bills?

Answer
One of the basic functions of the Federal Reserve System is to assist

in smoothing the flow of funds in the money market. These purposes
must be accomplished, however, in a manner consistent with the exist-

ing monetary policies of the Federal Reserve System. The questions
raised here are, of course, matters of Federal Reserve rather than

Treasury responsibility. It is our understanding, however, that the

purchase of bills by the Federal Open Market Committee takes place

only when it is necessary to make adjustments to smooth out day-to-

day flunctuations in the money market, or in connection with a prede-

termined policy of easing or restraining bank reserve positions.
Similarly, the Open Market Committee engages in repurchase agree-

ments with dealers from time to time in order to facilitate the flow

of funds in the money market. In all such cases the initiative remains
with the Federal Reserve, which determines the timing, the interest
rate, types of securities, and other conditions of the transaction. The
rate on such financing is generally the same as the discount rate at

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. In periods of credit restraint
this rate usually has been lower than lending rates at New York City

banks, but when credit is easy it usually has been higher. Since this

source of funds is available only at the option of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, dealers cannot regard it as a continuing source of

financing. It is available, of course, only to nonbank dealers rather
than to all 17 primary dealers, since the borrowings of bank dealer

departments are handled through the bank's own sources of funds,

including (on occasion) the Federal Reserve System. It is our under-
standing that the determination by the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York as to the number of dealers eligible to borrow from it is based

strictly on an impartial appraisal of the ability and willingness of

dealers to make markets-to both buy and sell throughout the range of
Government security maturities.

Question 40. Why doesn't the Treasurv sell all of its marketable
securities by the auction method?

Answer
As noted in the reply to question 38 the Treasury has found that the

auction technique is quite useful in marketing Treasury bills. The
application of the same technique, however, to longer term securities
presents a number of problems, as noted in the paragraphs which
follow.

A major objective of Treasury debt management policy is, of course,
to promote as broad a distribution of the public debt as possible. In
this way more of the debt can be placed in the hands of longer term
investors. Savings out of current income can be tapped and less re-
liance is needed on borrowing from commercial banks.
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Subscriptions to new offerings of Treasury certificates, notes, and
bonds issued on a fixed price basis are made by thousands of small
banks, corporations, associations, and individuals throughout the
country. Most of these investors do not have enough current back-
ground data to submit a knowledgeable bid for these securities. If
the competitive procedure were used, therefore, the Treasury could
be in a position of impairing the opportuinty now open to small and
medium-sized investors of buying new securities directly from the
Treasury. As is noted in the reply to question 38, this might be taken
to imply that the Treasury is not interested in their having a chance
to buy from the Treasury on the same terms as large investors.

Furthermore, on fixed price issues the Treasury can more easily
control the amount issued to any single investor or investor class than
it could on an auction. Total subscriptions from commercial banks
on medium and longer term bonds, for example, are typically limited
to a certain percentage of capital and surplus and on occasion sub-
scription limitations from other types of investors have been used.
Substantial downpayments are also often required to minimize spec-
ulation. Allotments in full are always made to small investors. In
addition allotments (actual security issuances) to different investor
groups may vary considerably, with preference usually given to sav-
ings-type investors. The allotment procedure, in particular, would be
extremely difficult to use in connection with an auction, and there
would be difficulty in adapting other successful marketing techniques
to the auction method.

Another way of looking at the problem is that the competitive sit-
uations arising from the auction technique in handling short Treasury
issues versus long Treasury issues are quite different. In the auction
of a short-term security the professional underwriters who purchase
for secondary distribution are competing not only among themselves,
but are also competing with a large number of professional buyers who
are purchasing for their own investment needs. Thus the market
underwriters have to consider not only the underwriting competition
but they also have to submit bids that are competitive with those sub-
mitted by the primary investors who are well acquainted with this
market technique.

On the other hand, in a longer term issue the use of the auction in-
strument would undoubtedly generate bids almost exclusively from
the professional underwriters, both dealers and banks, who would
then do the secondary distribution. In this case the professional
underwriters have to worry only about their underwriting competition
and do not have the competitive influence of informed bids submitted
by primary investors.

It should also be mentioned that most new Treasury securities are
not issued for cash but are offered in exchange for maturing securities.
Use of the competitive bidding system on all new securities would
mean, presumably, that the Treasurry would pay off all maturing
issues in cash and issue new securities. At the present time, most
holders of maturing issues-again, many of them small holders-
simply turn in the old security for the new one. If, however, each
holder has to enter a competitive bid for the new securities, he again
runs the risk of being left out and of having to buy the securities
back from some successful bidder.
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Comipetitive biddihg for all new issuies would also tend to add td the
aidount of puirchases by those buyers familiat with bidding techniqueswho *ould submnit bids at felativdly low prices just on the chance thatthey would be accepted. This would be particularly true in a period
Ahere interest rates are rfising and credit is hot sb readily available.
In such periods, reluctant buybers would tend to indidate their lack. ofenthusiasm for Government sechrities by offering low bids (highinterest rates). One result of competitive bidding under such cir-cuiiistanices wohld, therefor, tend to be a net increase in the cost ofinterest on the public debt to the Tireasury-an-d to the taxpayer.In addition, if the successful bids were s6 low as to produce interestrates on the new securities *ell above the market, the enitire mnairketcould be upset, *ith unfortunate implichti6iis for bdth debt imiiagae-ment ahd monetary policy. In mahy instance's, thefiefoie too greatvise of coimpetitive bidding would tend to preveht the Treasury froth
fu11y axerdisihk its debt nianageutent respohnibilities.

On long-termi issues the problem of the leverage affect of a sihallyield difference is causinig 'a ldkig difference in price comes into play.A quarter of 1 perceht spread in yield on a 3-percent 91-day bill isworth only 63 cents on a $1,000 bill. On a 3 Percint 1-year issue itis worth $2.45 per $i,000, and oi a 3 percent 26-year bdnd it is worthapproximately $37. That fnbans that eVen though the high and low
accepted bids on a 20-year bond are within a seemingly iiarr6W range
of one-quarter of 1 percent, the price `'angb would bh all the way froim$963 to $1,000. Let us assume that the average bid accepted is $985.
A'a fesult, the biddera who was shiewkd (or lhcky) tehdugh to get hisbid accepted at $9O3, the "taiP3 bidder, is eiicotiilagad to sell his bohd
immediately for a quick speculatiVe profit da long as the iiarket pric'
is well above his cost. tf many of thdsb Who bought bohds 'cheaper
than the average do this, of course, their prolits *vill shrink as the
price goes down, but in the pfoess they wilf have sUdcelded iii knock-
ing the maiket down And inteRFered Wvith the dlalery distribution of
the issues by legitimate nder'writers to ultiniatd bwn'7er. The second
distribution of ah auctiohed b6hd Wddld be ftiithet iffijjaised; of
curse, by the obvifus eluctanlce I3f sticcssful bidders vhd paid abovethe average price to take a loss on 'the transaction at the lliakiet 11pice
even if it remains steady at the average bid.

Two ihrfe points may be iHaeda. Mdiiy institutional p hrtfoli6 hAdn-
agers dislike thoe auctioh tehnique b''cauise they leat to sle t a price.
If they bid high enough to insdl6 buiyihg the nciW scuiities they
probably will be abdve the avagae accepte d bid aid Will be subject
to the Ctiticism of their o h ifstittitl61 that thY p'aid tbd iiildh. If
they try to be sure to get under the average they thay le outside the
r ange, of accepted bids , an d coin e awsay frd fli the a uction (whic h is, of
courts, based on sealed bids) with hotHuiig. Since tlie is alWays thIA
secondary market to fall back 6ii, ffiayl ihvstos prefer to ta t he
latter chance ratheri thae the fokhie,, thlus ti dding to lwtv& the averagea
pric6 and increas e the cost to the Treasury.

The other pi1ht Alsb rblat6§ to inveto6i attit'udes. Qdite apart froin
t'ak c oiisidr a tioAl%, the bas ic Refe re c ce by iilv~esto s iin g dveinm ih itt is
f6i5 iance at par. Mianiy ihvdstors 'bdlY cbu'd't" :-that i', they
WAnt " high a iVate of dP rbnt earhiings as tley cah h gt rather thail
the same overall income consisting of lower curreit ea iings plus a
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capital gain when they sell thie hbnd or it mia4u1es. These invpstors(s§ucq as peision -fiJds) prefer to buy a 41/4-percent 10-yea hQnd atpWr, yipido 404 perpent to a. 31/4-percent 1Oypqar bond at ali~ttl under92 AloQ yiPe g 414, petcent. Q? the Qther lhwainil litny jestorl pre-fer not to buy at a premium because they would rather not get part
of their capital back, in effect, with each initerest payment.

There are also serious potential tax complications involved inTreasury auctioning of any securities otlher thdn Treasury bills-j'ar-tlcularly with reference to longer-term bonds. In an auction of anycoupon issue it, would still be necessary for the Treasury to priceissues to some extent; a coupon rate has to be placed on the securityin any event. However, no bid could be accepted below a certaindiscount under par without tax complications. If the discount wereless than one-f6urth of 1 percent below par for each full year tomaturity on th.e new security, the increase in value to par would bea capital gain. But securities issued at any greater discount wouldbe subject to the tax-law provisions governing original issue discount,
and th-e increase in value to par in this case would be taxed as ordinaryincome, with a proration based on time if more than one holder isinvolved. These provisions do not 4pply to bills since they are nota capital asset for tax purposes and all increases in value are taxedas ordinary income.

This would not be as great a problem if the Treasur-y issued all suchsecurities at the same price. But with an auction, bids may be ac-cepted at a great many different prices. IRach of these securities issuedin acceptance of varying bids would hqve a different original issuediscount under the tax law. Furthermore, even securities issued Withtile original issue discount might be accorded different tax treatmei-t
as the aresult of transactions in the seconqary market. In addition toproducing a multiplicity of slightly differing types of the same issuein the market, this would create additional confusion in. evaluatingthem. Thus, investor interest in such issues would be 'effectively
undermined.

The Treasury believes therefore, that there are formidable obstaclesinl the path of a successful pplication of the auction technique to in-ter-mediate or longer term bonds. We are pleased, however, with theresults to date of the rapid expansion of the aiiction technique in thevery short-term ares which we have undertaken recently, and certainlydo not foreclose the possibility of further expansion of auctions in thatarea. We believe further that the present practice of offering Treas-ury certificates, notes, and bends at prices and interest rates determinedby the Treasury does i.esult in an effective distribution of new Treasur-y
issues at minimumn cost to the taxpayer. In the last analysis, a poten-tial buyer of a -new Treasury issue must find the rate of interest at-tractive or he will prefer to buy a security in the outstanding marketregardless of whether the Treasury evaluates that attractiveness forhim by getting a price, or whether he tries to measure the amount of
attractiveness hjinself in terms of submitting a bid.
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Question 41. Isn't the auction method the best method for finding out

what the lowest rate is the Treasury has to offer in order to sell

a given quantity of securities? In other words, the auction method
seems to do away with guessing what the market rate is and avoids
the risk of guessing too high?

Answer
The answer to this question is fully set forth in reply to question 40.

In summary, however, the Treasury feels that it is extremely diffi-

cult to evaluate the relative cost of selling securities by auction versus

Treasury pricing in advance. Since the circumstances surrounding
each financing differ materially, there is no direct basis for compari-
son.

Critics of the auction technique point out that the highest rate on

any Treasury issue sold in 1957, a period of monetary restraint, was

on an auction of a Treasury bill; the average rate paid was 4.17 per-

cent and the highest rate on an accepted bid was 4.25 percent. Many

market observers argue that a fixed-price issue could have been mar-
keted at a lower rate.

Critics of the auction method also refer to the $2 billion of 1-year

Treasury bills sold at auction last July. The average rate of 4.73

percent was viewed as quite high at the time; this is especially true

when it is realized that the return to the investor who obtained the

bills at the average rate was in reality 4.99 percent, reflecting the dif-

ference in the method used by the market to compute interest on bills as

compared with other Treasury securities.
In connection with the July 1959 auction of 1-year bills, opponents

of the auction method point out that these securities traded at much

lower yields in the secondary market, falling below 4½2 percent within

the first week and a half and below 41/4 percment within 3 weeks of the

offering. Still, there can be no firm conclusions drawn from this ex-

perience, inasmuch as the tone of the entire money market improved
in the weeks following the auction.

In practice, it would appear to be very difficult for the Treasury to

prove any significant interest cost saving by the auction method in the

short-term area. We believe that it is even more unlikely that the

Treasury would be able to realize lower costs in auctioning longer

term securities. As pointed out in the reply to question 40, the dis-

advantages of using the auction method for marketing longer term

securities include: (1) The tendency of unenthusiastic buyers to sub-

mit low bids since they are interested only in a bargain, with greater

encouragement to speculators; (2) the greater leverage effect on prices

of long bonds, where a small yield difference is reflected in a large

difference in price; (3) the less effective control by the Treasury of

allotments to different classes of investors under the auction system;

(4) a general dislike for submitting bids on the part of many profes-

sional portfolio managers because of potential criticism if they pay

too much in the auction, also working toward lower bids and higher

interest rates; (5) the greater uncertainty from the Treasury's stand-

point of an issue being covered adequately, which in itself could have

an important market effect in raising interest rates generally; (6) the

desirability of par purchase by many investors who find either dis-

counts or premiums unattractive; and (7) the confusion involved in
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the market handling of issues which could have as many different tax
consequences as there are accepted bids at different prices.
Question 42

Question not submitted.
Question 43. Has the Treasury ever tried to sell a long-term issue by

the competitive bid method?
Answer

The auction method (or tender method, as it was referred to at the
time) was based on a number of occasionsin 1934 and 1935 O u
direct Government issues and Federal agency issues. Although the
market reaction to the first of these auctions was satisfactory, succes-
sive use of the technique was generally accompanied by a reduction
in the amount of bids submitted, a wider spread in the bidding, a
heavy concentration of bidding by New York banks and dealers as
compared with other investors, and the necessity of substantial market
support by the Treasury in some instances. The technique was last
used in August 1935, ending with a $100 million Federal Farm Mort-
gage Corporation issue for which only $86 million tenders were re-
ceived. A description of the events at that time is well documented
by a staff memorandum prepared in September 1940, excerpts from
which are reproduced below.

SELLING U.S. GOVERNMENT DIRECT AND GUARANTEED ISSUES BY TENDER

(Excerpts from staff memorandum prepared in September 1940)

With respect to the broad use of the tender method in the sale of securities
by the Treasury, the proponents of this method, prior to the actual operation
of the plan in selling direct and guaranteed securities in 1934 and 1935, believed
that there were several distinct advantages compared with the regular quarterly
offerings by subscription. These were as follows:

1. The Treasury could obtain. required funds at a minimum interest cost.
2. Market conditions would tend to be more stable, since the Treasury

could do its financing when the market was strong, and could remain out
of the market during periods of weakness.

3. The Treasury would not be forced to accept prevailing market condi-
tions on the quarterly dates.

4. The method would permit small issues to be increased gradually from
time to time by subsequent offerings, in whatever amounts the Treasury
saw fit to issue.

Contrary to these expectations, however, the market voiced disapproval of the
tender method after it had been in use for a while. Although the poor reception
given to the last few offerings on tenders was undoubtedly influenced somewhat
by other factors unsettling to the market, several important criticisms of the
tender method were made as follows:

1. Initial distribution was sharply restricted. Many banks and investors
outside of the largest centers felt that they were not in a position to gage
the market with any degree of accuracy, and those who did submit bids
generally paid the highest prices. The largest portion of the new issues
awarded above the average price for each went to bidders outside New
York City, while most of the amounts awarded at or below the average went
to banks, brokers, and dealers in New York. New York City banks and
dealers bid for about two-thirds of the accepted total; and of the two most
successful issues, 82 and 83 percent, respectively, were taken in the New
York district.

2. After the first issues, the market became somewhat nervous over the
extent to which the tender method was to be employed. Due to uncertainty
as to the time, size, and frequency of such offerings, they had the same effect
on the market as if a known seller was waiting to dispose of a very sub-

38663 0- pLt. 1O-5
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stantial block of bonds at any time. Banks and dealers were unwilling to
make commitments as freely, and the market generally was not afforded
sufficient respite in which to absorb the offerings. This was especially im-
portant because the initial distribution was not as comprehensive as usual.

3. The profit inducement was practically wiped out, in that the almost
certain market premium on issues offered in the regular way, which had
served as an inducement to smaller banks and others to subscribe, was
eliminated. The market believed that under the competitive bidding
method the probable profit would be small and uncertain, and many in-
vestors, feeling that the prospective small profit did not justify the risk
involved, refrained from bidding. This was particularly true after the
out-of-town institutions bid for the new bonds near the current market, only
to find the dealers and larger banks receiving sizable amounts at prices
substantially under the market.

Even this latter group seemed dissatisfied with the profit available, al-
though there apparently was short selling in the market against bids for
the new issues placed below current levels. Generally, the underwriting
margins were smaller and more precarious, while secondary distribution
was made difficult by the frequency of offerings.

4. There appeared to be an increasing tendency toward lower prices.
Prospects of a continued supply resulted in the dropping of bids by dealers
and the larger investors in close contact with the market. This, coupled
with short selling and the psychological effect of the increasing Federal
debt were all factors pointing toward a decline in quotations. The short
selling provided a cushion of bids by tender and under normal conditions
might have been helpful but it is likely that the repeated selling against
each offering had an undue influence on market prices.

In considering the merits of the tender method for selling large amounts at
frequent intervals, of other than very short maturities, such as 90-day Treasury
bills, there are several questions which seem to be worthy of consideration.
Principally, they are:

1. Does the Treasury's aim of wide distribution into strong holders be-
come realized?

2. Is general interest in Government securities stimulated and encouraged
as much as it is by a definite offering at a price, which almost always has
been heavily oversubscribed?

3. Can the Treasury be sure that any particular issue will be successful?
Under the regular method, the Treasury has been able to insure the success
of an issue by adjustment of the coupon rate and maturity date, but, in
offerings by tender there is no assurance that a satisfactory total of tenders
will be received or that the bids will be within an acceptable price range.

4. Would the market reaction to a single large issue be as unfavorable
as it was to frequent offerings of smaller amounts in an indefinite aggregate?

5. How does the cost of interest compare with that under the regular
method?

6. Is there a political disadvantage in selling an additional series of an
outstanding issue under the existing market price?

In order that a more detailed study of the tender method might be made, the
remaining part of this memorandum is devoted to a brief review of the Treasury
offerings by tender in 1934 and 1935, and to the details of each offering, includ-
ing data concerning market conditions.

REVIEW OF OFFERINGS BY TENDER

With the exception of the regular Treasury bill issues and the $50 million
Panama Canal 3s (which were sold in March 1911 at an average price of
around 10212) all of the direct and guaranteed issues sold on a tender basis
were offered in 1934 and 1935. In July 1934 $100 million Federal Farm Mort-
gage Corporation 3 percent bonds of 1944-49 were offered. (There were $171
million of this issue outstanding at the end of June.) The action of the
Treasury in handling the financing for a Government agency represented an
innovation, and as the Treasury lacked discretion in fixing the coupon rate, it
was decided to sell the issue by the tender method. In August, following weak-
ness in the market due to European news, three new issues of short term Home
Owners Loan Corporation bonds, totaling $150 million, were sold in the same
manner.
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No further financing of this nature was done until May 1935, when plans
were formulated to apply the tender method to the offering of additional amounts
of Treasury bonds. Press reports at the time stated that the Treasury be-
lieved this method would prove less disturbing to the market than the cus-
tomary policy, and that the Government would obtain required funds at a mini-
mum of cost. Accordingly, an offering was made on May 27, 1935, of $100
million 3 percent Treasury bonds of 1946-48, of which there were $825 million
already outstanding. An additional lot of $100 million of the 1946-48 issue
was sold late in June, and three blocks of $100 million each of 27/8s of 1955-60,
which were already outstanding in the amount of $2,304 million, were offered
on July 15, July 29, and August 12 respectively. The method became increas-
ingly unpopular during this period, as indicated by the criticism which developed
in the market and also by the fact that both the total tenders and the number
of tenders received for the last two offerings were sharply lower than for
the two immediately preceding. Notwithstanding the adverse comment, un-
settled market conditions which had made some Treasury support necessary,
and dwindling interest in the offerings, the Treasury offered $100 million
11/2 percent Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation bonds of 1939 on August 26.
Total tenders amounted to only $85,592,000, against which $85,172,000 bonds
were issued at an average price of 99. The offering was conceded to be a
failure and the method was discontinued.

MARKET CONDITIONS MAY 15 TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1935

Prices of Treasury bonds were fairly steady, prior to the initial offering of
1946-48's on May 27, but a slightly easier tendency was apparent. The novelty
of the tender system depressed prices temporarily, but these losses were regained
in the next 2 weeks, and prices moved slowly upward until July 19-20. The mar-
ket was quiet and fairly steady until August 1, but turned downward in August
and losses ranging up to 214 points took place between the early part of the
month and August 27. There was an irregular upward reaction of as much
as three-eighths of a point between August 27 and September 1.

Various external factors influenced the market during the latter part of
this period, and undoubtedly increased its vulnerability to the disadvantages
of the tender method. The main influence was the Ethiopian crisis, not yet at
its peak, but already a disturbing factor. Some thought was also being given
to inflation particularly in regard to certain aspects of the omnibus banking
bill then before Congress, and to the administration pressure on Congress to
dispose of several other measures by passing them as quickly as possible in
order to speed up adjournment.

DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL OFFERINGS

1. July 28, 1984-4100 million 8 percent Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation
bonds of 1944-49

These bonds were an additional series of the issue originally dated May 15,
1934, and of which there was a total of $171,036,400 outstanding on June 30,
1934. On that date the total guaranteed debt amounted to $680,767,817, in-
cluding $234,814,667 Reconstruction Finance Corporation notes, $134,318,950
Home Owners Loan Corporation bonds and $140,597,800 other Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation bonds.

Immediately preceding the offering, the market had been quiet with a some-
what irregular tendency. Guaranteed obligations were firm, but turned easier
after the announcement. The books closed on July 25, having remained open
3 days to permit full opportunity to subscribe, and by this time the issue had
declined about one-half point. Other guaranteed issues were three thirty-
seconds to eight thirty-seconds lower. Total bids of $195,081,600 were received,
and a total of $100,260,300 was accepted at an average price of 100.559.

Price range

Accepted tenders: Market price:
High_-------------------. 102.250 Close July 22_----------- 101%2
Low___________--________ 100. 438 Low while books were
Average ---------------- - 100, 559 open…-------------------1002%2

12.92 percent call date.
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On July 26, all markets turned downward after the assassination of Chancellor
Dollfuss, and the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation 3s closed at 99 and thirty-
one thirty-seconds bid. There was a rally of about one-fourth of a point on the
following day, but prices of all U.S. issues declined sharply, and during the next
2 weeks the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation 3s fell to 98 and thirty thirty-
seconds bid (on August 11).

2. August 6, 1934-$50 million each of 1Y2, 1%4 and 2 percent Home Owners Loan
Corporation bonds of 1936, 1987, and 1938

These were new issues of short-term bonds, and the only other guaranteed
Home Owners Loan Corporation issue outstanding was the 3 percent bond of
1944-52, of which there was $283,546,000 outstanding at the end of July. Prices
of both direct and guaranteed issues had been week, following the assassination
of Chancellor Dollfuss on July 25, and on July 26 there had been a drop of
nearly a point, with a slightly lower tendency in evidence during the following
week. After the announcement of this offering, quotations of guaranteed issues
declined one thirty-second to five thirty-seconds further.

Total bids of $233,126,600 were received for the three series combined, but
only $127,111,100 were accepted, the Treasury announcing that lower bids were
not in line with market conditions. The prices of the issued bonds were as
follows:

High Low Average Average
yield

Percent

S -------- ------------------------------ 101.590 100.411 100.677 1.15
I -s - ------------------------------ 101.130 99 99.931 1.77
2s-101.035 99 99.962 2.01

Yields on Treasury notes of roughly comparable maturity were as follows
(closing bid prices August 8, 1934): Percent

2 years (Aug. 1, 1936)_----------------------------------------------- 0. 75
3 years 1½/2 months (Sept. 15, 1937)_----------------------------------- 1.59
3 years 10½ months (June 15, 1938)_---------------------------- 1.77

Prices moved upward sharply (as much as 1½ points for Treasury bonds) from
August 11 to August 17, and the new Home Owners' Loan Corporation issues
gained about five-eighths of a point during this period. However, there was re-
newed weakness as selling increased from August 17 to August 30, but the Home
Owners' Loan Corporation issues stood up well in the market, declining only
about one-quarter of a point net compared with one-half of a point to 1 point
for Treasury notes and bonds

9. May 27, 1935-$100 million (additional) 3 percent Treasury bonds of 1946-48

The Treasury announced an offering by tended of the 3s of 1946-48, of which
$824,507,900 had been sold in June 1934. An excerpt from the New York Times,
of May 27, 1935, indicates the Treasury's position regarding the tender method:

"Treasury officials are understood to believe that the sale of bonds to the
highest bidders, will prove less disturbing to the money market than the former
policy, and also that the Government will obtain the money it needs at a minimum
cost. Under the policy of selling the bonds at stated figure it has been necessary
for the Treasury so to gage the market's appetite as to assure the success of an
offering, with the result that the interest rate has been slightly above the market.

"Another explanation is that the Treasury is seeking to avoid the marketing
of further issues carrying different interest rates than bonds already outstanding.
The moment is considered opportune for the test of an offering of the type
announced, as Government bonds have been enjoying a rising market."

The market had shown an easier tendency just prior to the announcement,
and considerable price weakness resulted from it, although offerings were not
large. The outstanding 1946-48s declined from 10327/32 to 10310/32 during the 3
days that the books were open. The rest of the market also moved lower,
although short-term bonds showed only minor losses. Total bids of $270,027,000
were received, and while a larger oversubscription had been expected, the opera-
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tion was officially considered successful. Accepted bid ranged from 1032%2 to
103% 2.
4. June 24, 19S5-$100 million (additional) 3 percent Treasury bonds of 1946-48

Between May 29 and June 22 a moderate but steady improvement in prices
occurred. The 1946-48's gained fourteen-thirtyseconds. Other long-term bonds
improved six-thirtyseconds to nineteen-thirtyseconds, while short-term bonds
advanced about three-quarters of a point. On June 24 an additional $100 million
of the 3 percent Treasury bonds of 1946-48 were offered. The closing price prior
to the announcement was 1032%2, the bonds remaining practically unchanged at
this price throughout the 3-day period that the books were open. Tenders
received for this offering were much larger in volume and at prices closer to the
market than the previous offe-01mg. The shock of novelty appeared to have worn
off and other influences on the market were more favorable. At the time of the
first offering many dealers were said to have gone technically short of the
1946-48's later purchases of the bonds causing a rally in price, but in this
instance it was believed that few dealers were short. Bids totaling $461,341,000
were received, of which $112,669,000 were accepted at prices ranging from 103'7%2
to 1032432, or an average of 1031%2.
5. July 15, 1935-$100 million (additional) 27 percent Treasury bonds of

1955-60
Between June 26 and July 15 the long market was firm and somewhat higher.

During this period, on July 8, there was a cash issue at par and accrued interest
of $500 mililon 1% 8 percent Treasury note of series B-1939 (due December 15,
1939). The cupon rate was looked upon as a new low for this type of financing.
Subscriptions aggregating $2,970 million were received and dealers reported a
consistently strong demand for the new notes on a when-issued basis at prices
ranging from 1001%2 to 1102%2.

The announcement July 11 of a probable additional offering on a tender basis
of 27/8 percent Treasury bonds of 1955-60 (the longest bond in the market, of
which $2,304,102,800 were already outstanding as of June 30) was well received
by the market, although the price of this and several other long-term issues
declined several thirtyseconds. From July 15 to July 17, while the books were
open, the price for the 1955 60's remained practically unchanged at 102%2,
although the rest of the market advanced from one thirty-seconds to five thirty-
seconds. This offering was considered successful, total tenders for the country
amounting to $510,958,000. The tenders varied in price from 10127 2 to 1011%2,
the average being 1011%2.
6. July 29, 1935-$100 million (additional) 27/% percent Treasury bonds of

1955-60
Prices of all direct Treasury issues were little changed between July 17 and

July 29 when the sale by tender of an additional $100 million 2ys percent bonds
of 1955-60 was undertaken. This offering, although received less enthusi-
astically than was the similar offering 2 weeks earlier, influenced prices only
slightly. While the books were open the market remained steady with nomi-
nal changes only, the 1955-60's selling at 1012%2 high, 10119/32 low, and closing
on July 31 at the latter price. Tenders aggregating $320,981,000 were received,
as compared with $510,958,000 at the previous offering. The price range was
from 10117%2 to 1012432, with an average of 1011i2.
7. August 12, 1935-$100 million (additional) 2% percent Treasury bonds of

1955-60
Between July 31 and August 10 there was little demand for the longer issues,

prices declining up to one-half point, although the short bonds were unchanged
or only slightly easier. Apparently many of the 2% percent Treasury bonds of
1955-60 received on the offering dated July 29 still remained on dealers' shelves.
Following the announcement on August 12 of another issue of $100 million of
the 1955-60's, the market turned weak. There was some apprehension reflected
in the market at this time as to both the frequency of offerings and the total
amount intended to be raised by this method, and losses up to 1%2 were recorded
by the general list. Moreover, as little buying interest was being shown in the
market for the longest bonds, the market voiced objections to the additional
offerings of 1955-60's, which was by far the largest Treasury issue outstanding
and also the longest term. While the books were open, August 12-14, the price
for the 1955-60's declined from 101%2 to 10027%2. The average price of the
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bonds issued was 10025/32. Total tenders of only $147,264,000 were received, by
far the smallest on any of the Treasury bond offerings.

During this period when the Treasury raised $307 million through the 3 re-
openings of this Issue, market weakness resulted in Treasury purchases in the
market of $74 million of the 27/8s, or almost a quarter of the total.

8. August 26, 1935-$100 million (new series) 1'/% percent Federal Farm Mort-
gage Corporation bonds of 1939

Under unfavorable market conditions, prices having declined almost steadily
for the preceding 3 weeks, $100 million 1' percent bonds of the Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation were offered on a tender basis on August 26. Weakness
continued between August 26 and 28 while the books were open. The issue was
not successful, only $85,592,000 total tenders being received, of which $85,172,000
were accepted. Prices of the accepted tenders ranged from 100 to 98, averaging
99, and affording an average yield of 1.762 percent. Comment in the press was
to the effect that the coupon rate had been shaved too close. No comparable
issue of Farm Mortgage bonds was outstanding at the time, although at market
prices two Treasury, note issues with 1939 maturities yielded approximately
1.30 percent, and the 1Y2 percent Home Owners' Loan Corporation bonds of 1939
yielded 1.61 percent

The new issue was quoted in the market at 9913i2 bid on August 30 and ad-
vanced with the general market during the next few days to sell around 992%2.
The balance of $15 million, for which no tenders were received, was sold pri-
vately, through regular market channels, between October 8 to 14, at prices rang-
ing from 100 to 100%2-

Question 44. Has the Treasury made any factual studies to determine
whether it gets a wider distribution of its securities among initial
purchasers by the fixed-price method than it would get by the
auction method?

Answer
As indicated in the reply to earlier questions, there is a strong pre-

sumption that the initial distribution of any securities sold by the
Treasury would be more concentrated among professional purchasers
under the auction technique than under direct subscription at a fixed
price. There may also be a tendency toward greater concentration
of the eventual ownership of the new issue.

The technique of bidding can be used with facility only by those
who are active and continuing participants in the market. Thus
small institutional buyers as well as individuals would tend to rely
almost completely on purchases in the secondary market. Over the
long run such purchases could only be made at a less attractive price
than that paid by the original purchaser (and therefore with a lower
interest return) since it is assumed that successful bidders would tend
to sell more of their securities at a profit than at a loss on an average.
The greater concentration of new issues in professional hands result-
ing from auctions seems to be borne out by the Treasury's experience
in auctioning long-term bonds in 1934 and 1935.

Even in the case of Treasury bill auctions, where investor interest
is certainly much more narrowly confined than in the case of long-
term securities as far as ultimate holders are concerned, there is
evidence in recent years that the initial distribution of auctioned
Treasury tax anticipation bills has been somewhat more concentrated
than in the case of fixed rate Treasury tax anticipation certificates.
The extent of concentration of original allotments between the two
types of issues is brought out clearly by the table below which sum-
marizes the results of offering six of the tax anticipation bills which
have been auctioned, the three long-term bills (up to 1 year) which
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have been auctioned, and the six tax anticipation certificates (or
fixed rate bills) which have been sold by the Treasury at a fixed price
during recent years. All of the issues included could be subscribed
to by commercial banks by deposit in Treasury tax and loan account
equal to the full amount of the subscription.

(Percent]

Auction
______ Fixed price

|certificates
Annual TI =t~cl- d bcii!S

bills pation bills

Percentage of allotments accounted for by:
Commercial banks -98 91 69Dealers and brokers…-------------------
Nonfinancial corporations 25
Savings Institutions- 2 9 I
Individuals --- I------- - I
All other investors - 2

Total ---------------------------- 100 100 100

It is not unexpected, of course, that commercial banks account for
most of the initial allotments regardless of the way the securities
are offered since they act as primary underwriters and distributors
(either directly or through dealers) of most new Treasury issues by
subscribing through payment in Treasury tax and loan accounts. On
longer-term issues the commercial bank proportion is, of course, much
smaller even though they also participate actively in the secondary
distribution of intermediate- and longer-term bonds. Since the be-
ginning of 1953 allotments to banks of over 10-year bonds, for exam-
ple, total less than one-third of the allotments made by the Treasury
on such bonds. Very few of these bonds remained in commercial
bank hands for more than a few months. It would appear logical
to conclude, therefore, that thee ifect of adoption of the auction tech-
nique for longer bonds would be to increase the concentration of ini-
tial distribution of bonds to banks in the first instance. In addition,
it may be concluded that because of the greater initial concentration
the eventual distribution might not be quite as widespread as at
present.
Question 45. When an issue is oversubscribed, what is the Treasury's

method of determining the allotments?
Answer

The Treasury's determination of the method of making allotments
will vary from one type of security to another and from time to time.
A table is attached which indicates for each Treasury cash offering of
Treasury bonds (running 5 years or more to maturity) since 1953,
the percentage and amounts allocated to savings-type investors, to
commercial banks, and to all other investors. Federal Reserve banks
do not participate in Treasury cash offerings. Government invest-
ment accounts participate only to the extent announced in advance of
the offer, usually $50 million or $100 million, and typically only on
bond issues. On exchange offerings, of course, all allotments are
characteristically made in full. Small investors are always allotted a
certain minimum amount in full. The right-hand column of the at-
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tached table shows the amount of subscriptions allotted in full for
each cash issue.

The basic principle which the Treasury follows in allotting sub-
scriptions to new cash issues of bonds is that longer-term bonds (ap-
proximately 10 years or more to maturity) are primarily designed for
sale to savings-type investors-insurance companies, mutual savings
banks, savings and loan associations, public and private pension
funds, fraternal benefit associations, and similar types of organiza-
tions. The Treasury makes every effort to see that true investor
demand is satisfied at the time the offering is made. It also does
everything it can to help make available a supply of long-term securi-
ties through commercial banks and dealers to satisfy needs of those
investors who for one reason or another were unable to participate in
the original offering. The Treasury also permits on occasion the use
of deferred payments by savings-type institutions that might wish to
spread their purchases of the new issue over a period of several
months to coincide more exactly with -their flow of available funds.

As a fundamental principle, the Treasury also tries to make certain
that the securities are taken both initially and in the secondary market
by true investors rather than by speculators. There are several
methods used by the Treasury to accomplish this purpose. One of
these is by the application of the smallest allotment percentage, typi-
cally, to all other investors. This "all other" group is sometimes
dominated by individuals who buy principally to speculate rather
than by true investors. The Treasury has found over the years that
legitimate individual demand for a new long-term Government se-
curity is effectively met in most cases by allotting a minimum ranging
from $5,000 to $50,000 in full. Larger demands for genuine invest-
ment in Governments can be more effectively handled through the
secondary market on outstanding issues (including the new security)
than by increasing the minimum allotment. Individuals may, of
course, if they wish, put in a larger subscription, subject to a rela-
tively low allotment percentage, but if they are speculators they are
discouraged from doing so by the fact that in some cases the amount
of cash they have to put down may be a sizable percentage of the
values of the securities they will receive. They receive, of course, no
interest on the deposit (although the Treasury does refund excess
deposits after allotments have been made). The Treasury also takes
steps to minimize speculation on new issues by a close review of sub-
scriptions at each Federal Reserve bank and by discouraging bank
credit extension for purposes of carrying purchases.



Allotments of Treasury bonds offered for cash, 1953-59

Percentage allotments Dollar amount of allotments (mUllons of dollars) Subscrip-
Date of tions allotted

financing Security In full up
Savings type Commercial All other Total To savings To commer- To all other to and
investors ' banks investors institutions 2 cial banks investors 3 Including-

May 1,1953 3y4 percent of June 15,1978-83 -20 20 20 $1 188 $197 $131 4 $860 $5, 000
Nov. 9,1953 234 percent of Sept. 15, 1961 - 24 16 16 2, 239 423 1, 296 520 10,000
July 20,1955 3 percent of Feb. 15, 1995 -65 30 30 821 393 216 212 25, 000
Oct. 1,1957 4 percent of Oct. 1, 1969- 10 10 10 657 54 296 307 50,000
Dec. 2,1957 37* percent of Nov. 15, 1974- 26 10 10 654 201 189 264 10, 000
Feb. 28,1958 3 percent of Aug. 15, 1966 -20 20 20 1,484 147 676 661 10, 000
June 3,1958 3Y4 percent of May 15,1985 -60 40 25 1,135 357 213 565 5,000
Jan. 23,1959 4 percent of Feb. 15, 1980 - 70 35 15 884 377 170 337 ' 5, 000
Apr. 1,1959 4 percent of Oct. 1, 1969 '- 65 35 20 619 87 335 197 a 10,000

I Includes pension and retirement funds, public and private, endowment funds, insur-
ance companies, mutual savings banks, fraternal benefit associations, labor unions'
insurance funds, savings and loan associations, credit unions and other savings institu-
tions (not Including commercial banks).

I Includes insurance companies, mutual savings banks and public and private pension
funds, only.

' Includes savings institutions not Included in footnote 2 and Investments of foreign
balances and International accounts In this country, nonfinancial corporations, individ-
uals dealers and brokers, and U.S. Government investment accounts.

4 lncludes State and local and corporate pension funds, as separate allotment data for
these classes are not avatiable prior to July 1953.

' Also includes States, political subdivisions or Instrumentalities thereof, and public
funds.

6 Reopening of existing Issue.
7All subscriptions up to a maximum of $25,000 were allotted in full where accompanied

by 100 percent payment at the time of entering the subscriptlon; all other subscriptions
for $5,000 were allotted in fill.

8 Subscriptions for $25,000 or less from savings-type investors~and commercial banks,
and $10,000 or less from all others, were allotted in full.
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Question 46. In view of the statement frequently made that the
Treasury wishes to get its securities into the hands of savers,
why is it that it allots a portion of oversubscribed issues to the
commercial banks?

Answer
As noted in the reply to question 45, allocations of bonds to com-

mercial banks in large part reflect the underwriting function which
the banks perform for the Treasury. In helping to distribute newly
offered securities to appropriate types of investors-to savings-type
investors in the case of long-term issues-subscriptions by banks and
others are frequently limited in amount. This is done to eliminate
the possibility that any bank will bid irresponsibly for an unduly
large part of a new issue with the possibility of embarrassment to
itself, to the Treasury, and to the efficient functioning of the Govern-
ment securities market. This restriction on subscriptions typically
takes either of two forms-a percentage limitation related to the
capital and surplus of each bank, or to the time and savings deposits
of each bank, or a combination of the two. The attached table indi-
cates the restrictions on commercial bank subscriptions for each new
cash issue of Treasury bonds beginning with 1953.

It should be noted that Treasury allotments of new cash issues of
over-10-year bonds to commercial banks since 1952 amounted to $3
billion, of which approximately $11/2 billion remained in commercial
bank holdings 3 months after they were issued and less than $1 billion
12 months after issue.

The policy of relating commercial bank subscriptions for Treasury
bonds to time and savings deposits reflects the fact that commercial
bank savings accounts may be more appropriately invested in longer
maturities of Treasury securities than is true of commercial bank
demand deposits. Commercial banks typically do not segregate assets
in the investment of demand versus time deposits, but most banks
follow some rough rule of thumb in investing time deposit money in
Treasury bonds, mortgages, State and local government securities, and
other securities. Many small banks have a high proportion of their
deposits in savings accounts. For banks as a whole time accounts
have been growing more rapidly in recent years than demand deposits
and now total more than $65 billion out of total commercial bank
deposits of over $200 billion.

It is appropriate, therefore, that some part of commercial bank
assets associated with their growing savings accounts be invested in
long-term Government securities rather than short-term issues. This
has not been reflected in an expansion of holdings of longer term
Government securities. Commercial banks at the present time have
only about $4 billion of marketable U.S. Government securities run-
ning 10 years or more to maturity out of a total portfolio of around
$60 billion. These holdings of longer term Governments have de-
clined in the postwar neriod from about $7 billion to the present total
of about $4 billion. During this same period, commercial hank time
deposits have doubled-from $30 billion to more than $65 billion.
On the other hand, real estate loans held hb banks have risen by more
than $20 billion and holdings of State and local government securities
have increased by more than $12 billion. This expansion in private
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loans and securities has much more than offset the decline in holdings
of longer term U.S. Government securities.

It is apparent, therefore, that Treasury issuance of bonds to com-
mercial banks has been very modest in terms of an analysis of the
ownership structure of commercial bank holdings of Government se-
curities. An analysis of the functioning of commercial banks in the
Treasury long-term market reflects two factors: (1) Initial subscrip-
tions to new bond issues by commercial banks are primarily in pur-
suance of their underwriting function for the Treasury; (2) although
some increase in commercial bank holdings of lonaer term bonds
might seem justified on the basis of an increased volume of savings
deposits over the years, such an increase has in fact not materialized,
and commercial bank holdings of over-10-year Treasury issues are
lower now than at any time since the mid-1920's.

Methods used in restricting commercial bank subscriptions to cash offerings of
Treasury bonds

[Dollar figures in billions]

Security offered

Date of Subscription formula for commercial banks An-
financing limited to: nouinced

public Coupon Maturity
cash

offering,
about

Percent
May 1, 1953. 5 percent of time deposits as of December 31, 1952 $1 3Y4 June 15, 1978983.
Nov. 9,1963-. None ---------------------------- 2 2Y4 Set. 15 1961.
July 20,1955-. 10 percent of time deposits or 25 percent of capi- 4 3 Feb. 15, 1995.

taL] whichever is greater.
Oct. 1. 1957--- 50 percent of capital I - 4 Oct. 1, 1969.
Dec. 2. 1957.. 25 percent of capital I -- 3 5 Nov 15. 1974.
Fob. 28. 1958- --- do'--------------------- 1Y4 3 Aug. 15, 1966.
June 3. 19598. 2 percent of time deposits or 5 percent of capital,' 1 3Y4 May 15, 1985.

whichever is greater.
Jan. 28 1959.. 4 percent of time deposits or 10 percent of capi Y4 4 Feb. 15, 1980.

tal.' whic'lever is greater.
Apr. 1, 1959. 5 percent of time deposits 2 or 15 percent of capi s 4 Oct. 1, 1969.

tal,' whichever Is greater.

I Combined capital surplus and undivided profits.
2 Combined time certificates of deposits (only those issued in names of individuals, and of corporations,

associations, and other organizations not operated for profit) and of savings deposits.

Question 47. Has the Treasury given serious consideration to a policy
not to allot any portion of an issue to commercial banks when
the full issue can be sold to savings-type investors?

Answer
The Treasury has given serious consideration to the adoption of

such a policy. The suggestion has some appeal in that it would pre-
sumably involve the Treasury announcing in advance that in forth-
coming issues all savings-type investor subscriptions would be allotted
in full, thus eliminating any uncertainty as to what allotments might
be. We know of no occasion, however, when the Treasury has of-
fered a new bond running 10 years or more to maturity when the
amount of institutional savings demand would have been sufficient
to cover the entire issue being offered. As explained in the reply to
question 21, the fact that subscriptions under the present system
may even exceed the amount of the total issue as announced by the.
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Treasury in no way should be taken to suggest that that much in-
vestor demand for the new security really exists. The amount of total
subscriptions received from savings-type investors reflects the guess-
ing by those investors as to what proportion of their total subscription
they are likely to receive.

The last Treasury offering of a bond of more than 10 years to
maturity provides a good illustration of this point. Savings-type
investors entered subscriptions of $240 billion to the reopened 4-
percent bonds of 1969 in response to the Treasury's announcement
that it wished to sell approximately $500 million of these bonds
for cash in April 1959. Subscriptions of $941 million were received
from commercial banks (under a subscription limitation of 5 percent
of the combined amount of time and savings deposits or 15 percent
of the combined amount of capital, surplus, and undivided profits,
whichever was greater), and $322 million for all other investors.
Small savings-type investors and commercial banks were each allotted
their full subscription up to $25,000. Subscriptions by all other in-
vestors were allotted in full only up to $10,000 in order to discourage
speculation. On larger subscriptions savings-type investors were
allotted 65 percent, commercial banks 35 percent, and all others 20
percent. (See table attached to reply to question 45 for similar data
on other offerings.)

Under this formula the savings-type investors received approxi-
mately $156 million of the new issue. The Treasury was informed
afterwards that many savings institutions did not expect as high
an allotment as 65 percent, and that that was one of the reasons why
the issue immediately went below par in price in the secondary mar-
ket. If the Treasury had announced ahead of time that all subscrip-
tions from savings-type investors would be allotted in full such
subscription would apparently have been somewhat less than $156
million.

In deciding upon the size of an issue the Treasury, of course, takes
into careful consideration the demand for the particular type of issue
through its market surveys of the real investor demand. In setting
the amount of the offering it will try to estimate not only the amount
of the savings-type investor demand as of the moment, but also the
demand which might develop for the issue in subsequent weeks and
months. This secondary market demand, together with legitimate
demand by banks for reinvestment of time deposits, gives the Treas-
ury an idea of how much commercial bank buying would be appro-
priate. The sum of these two, plus a more difficult estimate of
legitimate individual, corporate, and other demand outside of banks
and savings institutions provides the guideline for the Treasury in
making its decision.

One further point should be mentioned. Even in the extreme un-
likelihood that savings-type investors had legitimate demand for the
entire issue because of a miscalculation by the Treasury as to the
size of that demand, the Treasury might still prefer to give at least
minimum allotments to commercial banks and dealers in order to keep
the usual channels of commercial bank underwriting and secondary
distribution functioning. This is a question akin to that of a business
firm keeping a sales organization provided with at least a minimum
of opportunity to exercise a legitimate function rather than cutting
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it off completely on one occasion and hoping that it will be available
again later on in case it is needed. As a practical matter, of course,
any Treasury miscalculation so great as to produce the circumstances
envisaged above would immediately encourage the Treasury to sell
additional amounts of a somewhat similar security within a reason-
able period of time.

The reply to question 46 has already presented the Treasurys' rea-
sons for allotting securities to commercial banks, and has touched
somewhat on the problems associated with "all other investors."

It is obvious that no particrlanr invPstnr group is pllrely a specula-
tive investor or a savings-type investor. In a sense, every purchase
of a Government security by a holder who does not intend to hold it
until its maturity involves some element of speculation rather than
being a pure investment. The Treasury must, therefore, operate very
care fully in trying to draw a line between those purchases in anticipa-
tion of profit which are an inherent part of the market mechanism-
largely underwritten by commercial banks and dealers and including
a reasonable amount of turnover of holdings by other institutional
investors-and excessive speculation, where the only interest in Gov-
ernment securities is the possibility of a quick and substantial profit.
The latter group is particularly active when credit conditions are easy,
and this is even more true when there is prospect of further declines
in interest rates and increases in prices of outstanding bonds. This is
one reason the Treasury places subscription limits on commercial
banks. It is the reason the Treasury reserves the right to reject any
or all subscriptions when circumstances arise. It is also the reason
the Treasury prefers to issue long-term bonds for cash rather than in
exchange for maturing issues, since downpayment, subscription, and
allotment restrictions are not feasible in refunding operations.

On many occasions, certain "investors" who qualify as savings-type
investors also engage in speculative excesses, so that preferential allot-
ment to savings-type investors is not necessarily a guaranty against
speculative excesses. On occasion-particularly toward the end of
World War II financing-they too for that reason were restricted as
to the amount of subscriptions that could be entered.

Therein lies one of the most important arguments against a rigid
policy of 100 percent allotments to savings-type investors. If the
market were to depend on such a practice as established Treasury
policy, there would be tremendous incentives, at times when specula-
tion was a problem for individuals and other "sharp" buyers through-
out the country seeking to speculate to enter their subscriptions in one
way or another through the medium of a savings-type institution.

The term "investor' defines the interests of all but a few savings
institutions. The possibility of abuse by a few members of the in-
dustry, plus the likelihood that once abuses take place there would be
a general breakdown of standards among many other savings-type
investors, presents a formidable obstacle in the path of successful op-
eration of the 100 percent allotment idea.

Although the Treasury is continually studying this problem as one
of many important techniques of debt management, it is currently of
the opinion that larger net acquisition of Government securities by
savings-type investors-and a smaller participation by those who are
looking only for speculative gains-is better accomplished by the
present system.
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Question 48. Does the Treasury plan in the period ahead to make
fewer offerings in larger amounts or to make more or less regular
off erings in smaller amounts?

Answer
The Treasury has already made substantial progress in improving

the way in which it handles the tremendous volume of financing which
it must undertake, even in periods of balanced budgets.

The expansion during recent years of the Treasury bill instrument,
with securities sold at auction, is an example of what we believe can
be a proper application of the principle of making regular offerings
in small amounts. In this way nearly $35 billion of the public debt
has been placed on a routine basis so that its constant refunding has
a minimum impact upon the money markets.

This program at the present time involves approximately $26 bil-
lion of regular weekly Treasury bills-$11 billion of 6-month bills
maturing at the rate of $400 million or $500 million per week, and
about $15 billion of 3-month bills maturing at the rate of $1 billion
to $1.2 billion per week. In addition, the Treasury now has $6 billion
of longer term Treasury bills maturing on midmonth dates in January,
April, and July, with a fourth issue of similar size to be offered with
an October 15 maturity. It is expected that this series of 1-year bills
will also be handled in routine fashion at each maturity date.

The Treasury in addition has developed a pattern of tax-anticipa-
tion bill maturities, of which there are currently 71/2 billion outstand-
ing, maturing on the heavy corporate tax collection dates at mid-
March, June, September, and December. Since these issues are sold
to cover seasonal borrowing needs in anticipation of tax receipts
they are, of course, paid off at maturity, but a cycle of $6 to $9 billion
under present circumstances is likely to be outstanding at any time.
Since the principal need for tax anticipation securities is still in
March and June, rather than September and December, it is to be
expected that offerings of March and June tax-anticipation maturities
will continue to be substantially larged than offerings of September
and December maturities.

Other Treasury market offerings in recent years have been typically
scheduled for maturity in the other 4 months of the calendar year-
mid-February, May, August, and November. For the year ahead
the total maturities in these months average about $9 billion about
$4 billion of which is held by the Federal Reserve banks and dovern-
ment investment accounts and about $5 billion by the public.

Turning now from the orderly arrangement of maturity distribu-
tion to the frequency of Treasury cash offerings of securities, other
than Treasury bills, a number of observations should be made.

The present Treasury practice with regard to the offering of new
cash issues is that such offerings will take place whenever the Treas-
ury needs the cash but with a minimum of about $500 million for a
long-term bond, and a higher minimum for shorter term securities.
In this manner the Treasury is able at a given time to mobilize the
resources of all the organizations that participate in the distribution
of any new securities which it offers, rather than diffusing its efforts
over a greater number of smaller issues.

The Treasury has seriously considered the possibility of reducing
the size and increasing the frequency of new offerings. The appeal of
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more frequent offerings is that the risk of money market disturbance
by Treasury offerings would be materially lessened if the size could
be cut down. On the other hand, the frequency of Treasury offerings
is also an important disturbing factor from the standpoint of thie
market. Market analysts point out that even if the Treasury did all
of its financing on a weekly basis, rather than trying to concentrate
it in larger amounts, the issues involved would still be in the neigh-
borhood of $1 billion a week, quite apart from Treasury bills. Many
of these analysts conclude, therefore, that the greater frequency of
new offerings would be more disturbing to the market than the present
system rnSi ne t amounts would still be of substantial size. Moreover,
greater frequency of offerings would tend further to restrict the
timely and flexible application of Federal Reserve monetary policies.

More frequent offerings of long-term bonds also have been con-
sidered by the Treasury, since they would seem to have some appeal
in gearing the Treasury's long-term securities offerings more closely
to the flow of funds to savings-type investors. Advocates of this
method point out that if the Treasury somehow could judge the flow
of savings funds with reasonable precision, it could perhaps carry a
somewhat smaller cash balance in commercial banks.

It should also be pointed out, however, that the flow of savings
available for investment in Government securities is also uneven and
does not suggest, therefore, any regular pattern of Treasury long-
term offerings on a weekly, monthly, or even a quarterly basis. More-
over, competing demands for savings will also vary over time, both
within a given year and at different stages of the business cycle.

Additional important questions arise as to the market effects of
relatively small issues of longer term bonds at frequent intervals.
For one thing, the small size of the issues might impede trading in
the securities in the secondary market; to some extent that has been
the case with small issues in the past. Moreover, some market analysts
point out that, during a period when interest rates were expected to
rise, many investors might withdraw from the market in view of the
certainty of additional offerings of bonds in the future. In this event,
the amount of bonds that the Treasury could sell might be reduced
or existing market rates of interest might rise faster than would other-
wise be the case.
Question 49. Has the Treasury considered the question whether the

Federal Reserve should be directed to buy all new Treasury issues
and thus assume an underwriting function?

(a) If "Yes," what are the disadvantages?
Answer

The Treasury does not believe this suggestion would be in the public
interest for several reasons.

One objection to the procedure is that the Treasury has always con-
sidered its direct borrowing authority from the Federal Reserve banks
as an emergency authority. As discussed in greater detail in the reply
to question 53 the Treasury's direct borrowing authority with the
Federal Reserve provides an essential emergency line of credit which
the Treasury can tap. It may use this authority when cash receipts
are low for a few days just before a taxpayment date and the cash
balance would otherwise be below minimum operating levels. It may
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also use such authority to meet any sudden nationwide emergency
which might require heavy cash payments from the Treasury before
new securities could be sold to the public to provide such funds. The
Treasury's policy has always been to use this borrowing authority
sparingly and only on a temporary basis since it is recognized that
the sale of a Government's obligations directly to a central bank
creates high-powered money and tends to be inflationary. The course
of history well illustrates the proposition that recourse by the Govern-
ment to the central bank as a source of funds is often an important
step in undermining the sound financial structure of a nation through
inf ation.

The Treasury would also have reservations as to the application of
this approach from a practical standpoint. At the present time the
commercial banks and dealers-in the course of regular contacts with
thousands of smaller banks, other financial institutions individuals,
and corporations throughout the country-perform an efiective job of
underwriting new issues for the Treasury and selling them in the
secondary market to ultimate buyers. This function of secondary dis-
tribution can be best handled in a competitive market by private par-
ticipants in that market. A transfer of this function to the Federal
Reserve banks would seem inappropriate since that would greatly ex-
tend the existing powers of the Federal Reserve System by placing this
important function in the hands of the same individuals who have re-
sponsibility for monetary policy. These functions are separate and
distinct and should not be confused. Quite apart from the question
as to whether the Federal Reserve should deal only in short-term
securities or in all securities in its open market activities, the question
may be raised as to the appropriateness of extensive Federal Reserve
marketing operations for the Treasury throughout the range of all
maturities. It is assumed that the proposal visualizes the handling of
the secondary distribution of new Treasury issues through the same
process now used in the execution of Federal Reserve monetary policy
throughout market operations-that is, distribution through primary
Government security dealers. It would be impractical, of course, for
the Federal Reserve to deal directly with commercial banks or other
investors who now buy directly from the Treasury in the case of new
cash offerings. One of the possible means that could be used to handle
this would be for the Federal Reserve to maintain the sales inventory,
but this would reduce dealers to the status of order takers; they would
soon exist only on the fringes of the market as the few Government
security brokers do now. The loss to the market of an aggressive and
competitive dealer group would materially decrease its scope and
nationwide coverage.

The second possibility would be to have the Federal Reserve serve as
the distribution point or issuer. The process of funneling all of a cash
issue into dealer hands would not only tend to strain available dealer
resources but would also put the commercial bank underwriting func-
tion two steps removed. To the extent that commercial banks still
performed any function in secondary distribution they could do so
only by buying from dealers who in turn bought from Federal Reserve
who in turn bought from Treasury, whereas now they buy from the
Treasury directly. The net effect of the proposal then would seem to
be the loss of a substantial part of the present commercial bank under-
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writing function with a greater concentration of business in the hands
of the dealers.

There is also a question of a net increase in Federal Reserve bank
credit resulting from this operation even though theoretically equal-
ized by an identical increase in Treasury deposits. As is pointed out
in the reply to question A-9, Federal Reserve attempts at "underwrit-
ing" during periods when investors generally expect rising interest
rates could easily become a large-scale support operation with highly
inflationary consequences. It should alsobe remembered that the Fed-
eral Reserve already participates in every Treasury financing as fiscal
agent of the T reasury in sending material to banks and other investors,
in taking subscriptions, processing allotments, compiling statistics,
and maintaining records. The Federal Reserve is reimbursed for its
expenses by the Treasury, so no Federal Reserve funds are involved.

Question 50. Would you agree that if the Federal Reserve did buy
all new issues directly from the Treasury and raise reserve re-
quirements of the member banks temporarily to offset the credit
increase, the Fed would then be in a good bargaining position to
sell the securities at a low interest yield, because the banks would
understand that the Fed would reduce reserve requirements only
as and if they bought the Government securities?

Answer
Under this proposal, the increase in Federal Reserve holdings of

new Government issues would be balanced by a corresponding in-
crease in Treasury deposits at the Federal Reserve. At that point
in time (subject to the qualifications of timing and intrabank impact
as discussed in the reply to question 56c) there would be no change
in reserves of member banks. It is difficult to see, therefore, what the
raising of reserve requirements of member banks is intended to ac-
complish since the credit increase at that point is already offset.

The proposal seems to visualize, therefore, that reserve require-
ments would be increased, when the Treasury draws down its bal-
ances at the Federal Reserve to meet expenditures, as the money (or
reserves) flow into private commercial banks and that reserve require-
ments would be decreased only if the banks used the reserves to buy
Governments.

This proposal is not, in our judgment, consistent with the proper
use of reserve requirements as an implement of monetary policy. In
the last analysis, it is a suggestion that commercial banks be threat-
ened with reserve requirement increases to encourage them to buy
Government securities from the Federal Reserve.

It seems inconceivable that the changes in reserve requirements
were ever intended to be used in this way, particularly if the proposal
seriously contemplates temporary increases and decreases. It is gen-
erally conceded that the changes in reserve requirements are the most
blunt of the three tools which the Federal Reserve employs in the
execution of monetary policy. Thus, changes in reserve requirements
do not lend themselves to use for temporary adjustments in credit
conditions or debt management.

In addition to the reasons cited in the reply to question 49 against
the proposal that the Treasury do its underwriting through the Fed-

38563-60-pt 10-6
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eral Reserve, we believe that the use of reserve requirement changes
in this way would in the long run complicate-rather than ease-the
debt management problems which the Treasury has to face.
Question 51. Has the Treasury considered the advantages of setting

up a stabilization fund to help in stabilizing the market for its
new 2ssues?

Answer
The Treasury has given considerable thought to the possibility of

setting up such a fund. Furthermore, it has been encouraged to give
the matter careful study by a number of participants and observers
in the Government securities market whose views were expressed in
the recently completed consultations conducted as part of the Treas-
ury-Federal Reserve Study of the Government Securities Market.
The discussion is reported in part I of the recently published Treas-
ury-Federal Reserve study as follows:

It was noted that the Treasury finds it necessary to issue large blocks of
securities in a short period of time and that, in contrast to corporate and
municipal obligations, there is no underwriting mechanism to stabilize new issues
and assist in their distribution to ultimate investors. As one means of achieving
this objective, as special Treasury fund was suggested. Such a fund would oper-
ate to smooth the market during Treasury financing operations, if necessary, by
purchasing the maturing or new securities in moderate amounts in order to
facilitate distribution. As outlined by its advocates, it would attempt to deal
with relatively minor "ripples" rather than to stem the "tides" representing
basic market trends or to correct a disorderly market. It was thought that this
could be a two-way fund; that is, it could sell previously purchased securities
as market conditions permitted.

The reactions of the consultees to the idea of a fund were mixed. Some were
strongly in favor, others thought it deserved study, and still others were strongly
negative. The differences in opinion did not appear to be related to the particu-
lar business of the consultees; there was just as much diversity among dealers
as among bankers, for example.

Those who commented favorably pointed to the precedent in the case of cor-
porate and municipal underwriters. It was noted that such a fund might skim
off a small portion of newly issued securities, which might have failed to be
digested and was temporarily depressing market prices out of line with other
issues. Such a fund might also operate between financings to smooth ripples in
the market.

Among observers who questioned the merits of the proposal or rejected it, the
view was expressed that a Treasury fund might well engender expectations that
it could not fulfill. If and when investors realized that the fund was supporting
a new Issue they might rush in to unload before such support ceased. Another
reservation was based on the fear that securities purchased by the fund would
overhang the market and act as a price depressant as investors anticipated sales
by the fund. Much would depend, it was said, on the skill of the operators of
the fund, for they would have to attempt to provide some assistance for the
"baby that the Treasury places naked on the doorstep" without at the same time
adopting it. Doubts were expressed that anyone is skillful enough to operate in
the market in this way.

Another objection was that existence of the fund might lead the Treasury to
price too thinly. The market might become suspicious of price rigging if it knew
the Treasury could engage in supporting a new issue, although such suspicions
might disappear in time if not borne out by experience.

The Treasury would oppose any suggestions for a stabilization fund
which would visualize market support activities designed to influence
the basic trend of prices either in a specific issue or in all outstanding
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issues in a particular classification. This would be an interference
with the normal forces of supply and demand in the Government se-
curities market and might require an untold volume of resources which
when exhausted would cause the market to fall back again on competi-
tive forces. Treasury support operations in this manner, therefore,
are subject to the same objections as proposals for rigid Federal Re-
serve support of the Government securities market. Treasury stabi-
lization purchases with funds obtained in the market would have the
relative advantage over Federal Reserve pegging in that at least there
would be only a dollar for dollar expansion of credit-not the multiDle
effect of "high powered" money growing out of the expansion of bank
reserves by the central bank. But, as mentioned earlier, the resources
required by such a stabilization fund could be staggering.

The Treasury already has some authority to buy and sell Treasury
issues in pursuance of its trusteeship function for most Federal Gov-
ernment investment accounts. As mentioned, however, in reply to
question 54, this authority is limited as a tool for market stabilization
to occasions when it is to the direct investment advantage of a Govern-
ment trust fund or agency to buy maturing issues for the purpose of
exchanging them for new issues or to buy new issues directly. Such
purchases can be and on occasion have been made, but only are with
the intention of holding them and not with the intention of trading
back and forth.

Question 52. Has the Treasury considered the advantages and disad-
vantages of carrying a larger cash balance?

(a) If "yes," would the fact that the Treasury could defer
financing, when the times are not propitious, more than offset
the cost of carrying the larger balance?

(b) Is there anything to be gained from carrying a larger cash
balance by reason of the fact that the Treasury woultd be in a posi-
tion to defer financing when it thinks market expectations as to
interest rates are unrealistic?

Answer
The Treasury can usually do a better job in the timing of its debt

management operations when its cash balances are sufficient to meet
operating needs and to provide a comfortable margin for contin-
gencies.

The Treasury attempts to keep its working balances at an adequate
but not excessive level. Including deposits in Federal Reserve banks
(usually about $500 million) and gold in the Treasury General Fund
(formerly as high as $1 billion, but currently only about $100 million),
the Treasury's cash balance has averaged about $41/2 billion during
each of the last 4 fiscal years. This is small in relation to Treasury
operations; the average operating cash balance the past fiscal year has
averaged only 69 percent of average monthly budget expenditures-
the lowest percentage for any recent year. The Treasury's cash bal-
ance has been no higher in recent months than it was a decade ago,
when budget spending was only half of its present rate.
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Total demand deposits (other than interbank deposits) in commer-
cial banks as of December 31, 1958, for example, amounted to $134.4
billion, of which $4.2 billion, or only 3 percent, was accounted for
by demand deposits of the U.S. Government ($3.5 billion tax and loan
accounts and $0.7 billion other deposits). State and political subdivi-
sions alone had $10.9 billion of demand deposits on that same date, or
21/2 times the Federal total, despite the fact that U.S. Government
operations are far larger.

Economizing on the use of Treasury cash balances has however,
gone about as far as possible without impairing the efl~iciency of
Treasury operations. As the question suggests, therefore, there are
times when a somewhat larger cash balance would have given the
Treasury much needed flexibility in timing its borrowing operations
so that it could delay them beyond a period of market apathy for
new issues, rather than forcing the Treasury to borrow in an unfavor-
able atmosphere because it was running out of cash. In recent years
the Treasury has made this position clear in its congressional pres-
entations outlining the case for increased debt limit flexibility.

The reply to this question, therefore, is that carrying a larger cash
balance would permit the Treasury either to defer financing if it
wished to in anticipation of better market conditions or, conversely,
to take advantage of a strong market and build up the cash balance
ahead of actual cash needs.

It is obvious, of course, that the Treasury is in no position to judge
future market trends so precisely as to save on interest every time
it advances or defers borrowing operations. But there have been
a number of occasions when such operations would have been de-
sirable and doubtless such occasions will arise again in the future.
Each time the Treasury has to balance the desirability of advance
borrowing or delayed borrowing against the cost of a higher balance
outstanding.

The consideration of cost is only one part of the problem. As
mentioned in the reply to question 56, the use of cash balances by the
banks, even though they are widely fluctuating balances, is to some
degree an offset to the expenses which banks incur in processing
subscriptions to new Treasury issues, in the handling of tax receipts,
and in the sale and promotion of savings bonds, which services the
banks now perform for the Treasury without charge. If these bal-
ances should become unduly low in relation to services rendered there
would be increased pressure from the banks for the Treasury to reim-
burse them for the costs of service performed.

The Treasury's decision as to the adequacy of its cash balances is,
therefore, motivated not only by cost factors but also by considera-
tions which are much broader. The Treasury's ability to operate on
a relatively low cash balance is possible, of course, only when it has
adequate leeway under the public debt limit and when it has author-
ity to borrow directly from the Federal Reserve banks to cover tem-
porary or emergency situations.
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Question 53. With ref erence to the 4.7 percent interest yields at which
the Treasury sold bills week before last, and the 43%4 percent rate
on short-term issues announced last week, do you feel that these
rates were too high?

(a) What about your authority to sell up to $5 billion of
obligations directly to the Federal Reserve. Why was that not
used?

(b) What changes are needed to make your authority to sell
securities directly to the Federal Reserve more effective?

Answer
The question of the appropriateness of interest rates on several of

the most recent Treasury issues has already been discussed in reply
to question 19. The rate on the Treasury bill offering on July 8
was fixed by competitive bidding rather than by the Treasury. The
4 percent rate on both a 12½/2-month note and a 43/4-year note was
fixed by the Treasury on July 16 in light of the market behavior of
the 1-year bill rate and the market trend evident in the 5-year market
area. The closing bid quotation on the first day of trading in the
market for the new 43,4 percent 121/2-month note was par aid %4
($100.015625 per $100 bond) and the 43/4-year note closed at 993%2
($99.9375 per $100 bond). These market prices are indicative of the
evaluation by market professionals of the true worth of the new
securities at the time. Both of these new issues moved to significant
premiums in the market after the date they were offered but were at
a discount again in early October, movements which basically paral-
leled the movement in the market prices and yields of comparable out-
standing issues.

More recently, Treasury rates in the market have increased even
further, necessitating a 5-percent coupon rate on the new 4-year and
10-month note issue which was announced on October 1, 1959. At
the time that issue was announced there were 12 shorter issues quoted
in the market at more than 47 8 percent. Even though the 43/4 per-
cent notes sold in August were still slightly above par at the time the
Treasury announcement was made, this was true only because the
issue had become thoroughly digested and very little supply was avail-
able at the market price. Other than. the 43/4 percent notes, the next
shorter fixed maturity issue to the new 5's being offered was quoted
in the market on September 30 to yield 4.84 percent, and the next
longer issue 4.79 percent.

Parts (a) and (b) of this question have already been touched on in
the reply to question 49. The Treasury does not believe that it is
appropriate to fall back upon direct borrowing from the Federal Re-
serve banks except for temporary day-to-day needs around tax dates
or on an emergency basis. Recent Treasury offerings-both at auc-
tion and on a fixed rate basis-were at relatively high rates simply
because of the lack of demand at a lower rate at a time when investor
expectations were largely in terms of increased money market pres-
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sures in the months ahead. A postponement of that offering to a
later time by temporary use of Federal Reserve direct borrowing au-
thority would have unsettled the market much more than actually
occurred.

The Treasury does not expect, therefore, to recommend any changes
in the present statutory authority for direct Federal Reserve pur-
chase of Government securities in order to make that authority more
effective in assisting Treasury underwriting. The Treasury has all
of the authority it needs at the present time to borrow from the Fed-
eral Reserve if it wishes. It is insistent, however, as it has been over
a period of many decades, that this authority is intended only to cover
a few limited situations-not to be used in the normal distribution of
Treasury issues.

Question 54. Has any consideration been given to the question whether
the Treasury should have more discretionary authority in man-
aging the Government trust accounts?

Answer
As of June 30, 1959, total holdings of Government securities by

U.S. Government agencies and trust accounts totaled $54.6 bil-
lion. Of these $1.6 billion represent the holdings of agencies which
handle their own investments, with most of that amount accounted
for by the Federal home loan banks. All of the remaining accounts
are handled by the Treasury, although in some cases-such as the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Postal Savings System-
the Treasury function is on an agency basis, and the basic investment
decisions are made by the Government officials in charge of the par-
ticular accounts.

On all of the other major accounts, however-including all major
trust funds-the Secretary of the Treasury has discretionary authority
as to investment procedures. These major funds include the Civil
Service Retirement and Disability Fund, Federal Old-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance Trust Fund, Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, Veterans' Life Insurance Funds, Railroad Retirement Account,
and the Unemployment Trust Fund.

In the aggregate, the investments of these funds on June 30, 1959,
totaled more than $49 billion. Approximately 90 percent of these in-
vestments are in special nonmarketable issues of Government securi-
ties specifically provided for in the basic statutes relating to each trust
fund. Interest rates on these special issues are either determined by
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formulas in the law or by the Treasury on the basis of the way in which
a particular fund is set up. For example, the interest rates on special
issues to the railroad retirement account are fixed by law at 3 per-
cent. Special issues to the national service life insurance fund are
tied to the 3-percent actuarial basis of those funds, as is true also of
the 3½/2 percent rate on special issues held by the U.S. Government
life insurance fund. On the other hand, the rates of interest paid
on the unemployment trust funds, the Federal old-age and survivors
;nsurance trust fund, the civil servine retirmpent a.nd l'isahilitv fuind.
and the Federal. disability insurance trust fund are governed by
specific statutory formulas tied in various ways to average interest
rates on outstanding Treasury securities.

The use of special issues for the major part of the investments of
these funds minimizes the disturbing effects to the Government se-
curities market which would grow out of frequent purchases and sales
of substantial volumes of Government securities if reliance were large-
ly on marketable issues. The trust funds and accounts participate in
new Treasury cash offerings, however, when the security being of-
fered is suited to their needs. This is done typically to the extent
of a total amount stated by the Treasury as part of its initial announce-
ment of the public offering. On occasion the Treasury may also pur-
chase marketable issues for the various trust funds directly in the
market whenever such purchases are desirable from the standpoint
of the investment needs of the particular fund and are consistent with
the public interest.

Purchases or sales of marketable securities for the trust funds are
handled through the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, acting as
agent for the Treasury. Data on net purchases or sales in the market
are released once a month and published regularly in the Treasury
Bulletin (see attached excerpt from the November 1959 Treasury
Bulletin). These figures indicate a net purchase of approximately
$2.5 billion of marketable securities for these funds during the past
6 years, or approximately $35 million per month. In addition, Gov-
ernment agencies and trust funds have been allotted approximately
$1.8 billion of new Treasury cash offerings during the same period.

As emphasized in the reply to question 51, however, trust-fund pur-
chases in the market are conducted in strict observance of the trustee-
ship responsibility which the Treasury has in such cases, and therefore
market purchases must be made for investment reasons-not with a
primary aim of market stabilization. Viewed from this standpoint,
the authority of the Treasury in managing the funds is adequate.



TABLE 2.-Net market purchases or sales of Federal securities for investment accounts handled by the Treasury It

[In millions of dollars; negative figures are net sales]

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1940 - -9.5 -20.9 -5.7 -1.6 0.4 0.9 --- -0.3 -4.4 -0.3 -1.1
1941 -- 2.8 12.0 -- -. 7 -. 2 .4 (2) (- ) -. 2 -- 60.0
1942 --. 5 30.0 5.8 .3 (2) .3 -2.3 -8.4 -4.5 1.0 --------
1943 -- 14.5 -90.3 -72.9 .4 -35.2 -146.8 -67.8 -15.8 -2.7 - -- 5.0 4.8 0
1944 -- 9.9 -108.1 -11. 5 -16.5 -10.0 20.5 -18.5 -19.0 -28.1 (2) -5.9 -12.0
19456------------ -67. 6 -48. 1 -5. 9 -66. 6 -34. 4 -56. 4 -17. 0 -. 2 -12.56 .3 -------------
1946 -- -------------- -8.1 -. 7 - -3.3 .4 -69.8 -157.8 -41.2 -74.1 -123.0 -57.6 -20.3
1947- .1 - - -4. 7 -61.3 -338.6 -359. 2 -609. 1 -308. 1 -123. 1 -14. 1 221.0 69604
1948 --. 2 177.4 106.8 -12.1 -30.4 1.1 5.4 4.4 7.2 .1 -.8 -. 2
1949 8.8 -1.8 5.1 1.5 -54.7 -88.4 -.1 3.8 4.6 -1.7 11.5
1950 -- 6.6 13.5 6.3 1.1 -1.9 5.1 8.2 -2.0 5.0 5.8 10.7 7.0
1951 -36.8 261.2 482.7 8.4 11.4 3.5 .2 4.7 2.8 8.4 -3.6 29.0 C
1952 -22.1 6.7 .5 19.9 2.9 1.5 1.4 1.9 3.5 16.5 11.7 8.2 2
1953 -24.6 8.8 12.9 36.2 35.9 20.1 7.9 .4 38.4 17.0 -1.1 .6 0
194 -7.0 -4.0 -22.4 -2.9 2.8 -45.5 -21. 7 -17. 2 -10. 0 21.1 14.2 41.0
1955- 23.0 77.2 18.9 29.9 56.2 22.5 74.8 20.3 11.8 -30. 7 7.9 234.8
1956 -- 1.3 -9.8 10.7 46.7 5.7 398.8 49.2 9.4 8.4 56.2 83.9 21.3
1957 ---- ------------- 14.3 72.6 13.4 35.4 313.4 15.8 182.4 26.4 10.3 26.6 -67. 3 33.3
1958 -- 123.4 -155. 9 10.6 -2.1 -86.3 177.2 445.5 19.1 10.6 17.3 55.1 43. 7
1959 --------------------- 14.1 23.0 62.2 44.0 53.1 9.9 32.2 18.3 28.3 - m

I Consists of purchases or sales made by the Treasury of securities issued or guaranteed tions differ from those reflected in table 1 because they exclude those Government invest-
by the U.S. Government for (I) trust funds which by law are under the control of the ment accounts for which investments are not handled by the Treasury. Table 2 also 'd
Secretary of the Treasury or of the Treasurer of the United States, and (2) accounts includes purchases under sec. 19 of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended (31 U.S.C. Z
under the control of certain U.S. Government agencies whose investments are handled 754a), and excludes the Exchange Stabilization Fund.
through the facilities of the Treasury Department. It will be noted that these transact 2 Less than $50,000.

Pi
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Question 55. Would the Treasury do better to turn the marketing of
its securities over to privtae underwriting syndicates, such as
market corporate securities?

Answer
The use of private underwriting syndicates is common, in the case

of most State and local government issues, as well as a considerable
part of the issues of new corporate bonds and notes. Typically, rival
underwriting syndicates submit bids to take all or none of the securi-
ties offered-with bids that include an allowance, of course, for profit
to the. uinderwriter The bidders prefer the "a11 or none" apprnoah.
If they were required to bid for only part of an issue there might well
be practically no bids at all. No dealer would take a substantial posi-
tion on part of an issue if he was taking the chance of being at the
mercy of other dealers who underbid him.

The syndicate technique for maketing Government securities seems
clearly impractical. U.S. Government issues dwarf in size the issues
of any other borrower. During the calendar year 1958, for example,
the Treasury sold close to $47 billion of new securities to the public
(excluding sales to Federal Reserve and Government investment ac-
counts). Only 15 issues of bonds, notes, certificates, and long bills
were involved (other than the additions of $100-$200 million a week
in regular bill rollovers), or an average size of issue of about $3 bil-
lion. By contrast, the largest single corporation issue floated in 1958
was only $350 million, and the largest single State and local govern-
ment issue was somewhat less. No syndicate large enough to handle
market issues of Government securities could be formed without its
being so large as to dominate the entire market, both with respect to
the Treasury and to ultimate investors. This would not be good
public policy.

It should also be mentioned that so far this year all but one of
the State or local government issues offered in "competitive" bidding
in amounts of $100 million or more have attracted only one under-
writing 'bid, on an "all or none basis." See attached table. This
suggests that the large size of new municipal debt issues severely
strains the capacity of bond underwriters. The resources of securi-
ties underwriters would obviously be completely inadequate to handle
competitive bidding on Treasury bonds which average 30 times $100
million.

This would be true even under the extreme assumption that some-
how the Treasury found it desirable to handle its $50 billion of new
certificates, notes, and bonds issues each year in equal weekly amounts
of $1 billion each.
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Bids for large municipal bond offerings (generally $25 million and over)

Date of Amount Number
bid (in Type of bids Range of bids (percent)

millions)

1959 ~ I0-

1969
Jan. 6

15

21
27

28
28

Feb. 3
4

10
10
16
18

18

25
26

Mar. 3
4
5

10
10

11
17
31

Apr. 7
9

9

14

21

22
May 12

13
26

27
June 2

4
10
10
17
30
30
30

July 15
28
30

Aug. 4

11
12
19

Sept. 2
10
22
29

Oct. 2
6

20

28

Rev$200

25

20
20

20
20
72
20
23
25

120
60

28

40
104

25
25
30
26
26

100
29
30

27
53

25

30

200

33
27
25

105

30
40
27

100
63
30

50120

25
195

31
34
50

120

30
25
20
61
50
44
32

25
26

102

25

New York State Power Au-
tbority.

Sacramento Municipal Utility
District.

Oregon
New York City Housing Au-

thority.
Houston, Tex -------
Puerto Rico -
Massachusetts Port Authority.
Los Angeles ---- ------------
Minnesota (State) -- --
Washington (State)
Chicago-O'Hare Airport
New York State

East Bay Municipal District,
California.

Chicago, III --
New Housing Authority

Michigan-expressway
Philadelphia, Pa --
Port of New York Authority --
New York City -- --
Southern California Metropol-

itan Water District.
California
Baltimore, Md
Pennsylvania General State

Authority.
Los Angeles School District
Massachusetts Turnpike Au-

thority.
Florida Development Com-

mission.
Massachusetts

New York State Power Au-
thority.

Oregon
Cincinnati, Ohio
New Jersey
New Housing Authority

Chicago, 111
Los Angeles F.C
New York dity
California
Connecticut
Port of New York Authority --
New York State
Maryland -- -------------
Grant County Public Utility

District.
Ohio-highway
California-toll bridge
Michigan-highway
Pennsylvania-Korean veter-

ans.
Ohio-capital improvement-
Nassau County, N.Y
New York State Thruway
State of Connecticut
State of California
Cook County, Ill _-_-_
Indianapolis-Marion County

Building Authority, Indiana.
Port of Hew York Authority --
Wayne County, Mich
New Housing Authority

Pennsylvania General State
Ant ority.

Rev- 2- 3.58, 3.62.

0.0- 3- 2.77, 2.82, 2.83.
------- 13- 4.07, 4.17, 4.18.

G.0O
G. O
Rev
G.0
G.0
G. 0
Rev
0.0

3-
2
I(N ---.
4-

3-
1(N) ---
2 - - - -

0.0- 3-

3.48, 3.51, 3.52.
3.94, 3.97.

3.47, 3.48, 3.50, 3.52.

3.17, 3.19, 3.20.

2.91, 2.93 (winning bid-a
merged a/c).

3.45, 3.46, 3.51.

3.20 and 3.26.
3.41 ($69 million to bank

group-$35 million to dealer
group).

3.54, 3.63.
3.27, 3.31, 3.33.
3.68, 3.69.
3.17, 3.21.
2.96, 3.10.

0.0- 2
P .H2.A 2

S.T
0.0
0.0-
0.0-
0.0-

2
3
2
2
2

0.O0 3.55, merged account.
0.0 - 2 3.11, 3.t4.

-------- 2- 53.28, 3.65.

0.0- 2
Rev - (N)

3.44 and (NA).

Rev- j 3- 4.10, 4.13, 4.14.

0.0.

Rev

0.0----
0.0 .-- -
0.0----

P.H.A__

Rev .---

0.0 .-- -
Rev ---

Rev .---
Rev ---

S.T ---
Rev ---
Rev-- -
G.0 ---

0.0----
0.0----

Rev ---
0.0----
0.0----
0.0 - - -
0.0----

Rev ---
0.0----

P.H.A~

Rev ---

I(N)

3
2
4-

1 -
2

1(N -

2
2
2

2

I…

4-

2.
I…

2

3.46, 3 syndicates merged
"due to thinness of the
market."

4.21.

3.39, 3.43, 3.53.
3.47, 3.48.
3.24, 3.26, 3.27, 3.28.
3.78, bankers and dealers

groups merged.
4.05, 4.18, 4.19, 4.25 and 4.26.
2 syndicates merged.

3.95, merged syndicate.
4.30.
4.09 and 4.11.
3.35 and 3.36.
4.02 and 4.05.
(300 member A/C.)

3.54, 3.57.
4.36, 4.48.
4.29.
3.40.

3.10, 3.11, 3.11, 3.11.
3.725, 3.73, 3.78.
4.20, 4.25.
3.73-
4.01.
4.00.
4.15.

4.37.
4.08.
3.86, bankers and dealers

groups merged.
3.76, 3.77.

Rev.-Revenue.
(N)-Negotiated with underwriters.
0.o.-General obligations.

P.H.A.-Public Housing Administration.
S.T.-Special tax fund.
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Question 56. What was the Treasury's average deposit balance with
the conmercial banks last year?

(a) What is the average balance so far this year?

Answer
The average daily balance in Treasury tax and loan accounts with

commercial banks during the calendar year 1958 was $3,673 million.
The comparable average for the calendar year 1959 to date (through
September 30) was $3,738 million. These balances are maintained in
approximately 11,000 commercial banks throughout the United States.
Balances with individual bankrs fluctuate w idely from. tinie to time and
from bank to bank. They range from amounts of less than $5,000 in
the case of some of the smaller banks to amounts of several hundred
million dollars on occasion in the case of the larger banks in the
country.

The balances which the Federal Government carries with commer-
cial banks in the form of tax and loan accounts arise from the
periodic payments of taxes and the proceeds from subscriptions to
Treasury securities and a full discussion of this process seems appro-
priate in view of parts (b) (c), and (d) of this question.

It should be borne in mind that the Treasury does not take the
initiative in depositing funds to tax and loan accounts, except in cer-
tain cases. These exceptional cases occur under conditions when net
receipts in the Treasury's account at the Federal Reserve banks ac-
cumulate appreciably faster than had been estimated. In such cases
excess funds may be deposited for a few days with banks which are
identified as class C banks (banks with total deposits of more than
$500 million) and then withdrawn, without advance notice, as soon as
a more normal flow of funds is restored. Conversely, if the Treasury
balance in Federal Reserve banks is below expectations, the Treasury
often makes special calls on these same class C banks, without notice.
The Treasury does not discriminate either among individual banks
within a class or among the three classes in its conduct of these deposit
or withdrawal activities. All withdrawals are based on a percentage
of deposit balances in each bank as of a given date, and the same is
true on any deposits made in class C banks.

The balances the banks acquire as the result of tax collections may
arise in either of two ways. They may arise from banks' soliciting
their customers to deposit certain excise and withheld income and
social security taxes with the bank instead of paying them to Federal
Reserve banks or to the District Director of Internal Revenue. This
has the effect of giving the Treasury an immediate call on those funds
rather than having checks outstanding for several days while the
District Director processes them and deposits them at a Federal Re-
serve bank. In addition, balances arise from income tax payments
which are credited directly during major tax payment periods to tax
and loan accounts by the bank on which the taxpayer's check is drawn.
In neither case does this represent an increase in deposits to the banks,
but merely a transfer of balances on a bank's books from the account
of the taxpayer to the Treasury's account.

The immediate transfer of these balances to the Treasury's account
with the Federal Reserve banks would be a very disruptive influence
to the money market and the whole economy. The tax and loan
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accounts, therefore represent a mechanism helpful to the whole
economy, not just to the banking system alone.

Furthermore, the law requires that banks pledge collateral, usually
U.S. Government securities, to secure all funds in Government tax and
loan accounts, which is a special condition that attaches only to public
deposits. A bank has to have on hand at all times free collateral to
cover the maximum balance it may hold in the tax and loan account,
or otherwise it cannot accept the deposit.

These fluctuations are illustrated by the shift in total balances from
$43% billion on May 31, 1958, to $81/4 billion on June 30, 1958, and
down to $31/4 billion oi July 31, 1958. Balances during the calendar
year 1958 ran under $11/2 billion on several occasions, as compared with
the average of less than $3%4 billion.

It should also be remembered that these balances typically include
funds on which the Treasury has already given the bank notice of
withdrawal to be effective in a few days, so the "free" or uncalled,
balances which banks can actually employ are frequently quite low. In
January 1958, for example, balances less outstanding calls were less
than $350 million on several occasions.

Despite their wide fluctuations Treasury deposit balances are, of
course, valuable to each bank in the same way as any other deposit. If
a bank is to keep a deposit rather than lose it to another bank it must
accept the responsibilities which deposit maintenance and growth re-
quire. Prompt and efficient serving of customers, whether public or
private, is always important. In this respect banks recognize that
they have important public responsibilities, including many services
which the banks perform for the Government without specific charge.

Commercial banks have a special relationship to the U.S. Treas-
ury. Their demand deposits provide almost 80 percent of the
Nation's money supply as commonly defined, the balance being cur-
rency in circulation. Since they are so charged with acting in the pub-
lic interest they are carefully regulated by Federal and State super-
visory authorities as to many phases of individual bank practices, as
well as being subject to the powerful effects of the actions of Federal
Reserve monetary policy on the banking system as a whole. They are
not free agents, and on many occasions their ability to expand their
volume of profitable loans as much as they could otherwise expect hasto be curtailed severely by the requirements of national economic
policy.

In addition to the monetary function performed by the commercial
banking system, the banks operate as a direct arm of the Treasury in
other ways. The banking system is a focal point in the efficient distri-
bution of about $50 billion a y ear of Treasury marketable tax anticipa-
tion bills, 1-year bills, certificates, notes, and bonds, plus $1'/2 billion
or more regular bills on average each week.

The Treasury, unlike corporate or State and local government bor-
rowers, has no underwriters for its securities in the usual sense of that
term. In other words, the Treasury pays no commissions directly to
the bank that help place Treasury securities with their ultimate hold-
ers. The Treasury, therefore, depends heavily upon the commercial
banking system to solicit orders for huge issues of Government securi-
ties on which the books are open only from 1 to 3 days. An over-
whelming share of all subscriptions for new issues of Government
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securities is handled by the commercial banks. Without their active
solicitation and processing of these subscriptions, the Treasury opera-
tions on the scale now conducted would be much more difficult as well
as more expensive.

In addition, banks actively help the Treasury promote the sale of
U.S. savings bonds, sometimes at the expense of their own savings
deposits. They do this not only through their own functions as
issuing agents in over-the-counter sales and as managers of their
own payroll savings plans, but also in their communities by helping to
acquaint an increasing number of citizens with the advantages of sav-
ings bonds anu in assisting business concerns in setting up and mami-
taining active payroll savings plans.

Question 56. (b) Can the Treasury disburse funds on deposit with the
private banks directly from those banks, or must it first call the
funds in to a Federal Reserve bank?

Answer
The Treasury has the authority to write checks, in effect, on its de-

posits in commercial banks but has found it more equitable, as well
as more efficient, to draw funds into the Federal Reserve banks prior
to their disbursement. Each year approximately 400 million checks
are issued in payment of Government obligations. These clear
through commercial banking channels to the Federal Reserve banks
and are charged against the Treasury s operating cash accounts main-
tained with the Reserve banks. As a simple matter of business opera-
tion it would be impractical and very costly to depart from this cen-
tralized procedure and provide for payment of these checks against
Treasury tax and loan accounts which are located in approximately
11,000 separate commercial banking institutions. The amount of
paperwork required just to keep track of the checks written on each
individual bank would be enormous, quite apart from the almost im-
possible complications which the Treasury would encounter in man-
aging its day-to-day cash position.

As pointed out in the reply to question 56 (a) Treasury procedures
in the handling of withdrawals from commercial bank balances are
firmly established on a uniform basis that treats each bank in the
same way as any other bank. It would obviously be impossible to
retain this impartiality if the Treasury had to decide on an individ-
ual basis which banks were going to pay which checks. It is a basic
principle of Treasury management of its cash balances that no fa-
voritism be shown among individual banks-a principle which would
be violated in any system of direct disbursements from commercial
banks.
Question 56. (c) What would be the disadvantage of the Treasury's

promptly calling its funds into the Federal Reserve banks and
having the Federal Reserve banks invest these funds in short-
term securities?

Answer
The Treasury maintains balances in tax and loan accounts with com-

mercial banks so as to avoid the disruptive effects on the economy
and to the banking system which would occur if the large amounts of
cash collected from time to time by the Treasury from taxes or from
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the sale of public debt obligations are withdrawn at one time and
paid into the Federal Reserve banks.

Any action which would have for its purpose the withdrawal of
these funds from the commercial banks and their deposit in the Fed-
eral Reserve banks ahead of the time when they are needed to meet
expenditures of the Government for the purpose of investing them
in short-term Treasury bills would give rise to the disruptive effects
which the Treasury seeks to avoid by keeping the funds on deposit in
Treasury tax and loan accounts in the first instance. When funds
are withdrawn from the commercial banks and paid over to the Fed-
eral Reserve banks in order to build up Treasury balances in the Re-
serve banks, the commercial banks have to find free reserves to cover
these payments.

There are only two ways in which the commercial banks can do
this when their funds are fully employed (when they have no excess
reserves). One is to reduce assets, which can be accomplished either
by selling securities in the market (or cashing them in at maturity)
or by terminating loans; the other is to increase liabilities by borrow-
ing from the Federal Reserve banks. Commercial banks generally
prefer to reduce their assets rather than to be in debt to the Reserve
banks.

It is true that if the Federal Reserve purchased securities from the
banks simultaneously with the movement of deposits out of the banks
this would keep the commercial bank system as a whole in equilibrium
at the lower level of deposits (and reserves). In theory, at least,
the suggestion would appear feasible. If there was only one bank it
might work (although still with disadvantages to be pointed out
later), since the transactions would in fact be simple and instantane-
ous. It mig~ht even work if only a dozen or less banks were involved,
as in Canada and the United Kingdom. But its operation through
11,000 separate banks would present serious obstacles.

The magnitude of Treasury operations in tax and loan accounts
is so large and the number of banks so great that the effect of timing
and the effect among individual banks would be very disruptive to
the money market. In the first place, even if it were possible to han-
dle the entire operation within a day or two there would necessarily
be a difference in timing between the flow of reserve funds out of the
commercial banks and the return flow due to Federal Reserve pur-
chases of securities. When the flow is reversed, as when the Federal
Reserve sold securities as the Treasury made disbursements and the
funds flowed back into commercial bank reserves, the same problem
of uneven timing would arise. In the second place, it is obvious that
in the case of an individual bank the funds would not flow back in
even approximately the same proportion as they were withdrawn,
even if timing were perfect for the banking system as a whole.

At the peak of each of these flows of funds, Federal Reserve credit
would be expanded by the amount of Governments they acquire. This
expansion, even though offset by increased Treasury deposits with the
Federal Reserve, rather than by increased bank reserves, might still
be widely interpreted as an inflationary step simply because Federal
Reserve credit had grown. Any lack of precision in offsetting the flow
of funds away from and back into member bank balances as the Treas-
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ury's balances with the Federal Reserve rose and fell would also pro-
duce unforeseen contraction or expansion of bank reserves.

The task of trying to estimate each day's flow of funds accurately
enough to permit an operation such as this to proceed smoothly would
be almost impossible, quite apart from the tremendous disparity of
effects from one bank to another. Seemingly small shifts in the re-
serve position of the banking system (sometimes only $50 or $100
million) can affect short-term interest rates through the normal oper-
ation of Federal funds. The ability to keep these shifts sufficiently
small would be greatly weakened if the suggested procedure were fol-
lowed, with correspondingly greater risk of wider short-term interest
rate fluctuations and the possibility of disorderly markets.

Unless the Federal Reserve makes certain that sufficient excess re-
serves are provided, a commercial bank would have much less incentive
to buy new Treasury securities under such circumstances-either for
its own account or for customers-since the resulting deposit would
be withdrawn immediately and the bank would be forced to sell either
the new issue it just acquired or something else. Bank underwriting
and secondary distribution of new Treasury issues would be seriously
undermined unless the Treasury took alternative steps such as (1)
paying commissions directly to the banks, (2) adding materially to
the interest rate attractiveness of new issues, or (3) increasing the
frequency (and reducing the size) of its offerings so that money was
borrowed in amounts intended to cover the expected cash outflow for
the ensuing day or 2 days (or a week at the most) on a "hand-to-
mouth" basis. All three of these alternatives could add significantly
to Federal borrowing costs.
Question 56. (d) What would be the disadvantage of permitting the

private banks to pay the Treasury interest on its deposits?

Answer
The suggestion has been made from time to time that perhaps the

Treasury would be better off if commercial banks were required to pay
interest to the Government on tax and loan account balances, and that,
in turn, the banks should charge the Treasury for all of the services
they now perform.

As outlined in the reply to question 56(a), commercial banks have
a special relationship to the U.S. Treasury with regard to the
Nation's monetary system, and are a direct arm of the Treasury in
the distribution of billions of dollars of new Treasury marketable
securities and savings bonds. Many of these services are not suscep-
tible to precise cost measurements, so the designing of a comprehensive
system of fees necessary to completely reimburse commercial banks for
their services to the Treasury would be extremely complicated. Fur-
thermore, it would reimburse banks for what are now free services-
services which are also performed without charge by other entities.
If the banks were to charge the Treasury for all savings bonds that
they sell, for example, hundreds of corporations throughout the coun-
try, which in the aggregate issue millions of series E bonds each year
and keep extensive records of payroll deductions, would be likely to
seek Treasury reimbursement for their services. Similarly, all busi-
ness concerns in the country would be encouraged to ask the Govern-
ment to defray their costs of withholding income taxes and social
security taxes from employees' pay checks or collecting excise taxes
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if the banks were reimbursed for handling the deposits represented
by those taxes.

The impact of a uniform fee system would fall unequally on differ-
ent banks, favoring the larger, more highly mechanized units. Yet a
fee system which attempted to take cost differentials into account
would open a new area of controversy. Furthermore, the fee system
in terms of cost of clerical help presumably would have to be reviewed
from time to time as conditions change.

An adequate appraisel of the value of bank services presents diffi-
cult problems. Despite these difficulties, however, the Treasury is
now undertaking a careful study of costs which banks incur in per-
forming functions for the Treasury in those situations where costs
are subject to specific measurement. It is not expected, however, that
the resulting partial data will offer any indication as to the true
burden of bank operations on behalf of the Treasury. A copy of the
Secretary's letter to the Comptroller General in this regard is
attached.

Problems arising from the suggestion that interest be paid on de-
mand deposits generally are discussed in the reply to question 57. It
should be mentioned again here that it would be unfair for the Gov-
ernment to require by law that banks pay interest on the demand de-
posits of the Government (3 percent of total demand deposits) which
because of their rapid turnover are less desirable than many other
types of deposits, while at the same time the law prevents banks
from paying interest on demand deposits to State and local govern-
ments, to business firms, and to individuals (97 percent of total
demand deposits).

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,

Washington, June 12, 1959.
Hon. JOSEPH CAMPBELL,

Comptroller General of the United States, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. COMPTROLLER GENERAL: I have your letter of June 3 concerning our

recent discussion relative to your suggestion that the Treasury make a study
to determine whether or not balances in tax and loan accounts may have pro-
duced income to the banks in excess of the cost of the services performed by
them for the Federal Government and for which they are not otherwise
compensated.

As we have tried to make clear in conversations with you, we believe there
are overriding considerations of monetary and debt management policy that
cannot be resolved by a study of the character indicated. However, in view of
your conviction that the Treasury should make such a study, we will undertake
one as promptly as possible. As I pointed out in our discussion, the Treasury
has an exceptionally heavy load of financing to do in the next 3 months, and
in addition we have a heavy legislative program now pending in Congress
relating to public debt management.

We hope to have the study initiated within 90 days, and I shall notify you
when it is undertaken.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT B. ANDERSON,

Secretary of the Treasury.
Question 57. The depression-time bank crisis is long since past, yet

the law prohibiting commercial banks from paying interest on
demand deposits is still on the books. Would you agree that this
law is now obsolete and that it should be repealed?

Answer
The Treasury believes that there are still very good reasons why

the prohibition of interest on demand deposits is stillsound.
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The law which prohibits commercial banks from paying interest
on demand deposits was enacted in the early 1930's to correct abuses
in the banking system which had grown up prior to that time. When
commercial banks were permitted to pay interest on demand deposits,
there was a tendency for banking funds in the smaller cities and rural
areas to be drained away from those banks into the larger commer-
cial banks in the principal money centers. Banks competed ag-
gressively for these deposits and paid higher and higher rates of
interest to attract them.

As a result, banrls .cr under presoure fo make more loans and

investments to earn enough to pay higher rates, even though the
quality of many such marginal loans and investments became more
and more substandard. Consequently, during the depression of the
early 1930's this increased the banking difficulties that occurred at the
time. It was that situation which caused the Congress, in the Bank-
ing Act of 1933, to provide that commercial banks could not pay
interest on demand deposits.

In the public interest, there are two reasons why the Treasury
believes banks should not pay interest on such deposits. In the first
place, the competition between banks for demand deposits does not
create any additional deposits. The growth in total demand deposits
in the commercial banks is influenced strongly by the Federal Re-
serve through the operation of monetary policy. Therefore, the
effect of competition is to shift deposits between banks. On the other
hand, member banks are permitted to pay, at present, as much as 3
percent interest on savings and time deposits (unless State laws
specify a lower maximum), but the payment of interest on these
deposits has an economically desirable effect by increasing incentives
to save. The different character of time deposits is not only reflected
in the fact that a bank does not have to pay them on demand but
also because they carry lower reserve requirements and the longer
term nature of the assets generally held as an offset to them. In
the second place, if the banks were to bid competitively for demand
deposits because of this added interest expense, they would probably
find it necessary to charge generally higher interest rates on loans
or exact higher service charges, or both. Even if the Federal Re-
serve and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation could by law
be authorized to set maximum rates on demand deposits-as is done
now on time deposits-these influences would be moderated, but not
eliminated.

The payment of interest on tax and loan accounts would probably
add to Treasury borrowing costs. The present practice of commer-
cial bank payment for new Treasury issues through tax and loan
accounts is very effective in stimulating the banks' interest in Federal
securities, not only for their own accounts, but also as distributors
of these securities in the secondary market. To the extent that banks
are required to pay interest to the Treasury on each additional amount
of tax and loan account they acquire, this obviously will be reflected
in the price they will be willing to bid for securities they purchase
from the Treasury at auction as well as affecting the coupon rate
which the Treasury would put on its fixed-rate securities (certificates,
notes, and bonds).

88563-60-Pt. 10-7
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The point should also be made that there are some commercial
banks in this country which do not even accept savings or time de-
posits at interest; they would be even more unwilling than the aver-
age bank to pay interest on Government demand deposits. In addi-
tion, there would unquestionably be a considerable number of other
banks which would not think it was good business to accept Govern-
ment deposits with their extreme volatility if they had to pay interest
on them. Payment of interest on all demand deposits would also
make them more attractive than now for nonbank investors to hold,
tending to increase interest rates which the Treasury and all other
borrowers would have to pay to compete.

As mentioned in the reply to question 56(d), the initiation and
maintenance of an adequate service charge or fee system that would
presumably grow out of a requirement of interest on demand deposits
would be difficult. No one can predict, of course, what arrangement
of fees and interest rates would be developed if such a system were
tried. It is quite doubtful, however, if only because of the overhead
expenses for both the banks and the Treasury that would be involved
in administering such a system that neither the public interest nor
the interest of either the banks or the Government would be served.
The present system not only dispenses with this unnecessary overhead
but also recognizes the fundamental fact that it is difficult to put a
price tag on intangible benefits which the Treasury now receives.
Nevertheless, as discussed in the reply to question 56(d), the Treasury
is studying further the possibilities of such a system.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

Question A-1. Do you think it would be wrong or against the public
interest for Congress to express disagreement with the Fed's
monetary policies, if it does disagree?

Answer
Informed and constructive criticism of Federal Reserve monetary

policies is always desirable. This is especially true with respect to the
Congress, inasmuch as the Federal Reserve was created by and is re-
sponsible to the Congress. In the past, the careful and intensive
studies by appropriate congressional committees-such as those con-
ducted by subcommittees of the Joint Committee on the Economic
Report in 1949-50 and in 1951-52-have contributed significantly to
the enlargement of knowledge concerning central banking and to im-
provement of monetary policy techniques. Such studies by appropri-
ate congressional committees-and by nongovernmental organiza-
tions, universities, and individual scholars-should by all means be
continued and encouraged.

Impartial studies of this type will strengthen monetary policy in
two ways. In the first place, by drawing lessons from past experience
and by applying the genius of the human mind to new problems, such
studies can contribute significantly to improvement in the techniques
of monetary policy. Secondly, such studies will tend to stimulate
public interest in monetary policy, which is still not widely under-
stood. A continuing interest of the public in monetary policy, along
with the broader public understanding that would inevitably follow,
is the best possible assurance that monetary policy will continue to be
administered in the best interests of all of the people.
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Question A-2. Would you think it wrong or not in the public interest
for the Treasury to express disagreement with the Fed's monetary
policy, if it does disagree?

(a) If "no," are you in complete agreement with the Feds'
monetary policy at the present time?

(b) What changes in monetary policy would you suggest?
(c) Without reference to whether the same degree of credit

restraint should be maintained, do you know of any changes in
the Fed's method of operations that would improve the Treasury's
debt-management problems?

Answer
In my judgment, it would be in the public interest for the Treasury

to express public disagreement with Federal Reserve monetary policy
only if that policy was irresponsible and at odds with the financial
and economic policies of the rest of the Government-a situation
which is almost inconceivable.

The independence of the Federal Reserve from the Executive
branch of the Government is a highly desirable characteristic of our
financial system. If such independence is to be meaningful, it must
be independence in fact, as well as in principle. Accordingly, public
statements of disagreement with current monetary policy, which pre-
sumably would be for the purpose of enforcing a change in policy,
would be inappropriate.

Problems are bound to arise when two agencies, each independent
of the other, have responsibilities that are closely related and in some
instances overlap. This is especially the case with respect to such
fields of debt management and monetary policy. Because of the
many imponderables that bear on economic and financial trends, rea-
sonable and sincere men may differ from time to time. But in most
instances these differences involve such matters as timing and degree,
not fundamental aspects of policy.

I am, however, willing to state that recent monetary policy seems to
me to have been appropriately conceived and executed. The brisk
business upturn that began in the late spring of 1958 clearly justified
a shift of monetary policy toward restraint. Since that time, System
policy has been administered in such manner as to prevent credit
excesses from threatening the sustainability of the business advance.
As a result, I believe that our chances for achieving a high rate of
economic growth without inflation have been substantially enhanced.
A less restrictive monetary policy would have run the risk of feeding
too rapid a business recovery; a more restrictive policy might have
prevented the recovery from proceeding at a healthy, sustainable
pace.
* Viewed from the standpoint of trends in basic economic magnitudes
such as output, employment, income, and prices, recent monetary
policy must, it seems to me, be judged as having been appropriate and
timely.

There are, to my knowledge, no changes in Federal Reserve methods
of operations that would improve the Treasury's debt-management
problems without at the same time creating even more difficult prob-
lems. Indeed, we must be careful that, in attemping to ease the
Treasury's problems, we do not take actions that in the long run will
work against both the Treasury's interests and those of the economy
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as a whole. Monetary policy makes its primary contribution to the
public interset by promoting our important economic objectives re-
lating to employment, growth, and price levels. This requires flexi-
bility in the administration of the policy, and it requires that major
consideration be given to the attainment of these vital national ob-
jectives rather than to some apparent easing the problems of debt
management. In the past, when facilitation of debt management has
been singled out as a major goal of monetary policy, difficulties have
arisen;

Question A-3. When the Fed decides to increase the amount of credit
in the banking system by a given amount, is it more inflationary
for the Fed to bring about the increase by buying Government
securities in the open market, or by reducing required reserves of
the member banks? Why?

(a) What are the relative advantages of the two methods from
the standpoint of the Treasury?

(b) What are the relative advantages from the standpoint of
monetary controls, as you understand them?

Answer
The ultimate amount of bank credit expansion should be approxi-

mately the same in either case. Release of, say, $1 billion in new
excess reserves to the banking system either through open market pur-
chases of securities or a reduction in reserve requirements provides the
basis for a growth of about $6 billion in earning assets (and deposits)
of commercial banks.

Although the ultimate expansion should be approximately the same
in either case, there is reason to expect that the increase in bank
credit would occur more rapidly when the reserves are supplied
through a reduction in reserve requirements rather than open market
purchases of securities. For one thing, bankers are reluctant to en-
gage in any long-run expansion of assets on the basis of temporary
increases in their reserves. When reserves are increased through
open market purchases, they flow to individual banks by means of the
clearing process, and no individual banker can be certain whether his
reserve increase is temporary or permanent. He is likely, therefore,
to be cautious in lending or investing the additional funds.

Reductions in reserve requirements, on the other hand, provide
a clear indication to the individual banker that he has obtained a
specific increase in excess reserves, and this increase can be viewed as
something he can depend on. The banker is, therefore, much more
likely to lend or invest these additional funds quickly.

The short-run effects of *a reduction in reserve requirements are
likely to be more expansive than open market purchases of securities
for still another reason. A reduction in reserve requirements con-
stitutes an overt action on the part of the monetary authorities, clearly
identifiable by all observers as a strong, antirecessionary action.
hardly susceptible to misinterpretation, it is a clear indication of the
views of the monetary authorities with respect to the economic situa-
tion. It implies that no early shift to a restrictive policy is imminent.
A reduction in reserve requirements is, in effect, a strong invitation
to the banks to expand their loans and investments.
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Subsections (a) and (b) of this question imply that there is a dif-
ference between the relative advantages of the two methods of sup-
plying reserves from the standpoint of the Treasury and from the
standpoint of monetary control. This is not correct. The dominant
consideration is always the public interest. Thus, the significant
question relates to the effectiveness of each of these devices in promot-
ing our national economic objectives. Admittedly, reliance on Fed-
eral Reserve purchases of Government securities as opposed to
reductions in reserve requirements may tend to increase Federal Re-
serve bank earnings relative to those of member banks, and this in turn

might result in a somewhat greater payment of money to the Treasury
by the Reserve banks each year. But I am convinced that this amount
would be relatively small and, in any event, should not be allowed to
influence our judgment with respect to appropriate coordination of
credit control instruments in the public interest.

Reductions in reserve requirements appear to possess certain impor-
tant advantages in promoting rapid expansion of commercial bank
credit during a business recession. This is not to say, however, that
this device should be relied upon exclusively as a means of promoting
expansion during such periods. The wise course of action would
seem to be to continue to assess each situation as it arises; at time,
more reliance should be placed on one technique, at times on the other.
As in the past, however, it might be expected that both techniques
will continue to be utilized together

This is simply another way of saying that the monetary authorities
should have flexibility in the use of their credit control instruments.
It is impossible to forecast in advance the precise conditions that will
prevail in a given situation; thus it would be exceedingly unwise to
tie the System to a given course of action in advance.
Question A-4. In the first half of 19.58, the Fed reduced required re-

serves of the member banks by $1.5 billion, which was enough to
allow these banks to increase their loans and investments by
$10.5 billion. The member banks used this power to create new
money to acquire $10.4 billion of Federal securities-would the
Treasury's problem be substantially different today if the Fed
had itself acquired that $10.4 billion of Federal obligations9

(a) What would the difference be?
(b) Which method of increasing the money supply is more

likely to reduce interest rates on Government securities?
(c) Did the Federal Reserve obtain the Treasury's advice on

whether it should acquire part or all of these securities, or whether
the Fed should maake it possible for the member banks to acquire
them?

(d) If "yes," what advice was given?
(e) Do you regularly obtain advice from the Fed as to the

terms and interest rates you should set on the bonds you issue?
Answer

This question is difficult to answer because some of the figures are
evidently incorrect. In the first place, a $10.5 billion growth in loans
and investments on the basis of a $1.5 billion increase in excess reserves
assumes an expansion multiplier of 7. This appears to be too high.
On the basis of the usually accepted multiplier of 5 to 6, total expan-
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sion of loans and investments on the basis of the $1.5 billion increase
in excess reserves would have been between $7.5 and $9 billion, not
$10.5 billion.

Secondly, member bank holdings of Government securities actually
rose $6.2 billion during the first half of 1958, not $10.4 billion as is
stated in the question.

Finally, the reefrence to Federal Reserve purchases of $10.4 billion
of Federal obligations must be assumed to be a mistake. Purchases
in this amount would have provided the basis for a deposit growth of
some $50 to $60 billion. Since purchases of so large a volume would
have clearly been inappropriate because of the highly inflationary im-
pact, it will be assumed in answering the question that reference is
intended to be made to Federal Reserve purchases of $1.5 billion of
Government securities, or an amount equal to the excess reserves
actually supplied through the reductions in reserve requirements.

On the basis of these assumptions, it can be stated that the Treas-
ury's debt management problems would not be substantially different
today if the Federal Reserve had supplied the $1.5 billion of funds by
purchasing Governments rather than reducing reserve requirements.
It is possible that, as a result, interest rates might be slightly lower
on Government secuirties, inasmuch as a slightly smaller volume of
Governments would be held in the market and a slightly larger amount
would be in the portfolios of the Reserve banks. But this difference
in interest rates on Governments would probably be very small since
$1.5 billion is a relatively minor part of the marketable Federal debt
of more than $180 billion.

The credit policy moves of the Federal Reserve in the first half of
1958 were discussed with the Treasury. We believe that the actions
taken by the System at that time were appropriate to the economic
situation as it then appeared to be developing.

The Treasury always seeks suggestions from Federal Reserve offi-
cials and staff members on the terms and interest rates of new issues
of Government securities, as was indicated in the reply to question 33.
The Federal Reserve, because of its continuous contact with the Gov-
ernment securities market and its other relations with the financial
community, has intimate knowledge of financial market developments.
Such information is most useful to the Treasury in its debt manage-
ment decisions. The final decisions on debt management are always
made by the Treasury, however, just as final decisions on monetary
policy are made by Federal Reserve authorities.
Question A-5. It is sometimes said that member banks' reserves are

funds which the banks have deposited with the Federal Reserve
banks, and that the member banks are thus denied the opportunity
to use their own money-what is your understanding as to the
sources of member bank reserves?

Answer
Most of the new reserves obtained by the banking system arise either

from an increase in the Nation's gold stock or an expansion of Federal
Reserve credit. Bank reserves may also rise as a result of a decline in
currency in circulation, Treasury cash holdings or deposits with the
Federal Reserve banks, and foreign and other deposits at the Reserve
banks, or an increase in Treasury currency.
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Gold is the basis of our money supply. All gold produced in this
country or imported into the cvountry must be sold to the Treasury
at a fixed price of $35 per ounce. Each dollar's purchase of gold by
the Treasury tends to increase bank reserves by the same amount.
The Treasury pays for the gold by drawing a check on its account
in a Federal Reserve bank, and the recipient of the check in turn de-
posits it in his commercial bank (probably a member bank). The
member bank sends the check to its Federal Reserve bank for payment,
which is normally effected by a credit to the member bank's reserve
account at the Reserve bank. Consequently, member bank reserve
balances tend to rise by the amount. of the gold purchase.

Although Federal Reserve credit consists of several items, includ-
ing member bank indebtedness to the Reserve banks and "float"
(credit granted to member banks for checks on other banks still in
process of collection), the most important component as a long-run
source of member bank reserves is System holdings of U.S. Govern-
ment securities. *When the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, as
agent for the Federal Open Market Committee, purchases Govern-
ment securities from dealers, payment is in the form of a cashier's
check issued by the bank. The dealer deposits the check to his account
in a member bank, and the bank in turn transmits the check to the
Federal Reserve bank for payment. Since payment involves credit
to the member bank's account at the Federal, member bank reserves
rise by the amount of the purchases of Government securities.

Thus, increase in the Nation's gold stock and in Federal Reserve
credit are the major sources of member bank reserves. Since 1934
(through October 1959) the gold stock has risen by more than $11
billion and Federal Reserve credit has increased by about $26 billion.
However, primarily because of a drain of currency into circulation,
which absorbs reserves, member bank reserves rose by only $141/2
billion over the 25-year period.

Question A-6. If member bank reserves have been created by the
Fed itself, and by the Treasury, and the member banks have been
allowed to create several dollars of money for each dollar of re-
serves, do you see where there is any burden being imposed on the
member banks by requiring them to keep these reserves on deposit?

Answer
Although the banking system is able to create several dollars of

deposits on the basis of one dollar of reserves, this is by no means a
riskless or costless operation. Banks assume risk in the lending and
investing operations that give rise to deposits. Moreover, costs are
incurred, both in extending credit and in administering deposit
accounts. Consequently, stockholders of banks are entitled to a fair
return on the money that they have invested.

Gross earnings of member banks depend in part on the level of
reserve requirements. The effect of a high level of reserve require-
ments is to immobilize, in the form of nonearning assets, a substantial
proportion of bank assets. Thus, the higher the level of reserve re-
quirements, the lower bank earnings tend to be, and vice versa. In
this sense, reserve requirements, which were established in the public
interest for the purpose of monetary control, can be viewed as impos-
ing a "burden" on member banks. The fact that a large portion of
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the reserves of member banks were originally created by Treasury
purchases of gold and Federal Reserve purchases of Government
securities does not fundamentally affect this conclusion.
Question A-7. With reference to the amendment which has been

placed on the bill to remove the interest rate ceiling, I believe
you first testified that you could live with this amendment-
what is your present position on the amendment?

(a) What has caused you to modify your views on the amend-
ment, if they have been modified.

Answer
On July 8, 1959, the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee

of the House of Representatives announced that the committee had
approved a bill (not subsequently reported in that form) that would
authorize new issues of Treasury bonds at rates higher than the statu-
tory ceilings upon a finding by the President that the national in-
terest required such maximum limits to be exceeded. The portion of
the bill referred to in the question, known as the Metcalf amend-
ment, was as follows:

It is the sense of Congress that the Federal Reserve System, while pursuing
its primary mission of administering sound monetary policy, should, to the
maximum extent consistent therewith, utilize such means as will assist in the
economical and efficient management of the public debt; and, in so doing, the
System should where feasible bring about needed future monetary expansion
by purchasing U.S. securities of varying maturities.

I opposed this amendment from the beginning. The major reasons
were summarized in a supplemental statement presented in connection
with my testimony before the Joint Economic Committee on July 24.
I said, in part:

In judging the appropriateness of a "sense of Congress" action relating to the
techniques of monetary policy, the single most important consideration involves
the impact of such action on public confidence. Informed observers both at
home and abroad are deeply concerned as to whether the action would be con-
strued as working in the direction of restricting the ability of the Federal Re-
serve System to promote our vital economic objectives by pursuing flexible and
appropriate monetary policies.

It is for this reason that I told the House Ways and Means Committee, when
the Metcalf amendment was initially considered, that one of the most important
factors to keep in mind was the interpretation of the meaning of the amend-
ment on the part of responsible participants in financial markets, including
investors in Government securities and all other fixed-dollar obligations, foreign
central banks, and everyone else who has an important stake in the soundness
of the American economy.

According to the information we have received, the reactions in these quarters
have been predominantly unfavorable. Concern has been expressed that flexi-
bility in the administration of monetary policy would be impaired and that
this, in turn, would raise doubts concerning the determination of the U.S.
Government to pursue sound financial policies in the future.

* * * * * * *

Part of the concern over the implications of the Metcalf amendment stems,
I think, from uncertainty as to whether the amendment is permissive or manda-
tory. In view of the fact that the Federal Reserve System is directly responsi-
ble to Congress, it is not surprising that a number of observers view the
amendment, if not as a directive, as a strong congressional presumption relating
to the manner in which the instruments of monetary policy are to be utilized.

There is, of course, no doubt about the authority of the Congress to issue
specific directives to the Federal Reserve System. The important question,
however, relates to the nature of such directives: Whether they should pertain
to the actual use of credit-control instruments, or whether they should be
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broader in nature. In this connection, I would respectfully caU the committee's
attention to the conclusions of your Subcommittee on Monetary, Credit, and
Fiscal Policies in 1950:

"It appears to us impossible to prescribe by legislation highly specific rules
to guide the determination of monetary and debt management policies, for it
is impossible to foresee all situations that may arise in the future. The wisest
course for Congress to follow in this case is to lay down general objectives,
to indicate the general order of importance to be attached to these various
objectives, and to leave more specific decisions and actions to the judgment of
the monetary and debt management officials * " (pp. 27-28 of subcommittee
report).

This conclusion, which was reached after a thorough and emoprehensive study
of monetary, credit, and fiscal policies, seems as valid today as in 1950.

Moreover, the legislation pending before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee relates primarily to debt management. If, within the context of this
type of legislation, there are amendments that would normally pertain to the
Federal Reserve Act, additional doubts may be generated as to the reasons
underlying the amendments. Such doubts can contribute to instability in
financial markets.

* * * * * * v

If the Metcalf amendment, or the suggested changes in language in it, has no
meaning, there is no reason for it. If it has meaning, we must be concerned about
it.
Question A-8. With reference to lengthening the maturity of the debt,

should there be some authority for the Treasury to swap securities
with the Federal Reserve-say, to swap long-tern issues for short-
termr issues being held in the Fed's portfolio Y

Answer
The compelling reasons for achieving some lengthening of the

maturity of the Federal debt (or rather to keep it from growing
shorter and shorter) pertain to the portion that is publicly held, not
to securities owned by the Federal Reserve banks. These reasons
relate in part to the economic significance of the maturity distribution
of the publicly held debt; for example, some shifting of debt maturi-
ties from short- to long-term during a period of inflationary pressures
can help limit those pressures. In addition, it is important-to achieve
some lengthening of the maturity structure of the debt in order to
prevent excessive concentration of maturing securities, which can
complicate both debt management and monetary policies. (See also
the reply to question 15.)

As already noted, however, these considerations apply only to the
publicly held debt, not to the securities owned by the Federal Reserve
banks. An exchange of -long-term bonds for short-term securities
held by the Reserve banks would, in itself, have no economic signifi-
cance. Nor would it serve to ease the problems arising from heavy
concentration of the public debt in early maturities, inasmuch as the
Federal Reserve banks typically roll over the entire amount of maturi-
ties into new Treasury issues.

Finally, debt operations of the type envisaged in the question could
take place under currently existing authority. There is nothing in
the law that prevents the Treasury from offering the Federal Reserve
banks some long-term securities in exchange for securities now held
by the banks, either at maturity or in advance of maturity. Nor is
there any legal prohibition against Federal Reserve's acceptance of
such an offer. From the Treasury's standpoint, however, there would
be no apparent benefit from a funding operation of this type. From
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the Federal Reserve's standpoint, it might curtail the supply of avail-
able short-tetm issues needed for the most efficient conduct of open
market operations.

Question A-9. What has been the effect of the "bills only" policy on
debt managemrent-has it made the problem easier or harder?

Ans'wer
The Federal Reserve's decision to concentrate its open market oper-

ations in short-term securities is a natural evolution of the policies it
followed after the Federal Reserve-Treasury accord in .1951. Pegging
of interest rates during the preaccord period had seriously impaired
the effectiveness of the Federal Reserve as an efficient executor of
monetary policy.

Following the accord, the Federal Reserve withdrew support imme-
diately from the market for outstanding longer-term Treasury issues.
It also withdrew support gradually from new Treasury financings
insofar as specific new issues or adjacent outstanding issues were
concerned. These steps were felt necessary to rebuild a Government
securities market which had confidence in the Federal Reserve's will-
ingness to let market forces assert themselves throughout the maturity
range of Government securities, except for the very shortest issues,
in which the Federal Reserve would continue to deal in pursuance of
its monetary objectives in either creating or absorbing bank reserves.

We believe that the policies followed by the Federal Reserve since
the Treasury-Federal Reserve accord have, indeed, contributed to a
restoration of market confidence in the competitive forces which ac-
count for its strength. The so-called "bills only" policy is essentially
an operating technique for creating or absorbing bank reserves with a
minimum direct effect on prices of Government securities. It may
be true that at times departure from this technique might have eased
Treasury debt management problems. It is also true, however, that
System operations in long-term securities might on occasion lead to
transitory price movements in these securities that would complicate
rather than ease debt management problems.

Admittedly, debt management problems could seemingly be eased-
but only temporarily-by abandonment of "bills only" and a return
to the practice of directly supporting the prices of Government securi-
ties. But if the "bills only" practice were superseded by the earlier
practice of rigidly pegging the prices of Government securities, it
would be at a cost of encouraging a highly inflationary expansion in
the money supply. The objective of facilitating debt management,
although important, cannot be allowed to take precedence over our
more important economic objectives relating to employment, growth,
and price levels.

Some observers believe that one middle course, involving Federal
Reserve support of Treasury securities only at times of financings
("underwriting") could be effective in easing debt management prob-
lems without hindering the functioning of the market or endangering
the attainment of more important economic objectives. Such a mid-
dle course presents difficulties, however. During periods of relatively
stable investor expectations it might appear feasible; but at such times
the Treasury's debt management problems are not usually severe.
Those problems become most troublesome in a declining market, but
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it is precisely at such times that minimal support operations are most
difficult to carry out. 'When investors expect higher interest rates, an
attempt at small-scale support purchases by the System runs the
considerable risk of encouraging large-scale liquidation by market
holders of Government securities. Under such circumstances, large-
scale support purchases might become necessary. This means that
high-powered reserves, capable of supporting a multiple expansion in
the money supply, are injected into the market by the Federal Reserve.
And it is probable that such injections would occur at a time when
monetary restraint is appropriate in order to promote our important
economic objectives.

Question A-10. What has been the effect of the "bills only" policy on
the relationships between short-term, intermediate, and long-term
interest rates?

Answer
The confinement of Federal Reserve open market operations to

securities of short maturity probably tends to contribute to somewhat
greater fluctuations in short-term interest rates and somewhat lesser
movements in yields oh intermediate- and long-term securities. To
the extent this is true, prices of Government securities would tend to
fluctuate less over the whole period of the business cycle. This is be-
cause prices of long-term securities fluctuate more widely than prices
of short-term issues with a given change in interest rates.

It is probable, however, that the effect on the pattern of interest
rates of confining System operations primarily to short-term securi-
ties is not very large. Certainly the Treasury's decisions as to the
maturity of many billions of new issues sold each year far overshadows
this factor in influencing the balance between supply and demand.

The interest-rate effects of System open market operations are by
no means confined, of course, to the securities in which the System
deals. For each dollar of short-term securities purchased, five or six
dollars of bank lending power is generated, and this additional lend-
ing power will not be confined solely to issues of short maturity.
Moreover, in recent years expectations on the part of investors con-
cerning future trends in business activity, monetary policy, and the
availability of funds in credit markets have exerted important influ-
ences on intermediate- and long-term interest rates. In late 1957 and
early 1958, long-term interest rates, declined sharply, largely on the
basis of a change in expectations, before System open market opera-
tions exerted their major effect on the credit market. Again, in the
summer of 1958, intermediate- and long-term rates rose sharply, fol-
lowinDg a reversal in investor expectations, before System open market
operations were shifted from ease toward restraint.
Question A-11. It is my understanding that at times the purpose

of the Fed's tight-money policy has been mainly to dampen an
investment boom--what interest rates most affect the level of in-
vestment-the short-term or the long-term?

Answer
Investment may be either short-run or long-run in nature. Thus,

short-run business investment in inventories is most affected by short-
term interest rates. Long-run business investment in plant and equip-
ment is most affected bylong-term interest rates. This is because the
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term of the credit extension in each case is likely to bear some relation-
ship to the life of the investment being financed.

It is important to recognize, however, that the impact of monetary
policy is not confined to the influence of interest rates on investment
decisions. As is pointed out in the reply to question 6, the availability
of credit is also an important factor.
Question A-412. Has the Treasury found that high interest rates have,

in fact, caused the big corporations to postpone or to cancel their
expansion plans to any substantial extent?

Answer
It is doubtful that the range of interest-rate fluctuations during the

postwar period has been sufficient to have exerted a significant in-
fluence on expansion plans of the larger business corporations. On
the other hand there is no doubt that both the timing and amount of
business capital expenditures have been influenced by capital market
developments, including the level of interest rates, availability of
credit, and various terms and conditions relating to debt contracts.

Moreover, it is important to understand that the purpose of a. re-
strictive monetary policy, during a period of rising business activity
and inflationary pressures, is not to enforce a sharp cutback in busi-
ness investment, but only to dampen the rate of investment so that
overexpansion does not lead to a later decline.

Consequently, sharp changes in the volume of business investment
in response to monetary policy actions are neither to be desired nor
expected. In our judgment, the moderately restrictive monetary pol-
icies pursued during recent periods of business expansion have tended
to influence appropriately the pace of business capital investment.
Question A-13. With reference to gold, the International Foreign

Trade Council predicted this week that this country will have a
deficit of about $5 billion in its international balance of payments
this year-that would probably mean. a $5 billion loss in the
Treasury's gold stock, would it not?

(a) Do you agree with the proposition that interest rates
should be high in order to hold funds in this country?

(b) Do you agree with the proposition that further wage in-
creases pose a serious threat to our gold hoard, because we may be
priced out of foreign markets?

(c) How much of the expected deficit in the international
balance of payments this year will result from an adverse balance
of trade-that is, from trade in actual goods and services?

(d) How much of the deficit is expected to result from a net
export of capital, and how does this amount break down as be-
tween foreign aid and other capital movements?

(e) How much U.S. money is going abroad to speculate in for-
eign stock markets?

(f) Do you think it desirable to curb U.S. speculation or in-
vestment in foreign stocks ?

(g) Do you think that the threat to the Treasury's gold stock
is serious enough that we should cut back on foreign aid?

Answer
The National Foreign Trade Council's estimate of a 1959 deficit of

$5 billion in the U.S. international balance of payments would not
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mean there would probably be an equivalent loss in the Treasury's
gold stock. While countries may be more apt to purchase gold from
the U.S. in years when they are accumulating substantial amounts of
dollars than in years when their dollar accruals are relatively small,
there is no way of predicting what portion of their dollar accumula-
tions they will use to purchase gold. This decision on the part of for-
eign governments and central banks will be influenced by such fac-
tors as the existing amount of gold which they hold relative to other
foreign exchange reserves, by the loss of interest they would undergo
by converting dollar earning assets into gold and by thei judgment Of
their own prospective need for dollars to pay for imports.

(a) The domestic aspects of high interest rates are more important
than their tendency to encourage foreigners to hold funds in this
country.

(b) Anything that makes U.S. prices relatively higher than foreign
prices for goods that move in international markets will tend to dis-
courage our exports and increase our imports with possible indirect
effects on our gold position. Efficiency of U.S. labor and management
as compared with that abroad, suitability of American goods for for-
eign requirements, pricing policies followed by U.S. firms, as well as
wages and many other factors affect the situation.

Cc) and (d) As I pointed out in a speech of September 29 before
th Board of Governors of the International Monetary Fund at their
annual meeting:

The excess of exports of United States goods and services over our imports is
currently running at the rate of about $3 billion per year. This excess is not
sufficient to meet three large categories of out-payments by the United States
which in the aggregate amount to about $7'A billion a year. There is a differ-
ence of roughly $4% billion. Some of these out-payments are directly associated
with and add to our exports; others bear a much more indirect relationship to
our trade. But their overall effect is to provide foreign countries with sub-
stantial net receipts of dollars.

One of these three large out-payments by the United States consists of military
expenditures abroad, which have been running over $3 billion in recent years.
The second is net U.S. Government grants, loans and other capital outflow of
about $2% billion a year. The third is the outflow of private capital which
amounts to $2 billion or more per year. Despite heavy demands on our savings
at home, reflected by rising interest rates, we are making substantial amounts
of these savings available to underdeveloped countries. Moreover, large con-
tributions to the defense of the free world are an important part of the inter-
national policy of the United States Government and of all the free world.

The resulting large payments deficit or difference of about $4% billion is
accounted for mainly by foreign gains of gold, dollar holdings, and both short-
and long-term foreign investments in the United States. It is our hope that this
large payments difference will be reduced by increases in our commercial exports
of goods and services relative to our imports of them. But, while we will put
emphasis on strengthening our capacity to export, we cannot be unmindful of
other factors and therefore we will also keep our whole international financial
position under review.

(e) Reported gross purchases of foreign stocks by U.S. residents
through brokers and dealers amounted to about $450 million in the
first 5 months of this year. In the same period about $228 million of
foreign stocks that had been held by U.S. residents were sold back to
foreigners, so that net purchases by U.S. residents of foreign stocks
amounted to about $225 million.
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(f) The free international movement of capital is a basic economic
principle long espoused by the United States and, except in periods of
national emergency, we have never imposed governmental controls Onf
the free flow of private funds between the United States and foreign
countries.

(g) As I noted in the quotation cited above "* * * we will also
keep our whole international financial position under review."
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,

Washington, November 18,1959.
Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN,
Vice Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
House Ofge Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PATIMAN: I am transmitting herewith copies of answers
to your 48 supplementary questions to my testimony before the Joint
Economic Committee on July 27, submitted with your letter of August
17. In preparing the answers, we have tried to accommodate your
request that replies be brief. In every case, however, I am afraid
we have not succeeded, although we have endeavored to avoid repeti-
tion by combining answers to related questions.

Even though you suggested that quick and short answers to the
questions should be possible, the preparation of adequate responses
has taken a good deal of time. In part this has resulted from the
range of subjects covered. I trust that the time required to complete
answers to your questionnaire has not impeded unduly your com-
mittee's work.

Sincerely yours, W M MAIN, Jr.
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Question 1. Is it the Federal Reserve's position that its monetary
policies have had their practical effects principally through inter-
est rates, or principally through money supply?

Question 5. a im 7t bees the 77-de-'? Reseix's e.,nprisence that it can.
or cannot, significantly influence the level of interest rates without
making corresponding changes in the money supply?

Combined answer
The Federal Reserve position is that it is impossible to separate the

effects of changing interest rates and changing supply of money upon
economic activity. They are merely two aspects of the process by
which spending is encouraged or restricted in influencing stable eco-
nomic growth. Interest rates reflect principally the relationship
between investment demand and the supply of saving available for
investment. With particular reference to question 5, it may be said
that changes in interest rates may and do occur without corresponding
changes in the money supply because interest rate changes reflect pri-
marily the equating of investment demand and savings. Changes in
the money supply are only one of many elements in this equation.

The money supply, which may be influenced by Federal Reserve
policies, consists of cash balances held on deposit in banks and cur-
rency in circulation, and is provided through bank credit expansion.
Credit provided through this channel comprises a relatively small,
though highly important marginally, portion of the total volume of
credit extended. To avoid either inflationary or deflationary tend-
encies, the amount of bank credit extended to accommodate cash
balances should be limited to a volume consistent with a sustainable
balance between consumption and investment. If the money supply is
so limited, variations in interest rates reflect principally changes in
credit demands, since experience shows that changes in credit demands
are more variable than changes in aggregate savings.

Over the course of the economic cycle, rising interest rates are likely
to accompany a cyclical increase in the money supply because credit
demands are rising more rapidly than savings and the public has
growing needs for cash balances, associated with rising incomes and
expenditures. Declining interest rates, on the other hand, tend to
accompany a cyclical contraction in the money supply because credit
demands and cash needs are both declining. Any attempt to increase
bank credit and the supply of cash balances adequately to prevent a
rise in interest rates at a time when demands for credit are expanding
cyclically is likely to result in speculative or otherwise unsustainable
increases in credit and thus to contribute to economic instability.

When there is a strong and widely held expectation of inflation,
interest rates tend to move up to and maintain much higher levels.
Basically, this reflects the fact that expectations of inflation tend to
stimulate demands for credit and at the same time to diminish the
incentive to invest savings in fixed-interest obligations. Whenever an
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increase in the money supply is large enough to instill fears of infla-
tion, interest rates will tend to rise to higher levels.

Effects of tightening or easing reserve positions.-When credit de-
inand increases, banks as well as other lenders are under pressure to
expand their total loans and investments. If the period is one of
high-level resource utilization, the Federal Reserve acts to restrict
growth of bank reserves, thus limiting the ability of banks to expand
further the supply of credit and money. As the growth of bank
credit is restrained interest rates will rise.

An advance in interest rates is the market's way of allocating avail-
able funds. Lenders are thereby encouraged to continue to hold exist-
ing securities, thus reducing their ability to acquire new loans and in-
vestments. Rates on new loans and security issues increase; lenders
become less willing to extend credit on existing credit terms and stand-
ards; and borrowers are confronted with both higher interest costs and
more stringent terms of borrowing which dampens their willingness to
borrow. Credit to marginal borrowers and for marginal uses is thereby
cut back. Slower expansion of total credit and money supply retards
expansion in expenditures financed with monetary expansion and bor-
rowed funds, and thus moderates upward pressures on prices.

As credit and monetary growth is restricted and interest rates rise,
business expenditures from internal funds may also be retarded. Ris-
ing interest rates tend to decrease the capitalized values of both tan-
gible assets and securities and to reduce the liquidity of asset holders.
At the same time, rising interest rates are conducive to an increase in
money savings, with a reduction in consumption expenditures and an
increase in funds available for lending. The reduction in the rate of
growth of expenditures also moderates expectations of increase in
prices and profits and so tends to restrain commitments for future
expenditures.

Conversely, when investment demand declines, the easing of bank
reserve positions by Federal Reserve actions encourages expansion of
bank credit and the money supply. Declining interest rates and in-
creased availability of funds tend to bring marginal borrowers into the
market and thus to increase aggregate expenditures. Expenditures
are further encouraged by the increase in asset values and the resulting
improved liquidity of many spending units as well as by expectations
of rising economic activity.

Relationship between interest rates and volume of money.-The re-
lationship between the level of interest rates and the volume of money
fluctuates greatly from time to time in accordance with the changing
relationship between investment demand and the supply of saving.
Thus, when investment demand is rising, interest rates may rise even
though the volume of money is also increasing. Only if the reserve
positions of banks are expanding at the pace set by the boom can a
rise in interest rates be limited by monetary action, and then only
temporarily because such an action would stimulate credit and mone-
tary expansion, creating inflationary developments, and eventually
resulting in accentuated recession and depression. Conversely, inter-
est rates generally fall in a period of decreasing investment demand
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even if the volume of money declines somewhat. Should monetary
policies be directed toward preventing the decline in interest rates,
demand might be further depressed.

At any given time, however, a close relationship prevails between
the volume of money and the level of interest rates, and the Federal
Reserve is unable to influence either independently of the other.
Under given conditions of investment demand and supply of saving, a
more restrictive credit policy will be accompanied by slower expan-
sion in the money supply and higher interest rates; a less restrictive
credit Dolicv. by an increased expansion in the money supply, and
lower interest rates. These actions in turn influence the saving-irn-
vestment process and spending patterns, and thus conditions are
changed.

Federal Reserve action and interest rates.-As already explained,
actions taken by the Federal Reserve operate through the reserve
positions of member banks, and through them on the willingness of
banks to lend and invest. Interest rates are necessarily one, but only
one, of the many economic and financial indicators that are consid-
ered by the Federal Reserve in its policy decisions. The ultimate
focus of policy consideration is on the quantity of cash balances or
supply of money that is appropriate for sustainable growth, and
this focus must take into account many factors that have varying in-
fluence upon the desire of the public to hold cash.

The direct effect on interest rates of changing bank reserve posi-
tions shows up first in rates on short-term open market assets, such
as short-term U.S. Government securities. Since banks use these
securities for reserve adjustment purposes, any increase in reserve
availability is likely to be reflected in purchases of such securities.
The resulting reduction in yields on secondary reserve assets, how-
ever, together with the increasing liquidity of banks, will cause banks
as well as other investors to seek out higher yielding assets, both
longer term securities and customer loans, thus tending to reduce their
rates also. Conversely, when banks lose reserve funds, they are likely
initially to dispose of short-term securities. As short-term rates rise
and bank lequidity declines, however, banks will restict investment
in other types of assets, thus causing market interest rates on such
assets to rise.

Federal Reserve purchases and sales of U.S. Government securities
have some immediate effects on market interest rates by affecting the
supply of securities in the market. These are minimized by con-
fining operations to short-term securities. Moreover, the effects, con-
sidering the usual size of open market operations in relation to the
outstanding supply of securities, are ordinarily small; the effects
stemming from the associated change in bank reserve positions are
much greater because of the multiple bank credit expansion impact of
such changes.

Federal Reserve actions may, of course, have some expectational or
psychological effects on interest rates in addition to or prior to those
resulting from changes in bank reserve positions. Market profes-
sionals, for example, are constantly striving to assess the effects of
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open market operations on bank reserves and,- through their own
market actions, to anticipate changes in interest rates. Expecta-
tional effects of open market operations are secondary in importance,
however, to those stemming from associated changes in supply of bank
reserves; they can be sustained only if accompanied by actual changes
in bank reserves.

As another example, a change in the discount rate may have an
immediate psychological effect on other interest rates, as well as a
more sustained effect. Changes in the discount rate affect the will-
ingness of banks to obtain reserves by direct resort to Reserve bank
discount windows, and these changes may be reflected in market in-
terest rates even though no absolute change has occurred in the volume
of bank reserves. The point is that, under these circumstances, lenders
and borrowers in the market will expect bank credit and monetary
expansion to accelerate or decelerate in the future, as the case may
be, and the interest rate effect will reflect market anticipations of a
forward change in the supply situation.

The ultimate influence of a change in the discount rate, however,
will depend on the actual change in reserves, especially from non-
borrowed sources, and the pressures of credit demands. A pro-
nounced expectational effect of discount rate action is most likely at
a cylical turning point; a reversal in the direction of discount rate
movement may be interpreted by the market as signaling an altera-
tion in policy of more than a temporary nature.

As a final example, changes in reserve requirements may have
psychological, as well as direct, effects on interest rates because they
signify a general and pervasive action to ease or tighten bank reserve
positions. Interest rate movements in response to reserve require-
ment action may go further than actual changes in reserve positions
will support and subsequently experience a reverse adjustment.
Question 2. Is there any factual evidence that, over the past decade,

price chanqes have been correlated with changes in the money
supply? If so, please present the evidence.

Answer
Yes; there is factual evidence from many countries that over the

past decade price changes have been correlated with changes in the
money supply. Such evidence is presented in the attached table.
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The relationship between movements of prices and money supply,
however, has varied among countries and within any particular
country from one time to another. In countries experiencing par-
ticularly rapid growth in physical output and trade (e.g., Germany,
Venezuela, Italy), increases in the money supply were possible with-
out being as closely related to advances in price levels as in other
countries.

The impact of increases in the money supply on prices also has de-
pended upon the volume of cash and liquid assets existing at the be-
gunling of dle period. In some European countries, such-as Belgium
and Germany, postwar currency reforms had reduced very sharply
the public's holdings of liquid assets; in these countries expansion of
the money supply was required to reconstitute the public's holdings,
and the effect of such expansion on prices was less than could other-
wise have been expected. In other countries, such as the United King-
dom, the money supply had risen rapidly during the war years; sub-
sequently, it grew very little, but there was a more intensive use of
the existing money supply, and a relatively iapid increase in prices
could occur despite a very small rise in the money supply. Changes
in the rate of turnover of money complicate short-period comparisons
between the money supply and the price level.

In spite of such exceptions and qualifications, the broad groupings
of countries in the attached table reveal a rough correspondence be-
tween increases in money supply and increases in cost of living for
the decade as a whole.' The six countries where the money supply
more than quadrupled during the decade (group I) were, with one
exception (Colombia), the countries experiencing the largest increases
in the cost of living-in no case less than 120 percent. In all but 3
(Germany, Venezuela, Italy) of the 10 other countries where the
money supply at least doubled (group II), there occurred increases
in the cost of living of at least 75 percent. In only one (Australia)
of the remaining countries (group III) did the money supply in-
crase more than two-thirds, and this country was the only one in
which the cost of living also rose by more than two-thirds.

1 The grouping of these countries would not be changed significantly if 1953 were chosen
as a basis for comparison.
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Indez numbers of money supply' and prices'

(1948=100)

GROUP 1. COUNTRIES WHERE MONEY SUPPLY MORE THAN QUADRUPLED, 1948-58

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958

fMoney-- 100 115 155 185 275 500 840 1,650 5,985 9,030 9,075Bolivia - lPrices--- 100 104 130 174 217 435 970 1, 748 4, 870 10,435 10,870
Chile---------- Money-- 100 119 137 178 244 370 544 885 1,226 1, 533 2,100

Chile - (Prices--- 100 121 138 169 205 256 444 774 1,208 1,608 1,928
Brazil( Money-- 100 118 158 183 210 250 305 358 438 585 713

iPrices--- 100 97 103 108 132 161 190 234 277 332 384
Israel-......... Money-- 100 128 167 213 228 256 308 372 456 510 582

Israel ~~~Prices-- 0 104 96 104 163 208 233 248 263 281 290
[Money- na. na. 100 122 140 172 200 236 276 309 452

Argentina - i prices--- n.a. n.a. 100 135 188 196 204 229 259 324 425
Colombia------- fMoney- 100 120 127 147 173 204 243 251 312 355 431

4Prices--- 100 107 129 140 144 147 160 159 169 194 222

GROUP II. COUNTRIES WHERE MONEY SUIPPLY MORE THAN DOUBLED, 1948-58

(fMoey. 100 109 95 125 151 233 242 279 326 340 381
Japan - lPrices--- 100 132 124 144 150 161 171 168 169 174 176

France---------- Money__ 100 123 143 168 i91 213 243 272 300 328 347
FPrices--- 100 115 128 150 i68 167 167 168 172 177 202

Germany------Money.... 100 120 141 167 186 204 231 394 271 .306 347
±Prices--- 100 106 100 108 110 108 108 110 113 114 118

Mexico - Money-- 100 112 154 174 180 200 224 268 298 318 342
iPrices--- 100 104 111 125 144 141 148 172 180 190 211

Peru----------- Money 100 108 128 156 176 200 212 224 272 282 302
iPrices--- 100 113 128 141 151 164 172 150 190 205 221

Venezuela------ Money-- 100 112 114 120 140 152 158 176 200 265 292
VPrices_ 100 108 109 118 119 118 118 116 119 115 121

Austria'-......(Money... n'a. 100 Ill 134. 146 179 225 229 238 257 284
APrices..--- nna. 100 117 148 168 167 172 175 180 187 190

Italy -------- - Money.. 100 115 126 147 169 187 202 226 244 260 277
taly - tPrices--- 100 101 100 110 114 117 120 123 128 129 132

Uruguay--(----- Money.. 100 106 130 128 139 156 169 177 198 211 275
UPrices --- 100 106 101 115 132 141 168 172 183 210 246

Finland-------- Money-- 100 110 128 182 160 167 163 195 208 215 235
FPrices 100 108 122 147 153 156 156 152 169 183 198

GROUP III. OTHER COUNTRIES

fMoney 100 118 149 167 162 182 187 191 189 198 193
Australia - - {Prices.._ 100 111 121 146 171 179 180 184 193 202 205

Swizelad ---- (Money 100 108 111 115 119 125 129 132 142 146 1 633
Switzerland - lPrices. 100 99 98 102 105 104 105 106 107 109 163

Sweden--- -j oney.. 100 103 107 131 135 141 144 145 155 158 161
vPrices 1- 00 101 103 118 127 130 131 135 142 147 155

Canada .- Money. 100 113 113 114 121 119 129 137 136 140 158
aPrices -_ 100 104 106 117 120 119 120 120 121 126 129

New Zealand.----(Money.. 100 110 125 128 127 149 163 163 163 163 154
e a rices -_ 100 101 108 119 128 133 140 144 149 152 159

Ireland ------ Money. 108 107 111 120 125 132 138 141 141 150 149
Ireland - tPrices -- 100 101 103 110 120 127 127 130 135 142 148

Norway - (Money-- 100 101 101 118 126 132 137 141 145 145 147
Norvay ------- tPrices--- 100 100 105 122 132 135 141 142 147 151 158

Netherlands-- fMoney.. 100 102 97 99 109 116 124 135 130 127 142
cPrices--. 100 105 115 128 128 128 133 136 138 147 150

Belgium------ Money-- 100 105 104 112 117 120 123 129 133 133 140
BPrices--- 100 98 97 106 106 106 107 107 111 114 115

Denmark - Money.. 100 96 94 97 102 106 103 105 107 111 133
tPrices -- 100 101 107 119 123 123 123 129 135 140 144

United States..--. [Money.. 100 100 106 112 11 6 118 121 124 126 125 129
t Prices--- 100 99 100 108 110 111 111 Ill 113 117 120

United Kingdom (Money.. 100 100 102 104 104 108 l1l 111 112 119 114
(Prices---.. 100 103 105 116 126 130 132 138 145 149 151

1 End of year data.
2 Cost of living index, annual average.
3 1950=100.
4 1949=100.

Sources: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics:
1948-49, January 1956
1950-58, September 1959
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Question 3. Is there any factual evidence that people have saved a
larger percentage of their incomes in periods when interest rates
were high than in periods when interest rates were low? If so,
please present the evidence.

Answer
This question is interpreted to relate to consumer savings. Factual

evidence indicates that there have been times in the postwar period
when relatively high interest rates have been associated with a larger
percentage of consumer saving out of current income and other times
when relatively low interest rates have been associated with a smaller
percentage of income saved. As shown in the accompanying table,
this is particularly true of consumers' saving in financial form (that
is, the net increase in their financial assets less the net increase in their
debts), a form of saving more responsive to interest rate movements
than is the total of consumer saving. Before examining the data,
however, some difficulties of analysis and interpretation raised by the
question need consideration.

Movements of interest rates reflect the extent to which the desire
to invest is matched by the desire to save. If investment demand ex-
ceeds what people wish to save at existing interest rates, interest rates
will rise to a new level at which the amount of saving and investment
realized in the economy are equal; to a degree, the rise in interest
rates makes it more attractive to save and less attractive to invest.
The amount of saving forthcoming at the new level of interest rates,
however, may be either larger or smaller than the previous amount
since saving is also affected by factors other than interest rates, such
as income fluctuations, expectations, price movements, and changing
asset values. If these latter factors on balance should produce a de-
cline in the rate of saving, as in 1957, interest rates would rise tending
to establish a new balance between the amount of saving and the
amount of investment. Because the factors and relationships between
saving and investment are complex, no simple statistical comparisons
can reveal the nature and extent of the effect of interest rates on
saving.

The important point, however, is that a rise in interest rates itself
indicates that not enough saving would have been forthcoming to
satisfy the demand for it in the current period, under conditions of
that period, if interest rates had not risen. To the extent that rising
interest rates encourage more saving, pressures on interest rates will
be lessened. On the other hand, to the extent that rising interest rates
do not encourage more saving, and demand for funds continues high,
inflationary pressures will continue to be strong and the tendency for
interest rates to rise will be accentuated. In measurement-to the
extent it is not masked by other factors-we are, therefore, viewing
not only the impact of interest on saving but also the impact of saving
propensities on interest rates.

Influences other than interest rates affect not only the absolute
amount of saving but also the ratio of saving to income. For example,
expectational considerations may affect the proportion of income that
people desire to save: expectations of possible economic difficulties
may lead them to save a larger share of income, while expectations of
high and rising levels of income may lead them to save relatively less;
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similarly, expectations of stable prices may encourage relatively more
savings in money form and expectations of higher prices relatively
less. Furthermore, variations in the level of income do not necessarily
result in a proportionate change in the amount of saving; rather, the
amount saved out of increments to (or subtractions from) a previous
level of income generally differ from the average amount saved out of
the old income, thus changing the percentage of income saved at the
new income level as compared with the old. For example, an in-
crease in income associated with a revival in business may stimulate
purchases on consumer credit, as it did in 1955 and 1959. In these
situations, saving in money form would decrease, not increase, in rela-
tion to income.

Comparison of interest rates and various measures of consumer saving

Interest rate on Consumer saving In Total consumer saving Personal saving '
long-term bonds financial form (net) I (net) I

Yearl

U.S. Cov- Corporate Amount (in Percent of Amount (in Percent of Amount (in Percent of
ernment billions) income ' billions) income 3 billions) income 4

1948 2.44 3.08 $3.2 1.8 $17.7 9.8 $11.0 5.8
1949 2 31 2.96 1.2 .6 15.5 8.6 8.5 4.5
1950 2 32 2.86 3. 6 1.8 22.9 11.5 12.6 6.1
1951 2.57 3.08 10.1 4.7 23. 1 10.7 17.7 7.8
1952 2.68 3.19 10.1 4.5 23.0 10.1 18.9 7.9
1953 2.94 3.43 9.7 4.0 26.2 10.9 19.8 7.9
1954 2.55 3.16 8.8 3.6 22.6 9.3 18.9 7.3
1955 2.84 3.25 5.4 2.1 26.6 10.2 17.5 6.4
1956 --- 3.08 3.57 12.6 4.5 29.3 19.5 23.0 7.9
1957 --- 3.47 4. 21 11.3 3.9 27.9 9.5 23.1 7 5
1958 3.43 4.16 11.9 3.9 25.5 8.4 23.5 7.4

' As measured In the flow-of-funds/saving accounts published by the Board. Saving in financial form Is
equal to the net acquisition of financial assets less the net increase In debt. Total consumer saving (net)
is the excess of current receipts over current outlays, net of depreciation, for the consumer and nonprofit
sectors. Consumer durables are treated as a form of Investment taken by saving and not as a current
outlay.

' Shown in the national Income accounts of the U.S. Department of Commerce. Personal saving is
smaller than consumers' net saving mainly because the latter reflects purchases of consumer durable goods
net of depreciation.

3 Percentage of the sum of consumers' current receipts after deductions (for income taxes and pension
and social security payments) plus insurance and retirement credits, as shown In flow-of-funds/saving
accounts.

4 Percentage of disposable personal Income as measured In the national income accounts.

The bulk of the economy's saving is provided by consumers, and
the effect of interest rates on saving is often evaluated through com-
parisons with consumer saving or, as termed in the national income
accounts, personal saving. While comparisons with the total of con-
sumer or personal saving have value, they are not the most meaning-
ful for these purposes. A breakdown of saving into types of invest-
ment leads to more appropriate comparisons.

Consumer saving, like the saving of other sectors, is equal, on the
investment side, to purchases of tangible assets plus the financial com-
ponent-net acquisition of financial assets less net increase in debt.
Purchases of tangible assets are part of domestic capital formation
and the Nation's investment. The financial components of investment
taken together are the consumer sector's net financial investment, or
saving in financial form, and represent the net amount of funds made
available to other sectors.

These two components of sector investment can be expected to react
differently to changes in interest rates. Purchases of tangible assets
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would be expected to respond negatively to a rise in interest rates,
to the extent that they respond at all. Interest is a cost of investment;
and as costs rise, the amount of investment tends to decline. Even if
this effect is small, especially in the consumer sector, as seems likely,
clearly a rise of interest rates does not encourage such investment.

On the other hand, consumer's saving in financial form would be
expected to respond positively to changes in interest rates. A rise
in interest rates tends to encourage the acquisition of assets and dis-
courage the incurrence of debt. Both tendencies would be reflected
in a rise of savig in lmiarwiaXal forfil.

The table compares consumer saving in financial form-and also
total consumer net saving and personal saving-during the period
1948-58 with the average annual interest rate on U.S. Government and
corporate long-term bonds. Movements in these rates are reasonably
indicative of movements in the whole structure of interest rates facing
individuals, but the level of these rates is not necessarily representa-
tive of the average level of the structure of rates facing individuals.

There have been times during this period when changes in saving
have been positively related to changes in interest rates, although not
necessarily on a year-to-year basis. Consumer saving in financial form
in the period 1951-53 was markedly higher than such saving in the
preceding years 1948-50, and interest rates were also higher in the
1951-53 period. Similarly, after falling to low levels in 1955, in re-
flection of the boom in spending on consumer durables during that
year, consumer saving in financial form rose to high levels during
the period 1956-58,2 for the most part a period of relatively high
interest rates.

We cannot say, conclusively, when a rise in interest rates and saving
occur together that the rise in interest rates has caused saving to in-
crease. The rise in interest rates and saving may have been influenced
by the same factor or by different factors yielding a similar effect.
For instance, the increase in consumers' saving in 1956 was probably
partly a reaction from heavy spending in 1955 and may not represent
to any large extent a positive response to interest rates; meanwhile, the
rise in interest rates of that year reflected demand accompanying the
business investment boom which was underway. In 1957, however,
the continued high level of consumers' saving in financial form, despite
some decline in the ratio of such saving to income, may have been in
response to interest rates. For one thing, interest rates on time and
savings deposits rose, followed by an unusually large growth in such
deposits; furthermore, this growth was not completely offset by re-
duced saving in other forms, apart from investment in noncorporate
business.

The same general line of reasoning also qualifies negative findings
of saving-interest rates relationships. For example, the rise in interest
rates from 1954 to 1955 was accompanied by sharply reduced saving
in financial form (but increased consumer total net saving). The re-

2 If estimates of investment in noncorporate business-which include both the retained
earnings and new capital invested In these businesses by the owners-are excluded from
consumers' financial assets ,net saving In finnucial form moves as follows (in billions) -
1955, $3.8 ; 1956, $12.1 ; 157, $15.6; 1958, $17.0. Investment In noncorporate business
includes a large portion of saving that might properly be allocated to noncorporate business
but which, for statistical reasons, cannot be separated out. Furthermore, it Is one of the
statistically least reliable components of consumer financial Investment and during 1957
and 1958, particularly, behaved in a way that Is difficult to explain.
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duction of saving in financial form and the rise in interest rates were
both responses to factors contributing to recovery from the 1953-54
recession: consumers sharply increased their spending on durables
and business investment began to rise. Interest rates rose in part as
a result of renewed investment demand and in part because the amount
of saving forthcoming at old rates was being decreased by the in-
creased desire to spend.
Question 4. Is it the Board's position that the principal effect of the

change in interest rates is upon the demand for funds, or upon
the supply of loanable funds?

Question 11. What interest rates, if any, are most effective in dam pen-
ing an investment boom-short-teria rates, intermzediate-term
rates, or long-term rates?

Combined answer
Effects of changes in interest rates are discussed in the answers to

questions 1 and 5-9, dealing primarily with Federal Reserve monetary
policy, and in question 3 on saving. This answer to questions 4 and
11 presents additional details on the relationship of interest rates to
the demand for and the supply of loanable funds.

In considering the influence of an increase in interest rates,3 a dis-
tinction should be drawn between the effects of an increase to a level
expected by the market to continue, an increase expected by the market
to prove temporary, and an increase believed by the market to presage
a further rise. For example, if the market believes rates will continue
to rise the restrictive impact of higher rates upon borrowers is greatly
reduced-indeed, the expectations of further rises may accelerate the
demand for funds; at the same time lenders may tend to hold back
commitments to lend in order to gain a still higher return later. Both
of these influences, in fact, will tend to make interest rates rise even
further.

Question 4 appears to view changes in interest rates as primarily
a cause of movements in the demand for and supply of loanable funds.
Changes in interest rates, however, mainly reflect changes in market
supply and demand conditions. For example. reduced supplies or in-
creased demands cause interest rates to rise; however, the rise in
interest rates in turn acts to mitigate these market pressures. Whether
interest rate movements have a greater effect on the demand for or the
supply of loanable funds depends upon the circumstances at any
particular time; that is, it depends on the particular market pressures
at the time and the interest-sensitivity of these pressures.

On the demand side of the loanable funds market, the sensitivity
of borrowers reflects mainly the ratio of interest costs to total costs.
This ratio tends to be highest in fields of long-term investment such
as housing, industrial construction, railroads, public utilities, and
public facilities. Demand for funds to finance investment outlays in
these large and important economic sectors is consequently more
sensitive to interest rate movements than in other sectors. To the
extent that expansion in these sectors is financed through the long-
term market, an increase in long-term rates is more of a dampening
influence than an increase in short-term rates.

3 For convenience, the discussion focuses on the effects of increases, rather than decreases,
In interest rates.
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Interest rate increases affect the demand for bank loans and other
credit to finance business inventories to a lesser extent than they in-
fluence long-term borrowing. Nevertheless, interest is a cost of hold-
ing inventories and, if rates rise, businessmen must consider this cost
in determining the quantity of inventories they will hold. Another
factor affecting the volume of inventories in a tightening credit (rising
interest rate) situation is the availability of credit. Banks, and in-
deed other lenders, confronted with expanding credit demands will be
obliged to evaluate more carefully relative creditworthiness as well
as relative interest returns. The limited availability of credit in
periods of strong and active credit demands is sometimes referred to by
businessmen as a factor more important than interest costs in limiting
their accumulation of inventories.

Interest rate changes probably do not affect significantly consumer,
demand for short- and intermediate-term credit. With respect to
consumer instalment credit, changes in repayment schedules used by
lenders tend to obscure the effect of market interest rate changes upon
costs of instalment credit; if the monthly payments are not raised as
higher interest charges are offset by longer repayment periods, con-
sumers may not respond to higher credit charges.

The demand for stock market credit tends to be dominated by specu-
lative considerations rather than by considerations of interest cost.
However, the operations of financial concerns in the equity markets,
financed by credit, may be significantly affected by interest costs in
relation to dividend returns.

On the supply side of the loanable funds market, a rise in interest
rates tends to increase the extent to which financial assets are substi-
tuted for cash, thereby accelerating the turnover of money and in-
creasing the flow of loanable funds. The opportunity cost to
individuals and businesses of holding idle currency and demand de-
posits increases as rising interest rates make interest-earning assets
more attractive. Hence, rising interest rates tend to encourage a re-
duction of idle cash balances. Such a reduction is equivalent to a
speedup in the velocity of money and an increase in the supply of loan-
able funds. One aspect of this process, typical in the expansionary
phase of economic cycles, is the sale of U.S. Government securities
by commercial banks and their purchase by others experiencing an
increase in their liquidity resources. In this way, a considerable
expansion of bank loans and an increased flow of spending and re-
spending can occur with no or little increase in the money supply.

This process, however, tends to be self-limiting. A rise in interest
rates tends over time, through its effect on liquidity positions, to limit
the expansion in the flow of loanable funds from financial and non-
financial concerns, and to limit the acceleration of money turnover. As
interest rates increase, raising the potential capital losses from selling
fixed-interest assets, and as their secondary reserves are rundown,
banks become more reluctant to unload bonds in order to expand their
loans. Moreover, the ability of nonbank investors to acquire. fixed-
interest assets lessens as book losses on existing portfolios accumulate
and as their cash balance grows more slowly.

In relation to the balance of supply and demand among sectors of
the economy, a rise in interest rates affects the aggregate net lending
or borrowing of consumers and businesses in credit markets. Consum-
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ers generally supply funds on net to credit markets, either directly
or indirectly through intermediaries, and businesses generally are net
borrowers.

As already indicated in the answer to question 3, rising interest
rates may encourage some consumers to save more for the purpose of
investing in financial assets. They may also work to discourage some
consumer borrowing. Both of these factors will tend to enlarge the
net supply of loanable funds.

With regard to business demands on credit markets, a rise in interest
rates reflects expanded demands for funds in excess of availability
of bank loans and of funds seeking investment in corporate securities
at preexisting rates. The rise in interest rates encourages corpora-
tions to reduce2 eliminate, or postpone marginal investment outlays
or to defer dividend increases in order to finance such outlays inter-
nally. Thus, businesses tend to demand less from credit markets than
they otherwise would. This reduction in demand may be partially
offset by reduced supplies of funds to such markets from businesses as
internal funds are used to a greater extent for capital outlays. In
terms of the balance between supply of and demand for loanable funds,
however, a rise in interest rates, through its effect on marginal invest-
ment outlays, reduces net credit market demand from business below
what it would otherwise be.
Question 6. Has the Federal Reserve had occasion to be concerned

with any significant tendency for interest rates to be "sticky"-
that is, any failure of interest rates to come down promptly when
increases in the lending capacity of the banks were made or, con-
versely, any tendency for interest rates to rise when the supply of
money has not been tightened? If so, please describe these occa-
szons and the steps that were taken to bring about the desired
responses.

Question 7. What are the major factors which have been found, if
any, which have caused interest rates to fail to come down when
the money supply was increased, or which have caused interest
rates to rise when no corresponding change in the supply and
demand for money had occurred?

Question 8. What steps has the Federal Reserve taken, if any, in an
effort to influence the level of interest rates other than that of
changing the supply of member banks' reserves?

Question 9. On the basis of past considerations, what steps does the
Federal Reserve think it could take, within its present authority,
that might influence interest rates independently of the supply of
credit?

Combined answer
These questions deal with specific aspects of the response of interest

rates to Federal Reserve monetary actions and with any special steps
to influence interest rates. Such questions can be most appropriately
answered by referring to the explantation of Federal Reserve influence
given in the combined answer to questions 1 and 5 and by some more
detailed explanation here of market responses to Federal Reserve
operations.

In general, it has been the experience of the Federal Reserve that
interest rates respond promptly to changes in bank reserve positions,
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reflecting both availability and supply of reserves. The extent and
rapidity of the response reflect many factors-including the liquidity
of banks and the public, changes in costs of credit administration
(extension and collection), degree of credit risk, and expectations of
future credit policy and interest rates as well as current investment
demand and the supply of savings. 6 nly in periods of widespread
business and bank failures and great pressure for liquidity, such as
the early and middle 1930's, have there been large pockets in which
interest rates remained unchanged or rose despite substantial easing of
Udank reserve Positions.

Differences in responsiveness by type of asset.-The responsiveness
of interest rates on different types of assets to changes in bank re-
serve positions varies greatly. The responsiveness depends on term to
maturity, extent of use of asset in adjusting reserve positions, cost
of credit extension and collection, degree of credit risk, extent of com-
petition among lenders and among borrowers, and other factors.

Most responsive are rates on short-term open market securities
which, because of their brief period to maturity and their role in
reserve adjustments of banks and liquidity adjustments of corpora-
tions, respond rapidly to short-run market developments. Least re-
sponsive are rates on small loans to customers, which are influenced
by the importance of administrative costs for the lender and the
scarcity of alternative sources of funds for the borrower. In an
intermediate position with respect to extent and rapidity of response
are yields on long-term securities and mortgages, which because of
their long period to maturity are affected less by short-run market
conditions than are shorter term securities, and rates on loans to large
customers with well-known credit ratings and access to alternative
direct and open market sources. As a general rule, a given movement
in short-term interest rates, upward or downward, will be associated
with much smaller movement in longer term rates.

While some interest rates are substantially less responsive to changes
in reserve positions than others, those that are slow to respond in
a downward direction when money eases are also slow to respond in
an upward direction when money tightens. Most interest rates have
had a rising trend over the postwar period as a consequence of sharp
increases in the demand for funds. This is true even of the stickiest
rates. To the extent that rates have responded to shorter riun fluctua-
tions in credit conditions, however, the extent and timing of their
responses have been similar both in periods of easing and in periods of
tighitening.

a the recessions of 1953-54 and 1957-58, for example, interest
rate charged by banks on loans to business customers began declining
later and declined less in the aggregate than short-term open market
rates, but they also began rising later and rose by a smaller amount in
the recovery and boom of 1955-57 and in the current upswing to date.
Long-term yields have also changed less over the course of the cycle
than short-term yields and have sometimes lagged at turning points.
In the most recent cycle, however, changes in long-term yields have
been similar to those in short-term yields in timing because rapidly
changing expectations concerning future interest rates appear to have
had a stronger immediate efect on long-term yields than in earlier
postwar cycles.
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Desirability of relying on market responses.-In recent years, the
Federal Reserve has not attempted to influence the structure and
level of interest rates by any means other than its influence on member
bank reserve positions. Its experience has been that changes in re-
serve positions are reflected rapidly in short-term open market rates
and that these changes spread to other rates through the operations
of competitive market forces.

When bank reserve positions are eased after a period of tightness,
for example, banks and other lenders may initially be interested pri-
marily in building up their liquidity through increasing their holdings
of short-term open market assets. As lenders' positions become more
liquid and yields on such assets decline, however, pressure is built up
to seek out higher yielding assets. Meanwhile, borrowers with access
to the markets in which rates have declined most will tend to shift to
these markets, thus intensifying the competition of lenders in other
markets.

Interest rates on customer loans, particularly rates to small cus-
tomers without other sources of funds, are slowest to respond to such
forces, but they too respond to any sustained pressures. Interest rates,
moreover, are only one measure of the availability of funds in the
markets for such credits. When credit conditions ease or tighten,
the availability of credit at given rates may increase or decrease as
lenders become more or less willing to lend to marginal borrowers.
For example, lenders may change other conditions of borrowing, such
as requirements as to minimum balances of borrowers, collateral se-
curity for loan and term to maturity of loan.

During the Second World War and the early postwar period, the
Federal Reserve used its open market operations to influence the
structure as well as the level of yields on U.S. Government securities.
In order to do so, it purchased large amounts of some maturities of
such securities and at times sold substantial amounts of other maturi-
ties. Experience under this pegging operation clearly demonstrated
the undesirability of attempting to establish and maintain an arbi-
trary structure of interest rates, both from the standpoint of inter-
fei'ence with normal market adjustments and from the standpoint of
loss of control over bank positions and the money supply. The Fed-
eral Reserve would not be able to affect interest rates in particular
markets other than through changes in bank reserve positions, and
through affecting the money supply and interest rates in general.
Direct action to influence interest rates in particular markets would
be undesirable in any case in a competitive market economy because
it would interfere with the economic allocation of resources effected
through variations in the structure and level of interest rates.

Question 10. Has the Federal Reserve noted any occasion when inter-
est rates were inflenced by speeches, public pronouncements, and
so on, by members of the Board? If so, please describe.

Answer
Participants in free markets are constantly seeking information

relating to factors affecting those markets. Speeches, public pro-
nouncements, and so on, by members of the Board of Governors, and
interpretations placed upon such speeches and public pronouncements,
are a part of the large body of influences affecting market forces.
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The substantial volume of statistical releases issued by the Board and
interpretations of such data by those who study them are likewise ele-
ments affecting market forces.

It is not possible to evaluate or to measure objectively the effect of
speeches, public pronouncements, and so on by members of the Board
and of statistical material released by the Board and interpretations
placed thereupon. This is especially true partly because these factors
cannot be separated from the many other supply and demand factors
affecting competitive markets at any particular moment, and partly
because the speeches and pronouncements aim to reflect responsible
comment on forces at work.

Question 12. At about the beginning of its antirecessionary program
in late 1957, the discount rate was reduced from 31/2 percent to
3 percent on November 15 and several days immediately follow-
ing. Yet it was not until January 22 of 1958 that a reduction in
the prime rate was announced (from 41/2 percent to 4 percent).
Did the Federal Reserve expect or hope to attain a reduction in
the prime rate by an earlier date? (If somne rate other than the
prime rate is considered to be a more significant measure of bank
lending rates, please answer also in terms of that rate.)

Question 13. Following, the reduction in the prime rate to 4 percent
an January 22, there were three reductions in the discount rate
(beginning at 3 percent and ending at 13%4 percent), and three
reductions in required reserves. Yet it was not until April 21,
approximately 3 months after the first reduction in the discount
rate, that the prime rate was reduced again (to 3½12 percent).
Please state whether the Board had expected or hoped to attain
(a) a reduction in bank lending rates with substantially less addi-
tion to bank lending capacity than was made, and (b) a reduc-
tion in bank lending rates at a substantially early date. Please
state also what was expected or hoped for in each case. If so,
please state also what efforts were made (other than those directed
at increasing bank lending capacity) to obtain either an earlier
or a more substantial reduction in the prime rate.

Combined answer
The Board of Governors favors prompt and flexible price reactions

to demand and supply shifts in the financial area as in other areas
of the economy. However, the Board has no direct responsibility for
the process by which banks establish and change the interest rates
charged on loans to businesses or to other borrowers. In an inde-
pendent unit banking system, it is expected that individual banks fix
and adapt their interest'charges in accordance with pressures of com-
peting loan demands and the reserve supply which they immediately
experience. The banks' responses to theseypressures are conditioned
by the interest returns they might obtain by investment in such market
instruments as are alternatives for the employment of their funds.

The lag which may be involved at times in the response of the prime
loan rate reflects in part the fact that the rate is a quoted offering price
rather than a specific transactions price that adjusts itself so as to clear
a market.' Interest rates actually charged in individual business loan
transactions may in some cases be lower and in many cases are higher

38563-60--pt. 1--9.
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than this rate. Furthermore, rates on newly negotiated business
loans may begin to vary from the quoted prime rate in the direction
of a likely change in that rate before such change is announced.
For example, according to reports in the financial press, some large
New York City banks were making concessions to borrowers before
the January 1959 reduction in the prime rate.

As already indicated in the combined answer to questions 1 and 5,
changes in interest rates are not the major objective of System policy
actions. The System's principal task is to regulate the volume of
member bank reserves. This in turn influences the supply of bank
credit which, together with much larger supplies of funds from other
sources, on the one hand, and the demands for funds, on the other,
determines market rates of interest. Changes in interest rates thus
respond to other factors as well as to Federal Reserve policy. Fur-
thermore, insofar as they are affected by Federal Reserve policy, this
is a consequence of actions to influence bank credit and the money
supply rather than a direct purpose of policy actions.

It is relevant to a judgment regarding the promptness of the re-
action in the prime rate charged by banks to the shift in monetary
policy beginning in the autumn of 1957 that the expansion in busi-
ness loans in December 1957 was substantial. Although economic
activity was declining, business loan growth in that month was about
as large as in December of the 2 previous years of high-level business
activity. Apparently banks did not feel under pressure to reduce
their loan rates until January when discount rates were reduced again
and the seasonal repayment of loans began.

As already indicated, the Board does not have "expectations" or
"hopes" as to specific reactions of market interest rates to its policy
actions. Although a reduction in interest rates was generally ex-
pected to follow the credit-easing measures adopted in 1958, this was
regarded as a byproduct of the increase in bank lending capacity.
The degree to which it was considered appropriate to enlarge bank
lending capacity was not determined primarily by the course of
interest rates.
Question 14. With reference to those periods when the Federal RB-

serve was attempting to restrain an investment boom, such as in
the 1956-57 period, is there any factual evidence that monetary
restraint had any direct effect (other than through eventual cur-
tailment of consumer demand) on the investment plans of corpo-
rations above of the $100 million asset size? If so, please describe
the evidence and indicate particularly what the eff eats of the
credit restraint were as to the following: (a) Investment expendi-
tures from retained earnings, (b) corporate cost schedules, and
(c) temporary shifts from long-term} financing to short-term
financing for expansion funds.

Answer
Factual evidence as to the direct effect of monetary restraint on

the investment plans of very large corporations is at present restricted
to scattered public statements by corporate officials, such as have
appeared in the financial press with respect to 1959 spending plans.
Such statements indicate that even the largest companies often take
a "second look" at their plans when credit becomes increasingly
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costly, and then, depending upon the importance of credit cost rela-
tive to other factors, either go ahead with their original plans or
make some adjustments to them-in terms of scaling them down, or
deferring less essential or less immediately profitable projects.

While overall data on planned and actual outlays for new plant
and equipment have been available over a relatively long period,
and inferences may be drawn from these data., they do not provide
information separately for very large corporations. Even if they
did, such series are not desiged to provide a factual explanation
of the causes for differences between planned and actual outlays.

The Federal Reserve, with the assistance of the Census Bureau,
is currently conducting a survey of manufacturing corporations to
obtain information on financing experience. This survey, though
focused on small concerns, covers manufacturing companies of all
sizes and includes questions as to whether, during the survey period,
difficulties in obtaining credit, or dissatisfaction with available financ-
ing, had any significant effect on the corporation's operations or spend-
ing plans. This type of survey, especially if repeated under varying
credit conditions, could provide much more comprehensive and re-
liable information than is now available as to the effect of credit
conditions on the realization of investment plans by businesses of
different sizes.

Even with direct questioning, however, it may be difficult to evalu-
ate the importance of any one of the many factors that influence
investment decisions. This may be especially true for very large
corporations where the decisions are made by a committee rather
than by one man. A whole complex of factors-e.g., expectations as
to sales and earnings and as to the impact of inflationary and growth
forces on these quantities, estimates of present versus future costs,
availability of materials, as well as the current or expected future cost
and availability of outside financing-must be, considered at the invest-
ment planning stage. Moreover, each of the factors is subject to
change over the short run. In some situations, it may be almost im-
possible for corporate officials to say which factor carried the greatest
weight in the original decision to spend, or which was crucial to the
later revisions in spending plans.
Question 15. With reference to the tight-money period of 1956-57,

has the Board made an analysis of the effects of high interest
and tight money upon (a) the rate of economic growth, (b) small
business expansion and failures, (c) farm income, (d) consumer
prices, (e) home building, and (f) expansion of State and local
facilities? If so, please outline what the principal immediate
effects upon each has been.

Answer
The period 1956-57 was marked by a high level of demand for

long-term funds and intensive use of the economy's resources. The
more important economic characteristics of the period are summarized
in the opening paragraphs of -the answer to question 17. The specific
factors enumerated in question 15 are related to the whole complex
of economic forces and not merely to interest rates and credit markets.

(a) Rate. of. economic growth.-From the. last quarter of 1955 to
the third quarter of 1957, the rise in money income-reflected in
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strong demands in commodity and service markets-was accompanied
by an average annual increase of 3 percent in the index of consumer
prices and of 3.5 percent in the index of wholesale prices. Mean-
while, gross national product in current prices rose at a rate of more
than 5 percent per annum while in real product terms it increased
only 1.3 percent per annum, not much more than a third of the average
annual growth over the postwar period. Clearly, money expenditures
were growing at an impressive rate, but this growth was not inducing
an increase in the currently available supply of productive factors or
in current productivity rates; it was chiefly inducing advancing prices.

The concept of economic growth is a longrun concept. All au-
thoritative studies of growth, such as those of the National Bureau
of Economic Research, emphasize long periods of time. The empiri-
cal evidence drawn from these and other studies suggest that, although
some periods of rapid growth have been accompanied by declining
prices and some by rising prices, the optimum rate of growth will
be achieved in an environment of stable prices. Dr. Winfield Riefler,
in a recent paper, which is attached, assembled a considerable amount
of historical evidence relative to this finding. Although he explicitly
focused attention on the stability of price levels and the relationship
of such stability to economic growth, his evidence suggests that over
a long period of time there may be a positive correlation between
interest rates and rate of growth; in other words, rapid rates of
growth may also be accompanied by high interest rates.

(b) Small business expansion and failures.-In April 1958 the
Federal Reserve made available two parts of a three-part study of
the financing of small business and these were published as a congres-
sional document.4 The third, and most ambitious, part of the study
is only now starting to prduce useful results.

The composite of evidence so far accumulated suggests that capital
expenditures by small businesses are financed mainly through retained
earnings and, therefore, are independent of direct influence by market
rates of interest or by alternating ease and tension in the money mar-
ket. Furthermore, the availability of short-term credit to small
business appears to be more dependent on creditworthiness than on
fluctuations in money market conditions. There is some tendency for
small businesses to be regarded by lenders as marginal borrowers, and
to this extent it is not surprising that they find their loan requests
more carefully scrutinized when credit supplies are limited in relation
to demand.

The number of business failures increased appreciably in 1956 and
1957. There is no direct evidence, however, that small business fail-
ures are closely related to tightness in the credit markets. Business
failures, it may be noted, are widely considered a leading indicator
of business cycle changes. Also, business failures occur when profits
margins are inadequate to cover total costs, including labor, materials,
maintenance of fixed facilities, use of credit, compensation of manage-
ment, and also a return on invested funds. To the extent that an
increased number of such situations developed in 1956-57, it may
be assumed that failure in some marginal cases was accelerated by

4 "Financing Small Business," report to the Committees on Banking and Currency and
the Select Committees on Small -Business. U.S. Congress, by the Federal Reserve system,
pts. 1 and 2, Apr. 11, 1958.
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rising costs, including instances of higher interest rates and tightened
credit availability.

(c) Farvnm income.-Historically, farm income fluctuates principally
with changes in prices of farm products, agricultural output, Govern-
ment payment programs, and farm costs rather than in relation to
variations in the level of interest rates or in money market tension.
This was true of the years 1956-57. Gross farm income in both these
years was moderately higher than in 1955 reflecting both higher prices
received and larger output. Net farm income, on the other hand, was
slightly lwnrnv than in 1955. reflecting further rise in prices paid and
other costs, including the cost of credit. Continued optimistic ex-
pectations of farmers with regard to farm income were reflected in
these years in a further rise in farmland values of more than 12
percent.

(d) Consumer prices.-As already indicated above, under (a),
consumer income and demand were sufficiently strong in 1956457 to
push up consumer prices at an average annual rate of 3 percent. To
the extent that higher interest rates and tightened availability of
credit generally limited consumer spending with borrowed funds,
they helped to prevent consumer prices from advancing at a more
rapid rate.

(e) Homebuilding.-The number of residential housing starts, the
dollar value of residential construction activity, and the volume of
nonfarm residential mortgage lending declined during 1956-57 from
the very high levels reached in 1955. Residential construction costs
rose 5 percent over the 1956-57 period, according to the widely used
Boeckh index, and unit prices of comparable new houses also rose. In
these circumstances, rising costs and prices of newly constructed
houses were undoubtedly one deterrent to consumer demand for new
homes. There are also reasons to believe that higher interest rates and
restricted credit availability were another deterrent to effective de-
mand. Downward adjustment of residential construction activity in
1956-57 would thus appear to have represented adaptation by builders
to changing demand conditions.

Borrowing to buy houses is typically long term and on an install-
ment-repayment basis. A change in interest rates, if its effect on
monthly payments is not offset by a change in the maturities of mort-
gages, can have a considerable effect on the amounts of monthly pay-
ments required. These amounts, in turn, affect the volume of spending
on new homes and the relative attractiveness of rented as compared
with owner-occupied residences.

Interest rates on conventional mortgages (those not guaranteed
or insured by a Federal Government agency) fluctuate with market
interest rates. The fluctuations, however, are narrower than those
experienced by some of the more volatile market rates and also
usually involve some time lag. The institutions specializing in con-
ventional mortgage lending must obtain their funds from the general
flow of saving and tend to relay this influence to customers via avail-
ability of credit and interest rates.

A fluctuating portion of mortgage funds is in the form of insured
or guaranteed mortgages. The primary reason that this portion has
fluctuated so drastically is that, up to the present time, interest rates
on both insured or guaranteed mortgages have been set by law or
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regulation. The effective yields on such mortgages may vary mod-
erately as the result of discounts but the permissive range of discount
variation has been curbed by regulatory limitations on the marketing
of these mortgages. When the effective yields on these mortgages
are dampened by regulation, as was the case in 1956-57, investors lose
interest in them when the yields are no longer competitive in the capi-
tal markets. The fact that mortgage lending on a conventional basis
did not decline appreciably either in 1952-53 or 1956-57 suggests
strongly that the rapid fall off in federally underwritten mortgage
lending reflected impediments in the legal and administrative frame-
work under which this lending is conducted.

(f) Ewpansion of State and local facilities.-State and local gov-
ernment capital expenditures were well maintained in 1956-57. An
empirical study of fluctuations over the past decade suggests some
movements of postponable State and local government capital ex-
penditures, including some cutbacks in 1957, that are countercyclical
to changes in credit conditions. On the other hand, essential expendi-
tures for schools and sewers seem to be less sensitive to cyclical changes
in credit conditions. Economists and others concerned with measures
to mitigate economic fluctuations have long looked to variations in
public construction expenditures, State and local as well as Federal,
to exert a stabilizing influence.

Important structural factors account for the effects of credit avail-
ability and interest rates on State and local spending. The propor-
tion of State and local governmental capital expenditures financed by
market borrowing is somewhat larger than is true of most private
businesses. Accordingly, both the availability of funds and their cost
are likely to have greater influence on State and local government
decisions to undertake capital expenditures than is true of private
business. Some State and local governmental units operate under
statutory or constitutional interest rate ceilings which can rigidly
deny them access to the financial markets. Some small local govern-
mental units do not have access to the national market at all.

A distinctive feature of State and local government borrowing is
tax exemption which gives it an inherent market advantage-an ad-
vantage, however, that has diminished as the volume of such borrow-
ing has increased relative to the supply of lendable funds attracted
by the tax exemption. This privilege is of value and appeals pri-
marily to special groups of taxpaying investors, such as higher in-
come individuals and commercial banks. The appeal of tax-exemipt
securities to high-income individuals appears to be influenced espe-
cially by the competing attraction of common stocks, which may pro-
vide increased yields in periods of growth and of rising prices. The
participation of commercial banks in the market for State and local
government securities, depending as it does on their reserve positions,
is clearly sensitive to competing demands, and to credit and monetary
policy.

INFLATION-ENEMY OF GROWTH

(Paper Presented by Winfield W. Riefler, Assistant to the Chairman, Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System)

Inflation is the enemy of growth, particularly when there is public expectation
that the purchasing power of money will continue to decline. Inflation impairs
growth:
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1. Because it increases instability-high levels of activity cannot be
sustained for long when inflation is expected to prevail;

2. Because it fosters the misallocation of capital and impairs the quality
of the managerial and investment decisions on which growth is based;

3. Because it distorts the saving-investment process and encourages over-
speculation; and

4. Because it undermines the country's position in international trade.
The free world has had abundant experience with all of these hazards in the

postwar years. The lessons of that experience are unmistakably clear for all
who wish to heed. In particular, Germany prior to 1948, Great Britain prior
to 1957, and France prior to 1959, each struggled with inflation-induced instabil-
ity, with misallocation of capital, with erosion of savings and distortions of
4-v V. ' ' ' , b Ad w ._,t+1. , As d.,.,_1 hnlonnaa v- a.. nbltes the,

accounts. All three have now cured their problems, and in effectuating that
cure each in turn took, among other measures, decisive actions to rectify its
fiscal and monetary position.

It is worthwhile to examine these four aspects of inflation in sequence and
to trace in greater detail how they menace growth.

ECONOMIC INSTABILITY-ACCENTED BY INFLATION

With regard to the phenomenon of inflation-accented instability, there is only
one respect, I think, in which the regular recurrence of boom and slump can
be alleged to contribute to growth. In the Toynbee language of Challenge and
Response, it might be argued that inefficient management and weak leadership
are screened out during slumps, which thus act as a catalyst that clears the way
for enterprise and growth. On all other grounds, the recurrent sequence of
boom and slump is adverse to growth. First, because it diminishes the average
economic product of society, and, second, because it increases the risk of
enterprise.

Now, I do not want to be misunderstood. I am not saying that all business
instability is caused by inflation. The business cycle is more pervasive than that.
What I am saying is that the instability of business is increased, not decreased,
by inflation and by the anticipation of inflation.

Inflation or fear of inflation undermines sustainability and quickens the tempo
of instability primarily because it promotes overspeculation in inventories. In
addition, however, it provides incentives for premature additions to plant capae-
ity. Businessmen, expecting costs and prices to rise, are almost forced in self-
protection to lay up inventories in advance. If anyone questions this, let him
merely check the pronouncements of the Association of Purchasing Agents who
regularly advise an acceleration of advance covering of inventory need when
prices are expected to increase. The same type of incentive encourages prema-
ture additions to industrial capacity. Under conditions of expected inflation, it
appears profitable to continue in this process up to the point where the current
volume of inventories in hand and on order, plus the increased capacity to pro-
duce even more inventories, threaten to saturate the market. Then capital ex-
pansion slackens and inventory accumulation is succeeded by decumulation, and
we have the phenomena of idle plant and idle manpower.

This recurrent process obviously impairs growth, first, because it leads to
recurrent unemployment of resources, and, second, because the unemployment
thus created exerts secondary repercussions on total output. G.N.P. figures
show clearly that inventory decumulation was the major factor in each of the
three slumps we have experienced since the war-in 1948-49, 1953-54, and in
1957-58. In each, a prior overaccumulation of inventories had taken place in
an atmosphere of inflation. During each recession the inventory decumulation
was touched off primarily by a temporary surfeit of markets rather than by a
fall-off of final demand. Due partly to our built-in stabilizers, as well as flexible
monetary and fiscal policies, final consumer takings were well-maintained.

MISALLOCATION OF CAPITAL

Both inflation and the expectation of inflation retard growth because they
impair the quality of management investment decisions and thus promote the
misallocation of capital. It Is a requirement of growth that investment deci-
sions be such as to economize on the use of resources and have the effect of
improving the technical efficiency of production. Any development, conse-
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quently, that leads to miscalculation and impedes the technical effectiveness of
these decisions impairs growth. It implies less growth per dollar of investment.

Inflation is such a development. To be specific, individual costs and prices do
not move at the same relative rates during a period of inflation but exhibit a
varying behavior. Some spurt while others lag. In such a period, therefore, it
is much more difficult for management to judge accurately as between the future
efficiencies of differing productive techniques than it is in a period of more stable
cost relationships. A comparison of the relative input costs in current dollars
of two different techniques will not necessarily provide an accurate clue tb the
relative costs-that will prevail in the future when the technical process actually
chosen is in place.

Any investment decision, for example, involving a choice between alternate
materials that are substitutable for the desired use will be heavily weighted
by estimates of relative future costs. Should engineers design to use prestressed
concrete or steel for a projected bridge?- In the case of certain electrical prod-
ucts, should they design for aluminum or copper? The answer will depend on
estimates of the future costs of each of these pairs of materials, which in the
past have responded with markedly different lags to inflationary pressures. A
similar hazard arises in all cases where techniques are subject to very rapid
improvement. In these cases, when a margin of excess capacity is maintained
to safeguard against rising capital costs, the industries concerned may find them-
selves in no position to take advantage of more advanced productive techniques
that become available because of technical blireakthroughs. These are only
examples of misallocations of capital that are induced by inflation. They are
in addition to excessive inventories and excess plant capacity discussed above.

It is difficult to appraise statistically the amount of misallocation that may
take place in any given period of inflation, but there is no question that it is a
hazard which tends to diminish the potential productivity of new investment.
One indication is a slowing down in rates of growth in a period when new in-
vestment is active. For example, misallocation of capital was certainly present
in this country in 1956 and 1957 and helped to set the stage for the recession of
last year. By the late spring of 1957, the existence of unused capacity was
evident even though more was being built. The large build-up of capacity of
the automobile industry after 1955 illustrates how miscalculation of demand in a
period of rising prices can result in misallocation of capital.

In countries where inflation is endemic, such as some countries in Latin
America, it is not difficult to observe the extreme and obvious forms such mis-
allocations can take or to fail to see how they operate to retard growth. For
example, one will find very frequently serious overinvestment in real estate.
New construction of apartments and office buildings will be active despite heavy
vacancies in existing structures. Meanwhile, capital is lacking for a wide range
of projects that would contribute to growth. Also, it is common in such coun-
tries for a significant fraction of local savings to be sent abroad to be invested
in more stable currencies. Thus, on both counts, the country where they were
earned is deprived of the stimulus to growth that would have resulted from a
more effective allocation of new investment.

DISSIPATION OF SAVINGS AND DISTORTION OF THE SAVING-INVESTMENT PROCESS

Both inflation and the expectation of inflation impair growth because they
tend to divert the investment of savings away from productive investment and
into hedges against inflation. Thus, they distort the basic processes of saving
and investment. Involved in these responses are further examples of misalloca-
tions of capital, but the focus of the discussion here is directed to various finan-
cial forms that saving and investment take. We will deal with savings reactions
first.

The process of growth requires saving in volume adequate to finance (1) the
introduction of technical improvements in the p-ocess of production, and (2)
the necessary expansion of productive capacity required to keep up with popu-
lation growth. Recently about three-fifths of our savings have been supplied by
consumers and the rest largely by industry and commerce. Government lately
has been a net borrower. Predominantly these consumer savings have taken the
form of purchases of fixed financial claims, i.e., such financial assets as life in-
surance policies, savings deposits, shares in savings and loan associations, pen-
sion policies, both public and private, and U.S. savings bonds.

When savings are invested in assets such as these, they are directly affected
by an erosion in the purchasing power of the dollar. There is abundant evidence
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that savers have now begun to be alert to this fact. Consumer savings in money
form are still very large, but there are portents to indicate that consumers are
beginning to take account of the potential effects of inflation in their savings and
investment decisions. The proportion of income saved, for example, has been
lower in the period since 1951 than in the 1920's. Concurrently, the willingness
of consumers to incur debt has apparently increased. Savings 'that are made
are being invested increasingly in the so-called hedges against inflation, such as
common stocks and real estate, urban and rural. Despite the difficulties of agri-
culture, prices of farm land continue to rise very rapidly-by 8 percent last year.
There are many other factors beside inflation that have influenced these develop-
ments, but it is clear from the way consumers act that they have become increas-
,ingly aware that they consider investment in these types of assets as hedges
against inflation.

One effect of these diversions of savings is to increase the chance that they
will be dissipated in consumption rather than invested in such a way as to pro-
mote growth. These chances appear to be much greater, for example, than they
would be if the same investor had placed his savings in financial assets with fixed
rates of return. One cannot be certain just how great this dissipation is, but
it is evidently large. It can only be estimated indirectly.

It is very difficult, for example, to discover that a corresponding amount of
growth has been financed by the huge amounts of funds known to have been in-
vested in corporate common stocks in recent years. In our statistics of corpo-
rate finance, we have good figures on new issues of common stocks, so that we
know something of the amount of funds that the issue of new common stocks has
made available to corporations to finance purchases of plant and equipment.
These amounts, however, are very much smaller than the total funds consumers
have devoted to the purchase of common stocks. They do not greatly differ from
the known increases in the equity portfolios of Institutional investors. The
problem is to estimate what happened to the additional large volume of funds
diverted to the purchase of common stocks by .individual investors in recent
years.

In major part, it is clear that these acts of commitment did not result in
increased investment in plant and equipment, i.e., they did not finance addi-
tions to growth. The funds received by sellers of the same securities were
apparently absorbed in a variety of ways. Important, probably, was an in-
crease in consumption financed by capital gains. This same type of dissipation
of savings can and does take place, of course, whenever capital assets are traded.
There is no necessary reason why it should be confined to common stocks. It
may well have been just as pronounced in the market for real estate. It does
appear, however, that such dissipation tends to bulk large when equities either
in stocks or real estate change hands and large capital gains are generated
in rising inflation-stimulated markets.

A direct consequence of the popularity of equities and other hedges against
inflation then is not only a reduction in the supply of savings available for
lending in money form but also a dissipation of part of the savings so diverted.
This reduction will affect any type of investment that relies on the availability
of borrowed funds, including investment in industries of very rapid growth
whose aggregate claim on borrowed funds is large. Concurrently, the expecta-
tion of inflation has the effect of increasing the aggregate demand for loanable
funds. Customarily, additional funds are borrowed to acquire increased in-
ventories or to anticipate plant construction. It appears profitable in a period
of expected inflation to operate on very thin margins and to borrow heavily to
finance the acquisition of equities that may be expected to rise in price.

In short, inflation and the expectation of inflation generate a process in which
the demand for loanable funds runs continuously in excess of the supply. There
is an incentive working toward continuous acceleration of demand and at the
same time toward a dissipation and diversion of supply. Thus, conditions
inevitably leading to higher interest rates are established. This situation tends
to persist. It will not move toward equilibrium so long as the expectation of
inflation lasts. Inflation, once it has been experienced and is expected to con-
tinue, is inseparably linked to high interest rates. Let me give you some indi-
cation of just how powerful an incentive that link may be.

You have heard the phrase "after-tax yield." It is used by investors to com-
pare the returns that will remain on alternative investments after they have
paid such income and capital gains taxes as are due. They permit an investor
to compare the relative merits, for example, of alternate investments in fully
taxable Treasury or corporate bonds with Investment in tax-exempt munlcipals-
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This same type of analysis can be applied to indicate how powerfully an
expectation of inflation during the life of a loan will affect interest rates. As
a specific example, take a corporation which, in a period of stability, would be
content with an investment return of 2 percent on its liquid assets. This would
imply an after-tax investment return of just under 1 percent. During a period
of creeping inflation, at a rate of 3 percent per annum, it would take 8 percent
to provide an equivalent after-tax investment return in constant dollars.

The relevant calculation is simple. In a period of price stability, an invest-
ment return of 2 percent on a corporation's liquid assets would yield an after-
tax net of just under 1 percent. It would not, in this case, be necessary to set
anything aside to compensate for erosion in the purchasing power of the dollars
invested in liquid assets. In a period of creeping inflation-at, say, a 3 per-
cent annual rate-on the other hand, the interest rate would have to be 8
percent since that rate would be necessary to provide an after-tax yield to the
corporation of 4 percent, of which three-quarters, or 3 percent, would be needed
to maintain the real purchasing power of the investment and one-fourth, or
about 1 percent, would be left to represent the net after-tax investment return.

To give another example, if creeping inflation is expected to go on at a 3 per-
cent annual rate, a corporate borrower can afford, theoretically, to pay 6 percent
for loans to acquire inflation-resistant real assets before incurring any net cost
whatever. The reason is that the 6 percent can be charged to business expense
and deducted from gross income in figuring net income subject to corporate
income tax, leaving a net cost of slightly less than 3 percent with which to pur-
chase assets that are expected to appreciate by that amount per annum.

Actually in practice, the rate at which borrowing to acquire inflation-resistant
real assets has been profitable has proved all too frequently to be much higher
than 6 percent. Construction costs and costs of capital equipment have risen
imuch more rapidly than the average level of prices as a whole. As a result, a
great many taxpaying borrowers who are in a position to take interest costs
as a tax deduction have actually benefited from what is known as negative
interest, i.e., if one compares their payments for interest with the economies
that accrued from using borrowed money to purchase such plant and equipment
in advance of need, it will be found that the interest cost of the borrowing was
less than zero in real terms.

Under demand conditions such as these, it is difficult for increments of in-
\crease in the supply of funds to have the effect of easing pressures emanating
from demand. They may rather, by financing more speculation in equities, in-
lcrease the apparent profitability of such speculation, and, when they do so,
/generate fresh demands for loanable funds. This result is almost inevitable if
these increments to the supply of funds represent credit creation rather than
savings.

It is this process that our monetary authorities have in mind when they take
the position that the current higher levels of interest rates now prevailing are
basically the result of a widespread experience with and expectation of inflation
rather than the product of restrictive monetary policies. That is why they
state that under today's conditions an easing of credit restraint would soon
result in higher prices rather than lower interest rates.

Once inflation or its expectation becomes prevalent, and the public has had
time and experience to become familiar with the many protective expedients
available, a running disequilibrium is created. On the one hand, an increased
demand for loanable funds generates rising prices which in turn generate fresh
demands for loanable funds. Rising interest rates in such a period reflect
these demand pressures. To the extent that they stimulate increased saving,
they help to restore the situation into balance. To the extent that they stimu-
late greater economy in the holding of cash balances, on the other hand, the
velocity of turnover is increased and tension and inflationary pressures either
continue or increase. These pressures will also Increase if the monetary
authorities permit such demand to be supplied by credit-created money. The
efforts of the monetary authorities under conditions of inflation must be di-
rected to contain the pressure for expansion in credit-created means of pay-
ment. They have no option since such expansion feeds the maladjustment and
increases tension.

DEFICIT IN THE INTERNATIONAL. BALANCE OF PAYMENT

The effect of inflation in halting growth is most dramatically exhibited
when it leads to a crisis in the international balance of payments. If a country
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permits its price levels to continue to rise faster than those of its international
competitors, a point will be reached where it will lose reserves because of
decreasing exports or increasing imports, or both. It is then said to have
priced itself out of world markets. It can no longer participate so actively in
international specialization of production. This is a fundamental impairment
of the very basis for growth.

Such a situation can persist only until reserves are exhausted. Then a
drastic decision will be called for, either one that ends the inflation by adop-
tion of appropriate monetary, fiscal, and other policies, or one that temporizes
with the situation by adoption of expedients such as protectionism, import con-
trol, or devaluation. In the case of all three of these expedients, instability
will tend to be prolonged, capital will tend to be misallocated, and the saving-
investment process will tend to be distorted unless proper fiscal and mone-
tary policies are adopted. Shelter will be afforded to inefficient production,
and growth will inevitably be inhibited and may, in fact, be brought to a
standstill.

EXPECTATIONS OF INFLATION-A NEW PHENOMENON

As this analysis indicates, inflation and growth are mutually incompatible.
Basically they are antagonistic rather than reinforcing. Since this finding
runs directly counter to the facts of recent experience, one is forced to ask
what is missing from the analysis. This country has grown rapidly postwar,
and prices have been rising intermittently since 1933. It is true that these
increases, prior to 1939, were hailed as evidence of reflation rather than in-
flation, but in the postwar period the country has certainly been aware that
it was experiencing inflation. The question then is how to account for our
rapid rate of postwar growth in view of the fact that inflation tends to retard
growth.

The answer lies, I believe. in the realm of expectations. Although we have
been experiencing rising prices since 1933, we have not, through most of this
period, had a sense that continuing inflation was inevitable. It was not until
recently, until after 1954, that this apprehension took hold. Before that time
we thought of the inflation as essentially temporary, and we did not expect it
to continue. Thus, our savings decisions and our investment decisions were
not dominated during most of this period by expectations of rising future costs
and prices. In fact, the emergence of a pervasive expectation of continuing
inflation as a dominant motivating force in investment decisions is relatively
new in the experience of this country, even when that experience is carried back
through the last century and a quarter to cover the whole period since the opening
phases of the Industrial Revolution. That is the reason perhaps that we have
recently been so slow in recognizing its implications.

In the century before 1930 generally, it was believed that persistent Inflation
was impossible In countries that adhered to the gold standard. Some economists,
it is true, observing the persistent worldwide rise of prices that began around
the turn of the century following increased mining of gold in South Africa,
speculated about the possibility of a gold inflation. These discussions, however,
never penetrated deeply into the market place. People did not to any extent
base business decisions on an expectation that the larger annual increments
to the world's stock of gold were creating a situation in which world prices
would continue inevitably to rise.

Following the collapse of the gold standard in the 1930's, and subsequently
during World War II, there were certainly prophets of inflation in this country-
highly vocal ones. However, the dominant mood of both business and con-
sumers, shellshocked still by the events of the great depression, remained
cautious. At the end of World War II, in fact, the overriding foreboding was
one of impending collapse even though actual inflation was then underway
and becoming rampant. We can all remember the predictions of heavy and
persistent postwar unemployment that dominated man's outlook at that time
and the pervasive fear of an impending inevitable postwar depression.

It is remarkable, looking back from our present point in history, that the
bulk of the inflation starting in 1939, and extending through the Korean episode
of 1950, failed to give rise to more active apprehensions that It would continue.
It was left to the much milder rise of prices which started in mid-1955, following
4 years of stability, to establish today's widely prevalent view that inflation,
or at least creeping inflation, is probable. The year 1954 witnessed a basic
shift In business expectations.
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By that year most of the effects of the industrial dislocations of World War II
and of the ensuing postwar replacement and reconstruction boom had passed
into history. So also to a considerable degree had the effects of the expansion
engendered by the Korean war. It was in this setting that we scanned the
emerging downturn of the economy in 1953 and asked ourselves whether this
time it might really foreshadow the onset of that great postwar depression that
had so long and so widely been heralded. We were strengthened in this feeling
by uncertainty over Europe. Although European economic reconstruction, stim-
ulated by the Marshall plan, was a recognized success, most of us continued to
believe that the Western European economy was still fragile and that an eco-
nomic setback here, however mild initially, might well snowball because of an
induced and magnified response from abroad.

During the year 1954, this basic pessimism that had dominated business
decisions for a full quarter century almost completely disappeared. As the
year went on, it became widely evident, first, that Western Europe, far from
experiencing a setback, seemed actually to be moving forward into a boom, and,
second, that final demand in this country was proving itself remarkably resilient,
particularly for housing and automobiles.

Our whole experience, consequently, with the reactions to be expected when
businessmen anticipate inflation, is very recent. It was not until 1956, in fact,
that the rise in prices that started in 1955 gave rise to widespread acceptance
of the theory that this country would inevitably experience a persistent creeping
inflation.

There are less highly developed countries, however, particularly in Latin
America, where there has been an abundance of experience with inflation and
an abundance of data to permit observation and evaluation of how society
reacts once it is generally anticipated that inflation will continue to prevail.
In parts of Latin America, plagued by lax traditions with respect to basic
monetary and fiscal policies, inflation is endemic and expectations of further
inflation are deepseated and universal. In those countries, one can find in
abundance evidence of how inflation, actual or prospective, places impediments
in the way of sustained business activity, promotes the misallocation of capital,
diverts the investment of savings into hedges against inflation, and jeopardizes
the national balance of payments. That experience strongly corroborates the
proposition stated above that inflation is the enemy of growth. Had this country
been dominated for very long by its present expectations of longrun creeping
inflation, it would almost certainly have experienced a slower overall rate of
growth.

THE RECORD OF HISTORY

It is significant in this connection that historically, according to Goldsmith,
this country enjoyed a very high average sustained rate of growth in the 30-year
period 1869-99, which witnessed a persistent fall, not rise, in price levels. The
average rate of fall in prices, in fact, was the greatest in our history for such
a prolonged period. The rate of growth per capita during this 30 years averaged
a full one-fourth higher than our overall rate of growth of about 1% percent
per annum for the last 130 years. That is the factual record. It certainly lends
no credence to the assertion that inflation is an aid to growth.

INFLATION IS AN EVIL

Considered solely from the point of view of the public welfare, or of social
justice, the effect of inflation in diluting the purchasing power of accumulated
money savings is evil. It represents to an important degree a transfer of wealth
from less fortunately situated individuals and families to equity holders of
higher income status.

There was a period when some observers thought otherwise. They regarded
the forced transfer of wealth that results from inflation as one that favored
enterprise at the expense of a coupon-clipping creditor class dominated by the
so-called idle rich. Consequently, this transfer, it was alleged, had the effect
of fostering innovation, enterprise and growth.

That rationalization is implausible today because of certain obvious facts.
First, except for holders of tax-exempt securities, the so-called idle rich are
more than likely to derive their income from ownership of equities rather than
of bonds. In contrast, the great creditor classes today are heavily weighted by
those who own U.S. Savings Bonds and time or savings deposits in commercial
and savings banks, by the type of families who are shareholders in savings and
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loan associations, or holders of insurance policies and pension rights. In the
period 1951-58, the net acquisition of these types of fixed claims on the part
of all consumers in the country, without including payments to acquire Federal
retirement annuities, equaled two-thirds of total net consumer saving and
three-fourths of total consumer savings in financial form.

Predominantly, the creditor claims acquired through these purchases repre-
sent savings out of income put aside by people of moderate means to help meet
the hazards of life-misfortune, ill health, and old age. Far from being un-
available for the financing of growth, these are the savings that have financed,
in very important degree, our industrial development since 1950, including
practically all of our huge housing growth.

I don't want to labor this point, but it needs saying. Sometimes, in the heat
of argument, proponents of inflation, particularly of the so-called creeping
variety, get sarcastic about the ravages of inflation. When one surveys the
relevant literature as a whole, however, it becomes quite clear that no important
group today defends inflation from the point of view of social justice. Practically
no one disputes that, taken by itself, inflation is evil.

DEMAND-PULL OR COST-PUSH INFLATION

During the great debate on inflation in recent years, a distinction has re-
peatedly been drawn between, on the one hand, the so-called demand-pull type
of inflation, i.e., an inflation initiated by excess demand generated through lax
fiscal and monetary policies, and, on the other hand, the cost-push type of in-
flation in which the initiating impulse is said to be a forced rise of administered
wages and/or prices that then spread through the whole economy partly by
escalation. It is claimed that restrictive monetary and fiscal policies are ap-
propriate to cure a demand-pull type of inflation but inappropriate when the
inflation is of the cost-push type. In the latter case, restrictive monetary and
credit policies are said to have the effect of restricting output and thus
making the inflation worse because there will be fewer goods available to assuage
inflated final demand.

This is a most superficial conclusion. It simply does not carry the analysis
sufficiently deep or far. It is true that an economy in which costs rise more or
less continuously, irrespective of changes in demand, faces a very serious problem.
Our economy in this country is basically a free economy, organized on the
fundamental premise that costs and prices are market-determined. We must
constantly be alert to maintain a market atmosphere sufficiently competitive to
make it impossible for cost-push reactions of the type described above to become
dominant as they are alleged to be. I do not propose in this paper to delve into
the complicated questions of whether or not our economy is or has been so
dominated. If it has, it is a condition that obviously requires correction.

What I do want to point out, however, is that the kinds of problems that have
been discussed in this paper are with us and have to be faced whenever we are
confronted with inflation or, particularly, the anticipation of inflation, irrespec-
tive of whether the initiating cause is demand-pull or cost-push.

To be specific, it is the fact of rising prices or anticipation of rising prices
that provides the incentive to borrow to finance overaccumulation of inventories
and the construction of plant capacity in advance of need. It is the fact of rising
prices or the anticipation of rising prices that leads to misallocations of invest-
ment and miscalculation of investment decisions. It is rising prices or the antici-
pation of rising prices that diverts savings into equities, and that dissipates their
ability to finance growth, in short, that diminishes the supply of loanable funds
and accentuates the demand in such a way as to force high and rising interest
rates. Finally, it is the fact that a country's prices have risen above those of its
competitors that prices a country out of world markets and initiates a deficit
in the balance of payments. All of these reactions, which place great strains on
the monetary and fiscal mechanism, ensue irrespective of whether an inflation
may be described as cost-push or demand-pull.

In the credit market, these situations increase the profitability of operating
on borrowed funds even at very high interest costs. They increase, there-
fore, the demand for borrowed funds far above the amounts made available by
savings unless they are resisted by appropriate fiscal and monetary policies, I.e.,
by balanced budgets and by restraints on the availability of reserves, they result
inevitably in an expansion of bank-created money.

Because borrowing to anticipate inflation appears very profitable, the pressure
of customers on their banks to borrow is very heavy and this in turn brings
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pressure on the Federal Reserve banks to expand reserves. If this pressure is
resisted, interest rates may have to rise quite sharply before the force toward
overexpansion is contained. If the pressure is not contained and bank-created
money is used to finance these hedges against inflation, the inflation, even if it
started as a cost-push type, will by that very fact be converted into one of the
demand-pull variety. This is why it is superficial to assert that restrictive
monetary and fiscal policies are not appropriate in the present of a cost-push
type of inflation. The fact is that policies of restraint have to be applied
whenever either the fact of Inflation or its expectation becomes dominant in
motivating business decisions.

This is not to say that other measures in addition to fiscal and monetary
measures may not be needed In the presence of a cost-push type of inflation.
It is clear that in the case of such an inflation, initiated and perpetuated by
costs that rise persistently even in the absence of market pressures of demand,
fiscal and monetary measures, while necessary for its containment, will not
effectuate a cure. If costs are not responsive to market demand, the economy
will not function at optimum levels nor will it enjoy optimum growth.

STABILITY-THE PREFERRED ENVIRONMENT FOR GROWTH

What can we say then of the preferred environment for growth? I do not
refer here to the resource factors essential for growth, such as invention, edu-
cation, and research but rather to the more general type of environmental fac-
tors touched upon in this paper.

First, among these I would emphasize the maintenance of a market-oriented
economy, sensitive to competitive forces, in which costs and prices are flexibly
responsive to the interplay of supply and demand. In such an economy, I
would expect to find appreciation of the advantages of essentials to growth-
specialization, substitution, innovation, efficiency, and economy.

I realize that this assertion opens me wide to the rejoinder that such market
orientation is conspicuously lacking in the Soviet Union which, we are told,
enjoys a rate of growth far outshadowing ours. My reply would be that, on
the one hand, forced saving and investment prevail at altogether exceptional
rates in the Soviet Union and one would expect such rates of investment to be
translated into high rates of growth, and, on the other hand, that according
to recent reports the Soviet planners themselves are becoming keenly aware
that the absence of market-determined costs and prices creates difficulties for
them in planning the optimum allocation of their resources. They are even
reported to be discovering how interest rates are essential in these calculations.

Second, I would rely primarily upon the flexible adaptation of fiscal and
monetary policies to provide both a sustained high level of output and a price
behavior that did not stimulate expectations of inflation, creeping or otherwise.

Third, Twould hope that the benefits of rising productivity and growth were
broadly distributed in three general directions and not overweighted in any
one: (a) in the direction of wage and income advances to the working force to
encourage mobility and the ready availability of needed skills and talents at
points of innovation; (b) in the direction of lower prices promotive of broader
and expanded markets for those end products where productivity has lowered
real costs; and (c) in the direction of sufficient profit-encouragment to those who
innovate successfully to stimulate initiative in management-planning for
growth. In other words, I would favor a situation where the efficiencies of
growth were reflected in falling, not rising, unit costs.

I think it was something like this that provided the environment so favorable
to the very rapid growth rates that prevailed in this country in the last third
of the 19th century. I suspect that the lowering of unit costs at that time, made
possible by the application of the new techniques of the Industrial Revolution
to the untapped resources of the West, created a situation in which falling prices
for final products still left wide margins to provide higher returns for manpower
as well as investment.

Finally, I would avoid a situation where, despite a high rate of technical in-
novation and rising productivity, unit costs rise to such a degree as to press
seriously on profit margins and thus bring pressure for selling prices also to rise.
That path is the path of inflation with all the evils it entails. I do not disagree
with the exponents of the economics of creeping inflation when they say that if
costs rise faster than productivity final prices must rise or the economy will grind
to a halt. I disagree with them rather when they say that such a process is
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sustainable and constitutes an acceptable price for growth. My complaint is
that it is both cruel and dangerous. Far from providing a firm underpinning
to growth, it will, if long continued, engender instability, increase tensions, and
impair the very basis of growth.

Question 16. With reference to the tight money period of of 1956-57,
please describe what effects the uS'ystemn's methods of monetary re-
straint had upon lerding by the insurane companies, the mutual
savings banks, and other so-called intermediaries, indicating
particularly the time lags before the Systemn's policies were ltrains-
mitted to these intermediaries, as well as the volume of lending
and changes in interest rates brought about.

Answer
The funds made available to capital markets by financial inter-

mediaries such as insurance companies, savings banks, and savings
and loan associations come primarily from the. savings inflows to
these institutions. To a large extent these inflows are contractual in
nature, such as those arising from scheduled repayments on loans and
investments and from the premium income on outstanding insurance
policies. Other savings inflows are more volatile, and depend on the
general state of the economy and the competition of other investment
opportunities available to savers, as well as on interest returns avail-
able. In times of increasing demand for capital market funds, finanl-
cial intermediaries, in order to acquire new assets, may supplement
their inflows of savings by selling financial claims acquired earlier,
or by borrowing from commercial banks, although extensive depend-
ence on bank credit to finance long-term lending activities is not
regarded as prudent management of funds handled in a fiduciary
capacity, as is the case with these financial intermediaries.

Through its general influence in moderating wide swings in the
economy, monetary policy can indirectly affect the more volatile of
savings inflows. The most direct influence of monetary policy, how-
ever, is on the attempts of financial institutions to supplement sav-
ings flows through sales of assets, such as U.S. Government securities,
or through borrowing from banks. The rise in interest rates and de-
cline in value of fixed-income financial instruments that usually ac-
companies restraint on the availability of credit act as a deterrent to
institutions seeking to supplement their savings inflows by selling
financial claims acquired earlier. Attempts by these financial insti-
tutions to borrow from banks would, of course, confront the credit
restraints limiting bank credit expansion generally.

Both of these influences were evident in the 1955-57 period. As
restraint on bank credit expansion increased, credit extended by banks
to financial intermediaries to finance real estate mortgage lending ac-
tivities, after increasing sharply, declined by almost one-third. The
rise in yields (and declines in prices) of Government securities in
this period also was reflected in changes in portfolio management
policies. Insurance companies sold about $1 billion of Government
securities in 1956 but only half that amount in 1957, and savings and
loan associations increased their holdings of Government securities
in both years. Only the mutua-l savings banks continued to make
relatively large reductions in their holdings.

With demands for long-term funds rising so sharply during the
1955-57 capital goods boom while supplementary sources of funds to
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financial intermediaries were curtailed, yields on debt instruments
rose in consequence. The average yield on new issues of highl-grade
corporate bonds increased from about 3.20 percent at the beginning of
1956 to 4.78 percent in the third quarter of 1957. In the same period
average interest rates on conventional mortgage loans increased from
5.21 percent to almost 6 percent, and yields on FHA mortgages
rose from 4.73 percent to 5.63 percent.
Question 17. It has previously been indicated that the principal mal-

adjustment which the Federal Reserve saw in the 1956-57 period
was a faster increase in productive capacity than in consumer
demand. Did the Federal Reserve take any steps then, or since,
to stimulate consumer demand? If so, please describe what
steps were taken.

Answer
This answer starts with comments relating to the statement as to

what "the Federal Reserve saw in the 1956-57 period." Strong and
active spending on consumer investment goods-autos, household
durables, and new homes-was a major factor pushing industrial pro-
duction in 1955 to high levels in relation to industrial capacity. A
first response to such strong demands was the intensive utilization
of existing capacity to supply them. A secondary response was a
sharp rise in business expenditures on plant and equipment to mod-
ernize and improve existing capacity and to elaborate and add to
that capacity. The latter response began in the spring of 1955 and
persisted until late 1957.

After mid-1955 mounting pressures on existing capacity precipi-
tated a marked rise in prices of industrial goods, and this rapid ad-
vance continued until the spring of 1957. Wholesale prices of com-
modities other than farm products and foods rose by 8 percent over
this period; prices of industrial machinery by 14 percent, with some
further advance during the remainder of 1957; and construction costs
by 9 percent.

Advancing prices in the industrial sector shortly spread to the
consumer sector. With retail prices of foods turning up and prices
of services continuing to advance, a rise in the Consumer Price Index
commenced early in 1956 and carried into 1958. By the end of 1957-
a period of less than 2 years-the consumer price increase had
amounted to 6 percent. It may be noted that total consumer pur-
chases of goods and services rose substantially from late 1955 to the
third quarter of 1957, even though purchases of autos and new homes
were well below the unusually high levels of 1955. Because of in-
creasing prices, however, the physical volume of consumer takings of
goods and services increased only moderately.

There is no evidence that consumer purchases of goods and services
were appreciably inhibited by credit availability in 1956 and 1957.
Outstanding consumer installment credit increased by 10 percent in
1956 and 7 percent in 1957, and the easy credit terms established in
1955 continued to prevail. These rates of expansion were far below
the 23 percent rise of 1955, which was swollen by an exceptionally
large volume of auto purchases and by a marked and progressive
easing of installment credit terms, but they were roughly consistent
with long-term growth experience for this type of credit.
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On the other hand, mortgage credit available to home buyers
tightened in 1956-57. One major factor in this tightened credit
availability for mortgages was the growth of other credit demands
and another was the rigidity of interest rates on federally under-
written mortgages. As interest rates on competitive investment me-
diums rose, the relative attractiveness to lenders of FHA and VA
mortgages declined. Lending on conventional mortgages continued
at high levels throughout this period.

Investment in industrial plant and equipment, which is essential to
economic progress and growth, tends to show strong spurts during
periods like 1955-57 when existing capacity is being utilized at high
rates, demands are strong, and expectations buoyant. During such
periods, expeditures for productive capacity are likely to grow more
rapidly than consumption expenditures. The danger in these situa-
tions is that the ebullience of expectations, fed in part by inflationary
prospects, will lead to overexpansion and misdirection of capacity
and inventory holdings. If this happens, it intensifies risks of seri-
ous recession later and thus dampens prospects for stable economic
growth.

Further stimulation of consumer expenditures during 1956-57, by
whatever means, would have accentuated upward tendencies for con-
sumer prices, put greater pressure on supplies of important materials,
and enhanced the already strong price incentives for additional in-
vestment. Industries producing capital goods in that period were
already operating at very high rates. Indeed, wholesale prices of
machinery continued to rise rapidly to late 1957.

Credit and monetary policy affects directly that spending in the
economy-consumer, producer, and government-which is financed
by borrowing. It cannot influence the allocation of spending with
borrowed funds between different sectors of the economy. Such
allocations, in a market economy, must be effectuated by the relative
strength of demands for funds of the different sectors in the credit
market. An enhancement of credit availability by credit and mone-
tary policy working through the mechanism of bank-credit expansion
would not have assured a larger consumer demand. The credit
probably would have been absorbed by the areas of strongest demand,
in this period, by business-investment spending. This additional in-
vestment spending would in turn have added to consumer incomes and
spending without adding in the short run to the supply of consumer
goods, at a time when aggregate consumer demand was already push-
ing up consumer prices. An inflationary spiral was already in process
and had credit been permitted to expand more rapidly-especially
bank credit with its equivalent addition to the money supply-it could
only have contributed to the spiral.

The Federal Reserve view, then, was that both expectations and
aggregate demand were strong enough-and pressures on labor force
and industrial capacity sufficient-to present a clear threat of con-
tinued inflation throughout 1956 and through the summer of 1957,
even though supply situations were tending to ease late in the period.
When it became clear in the fall of 1957 that recession tendencies
might become dominant, even though wholesale and consumer price
averages were rising further, the Federal Reserve System took vigor-
ous steps (as described in its Annual Report for 1958, pp. 3-11 and

38563-60-ptL 10-lo
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30-31), to combat recessionary trends and to help stimulate revival.
In this course of countercyclical action, the System recognized, as it
has always done, that credit and monetary policy is only one factor,
although an indispensable one, influencing the aggregate volume of
expenditures in the economy.
Question 18. FHas the Board had occasion to be concerned about non-

competitive factors in the money and securities markets such as
might hamper the effectiveness of its monetary controls.; If so,
please describe the general nature of the problems encountered.

Answer
The Board of Governors endeavors always to be alert to factors

in the credit and securities markets that may interfere with the full
play of competitive forces, and potentially hamper the effectiveness
of monetary actions. For example, possible effects of such factors
are considered, along with others, in passing upon applications for
the establishment of bank branches, or for the creation or expansion
of bank-holding companies. The practical question confronting the
Board, however, is not whether competition is as perfect as pure
theory might postulate as ideal, but whether there is a workable in-
terplay of competitive pressures that will transmit Board actions
tolerably promptly to the important areas of the market. So far as
the Board has been able to ascee.tain, the play of competitive pressures
in financial markets during recent years has been reasonably adequate
for credit and monetary policy.

From time to time, the Board makes studies of different areas of the
money and securities markets with the degree of competition as one
phase of observation. Illustrative is the recent Treasury-Federal
Reserve study of the U.S. Government securities market. In this
inquiry the customers of specialized financial institutions as well as
the financial institutions themselves were queried in a series of con-
sultations-in-depth about the market experience of customers and the
character of competition in prices and services.

The consultations revealed a vigorous competitive situation in the
Government securities market, including the absence of artificial bar-
riers to the entry of new firms into the business. Because of the high
degree of specialization, relatively few financial institutions are in-
volved. Nevertheless, effective competition was found to prevail. An
interesting example is the specialized brokers who conduct about one-
sixth of the interdealer trading in Government securities and also fur-
nish a kind of price quotation service. The entire interdealer broker-
age business is conducted by four firms. The inquiry revealed that
active competition exists between these firms and that they furnish
their services at a reasonable cost.

There is also a high degree of competition between the various kinds
of financial institutions that use money and security markets. The
commercial banking system itself, with thousands of individual banks
and without dominance of one bank in any broad area, is clearly char-
acterized by active and effective competition.
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Question 19. Have fears of inflation cause a significant increase in
interest rates? -

Question 20. Is it the Board's conclusion that fears of inflation hav4
caused a significant change in the rate of savings during the past
7 years 9

Question 21 . Is there any factual evidenc ethat there has been a change
in the rate of savings in this period? If so, describe.

Combined answer
The impact of inflationary fears on interest rates is through the

influence of such fears on the supply of and demand for loanable funds
and through the emergence of distortions in the saving-investment
process. Thus, the impact of inflation on interest rates and on saving
are related aspects of one general problem. Not all increases in in-
terest rates reflect inflationary fears, of course. Much of the time, in-
creases reflect simply a basic supply and demand situation untroubled
by inflationary psychology, as pressures on interest rates stem from
enlarged demands pressing against available supply.

The impact of fears of inflation on the rate of saving is not gener-
ally indicated by the measured amount of saving in the economy or
by the percentage of income saved, except possibly under conditions of
hyper-inflationl. Rather, in recent circumstances the impact of infla-
tionary fears on the saving-investmient process is seen through the
diversion of saving to certain kinds of investment, such as equities
and land, which are popular hedges against inflation. Such shifting
in preferences is reflected in the volume of transactions and changing
prices or yields of particular assets but not necessarily in the net
amounts purchased.

The amount of saving in the economy is equal, by definition and as
measured,5 to the economy's investment. The crucial aspect that wvould
have to be measured in order to evaluate the impact of inflationary
fears on saving is the desire to save 6 and the particular forms of
saving in which this desire is manifested. It is not possible to measure
directly desired saving, in contrast to actual saving, but movements
of interest rates and prices of assets can be taken as indicators of
changes in the supply of savings in relation to the demand for it.
(For further discussion of the relation between desired and measured
saving, see answer to question 3.)

The rate of saving-whether measured by the ratio of total saving
to total output or by the ratio of personal saving to personal in-
come-has shown little overall change in trend during the past 7 years.

The extent of the general upwvard movement of interest rates, how-
ever, particularly from the beginning of 1956 through the summer of
1957, as well as more recently, does inicate that fears of inflation have
been a factor influencing the saving-investment process in recent years.

To a degree, and despite fairly large amounts of saving in certain
forms, such as saving deposits and shares, people have been unwilling

5 Apart from statistical discrepancies.
6 That is, the extent to which the desire to Bave at particular interest rates shifts over

time. Inflationary fears have the effect of making saving less desirable at any given level
of interest rates.
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to make saving available at existing interest rates to the extent re-
quired by the demand for loanable funds because of expectations thatthe value of their saving will be diminished by continuing price rises.
As a result, interest rates have risen to provide an additional induce-
ment for money saving that would not otherwise have been forth-
coming.

Indications that inflationary fears have been a factor influencing
the supply of loanable funds in recent years can be obtained by com-
paring the movements of stock and bond yields. Over the past 8
years, as shown in the table, the yield on stocks has declined steadily
relative to the yield on bonds, indicating that individuals to an in-
creasing degree have shifted their investment preferences from fixed-
interest claims to equities. While this investment shift may represent
to some extent a working out of supply and demand forces in response
to underlying "real" market forces, it also indicates, particularly in
more recent years, that as fears of inflation become more widespread
individuals have tended to prefer forms of saving whose value would
increase with an expected rise in prices.

Compar ison of stock and bond yields

[Annual averages in percent]

Year Corporate Stocks 2 Ratio of stock
bonds I to bond yields

1951 -3.08 6. 13 2. 0
1952 -3.19 5. 80 1. 8
1953 -3. 43 6.80 1.7
1954 ------------ 3.16 4.95 1.6
1955 - 3.25 4.08 1.3
1956-3.57 4.09 1.11957 ------------------------------ 4.21 4.35 1.01958- 4.16 3.97 .9
1959 (January-September) -458 3.22 .7

I Moody's Investors Service data: includes ratings from Aaa through Baa.
2 Dividend/price ratio on common stocks, computed by Standard & Poor's Corp.

The continued diversion of funds into transactions in equities or
land-and eventually, to an extent, into consumption financed by
capital gains from such transactions-limits the amount of funds
available for other forms of investment. As a result, the demand for
loanable funds to finance the Nation's investment in housing, addi-
tional plant and equipment, or public works can only be met at higher
interest rates.

Moreover, inflationary fears increase the demand for funds beyond
what it would otherwise be. During periods of expected inflation,
investment in fixed capital-whose value may be expected to rise or
which may help produce goods and services which will rise in price-
is accelerated as well as investment in inventories, in both cases in-
creasing the demand for borrowed funds. In part, this results from
inflationary expectations which make it appear to be less expensive
to invest in the present than in the future. For instance, an interest
level of 5 percent on long-term borrowing, with roughly half of this
cost deductible for tax purposes as a business expense, would mean
that, with an expectation of a 3 percent per annum increase in the
price level, a borrower would consider that his real interest cost for
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financing fixed capital investment would be negative. His incentie
to borrow in the present to avoid higher costs of real investment in
the future would be appreciable. Any such acceleration in the demand
for funds, in conjunction with a slowing down of supply, will gdd
even further to the pressure on interest rates.

Fears of inflation, if they are not contained, result in a general
bidding up of prices as well as a further rise in interest rates. 4
acutal rise in prices intensifies the effect on interest rates of an ek-
pected rise. With actual or expected advances in prices, lenders
attempt to maintain the real value of their funds by charging higher
interest rates or by lending at shorter term so that they will be in1
a position to provide refinancing at higher rates should the expected
situation develop.
Question X2. With reference to its monetary policies for the present

and for the period immediately ahead, what are the main prob-
lems in the economy which are the objects of this policy? Has the
Federal Reserve established any quantitative targets or criteria
to be accomplished? If so, please state what they are?

Question 23. With reference to the System's present policy of mone-
tary restraint, and the objectives which the System hopes to
achieve in the months ahead, have any tentative estimates been
made, or any outside limitations established, as to (a) the de-
gree of unemployment, (b) the rate of economic growth, or (c)
the level of consumer spending, which the System is willing to
accept, if necessary, to achieve its objectives If so, please state
what these estimates or limitations are.

Combined answer
Listed below are four main economic problems with which mone-

tary policy is concerned. It should be pointed out that none of
them is a problem that monetary policy alone can deal with. Each
is a problem, however, on which the policies of the various govern-
mental authorities and agencies as a whole, including monetary
policy, can exert an influence. Elaboration of these problems, which
has not been requested, is available in many official statements.

1. Bringing about a maximum rate of sustained economic growth,
mainifested in part by a rising level of living through increasing con-
sumption per capita. This requires rising output per workers; that
is, higher productivity through advancing technology. (See Chair-
man Martin's statement before the Joint Economic Committee,
February 6, 1959.)

One essential for sustained growth is a volume of real saving and
investment sufficient to support continuous renewal, adjustment, and
expansion of capital resources. The maintenance of adequate saving
and investment depends, in turn, upon broadly based and justified
confidence in a reasonably stable dollar. (See Chairman Martin's
statement before the Joint Economic Committee, July 27, 1959.)

2. Keeping down unemnployment.-There are many types of unem-
ployment and many causes of unemployment, and all the factors that
go into unemployment must be carefully considered and sympatheti-
cally studied in relation to public policy decisions in numerous fields.
While we have unemployment compensation benefits for residual or
temporary unemployment, the major problem is how to keep people
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at work and in jobs that will be permanent and profitable. (See
Chairman Martin's speech before the Executive Club of Chicago, De-
cember 12, 1958. See p. 3385.)

3. Maintaining the value of the dollar.-Reasonable stability of the
general price level is important from the point of view of equity and
social justice for all who receive or hold money or claims in money
terms. It is essential to adequate saving and investment and hence to
sustained economic growth, as noted above, and also contributes to
the maintenance of relationships between the various individual prices
that help to allocate resources in a way to foster overall economic
growth. (See Chairman Martin's statement before the Senate Com-
mittee on Finance, August 13, 1957.)

In order to have a monetary background that will be conducive to
maximum economic growth it is also vital that there be public confi-
dence in the prospects of continuing general price stability, as distin-
guished from expectations or fears of inflation. This latter problem
is importantly affected by public feelings and psychology as well as
by actual current financial and economic developments. (See paper
presented by Winfield W. Riefler, assistant to the chairman, at the
Stanford business conference, Stanford, Calif., July 21, 1959. See
p. 3368.)

4. Developing and maintaining balance in international payments.-
The financial position of the United States vis-a-vis the rest of the
world is in general very strong, but it will continue necessary in the
long run that this country's foreign trade and payments be in sustain-
able balance. This is related, i turn, to keeping an appropriate
relationship between the value of the dollar, in terms of goods and
services, and foreign price levels. (See Chairman Martin's speech of
December 12, 1958, and paper by Winfield W. Riefler, Assistant to
the Chairman, July 21, 1959, referred to in preceding paragraphs.)

A complex set of factors other than monetary policy determines the
ability of the national economy to deal with the problems listed in the
preceding paragraphs. With respect to these problems, accordingly,
it is not possible to establish quantitative targets for the performance
of monetary policy or to provide quantitative criteria that will govern
monetary decisions. Also, with reference to the System's present
policy of monetary restraint, no quantitative estimates have been
made, or-limitations established, as to the matters listed in question 23.

On each of these matters many factors other than monetary policy
are also important in determining the performance of the economy.
Economic growth may be retarded or unemployment created, for ex-
ample, by pricing policies of those supplying goods or services, by
inadequate technological advance, by taxes that reduce incentives, or
by uneconomic allocation of resources resulting from various Govern-
ment programs. If such factors exert a significant influence, then
monetary policy is impeded in its efforts to foster high-level employ-
ment, economic growth, price stability, and balance in international
payments. The function or purpose of monetary policy, it may be
said, is to adjust to these other factors as they develop, in such a way
as to provide a monetary setting that will be conducive to the maxi-
mum rate of sustainable economic growth along with satisfactory
levels in related economic fields, including employment and consumer
spending.
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What the System needs, and provides, for formulating monetary
policy is an extensive economic intelligence covering both monetary
and nonmonetary developments in the entire economy so that these
may be viewed in balance. A balanced view of the overall economy-
rather than quantitative targets or criteria, tentative estimates, or out-
side limits of such factors as the degree of unemployment, the rate of
economic growth, and the level of consumer spending-is essential for
appropriate judgment on monetary policies. The enterprise drives
of a healthy, dynamic economy, given a proper financial climate, will
help to achieve the major objectives listed in the first part of this an-
swer-maximum sustainable growth, together with minimum unem-
ployment, reasonable stability of the generad price level, and balance
in the country's foreign trade and payments.

OUR AMERICAN ECONOMY

(Remarks by Win. MAcC. Martin, Jr., Chairman, Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System)

During the past year we have had both recession and recovery and now, once
again, fear of inflation. Despite the best efforts of the Federal Reserve System
to explain its objectives and point of view to the general public, questions are
again arising as to the basic purposes of monetary authorities. These queries
are legitimate, but the answers have been given repeatedly. The Federal Re-
serve System is designed to regulate the supply of money in order to foster high
levels of employment and stable prices. Stability is not an end In Itself but a
means by which this higher standard of living can be attained and without
which a lower standard of living becomes inevitable.

From time to time the charge is made that the Federal Reserve is seeking a
recession and would like to see a little unemployment. Certainly nothing could
be further from the truth. The Federal Reserve's paramount purpose is to
contribute, so far as it can, to sustain economic progress without the painful
setbacks that mean waste of human and material resources.

There are many types of unemployment and many causes of unemployment.
All of the factors that go into unemployment must be carefully considered and
sympathetically studied. For residual unemployment, or temporary unemploy-
ment, we have unemployment compensation benefits. The major problem, how-
ever, is how to get people to work and give them jobs which will be permanent
and profitable. How easy this would be if we could only achieve it by just
spending more money. Unfortunately, experience has demonstrated you cannot
spend yourself rich. Lasting prosperity only comes from hard work, producing
goods and services which people need and want at prices they are willing and
able to pay. At the moment we have unused capacities In industry and larger
levels of unemployment than we would like to have. Why has this come about?
Because of tight money? Not a bit. It has come about because inflation got
ahead of us as evidenced by the fact that at one time in 1957 we were losing
more than $1 billion a month In prices in our gross national product without
additional goods and services being produced for the consumer. The seeds of
inflation were sprouting into the temporary overcapacity which we now have
and a decline was inevitable.

Let us not be misled by comments to the effect that the consumer price level
Is now stable. The process of inflation in this country started over 10 years
ago during our wartime period and with minor interruptions froni time to time
has persisted ever since.

The Federal Reserve System has leaned against the wind whenever it has
been clear which way the wind was blowing. In 1957-58, when a decline was
underway, we pursued an easy money policy, in order to give whatever assistance
an enlarged availability of money could give to alleviating distress and laying
the groundwork for recovery. 'This was largely achieved by the end of April of
this year. Accordingly, Federal Reserve policy was modified, as it always should
be, in adaptation to the change in economic conditions. At the present time, with
increased demands for funds, with improved productivity, we are witnessing a
strong economic comeback and we are now beginning to see a gratifying decline
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in unemployment figures, although the total is still higher than any of us would
like it to be.

Let us not succumb to the belief that these unemployed people will be assisted
by flooding our economy with a stream of easy money. The better way to get
these people back to work is to concentrate on fundamentals that permit the
forces of the market to operate. Rising interest rates, when they reflect a re-
sponse to improving business conditions, have never been a sign of weakness.
When artificial forces prevent their rise it may well lead to knots which would
complicate rather than assist our progress. If business conditions continue to
improve it is normal to expect interest rates to rise; if business stays where it is
interest rates will probably stay about where they are, and if business begins
to decline interest rates will decline. But let us not be carried away into think-
ing that interest rates are such a dominant force in the economy that they
possess some magic so that they alone can determine the level of employment,
unemployment, and use of capacity-at high or low levels. To me it is vital that
we understand this crucial point.

A recent trip to several countries of the Far East gave me a welcome oppor-
tunity to see ourselves as others see us. One distressing experience was to find
among intelligent and perceptive men in those countries a growing distrust over
the future of the American dollar. Whether or not it is justified and certainly
I think it is not-it is important to recognize that this feeling exists.

To the foreigner, much more than to Americans, the dollar is a symbol of this
country's strength. A decline in the value of the dollar would suggest to him a
decline in the faith and credit of the United States, signaling in his mind a
decline not only in American economic strength but also in moral force.

Naturally I was interested in the basis of distrust. Two matters appeared
uppermost. One was a conviction that, not necessarily at the moment but in a
fairly short time and more markedly in the extending future, American goods
are going to find themselves priced out of the market. Indeed, I was told that
some countries to which we have made loans conditioned upon the purchase of
American goods would, except for that restriction, already be turning elsewhere
for their purchases.

You will recall that this same sort of talk was directed at Britain for about a
year before the British got into trouble and had to devalue the pound sterling.
I don't think it is going to happen here. I wouldn't talk about it if I did. But
it is something for us to be concerned about.

The other thing cited to me as a reason for foreign distrust of America's abil-
ity or will to preserve the buying power of the dollar was the $12 billion deficit
that has developed in the U.S. budget, plus possibilities that further deficits may
follow.

It was amazing to me how closely our budgetary developments were being
followed in such remote areas as Thailand and Hong Kong, and how many
people there knew our precise budget figures better than most Americans.

Of course a simple fact of human nature has added intensity to their interest.
They all know, many through personal experience, of the stern lectures America
has given foreign countries about their need to have the moral fiber to put their
finances in order. And, as a widely traveled American businessman recently
suggested to me, it is only natural that foreign countries should be wondering if
we have the capacity to take the medicine we have so freely prescribed for others.

Now I don't think anyone abroad or at home questions the ability of the richest
country in the world to "afford" whatever amounts are needed for the national
defense of the United States and for social benefits the American public demands
as well. Certainly I do not question it myself.

The question that I ran into was something else: since Americans clearly can
afford these expenditures, why don't they pay for them? That is, why don't
they pay in taxes or reduce other programs instead of giving IOU's or simply
printing more paper dollars? That also is something to think about.

Now let's discuss this matter of the budget. No reasonable man believes that
budgets can always be balanced. Likewise, no sensible person believes than an
unbalanced budget is a desirable way of life. This, of course, has moral connota-
tions as well as economic.

We are a rich country. There is no reason to be ashamed of it and we do
not need to apologize about it. We must recognize that some people in our
society are not as rich or well off as we would like them to be. As a nation,
however, we can afford to expend whatever is required for national defense and
forgiven aid. Naturally we don't want waste in these projects. Whatever is
required we can afford to spend, but we cannot afford to spend it if we are unable
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to find the means of paying for these expenditures in any other way than by
printing money. Regardless of what facile justification or technical obscuran-
tism is used to persuade us that we can have our cake and eat it too, we can have
no hesitation in stating flatly, "It just isn't true."

We must face up to the reality of either raising taxes or revising our tax
structure to produce more revenue or reducing the priorities of some other
programs until we can get things in better balance. Whatever the justifica-
tions for deficit financing in time of recession-and at best I sometimes think
there is a good bit of wishful thinking involved-there can be no question
that when business is improving and moving actively toward higher levels, a
budget deficit becomes fuel on the fire of inflation. In effect, it pumps air
into the business structure as if it were a balloon and eventually leads to
more serious recession when the balloon pops than would have occurred if it
had not been indulged in. Again let me say, this is not pleasant, but with
due respect to these people who talk about modern times and outmoded classi-
cal theories what I am saying is based on time-honored and time-tested prin-
ciples that are as valid and inescapable today as they have been down through
the ages.
. Wikewise, it is time we stopped shilly-shallying around about this matter

of interest rates and faced up to realities. We have had far too much talk
about so-called "tight" money and "soft" money without adequate under-
standing of the role of interest rates in our economy. We already have too
many preferential interest rates established by statute as though it were pos-
sible to ignore completely the workings of the marketplace. Interest rates are
the prices charged for credit. They are a wage to the saver as well as a cost
to the borrower. In a private enterprise economy they are established by the
interplay of market forces. They perform the important function of influenc-
ing the volume of credit that flows into specific channels of enterprise. They
are essential to pricing the assets on which holders expect to receive income
over a succession of years. It is through flexible rate movements that the
incentives and disincentives are provided for balancing out supply and demand
factors in our economy.

The most striking illustration of their usefulness and effectiveness in re-
cent years occurred nearly 8 years ago when the decision was made to un-
peg our Government securities market. This restored to that important mar-
ket some of the influence which had been denied it by Government policy for
a period of years during which regulation of the money supply gradually be-
came almost ineffective.

Once this decision was taken, the credit mechanism began to function as
a governor on the flywheel of our economy and the process of stabilization
became a useful part of the adjustments necessary in a healthy economy. We
are compelled to recognize, whether we like it or not, *that you can alter the
nature of demand and change the composition of supply but you can no more
ignore the law of supply and demand than you can ignore the law of gravity.

Some time ago a top industrialist who had complained bitterly about rising
interest rates told me he now recognized that some adjustments were probably
desirable, but he said "Don't let interest rates go above 3 percent." Although
there are technical differences between the commodity he is manufacturing
and this manmade device of money, I asked him how he would like it if the
Government laid down a decree that the product he was manufacturing, re-
gardless of cost and price factors, could not be sold to the public above a
fixed price. The only answer I received to this suggestion was "that's dif-
ferent."

Now I want to go one step further and talk about the most difficult aspect
of all our problems. This is the subject of confidence. It is the subject we
frequently avoid because we are afraid of upsetting confidence by discussing
it. All of us know of cases of irresponsible and hysterical individuals who
contribute to tearing down confidence. We are more likely to recognize them
than we are the equally irresponsible individuals who overpaint, oversell, over-
emphasize the optimistic side of things in the name of inspiring confidence. In
any event, confidence is perhaps the fundamental factor in money and currency.
Those of us who are charged with responsibility for our monetary affairs recog-
nize this clearly. Money must not only be a medium of exchange and a standard
of value, but it must be something in which people have basic confidence.

Because of the interrelationships of interest rates and budgets and the present
position of the United States in international trade, it is a serious matter
when an important segment of world opinion has begun to question the fiscal and
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monetary integrity exemplified by our American dollar. It is not something
we can lightly pass over in hope it will go away. The battle against inflation
is at a crucial point, and a setback in the United States would be a serious set-
back for the entire free world. I would like to be able to stand here and say
flatly, "There will be no inflation." I cannot do so. For any one man, that
would only be idle talk. What we need now is not talk nor long debate nor
lengthy analysis, but resolute actions-continuing over time-which wvill dem-
onstrate to doubters the good sense and character of the American people.

A pressing need for such action confronts us as we approach 1959. The fear
of inflation is earnest, and it is having a damaging impact already. Today,
when the level of savings in our country has been steadily rising, we could, in
my opinion, be selling long-term Government bonds at interest rates substantially
lower than current levels if the holders of these savings were convinced that
there will be no inflation-convinced that we will conduct our affairs on a basis
which will make inflation improbable.

I am well aware of the fact that some of these remarks may be interpreted
pessimistically. They are not so intended. We have already made a good start
on the road to improving this situation. However, the progress we have already
made gives no ground for complacency. Improvements in business efficiency
effected during the sharp but short recession are helping in the current recovery
movement that is continuing on a rather broad basis. And it is not news to
any of you that the Federal budget is getting determined attention in more than
one quarter. Let us press forward on these sound lines and no one can doubt
our success.

The recent trip to which I referred impressed on me as never before that the
eyes of the world are on us. Responsible officials in many countries are watch-
ing us closely to see whether we intend to practice what for many years we have
preached to them. The future is not entirely within our control but we do have
it within our power to maintain the integrity of the American dollar if we have
the will to do it. Until or unless the people. through the Congress, change the
Federal Reserve Act, I can pledge to all of you that the Federal Reserve System
will do everything in its power to safeguard our currency.

Question 24. With reference to the reductions in required reserves of
the mnemnber banks in 1953, 1954. and on four occasions in 1958.
was the decision that credit should be eased on each of these occa-
sions first made by the Board of Governors or by the Federal
Reserve Open Market Co77minittee?

Answer
In 1953: Decision by the Federal Open Market Committee in the

spring of 195.3 that credit policy should be changed in the direction
of moving toward less restraint was taken on June 11. At that time
the Committee's directive wovas changed to place emphasis on avoiding
deflationary tendencies without encouraging a renewal of inflationary
developments. Prior to this action, in May and early June, the
System Open Market Account, through its operations, had begun to
supply additional reserves to the market in order to relieve temporary
strain in credit markets and to ease the availability of reserve funds
for meeting imminent seasonal and growth needs. In reaching its
June 11 decision, the Committee noted that in the near future the
situation would require aggressive supplying of reserves to the
market. This decision superseded the decision taken by the Com-
mittee at its meeting in March 1953 calling for restraint upon infla-
tionary developments.

The Board of Governors acted on June 23, 1953, to reduce reserve
requirements effective July 1 and 9, for different classes of member
banks, stating that this step was taken in pursuance of Federal Re-
serve policy, designed to make available the reserve funds necessary
to meet the essential needs of the economy, including those used for
prospective Treasury financings, and to help sustain equilibrium at
high levels of production and employment without inflation.
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In 1954: Throughout the first half of 1954, the general policy direc-
tive of the Federal Open Market Committee remained in the same
form as that adopted at the meeting in December 1953 when the
Committee stated as the central objective of current credit policy
that transactions for the System Open Market Account should be
with a view "to promoting growth and stability in the economy by
actively maintaining a condition of ease in the money market." This
approach to policy by the Committee was the same as that of the
Board of Governors, each member of -which serves on the Committee.
As a part of the System's program, the Board approved reductions
in discount rates at Federal Reserve banks in February and again in
April 1954. The Board also acted on June 21l 1954, to reduce reserve
requirements in pursuance of the System's policy of making available
the reserve funds required for the essential needs of the economy and
for facilitating economic growth.

In 1958: At the beginning of 1958, the Federal Reserve System
was following a policy of easing the reserve positions of banks. This
had been signaled in late October and November 1957 with open
market operations modified to supply seasonal needs for reserves rea-
sonably freely and with reductions in discount rates at the Federal
Reserve banks.

The specific changes that were made by the Board of Governors
in reserve requirements of member banks effective in late February,
in the latter part of March, and in April 1958, were steps in the
overall credit policy of the Federal Reserve System which had been
one of easing reserve positions since autumn 1957. (While the ques-
tion refers to four occasions for action on reserve requirements in
1958, the three occasions on which the Board acted were on Febru-
ary 19, March 18, and April 17. The effective dates differed slightly
for different classes of banks.)

The decisions on reserve requirements were, of cotirse, decisions of
the Board of Governors, and such decisions were in no case made
initially by the Federal Open Market Committee. Other actions
taken by the Board as elements in the general System policy in-
cluded a reduction in margin requirements effective January 16,
1958, and approval of reductions in rates on discounts and advances
by the Federal Reserve banks effective in January, March, and April
1958.

The annual reports of the Board of Governors for the years 1953,
1954, and 1958 include statements of the policy actions taken by the
Federal Open Market Committee, as well as by the Board of
Governors.

Question 25. With reference to the reductions in required reserves in
1953, 1954, and 1958, please state in each case whether the conclu-
sion that the desired ease of credit should be accomplished by
reductions in required reserves, rather than by purchase of secu-
rities in the open market, was first reached by the Federal Reserve
Board or by the Federal Open Market Committee?

Answer
The decisions as to reductions in required reserves of member banks

made in 1953, 1954, and 1958 were in all cases made by the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System. In reaching these deci-
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sions the Board was aware of the policy being followed by the Federal
Open Market Committee. While suggestions as to possible actions
that might be taken in the area of credit policy were discussed to some
extent at meetings of the Federal Open Market Committee, in no case
would it be accurate to suggest that a decision with respect to a change
in required reserves was made other than by the Board of Governors.
Question 26. Has there been any occasion when there was a difference

in view as between a majority of the Board and a majority of the
Open Market Committee as to what monetary policy was currently
most appropriate? If so, please describe the occasion, the nature
of the issue, which side of the issue the two groups were on, and
how the issue was resolved?

Question 27. Has there been any occasion when there was a difference
in view as between the majority of the Board, and a majority of
the Open Market Committee as to the question whether current
monetary policy should be effectuated through open market
operations or through reduetion in required reserves? If so,
please describe the occasion, indicating which side of the issues the
two groups were on, and lww the issue was resolved?

Combined answer
In no case does the record of meetings of the Federal Open Market

Committee indicate a difference of view as between the majority of
the members from the Board of Governors and a majority of the mem-
bers of the Federal Open Market Committee as to what monetary
policy was currently most appropriate or as to whether current mone-
tary policy should be effectuated through open market operations or
through reductions in reserve requirements. In connection with these
two questions, it may be of interest to review the attached excerpt
from the replies made by the Board to questions for the use of the Sub-
committee on General Credit Control and Debt Management as pre-
sented on pages 298 and 299 of Senate Document 123, part I, of the 82d
Congress, 2d session.

Reconciliation of differences in viewpoint.-The Federal Reserve Act places
ultimate determination of national credit policy in part in the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors and in part in the Federal Open Market Committee whose
membership includes all members of the Board and five representatives (in
practice, presidents) of the Federal Reserve banks. In the formulation of dis-
count policy, Reserve bank boards of directors are authorized to establish dis-
count rates subject to review and determination by the Board of Governors. In
addition, Reserve bank directorates perform consultative and advisory functions
with respect to the nature of current economic and credit developments and ap-
propriate System credit policy in the light of those developments. The mecha-
nism for determination of System policy places particular emphasis on a bal-
anced view of the overall economic and credit situation.

As to the general economic and credit situation and appropriate credit policy
under particular circumstances, judgments among the individual participants in
System policy formation may and do differ. There is no reason, however, for
assuming that, among men selected for independence of thought and judgment,
differences will generally crystallize by groups-the Board of Governors, the
Reserve bank presidents, and the boards of directors of the Reserve banks. Nor
is there any reason for assuming that the resulting System attitude with respect
to the current credit problem and needed policy must be in some sense a negoti-
ated compromise among these groups. Since the statutory changes of the early
thirties affecting System decisionmaking, experience in System policy formation
indicates that policy positions reflect mainly the influence of individual leader-
ship in reconciling different viewpoints and in pointing up current credit issues
with the result that a consensus on policy action crystallizes. System policy
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experience shows, furthermore, that differences in judgment as to appropriate
policies reflect primarily the special background and understanding of the policy
problem on the part of individual participants in the policy formation process,
and that the merging of differences of judgment into a common policy is neces-
sarily a process of discussion and mutual understanding of the varying points
of view.

Differences of viewpoint among the individuals in responsible policy authority
also arise sometimes as to the use, combination of use, and timing of use of the
separate policy instruments. -These differences again are subject to reconcilia-
tion through discussion and mutual understanding, with a decision representing
the consensus of those having ultimate policy authority, but with the judgment
of those in a consultative or advisory position being a factor taken into con-
sideration in a final determination. The formulation of national credit policy is
a complex process which needs as full an analysis as possible of all relevant
facts as well as the benefit of viewpoints that represent differing economic back-
grounds, contacts, and experience.

Question 28. Has there been any occasion when members of the Board
have protested, informally or otherwise, that monetary policy as
decided by the Open Market Committee was not being carried out
according to the members' understanding of the policy decision?

Answer
There have been occasions when, in reviewing past operations for

the System Open Market Account, individual members of the Federal
Open Market Committee have commented on transactions in terms
that they, as individuals, would have preferred a different degree of
action or a different direction of policy. Such statements almost
invariably have been supported by comments by the member at an
earlier meeting when a policy decision was reached, either in explana-
tion of why he concurred in the policy decision even though he would
have preferred a somewhat different decision or when he felt suffi-
ciently strongly about the decision to have voted against it.

On only one occasion, in 1957 did a member criticize operations
that had been carried on for the System Account on the grounds that
they had departed from what the Committee intended when it issued
its instruction. He stated that this reflected the inadequacy of the
steps taken by the Committee to specify what it wanted, adding that
he was certain that the management of the System Account felt that
its actions were within the intent of the Committee, although he per-
sonally believed that they were not in accord with what the Committee
had desired. He also stated that the experience raised a question as
to the technique of System Account operations in general, that is,
whether too much effort was directed toward evening out day-to-day
changes in reserve positions, and particularly projections of such
changes, which sometimes turned out to be unnecessary. He won-
dered whether weekly averages rather than day-to-day changes
should not be the most decisive data.

At the same meeting, one other Committee member stated that,
while he had been on vacation during the period, his impression was
similar to that of the member criticizing the System Account's opera-
tions during the preceding 3-week period when, in his view, the System
Account had operated in a way that seemed to denote an inappropri-
ate degree of responsibility to theTreasury.
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Question £9. Has it been the Board's position, over the past 5 years,
that the discount rate should be the samee in all 12 Federal Re-
serve districts, or has the Board attempted to maintain different
discount rates when there maiy have been marked differences in
in the levels of economic activity as between the different regions.

Question 30. Please indicate, as a practical matter, the genesis of
changes in discount rates over the past 5 years, indicating par-
ticularly whether the impetus for the change has come from the
Board of Governors or fronm the Reserve banks.

Combined answer
The Federal Reserve Act requires the Federal Reserve banks to

establish rates of discount every 14 days or oftener, subject to "re-
view and determination" by the Board of Governors. Under the this
language the Board has authority to initiate discount rate changes,
but in practice it usually acts on proposals, for either a change or a
continuation of existing rates, as these are submitted by the Reserve
banks.

The discount function is one of the three major instruments of
Federal Reserve policy, and it is closely related to open market opera-
tions. Decisions by the Reserve bank directors to propose changes in
discount rates frequently are given the benefit of the prevailing con-
census regarding appropriate monetary policy as it emerges at the
meetings of the Federal Open Market Committee. At the time of
each meeting of the FOO, in Washington, usually every 3 weeks,
there is discussion of the current economic and financial situation,
bringing together information on conditions in the different regions,
and consideration of the implications of the current situation for
Federal Reserve policy. These discussions are a major part of the
bankground for policy actions: for decisions on open market opera-
tions made by the FOMC, which consists of the seven Board mem-
bers and five Reserve bank presidents; for decisions on reserve re-
quirements made by the Board of Governors; and for decisions on
discount rates which are made by the boards of directors of the indi-
vidual Reserve banks, subject to review and determination by the
Board of Governors. In this manner the joint discussions by Fed-
eral Reserve officials undoubtedly have an influence on individual Re-
serve bank actions with respect to recommendations for discount rate
change and on Board actions with respect to approval of recommended
changes.

In recent years persistent differences in discount rates among the
various districts have been the exception rather than the rule. This
has resulted from the fact that under modern conditions there are few
barriers to the flow of funds from one part of the country to another.
Both suppliers'and users of funds, regardless of where they are lo-
cated, have increasing access, direct or indirect, to other areas of the
country. Differences in levels of economic activity or in rates of
expansion in economic activity tend to cause corresponding flows of
funds. Areas of more intense demand for funds attract funds from
areas of less intense demands, The result is that monetary conditions
have tended to be uniform geographically and this has made uniform
discount rates increasingly appropriate.
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Question 31. Has there been any occasion when the Board failed to
adopt the discount rate recommendation made by a Reserve bank
or, conversely, when the Board or the Chairman suggested to a
Reserve bank what discount rate the bank should recommend?

Answer
Yes; there have been a few occasions. A recent occasion when the

Board of Governors failed-to approve the-discount rate recommenda-
tion made by a Reserve bank is set forth in the record of policy ac-
tions of the Board in its annual report covering operations for the
year 1957. The pertinent material appearing on pages 68 and 69 of
that report follows:

NOVEMBER 14, 1957.

REDUCTION IN RATES ON DISCOUNTS AND ADVANCES BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Effective November 15, 1957, the Board approved actions by the boards of
directors of the Federal Reserve banks of New York, Richmond, Atlanta, and
St. Louis, establishing a rate of 3 percent (a reduction from 3'/2 percent) on
discounts for and advances to member banks under sections 13 and 13a of the
Federal Reserve Act.

Votes for this action: Messrs. Martin, Balderston, Szymezak, and Vardaman.
Vote against this action: Mr. Robertson.

(While the Board was in session on November 14 advice was received from
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York that the directors of the bank had
fixed a discount rate of 3'4 percent. The Board voted unanimously to take
no action on this rate and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York was so in-
formed. Shortly thereafter the Board was advised that the directors of the
New York bank had fixed a rate of 3 percent. This rate was approved by the
Board with the votes as stated above.)

Question 32. Who determines lending policies of the Federal Reserve
banks, the Board, the Open Market Committee, or the individual
Reserve bank-?

Answer
In brief, each Federal Reserve bank determines its own lending

policies, subject to statutory requirements and overall supervision
and regulation by the Board of Governors.

The Federal Reserve Act authorizes the board of directors of each
Reserve bank, subject to provisions of the law and orders of the Board,
to extend to each member bank such credit accommodations as may
be safely and reasonably made with due regard for the claims and
demands of other member banks, the maintenance of sound credit
conditions, and the accommodation of commerce, industry, and agri-
culture. Advances and discounts by the Reserve banks are subject
to such restrictions, limitations, and regulations as may be imposed
by the Board.

In its regulation A, relating to this subject, the Board has pre-
scribed certain requirements and set forth certain general principles
to be observed by the Reserve banks in making advances and dis-
counts. As stated in a foreword to that regulation, the extension of
credit assistance to member banks by the Reserve banks "is admin-
istered in the light of the basic objective which underlies all Federal
Reserve credit policy, i.e., the advancement of the public interest by
contributing to the greatest extent possible to economic stability and
growth."
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Question 33. When either the Open Market Committee or the Board
is effecting a change in credit policy, are there also associated
changes in policies of the Reserve banks as to the volume of bank
credit which may be extended through the discount window? If
so, how is such policy concerning discount window activity co-
ordinated with the general monetary policy?

Answer
The policies of the Reserve banks with regard to advances to or dis-

counts for member banks do not change with changes in monetary
policy. At each Federal Reserve bank use of the discount window is
governed by the principles and terms set forth in the Board's regula-
tion A. These principles and terms are not altered with variations
in monetary policy.

Variation in total volume of member-bank borrowing that occurs
over the business cycle results from the fact that, at times of strong or
expanding credit demands and restrictive monetary policy, more
banks find themselves more often in need of temporary accommoda-
tions at the discount window as they experience reserve drains. At
such times, the volumne of member-bank borrowing rises. In periods
of weak or declining credit demands and relatively easy monetary
policy, banks individually find that reserves tend to flow to them
rather than away; thus the occasion for temporary borrowing arises
less frequently and the volume of member-bank borrowing declines.

Lending through the discount window is coordinated with general
monetary policy in the following way. Except for infrequent changes
in reserve requirements, the basic supply of member bank reserves is
regulated by open market operations at the initiative of the Federal
Reserve System. In making its decisions regarding open market
operations, the System takes into account the fact that member banks
as a group will react to reserve stringency by increased borrowing and
will react to reserve ease by reduced borrowing.

In a period of growing credit restraint, for example, increased bor-
rowing is a normal and expected reaction to restrictive open market
operations. Such borrowing of reserves is not, however, a complete
offset to open market operations, in view of the limitations on the use
of the discount window set forth in regulation A as well as the reluc-
tance of many banks to be in debt. A further deterrent is that bor-
rowing can be made more expensive to member banks by increases in
Reserve bank discount rates.

Question 34. How are differences in economic conditions among the
different regions provided for in Federal Reserve policymaking?

Question 35. Please describe the circumstances which have led the
Board to recommend or approve more lenient lending by the Fed-
eral Reserve banks to member banks in areas of high unemploy-
ment?

Combined Answer
Federal Reserve policy which affects the entire Nation is determined

on the basis of detailed economic intelligence regarding each region,
and the consensus reached in discussions at the time of the meeting
of the Federal Open Market Committee as to appropriate national
policies in the light of this regional intelligence. For national mone-
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tary policy, differentiation region by region is seldom, if ever,
practicable.

Difference in economic and credit conditions and in institutional
structure among regions can and do give rise to differences in relative
amounts of member-bank borrowing at the Reserve banks. Differ-
ences in the degree of pressure on credit markets, however, are gen-
erally evened out by the fluidity of money and credit in response to
relative demands and interest rate differentials.- Thus- credit flows
occur largely through the market structure.

The general credit measures with which Federal Reserve operates
are not adapted to differential use, region by region, except as noted
in the next paragraph. In fact, attempts by the System to establish
and maintain differences in credit conditions among regions would
probably not be successful in view of the tendency for loanable funds
in seeking the highest return available to flow to regions of more
intense demands for credit.

The Federal Reserve Board has not been called upon to approve
more lenient lending by the Federal Reserve banks to member banks
in areas of high unemployment. However, the terms of regulation A,
as revised in 1955, are fully consistent with enhanced use of the dis-
count facilities by member banks in such regions. The foreword to
the regulation states: "Federal Reserve credit is also available for
longer periods when necessary in order to assist member banks in
meeting unusual situations, such as may result from national, re-
gional, or local difficulties or from exceptional circumstances involving
only particular member banks."
Question 36. Please describe the role of the Federal Advisory Coun-

cil, its part in determining discount rates, and the functions which
the Board has found to be of most service.

Answer
The role of the Federal Advisory Council is described in section 12

of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 262) as follows:
The Federal Advisory Council shall have power, by itself or through its offi-

cers, (1) to confer directly with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System on general business conditions; (2) to make oral or written representa-
tions concerning matters within the jurisdiction of said Board; (3) to call for
information and to make recommendations in regard to discount rates, redis-
count business, note issues, reserve conditions in the various districts, the pur-
chase and sale of gold or securities by Reserve banks, open market operations
by said banks, and the general affairs of the Reserve banking system.

The Council has no part in the determination of discount rates. As
above indicated, however, it may call for information or make recom-
mendations regarding discount rates.

The Board has found the Council to be of greatest service as a me-
dium through which the Board may have the benefit of expressions
of opinion from representatives of the banking community in the
various Federal Reserve Districts. This, it is believed, was the prin-
cipal purpose of Congress in providing for the Council. Thus, the
report of the House Banking and Currency Committee with respect
to the original Federal Reserve Act stated:

* * * The functions of this Board [the Federal Advisory Council] are wholly
advisory and it would amount merely to a means of expressing banking opinion,
informing the Reserve Board of conditions of credit in the several districts, and

38563-0--pt 10-11
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serving as a source of information upon which the Board may draw in case
of necessity * * *

Question 37. Have the Federal Reserve authorities ever investigated
the possibility of a "leak" of information from inside the System
concerning a prospective change in credit policy? If so, has
evidence been obtained that such a "leak" has occurred ?

Answer
As an aid to public understanding, the Federal Reserve System

makes available to the general public in various publications and
statements issued from time to time considerable information regard-
ing the objectives and operations of the System, and the relationship
of System actions to various economic and financial developments.
In the discharge of its responsibilities, the System also gathers and
studies constantly a vast amount of information on economic and fi-
nancial developments themselves, and it further makes this informa-
tion available to the general public to the fullest extent practicable.

In view of the widespread dissemination and use of this information
and in view of the public interest in Federal Reserve actions, it is not
surprising that there may be "guesses" or "rumors" of System action
whenever the economic situation itself seems to suggest such action.
It is inevitable that financial writers and other persons interested in
financial markets may attempt to anticipate possible System actions,
just as they try to "predict" possible actions by the courts, the Con-
gress, the executive departments, and various administrative agencies.
Hardly a day passes that one writer or another does not suggest that
some action by the System is imminent. It is reasonable to expect
that such "predictions" may sometimes happen to coincide with Sys-
tem actions.

The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks have
strict rules against improper use or disclosure of confidential System
information, and are constantly alert to, as well as on guard against,
the possibility of a "leak" of information from inside the System con-
cerning a prospective change in credit policy. No evidence of "leaks"
has been found.
Question 38. Has the Federal Reserve made, or had made, any study

to determine with how many different member banks, or in how
many different cities and towns. the Government securities dealers
trade and what the frequency or regularity of such trading is?
In other words, one of the justiflcations which has been given for
the dealer market, for the Federal Reserve "open market" trading
with the 17 dealers, and for the Federal Reserve making repur-
chase agreements with these dealers is that the dealers serve the
needs of the banking system by distributing bank reserves and
thus balancing the supply of loanable funds with local demands
for credit; so the question here goes to the point whether or not
the Federal Reserve has collected information which would indi-
cate how extensively the 17 dealers do in fact perform this func-
tion for the various member banks.

Answer
The recent Treasury-Federal Reserve study of the U.S. Govern-

ment securities market indicates that Government securities dealers
provide a market for Government securities which serves efficiently
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and promptly the needs of the banking system for adjustments in hold-
ings of Government securities in response to short-term changes in
needs for liquid funds. Short-term Government securities are the
primary money market instrument for liquidity adjustments and
among the principal holders making such adjustments are the commer-
cial banks.

Reports on the study make-it clear that banks in all parts of the
country having occasion to buy or sell Government securities get
prompt execution of their orders at reasonable price spreads either
directly through Government security dealers, or indirectly through
almost any bank, nonspecialized security dealer, or broker. The
prompt distribution of bank reserves is accomplished through corre-
spondlent banks which are the primary vehicle for much of the trans-
mission of reserve changes. A few of the city correspondents are
themselves Government security dealers but all are in the central
money markets so that bank reserves flow rapidly between banks. The
distribution of reserves is often influenced by the financing arrange-
ments of the dealers themselves, especially through the use of repur-
chase agreements.

The information underlying the above brief answer appears in part
I of the Treasury-Federal Reserve study, both from Report 1, "Re-
port on Consultation," and from Report 2, "An Organized Exchange
or a Dealer Market?"

Views of consultants.-The Treasury-Federal Reserve Study Group
obtained a broad cross section of opinion on operations of the Govern-
ment securities market through informal consultations. The custom-
ers of the 17 U.S. Government securities dealers were interviewed as
well as the dealers themselves. In addition, representatives of the
New York Stock Exchange were invited to offer an institutional ar-
rangement for meeting any service gaps left by the dealers. The dis-
cussants laced considerable stress on the fact "that the present organ-
ization of the Government securities market is geared to the efficient
servicing of large orders from banks, savings institutions, nonfinancial
corporations, and other relatively large investors." On the adequacy
of service on smaller transactions, they observed that "small-lot trans-
actions processed through banks are usually handled expeditiously,
and frequently at quoted market prices with no special odd-lot mark-
up" (p. 19-20).

The discussion of advantages of the dealer market brought out char-
acteristics of dealer services which are summarized in the following
quotations from the report:

(1) Market 8ervices.-Transactions in the dealer market can be completed
efficiently and promptly, particularly for Treasury bills and other short-term
issues. Bid and offer quotations are given and transactions are executed by
telephone. Many large transactions are completed immediately or after a brief
competitive check of the market; others, particularly those involving larger
amounts or complicated swaps, may require a longer period for satisfactory
execution.

The Government securities market is effectively, though informally, organized
to serve customers throughout the country. Orders from all parts of the coun-
try flow to the highly centralized market provided by dealers, most of whom are
located in New York City. Many of these dealers have a network of branch
offices, representatives, correspondents, and local investment houses that main-
tain active and close contact with potential buyers and sellers of all types in
all financial centers throughout the country. Dealer banks effect national cover-
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age through their network of correspondent bank relation. Many commercial
banks, over-the-counter dealers, and brokers, acting as principals for their own
accounts and as agents for their customers, place orders with the dealers
(p. 81).

(2) Large transactions.-The great volume and wide maturity distribution
of Government securities outstanding and turned over each year, together with
the institutional character of the market for them, depend on a market system
that can serve continuously and efficiently the institutions which now account
for the greater part of the trading. Many banks, nonfinancial corporations,
and other institutions depend on large individual transactions (particularly in
Treasury bills) to make rapid adjustments of holdings in response to short-term
changes in their needs for liquid funds.

In order to serve customers effectively, the dealers must maintain constant
contact with potential sources of demand and supply throughout the country.
Not only do they keep in close touch with the many large institutional traders
in Government securities, but they also maintain merchandising organizations
which they use to distribute large purchases to other institutional customers in
smaller lots, or through which they may accumulate smaller lots which can be
sold in large blocks (pp. 77 and 79).

(3) Small investors.-The individual small investor (which includes the
smaller units among banks) places his order locally with a nonspecialized sec,
rities dealer, broker, or bank and usually pays a commission or fee for the agency
service. In some cases banks handle orders for customers without charge while
in others they add a small service fee. A nonbank agent may execute the order
with a specialized dealer or turn it over to a commercial bank. A commercial
bank, in turn, may execute the order with a dealer directly, or indirectly through
a correspondent bank or in certain cases the Federal Reserve Bank of the
district.

The cost to the dealer of executing a transaction in Government securities is
relatively fixed, irrespective of the size of the transaction. Since a large part
of the dollar volume of the customer business of dealers comes from large trans-
actions, the profit margins are largely determined by such business, and spreads
are narrower than would be required for profitable operations in a similar
volume of small transactions. Handling large transactions is a wholesale type
of operation while handling small transactions is more like a retail operation.
It has been reported in connection with the consultation phase of this study that
the extra spreads ordinarily charged in small transactions do not fully cover
costs. Thus, with the current number of small transactions, the individual
small transaction may in part be subsidized by the larze transaction (pp. 85-86).

Question 39. With reference to S. 1120, a bill to amend the Federal
Reserve Act with respect to reserves required to be maintained
by member banks, did the Federal Open Market Committee ap-
prove this legislation? If so, please state the following: (a) The
date of approval, (b) whether or not there were any dissenting
votes, (c) which members dissented, if any, and (d) please also
submit any statement which the Federal Open Market Commit-
tee may have acted upon relative to the purpose for recommend-
ing the legislation or relative to any limitations which the System
would be expected to observe in using its authority to reduce
required reserves of member banks.

Answer
The Federal Open Market Committee did not consider and did not

act upon S. 1120.
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Question 40. With reference to S. 1120, a bill to amend the Federal
Reserve Act with respect to reserves required to be maintained
by member banks, did the Board of Governors approve this legis-
lation? If so, please state the following: (a) The date of ap-
proval, (b) whether or not there were any dissenting votes, (c)
which members dissented, if any, and (d) please also submit any

- statement which the Board of Governors may have acted upon
relative to the purpose for recommending the legislation or rela-
tive to any limitations which the System would be expected to
observe in using its authority to reduce required reserves of mem-
ber banks.

Answer
The Board of Governors recommended reserve requirement legisla-

tion in the form of bills S. 3603 and H.R. 11871, which Senator Ful-
bright and Congressman Spence introduced in the 2d session of the
85th Congress. This legislation was reintroduced in the 1st session
of the 86th Congress by Senator Robertson (S. 1120) and Congress-
man Brown of Georgia (H.R. 5237). In their original form, these
bills included provisions to authorize the Board (1) to permit mem-
ber banks to include all or part of their vault cash holdings in their
required reserves, (2) to fix reserve requirements for demand deposits
of central Reserve city banks within a range of 10 to 20 percent in-
stead of 13 to 26 percent, and (3) to make more flexible the Board's
authority to permit individual member banks in central Reserve cities
or Reserve cities to carry reduced reserves. Governor Robertson,
however, was not in agreement with the second of these provisions.

As reported by both Committees on Banking- and Currency, S.
1120 included provisions substantially similar to those recommended
by the Board, except that it provided for terminating the "central
Reserve City" classification. In addition, the bill as enacted fixed
a range of 10 to 22 percent (instead of the proposed 10 to 20 percent
range) for both Reserve and central Reserve city banks.

The Board expressed specific disapproval of the provision termi-
nating the central Reserve city classification in a letter to Senator
Robertson on April 2, 1959, in Vice Chairman Balderston's testimony
before Subcommittee No. 2 of the House Banking and Currency Com-
mittee on April 7, 1959, and in the Board's report to the Budget Bu-
reau on July 20, 1959, concerning the enrolled bill. In the report to
the Budget Bureau, the Board stated that, notwithstanding its objec-
tions to the abolition of the central Reserve city classification-
because of the desirable features of the bill * * * the Board recommends that
the legislation be approved by the President.

The Board's letters of January 22, 1959, to Senator Fulbright and
Congressman Spence were accompanied by an explanation of the leg-
islat=on as proposed by the Board, a copy of which is attached. A
major purpose of the proposal for counting vault cash as required
reserves was to meet the cash needs of a national emergency by dis-
tributing cash more widely over the country. In regard to the pro-
posal, the Board stated that-
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Such a provision would make possible the release of over $2 billion of reserves
for all member banks. * * * It would, therefore, be necessary to put these
changes into effect gradually and to accompany them by partly offsetting adjust-
ments in the reserve requirement percentages.

The Board stated its general intention as follows:
Existing law with the amendments proposed would permit moving gradually

toward a more equitable and rational structure of reserve requirements and
toward making in the course of time any changes in the level of reserve require-
mients, consistent with appropriate monetary policy and sound banking practices,
that may be needed to meet the monetary and credit needs of a growing economy.

Copies of statements presented by the Vice Chairman of the Board
before the Senate Banking and Currency Committee on Mlarch 23,
1959, and before Subcommittee No. 2 of the House Banking and
Currency Committee on April 7, 1959, are also attached, as furnishing
somewhat more detailed statements of the purpose of the Board in
recommending legislation in this area and how such legislation might
be administered.

STATEMENT BY VICE CHAIRMAN 0. 0. BALDERSTON OF THE BOARD OF GOVEaNOBs
OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

'Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the Board of Governors favors
enactment of the proposal before your committee, S. 1120 (or H.R. 5237), to
amend section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act by making three changes in the
present law respecting the reserve requirements of member banks.

This bill is not designed to make any radical changes In the existing system of
reserve requirements that would have an important bearing on monetary poli-
cies. In the judgment of the Board, the basic characteristics of the existing
system of reserve requirements provide a workable and effective medium for
execution of monetary policy. The amendments proposed are for the purpose of
removing from the present law some structural inequities and difficulties of
administration. The amended law would provide a means of effecting gradually
a better structure of reserve requirements within the existing framework,
adaptable to meeting over the foreseeable future the prospective monetary and
credit needs of a growing economy.

The bill proposes three changes in existing law that would authorize the
Board to-

(1) permit member banks to include in their required reserves all or part
of their vault cash holdings in addition to balances with Federal Reserve
banks;

(2) set the reserve requirements for demand deposits of central Reserve
city banks within a range of 10 to 20 percent, instead of the present author-
ized range of 13 to 26 percent;

(3) permit individual member banks in any part of a reserve or central
reserve city to carry, where reasonable and appropriate in view of the
character of business transacted by the individual banks concerned, re-
serves at the lower requirement level prescribed for country or for Reserve
city banks.

The relatively simple changes the bill would make in the text of section 19 of
the Federal Reserve Act are described precisely and completely in an attach-
ment to this statement.

The purposes and possible effects of the proposed changes may be summarized
briefly.

First, as to vault cash as reserves: The counting of vault cash as reserves
would correct a generally recognized inequity that now exists because many
banks find it necessary for operating purposes to hold relatively larger amounts
of vault cash than do other banks. Since vault cash holdings and reserve
balances at the reserve banks are interchangeable and both have the same
effect in limiting the volume of credit a bank may extend, It is logical and proper
that both be counted as reserves. Doing so would also have collateral ad-
vantages: One would be to reduce the costs of transporting and handling cur-
rency; another would be to facilitate the holding by member banks of larger
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stocks of currency that would be available over widely dispersed areas for use
in the event of a national emergency.

All member banks in recent years have generally held between $2 billion
and $2.5 billion in vault cash. Of the total, about three-fifths has been held
by country banks, whose holdings constitute between 3 and 4 percent of their
net demand deposits. Vault cash holdings of Reserve city banks as a group
have amounted to between 1% and 2 percent of demand deposits, while the
ratio for central Reserve city banks as a group has been less than 1 percent.

The differences between these average ratios are in some degree compensated
for by differences in the reserve requirement percentages for the respectiv
classes of banks. Thus, while the amounts currently tied up by reserve require-
ments on demand deposits alone are 11 percent for country banks, 161 for re-
serve city banks, and 18 for central reserve city banks, the percentage of net
demand deposits tied up by these requirements and cash holdings-taken in com-
bination-show- much smaller margins of difference. As of February 1959, the
combined ratio was 14.3 percent for country banks on the average, 18.1 percent
for reserve city banks, and 18.6 percent for central reserve city banks. In addi-
tion to these amounts, member banks have a reserve requirement of 5 percent on
time deposits at all classes of member banks.

Vault cash holdings, however, and therefore these combined ratios vary con-
siderably among individual banks in the same class and also vary from time
to time for any single bank. The greatest inequities in the present system of
reserve requirements arise from these differences among banks in the same
class as to their holdings of vault cash and not from differences between
classes.

To add approximately $2 billion to reserves at a single stroke by counting all
vault cash as reserves without other action would, of course, not only add
greatly to the total supply of reserves, and consequently to the lending potential
of the banking system, but also would distort existing differentials in reserves
requirements as between classes of banks. It would, therefore, be necessary to
put any such change into effect gradually, and perhaps to offset it in part by
adjustments in the reserve requirement percentages. Thus; when initiating the
change, the Board could permit member banks to count as part of their required
reserves either all of their vault cash or only a specified portion thereof.

Second, as to the percentage range for central Reserve city banks: Under
present law, the Board has legal authority to alter differentials in requirements
as between the broad classifications of member banks by reclassifying cities or
by abolishing classifications, as well as by changing requirements.' By using this
authority, any undue distinctions between classes of banks may be gradually
reduced.

No change is recommended in the provision of the law that permits the Board
to change reserve requirements within the permissible limits for the different
classes of banks. These limits permit a doubling of requirements above the
statutory minimum.

If vault cash holdings were counted as reserves, the effect would be to lower
the required reserves of each class of banks. The reduction would be substantial
for most country banks, which now have the lowest reserve requirements, and
for some Reserve city banks, but negligible for most central Reserve city banks,
which have the highest reserve requirements. Consequently, the Board is pro-
posing that permissible requirements for central Reserve city banks be lowered
to the 10 to 20 percent range authorized for Reserve city banks. No changes
are proposed in the permissible limits of the percentage requirements against
net demand deposits as now stated in the law for Reserve city and country
banks-10 to 20 percent and 7 to 14 percent, respectively.

This amendment would retain three classes of banks in recognition of funda-
mental differences in the character of demand deposits held. The Board could

' Under the present law requirements may vary as follows:

Minimum Maximum Present

Against net demand deposits:
Central Reserve city banks -13 26 18
Reserve city banks -10 20 16hiCountry banks -7 14 11Against time deposits-all banks -3 6 5
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retain higher requirements for central Reserve city banks than for Reserve city
banks even though the amendment to the law would lower from 26 percent to 20
percent the maximum that could be required for any bank against demand
deposits. In the judgment of the Board, a maximum of 20 percent for any bank
is believed to provide sufficient leeway for any increases that may be needed.

Third, relief for individual banks: Under existing law, the Board is authorized
to permit individual member banks in a central Reserve or Reserve city to carry
the lower reserves specified for banks in one of the other classes but only if they
are located in the outlying districts of such cities. This provision now permits
the Board to alleviate inequities which arise when banks located in such outlying
districts are predominantly engaged in business that is similar to that of banks
with a lower reserve classification. It does not, however, permit the Board to
bring equivalent relief to such banks if they are located in the central or finan-
cial districts of Reserve and central Reserve cities.

The amendment proposed would permit more flexibility in exempting indi-
vidual banks than is possible under existing law and thereby facilitate the elim-
ination of some existing inequities. To accomplish these purposes the pending
bill would strike out of the law the present relief provisos applicable only to
"outlying district" banks, and add a new paragraph which would authorize the
Board to permit member banks in any part of a Reserve or central Reserve city
to carry reduced reserves. Instead of the geographical test, the Board would
be authorized to grant permission for reduced reserves on such basis as it might
deem reasonable and appropriate in view of the "character of business" trans-
acted by the member bank involved.

As under present law, the amendment would make it possible for the Board
to permit a member bank in a Reserve city to carry the lower reserves specified
at the time for country banks rather than that fixed for Reserve city banks; and,
similarly, a member bank in a central Reserve city could be permitted to carry
the lower reserves specified at the time either for Reserve city banks or country
banks. The amendment would not authorize the Board to permit any member
bank in such cities to carry reduced reserves equal to some percentage other
than one prescribed by the Board for one of the designated classes of banks.

Again as under present law, the amendment would not authorize the Board
to increase the percentages of reserves required to be maintained by individual
member banks. The Board would, however, retain the authority which it now
has under the law to designate new Reserve cities or new central Reserve cities
and thereby increase the reserve requirements of all member banks in such
cities, except such banks as may be specifically permitted to carry the lower
requirements of another class.

The proposed amendment would make it possible for the Board to grant per-
mission for reduced reserves upon the vote of a majority of a quorum, rather
than only upon the affirmative vote of five members of the Board as required by
the present law.

Other observations: Before undertaking to answer whatever questions you
may have, I should like to make, in conclusion, a few general observations.

The Board has given consideration to the careful and comprehensive study of
the problem of Reserve requirements and the proposals for changes made by the
Economic Policy Commission of the American Bankers Association, and also to
other plans for fundamental revisions in the Reserve requirement structure.
The Board has concluded, however, that far-reaching changes in the law are not
necessary. With the amendments proposed, along with other provisions of
existing law, the Board would have adequate authority to make any changes in
the structure and level of Reserve requirements that are likely to be appropriate
under present or foreseeable conditions.

No change is recommended by the Board in permissible requirements against
time deposits from the present range of 3 to 6 percent. It is recognized that
savings deposits in banks do not need to have as high requirements as demand
deposits, which comprise the most active elements of the money supply, and the
law correctly provides for differentials in such requirements. Unduly wide
differentials between requirements against time and against demand deposits,
however, encourage the shifting into time deposits of funds that are not true
savings and are subject to withdrawal on short notice. Requirements against
time deposits should not be so low as to encourage shifts of this nature. In the
opinion of the Board, the present limits on requirements against time deposits
are about as low as would be warranted for sound and effective operation of the
banking system.
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The principal function of reserve requirements, it is now generally recognized,
is to serve as an instrument for regulating the ability of banks to expand credit
and add to the available supply of money. Under existing law, Federal Reserve
policies and actions may influence both the available supply of reserves and,
within statutory limits, the amount of reserves required to be held. .

The desirable ultimate level of reserve requirements need be no higher than
essential for purposes of monetary policy. Yet they should not be so low as to
raise questions about liquidity or safety in the asset structure of banks. Nor
should they be so high as-to hamper unduly the-earning capacity-of banks and
their ability to perform essential functions. The precise level of requirements
that may be appropriate for monetary policy at any particular time in the future
must be predicated on economic and financial developments at home and abroad.

,Any changes in the general level of reserve requirements must be made only
gradually and in relatively small steps in order to avoid undesirable disturbances
to credit markets, conflicts with appropriate monetary policies, and undue upsets
to long-established competitive relationships and banking practices. -In order to
provide for future contingencies, authority to vary requirements over a fairly
wide range needs to be retained.

Legislative authority with respect to both the level and structure of reserve
requirements for member banks should be sufficiently flexible to enable adjust-
ments to be made in ways, in amounts, and at times that are consistent with the
aims of monetary policy, with the international position of the country, and
with the maintenance of a sound and effective banking system. Existing law
with the amendments proposed would permit moving gradually toward a more
equitable and rational structure of reserve requirements.

TEXTUAL CHANGES WHICH WOULD BE MADE IN SECTION 19 OF THE FEDERAL
RESERVE ACT BY S. 1120

[Omitted material in black brackets; new material in italic]

Every bank, banking association, or trust company which is or which becomes
a member of any Federal Reserve bank shall establish and maintain reserve
balances with its Federal Reserve banks as follows:

(a) If not in a reserve or central reserve city, as now or hereafter defined,
it shall hold and maintain with the Federal Reserve bank of its district an actual
net balance equal to not less than seven per centum of the aggregate amount of
its demand deposits and three per centum of its time deposits.

(b) If in a reserve city, as now or hereafter defined, it shall hold and maintain
with the Federal Reserve bank of its district an actual net balance equal to not
less than ten per centum of the aggregate amount of its demand deposits and
three per centum of its time deposits E: Provided, however, That if located in
the outlying districts of a reserve city or in territory added to such a city by
the extension of its corporate charter, it may, upon the affirmative vote of five
members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, hold and
maintain the reserve balances specified in paragraph (a) hereof].

(c) If in a central reserve city, as now or hereafter defined, it shall hold and
maintain with the Federal Reserve bank of its district an actual net balance equal
to not less than [thirteen] TEN per centurn of the aggregate amount of its de-
mand deposits and three per centum of its time deposits [: Provided, however.
That if located in the outlying districts of a central reserve city or in territory
added to such city by the extension of its corporate charter, it may, upon the affir-
miative vote of five members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, hold and maintain the reserve balances specified in paragraphs (a) or
(b) thereof].

Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section---
(1) The Board of Governors, under such regulations as it may prescribe,

may permit member banks to count all or part of their currency and coin as re-
serves required under this section; and

(2) A member bank in a reserve city may hold and maintain the reserve bal-
ances specified in paragraph (a) above and a member bank in a central reserve
city may hold and maintain the reserve balances specified in paragraphs (a)or
(b) above, if permission for the holding and maintaining of such lowoer reserve
balances is granted by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
either in individual cases or under regulations of the Board, on such basis as
the Board may deem reasonable and appropriate.in viewo of the character of
business transacted by the member bank.
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Notwithstanding thhe other provisions of this section, the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System, upon the affirmative vote of not less than four
of its members, in order to prevent injurious credit expansion or contraction,
may by regulation change the requirements as to reserves to be maintained
against demand or time deposits or both (1) by member banks in central reserve
cities or (2) by member banks in reserve cities or (3) by member banks not in
reserve or central reserve cities or (4) by all member banks; but the amount
of the reserves required to be maintained by any such member bank as a result
of any such change shall not be less than the amount of the reserves required
by law to be maintained by such bank [on the date of enactment of the
Banking Act of 19351 nor more than twice such amount.

STATEMENT BY VICE CHAIRMAN C. C. BALDERISTON OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the Board of Governors favors
enactment of the proposal before your committee, H.R. 5237, to amend section
19 of the Federal Reserve Act by making three changes in the present law re-
specting the reserve requirements of member banks.

This bill, it should be emphasized. is not designed to make any radical changes
in the existing system of reserve requirements that would have an important
bearing on monetary policies. The application of its provisions would have
to be effected in a manner and be accompanied by other measures, so as not to
negate policies directed toward provision of an appropriate supply of bank
credit and money. In the judgment of the Board, the basic characteristics of the
existing system of reserve requirements provide a workable and effective
medium for execution of monetary policy. The amendments proposed are for
the purpose of removing from the present law some structural inequities and
difficulties of administration. The amended law. would provide a means of
effecting gradually a better structure of reserve requirements within the exist-
ing framework, adaptable to meeting over the foreseeable future the prospective
monetary and credit needs of a growing economy.

The bill proposes three changes in existing law that would authorize the
Board to:

(1) Permit member banks to include in their required reserves all or
part of their vault cash holdings in addition to balances with Federal
Reserve banks.

(2) Set the reserve requirements for demand deposits of central reserve
city banks within a range of 10 to 20 percent, instead of the percent au-
thorized range of 13 to 26 percent.

(3) Permit individual member banks in any part of a reserve or central
reserve city to carry, where reasonable and appropriate in view of the
character of business transacted by the individual banks concerned, reserves
at the lower requirement level prescribed for country or for reserve city
banks.

The relatively simple changes the bill would make in the text of section 19
of the Federal Reserve Act are described precisely and completely in an attach-
ment to this statement.

The purposes and possible effects of the proposed changes may be summarized
briefly.

VAULT CASHI AS RESERVES

Present limitation of reserves to balances held at the Reserve bank results
in an inequitable situation as between individual banks, because many banks
find it necessary for operating purposes to hold relatively larger amounts of
vault cash than do other banks. The counting of vault cash as reserves would
correct that inequity. Since vault cash holdings and reserve balances at the
Reserve banks both have the same effect in limiting the volume of credit a
bank may extend and are interchangeable, it is logical and proper that both
be counted as reserves. Doing so would also have collateral advantages: One
would be to reduce the costs of transporting and handling currency; another
would be to facilitate the holding by member banks of larger stocks of cur-
rency that would be available over widely dispersed areas for use in the event
of a national emergency.

In the original Federal Reserve Act member banks were permitted to hold
somewhat more than half of their required reserves as cash in their own vaults.
In 1917 the total reserve requirements were reduced and member banks were
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required to hold the full amount with Federal Reserve banks. This was a war-
time measure designed to mobilize the gold reserves of the country in the Federal
Reserve banks. Under the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, all of the country's gold
stock is held in the Treasury, which issues gold certificates or gold-certificate
credits against most of it to Federal Reserve banks, and the gold stock can be
drawn upon only to cover international payments. Thus, there is now no possi-
bility of banks depleting the gold supply by withdrawals to hold as reserves or
for other domestic uses, and that reason for not counting banks' vault cash hold-
ings as reserves no -longer exists. Taken by itself-any withdrawal of currency-
by a bank either to hold in its vault or to meet customers' demands results in a
drain on member bank reserve balances, unless additional reserves are provided
by some means. Likewise a return flow of currency adds to the availability of
reserves. It is for this reason that reserves and vault cash are said to be
interchangeable.

Permitting vault cash to count as reserves would release a corresponding
amount of reserves now held on deposit at the Reserve banks and thus add
approximately $2 billion at a single stroke to the available supply of bank re-
serves. Unless other action were taken to absorb some of the reserves released,
this would increase the lending potential of the banking system by more than a
tenth. It would also distort existing differentials in reserve requirements as
between classes of banks. Any such change, therefore, would have to be put into
effect gradually, and most likely be offset by adjustments in the reserve require-
ment percentages, as well as by open market operations. When initiating the
change, the Board could permit member banks to count as part of their required
reserves either all of their vault cash or only a specified portion thereof.

Vault cash holdings vary considerably among individual banks and also vary
from time to time for any single bank. Inequities in the present system of re-
serve requirements arise primarily from the differences among banks in the
same class as to their holdings of vault cash. About a fourth of the country
member banks, for example, hold cash amounting to more than 5 percent of
their net demand deposits, or close to half of their required reserves against
such deposits, while another fourth show cash to demand deposit ratios of less
than 212 percent. A fourth of the Reserve city banks hold cash amounting to
less than 114 percent of demand deposits, with a fourth showing ratios of more
than double that figure.

There are wide differences between the Reserve classes in their vault cash
holdings, but these average differences are more than offset by the differentials in
the reserve requirement percentage established for each class. Vault cash hold-
ings and reserve requirements of each class are shown in the table:

Cash in vault of member banks by class of bank, first half of February 1959

Ratios (percent) vault cash to- Ratios of vault
Amounts (In cash 2 plus re-

millions of quired reserves
dollars) Total required Net demand to net demand

reserves I deposits deposits

All member banks -2,039 11.2 2.0 .
Central Reserve city banks:

New York -130 3.3 .6 18.6
Chicago-30 2.9 .6 l1 6

Reserve city banks 645 8.3 1.6 18.1
Country banks- 1.234 22.8 3.3 14.3

X Including requirements of 5'percent against time deposits.
Not including requirements against time deposits.

Of the $2 billion of vault cash held by all member banks, in February, about
three-fifths, or $114 billion, was held by country banks, whose holdings constitute
over 3 percent of their net demand deposits and nearly a fourth of their total
required reserves. Vault cash holdings of Reserve city banks as a group amounted
to over 1Y2 percent of demand deposits and 8 percent of required reserves, while
the ratios for central Reserve city banks as a group were very small. These
average ratios vary somewhat from time to time, but the margins are broadly
similar,
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These margins of difference in vault cash holdings to some degree compen-
sate for differences in reserve requirements. When vault cash holdings are
added to required reserves, the amounts currently tied up by the combination,
expressed as ratios to net demand deposits, show much smaller margins of dif-
ference between classes than the reserve requirement percentages alone would
indicate. While reserve requirements on demand deposits alone are 11 percent
for country banks, 161/2 for Reserve city banks, and 18 for central Reserve city
banks, as of February 1959 the combined ratio was 14.3 percent for country
banks on the average, 18.1 percent for Reserve city banks, and 18.6 percent for
central Reserve city banks. In addition to these amounts, member banks have
a reserve requirement of 5 percent on time deposits at all classes of member
banks.

If vault cash were permitted to be counted as reserves without any alteration
of reserve requirement percentages, member banks could reduce their required
reserve balances held at the Reserve banks and the margins between classes in
such balances needed would be greater than those now in effect. The differences
between country banks and Reserve city banks in requirements against net
demand deposits would be 5½ percentage points (16½2 minus 11), as compared
with the present margin of less than 4 points in effective requirements, as
measured by the combined total of required reserve balances and average vault
cash holdings (18.1 minus 14.3). The difference between country banks and
central Reserve city banks would be 7 points (18 minus 11) as compared with a
little over 4 points on the average at present (18.6 minus 14.3). As previously
stated, some realinement of requirements would be needed in effecting the shift
to the new basis.

PERCENTAGE RANGE FOR cENTRAL RESERVE CITY BANKS

By using its legal authority to change requirements for the three broad classifi-
cations of member banks, the Board can reduce any undue distinctions between
classes of banks.' The effect of counting vault cash as reserves, as pointed out,
would be to lower the amount of reserves required to be held at the Reserve bank.
The reduction would be substantial for most country banks, which now have
the lowest reserve requirements, and for some Reserve city banks, but negligible
for most central Reserve city banks, which have the highest reserve requirements.

Partly because central Reserve city banks would obtain little benefit from
counting vault cash as reserves, the Board is proposing that permissible require-
ments for central Reserve city banks be lowered to the 10 to 20 percent range
authorized for Reserve city banks. No changes are proposed in the permissible
limits of the percentage requirements against net demand deposits as now stated
in the law for Reserve city and country banks-10 to 20 percent and 7 to 14
percent, respectively.

Another reason for lowering the range for central Reserve city banks is that,
in the judgment of the Board, a maximum of 20 percent is believed to provide
sufficient leeway for any increases that may be needed in the foreseeable future.
With long-run growth in the economy, banks will need to expand credit and the
supply of money. Reserves required for this purpose may be provided by reduc-
ing requirements gradually in the course of time.

This amendment would retain three classes of banks in recognition of funda-
mental differences in the character of demand deposits held. The Board could
retain higher requirements for central Reserve city banks than for Reserve city
banks even though the amendment to the law would establish an identical range
of permissible requirements for central Reserve city banks as for Reserve city
banks-by lowering from 26 percent to 20 percent the maximum and from 13
percent to 10 percent the minimum that could be required of any central Reserve
city bank against demand deposits.

I Under the present law requirements may vary as follows:

Minimum Maximum Present

Against net demand deposits:
Central Reserve city banks -13 26 18
Reserve city banks -10 20 16Y
Country banks - - 7 14 11

Against time deposits-all banks ------------------------- 3 6 5
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No change is recommended in the provision of the law that permits the Board
to change reserve requirements within the permissible limits for the different
classes of banks. These limits permit a doubling of requirements above the
statutory minimum, but the absolute range of variation would be narrowed.
Moreover, the Board would retain authority to reclassify cities, which, together
with the other amendment proposed with respect to the classification of individual
banks, would make possible adjustments to remove or reduce any inequities be-
tween banks or classes of banks.

It has been proposed that the central Reserve city-classification be abolished
and that there be authority for only two classes of banks-Reserve city banks
and others. The principal reason advanced for this proposal is that the original
basis for the establishment of central Reserve cities is no longer applicable.
Under the National Bank Act, central Reserve cities were required to hold larger
reserves because deposits with central Reserve city banks could be counted as
reserves by other banks; this has not been permitted since 1917. It is also stated
that, although banks still maintain substantial balances with central Reserve
city banks for operating purposes, the dominance of New York and Chicago in
this respect has greatly diminished.

The Board, however, favors the retention of the three classes for a number
of fundamental reasons. The proposal to abolish the central Reserve city
classification is much more sweeping than the provision in the pending bill to
lower the maximum and minimum figures for central Reserve city banks to the
same range as that permitted for Reserve city banks.

Practical objections to a mandatory requirement that reserve requirements
be made identical for all city banks relate to the problem of absorbing the
reserves released and the shifts in established relationships among banks. The
change would necessitate either a reduction in central Reserve city requirements
or an increase in those for Reserve cities. If requirements at central Reserve
city banks were lowered to the level of Reserve city banks, the effect would have
to be absorbed by raising requirements for country banks, if necessary to main-
tain an appropriate total level of required reserves. If the total level of
required reserves were lowered, the additional reserves would need to be absorbed
by other means to avoid undue credit expansion. In any event, there would be
a realinement of requirements that would alter long-established relationships
among banks; the present central Reserve city banks would have lower require-
ments and country banks would probably have higher requirements relative to
the average for all member banks than would be the case if the three-way
classification were retained.

Retention of the central Reserve city classification is essential in order to
make it possible to deal with any undue concentration of available reserves in
money market centers, such as has happened and might arise again in the future.
Absorption of such a pool of reserves through open market operations or through
a widespread increase in requirements might be impossible without undue effects
on other banks having relatively small amounts of reserves available. Such a
situation developed in the 1930's when large amounts of both foreign and
domestic balances were concentrated in New York, and New York City banks
held very large excess reserves. Authority to maintain three classes of banks
provides the Federal Reserve with more flexible powers to deal with such varia-
tions in the distribution of reserves.

More fundamentally, the Board feels that differentials in requirements among
banks are desirable for purposes of effectuating monetary policy. There are
fundamental differences in the character of deposits held by different banks and
in their impact on the economy. Since the principal function of reserve require-
ments is to influence the impact of the use of money on the economic situation,
such requirements should make allowance not only for the quantity of money
outstanding but also for the rate of its use.

These differences are recognized in existing law with respect to requirements
against demand and time deposits and to those against demand deposits for
the three different classes of banks. They are sufficiently distinct and impor-
tant to justify three classes of banks rather than only two. Just as there are
significant differences between the larger city banks and the smaller country
banks which make it appropriate to require different amounts of reserves, there
are also differences between large banks concentrated in the leading financial
centers and banks in other cities. Differences between large city banks and
banks located in small places are numerous and clear. Likewise, New York
City and Chicago as banking centers stand out in many respects from other
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cities. The differences may not be as great as they were in the past but they
are still striking.

As an illustration of these differences, of the 10 largest banks, as measured by
total deposits, all but 2 are in New York and in Chicago, and those 2 are state-
wide branch banks with a substantial volume of deposits at their country
branches. Total deposits at all banking offices located within metropolitan areas
amount to about $58 billion for New York and nearly $13 billion for Chicago.
The next largest are Los Angeles with about $8 billion and San Francisco and
Philadelphia with less than $7 billion each.

Interbank demand deposits, which are an indication of the ability of banks
to attract funds and which have been used in the past as the principal standard
of classification, total over $4 billion at central Reserve city banks in New York
and $1.2 billion at such banks in Chicago. The largest total held in any other
city is less than $500 million. Of the 11 banks holding the largest amount of
interbank demand deposits, 10 are central Reserve city banks.

Still another reason for retaining three classes of banks is that large banks
in financial centers, which hold the bulk of the more active balances of busi-
nesses and investment institutions and also balances of other banks, are in a
better position to put available funds to use actively and promptly in the cen-
tral money markets than are smaller banks or those located elsewhere. Banks
outside the financial centers, on the other hand, find it necessary for operating
purposes to carry a portion of their secondary reserve assets in the form of
balances with other banks, on which they receive no earnings and the carrying
of which limits their lending capacity. Even Reserve city banks maintain sub-
stantial amounts of balances with other banks, particularly in New York and
Chicago. New York banks maintain only negligible balances with other banks
and Chicago banks have less than other cities in relation to their balances due to
banks. These two cities are central markets for money to an extent that is not
true of other large cities.

Typical depositors in large city banks include businesses, individuals, and
Institutions which have large amounts of funds and use them much more ac-
tively than do most of the depositors in the smaller banks. They are in a bet-
ter position than customers of banks located elsewhere to keep a portion of
their liquid funds in short-term marketable assets and to keep their deposit
balances small relative to the volume of their payments. This is another way
of saying that large city banks hold greater amounts of deposits that have high
expansionary or inflationary potentials than do the smaller banks.

& rough indication of the impact of bank deposits on economic activity is
provided by figures of debits to deposit accounts. As measured by the ratio
of debits to deposits outstanding, the average rate of turnover of demand de-
posits, other than interbank and U.S. Government deposits, for all banks in
New York City exceeds 50 times a year and even when allowance is made for
operations of certain financial types of deposits that have extraordinarily high
rates of turnover and are heavily concentrated in New York, the average is still
over 30. The average for all banks in Chicago is over 30 percent, and that for
Chicago central Reserve city banks alone is higher. Nearly all of the large
central Reserve city banks show rates of turnover exceeding 30.

Of the large Reserve city banks, only a few have turnover rates of over 30
times a year and more than half have rates of less than 25. For most of the
smaller Reserve city banks the turnover rates are below 20. At banks in other
places, annual rates of turnover of demand deposits are generally less than 20
even for the largest banks, and less than 15 for the bulk of the small banks.
For time deposits the rate of withdrawals is only about once every 2 years.

It is evident that there are sufficiently wide differences In the character of
banks and in the impact of their deposits on the economy to provide a basis for
differentials in reserve requirements on the existing pattern of three broad
classes. In no other city is there as much concentration of banks that may be
characterized as central Reserve city banks or the elements of a central money
market as there is in New York and to a lesser extent in Chicago. Since banks
under the proposed amendments would continue to be classified by cities, the
classification of cities is necessarily based upon the extent of such concentra-
tion rather than upon a relatively few individual cases.
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RELUIF FOR INDIVIDUAL BANKS

Because reserve classifications are made by cities, individual banks located
in a city but differing in nature from the leading banks in the city are com-
pelled to observe higher requirements than banks of a similar nature located else-
where. Under existing law, the Board may permit such banks if located in
outlying districts to carry the lower reserves specified for banks in one of the
other classes. This provision now permits the Board to alleviate inequities
which arise when banks located in such outlying districts are predominantly
engaged in business that is similar to that of banks with a lower reserve
classification. It does not, however, permit the Board to bring equivalent re-
lief to such banks if they are located in the central or financial districts of
Reserve or central Reserve cities. While the number of such cases is not large,
they do represent cases of unfairness that are not essential for policy reasons.

The amendment proposed would permit more flexibility in exempting individ-
ual banks than is possible under existing law and thereby facilitate the elimina-
tion of some existing inequities. To accomplish these purposes the pending
bill would strike out of the law the present relief provisos applicable only to
"outlying district" banks, and add a new paragraph which would authorize the
Board to permit member banks in any part of a Reserve or central Reserve city
to carry reduced reserves. Instead of being confined solely to the geographical
test, the Board would be authorized to grant permission for reduced reserves
on such basis as it might deem reasonable and appropriate in view of the
"character of business" transacted by the member bank involved. Determina-
tion of character of business for this purpose would take into consideration
total volume of deposits, holdings of interbank deposits, the distribution of
other deposits among different groups of owners, the turnover of deposits, the re-
quirements of other banks in the same area doing a similar type of business, and
other relevant factors.

As under present law, the amendment would make it possible for the Board
to permit a member bank in a Reserve city to carry the lower reserves specified
at the time for country banks rather than that fixed for Reserve city banks;
and, similarly, a member bank in a central Reserve city could be permitted to
carry the lower reserves specified at the time either for Reserve city banks or
country banks. The amendment would not authorize the Board to permit any
member bank in such cities to carry reduced reserves equal to some percentage
other than one prescribed by the Board for one of the designated classes of banks.

Again as under present law, the amendment would not authorize the Board to
increase the percentages of reserves required to be maintained by individual
member banks. The Board would, however, retain the authority which it now
has under the law to designate new reserve requirements of all member banks
in such cities, except such banks as may be specifically permitted to carry the
lower requirements of another class.

The proposed amendment would make it possible for the Board to grant per-
mission for reduced reserves upon the vote of a majority of a quorum, rather
than only upon the affirmative vote of five members of the Board as required by
the present law.

OTHER OBSERVATIONS

Before undertaking to answer whatever questions you may have, I should
like to make, in conclusion, a few general observations.

The Board has given consideration to the careful and comprehensive study
of the problem of reserve requirements and the proposals for changes made by
the Economic Policy Commission of the American Bankers Association, and also
to other plans for fundamental revisions in the reserve requirement structure.
The Board has concluded, however, that far-reaching changes in the law are
not necessary. In particular, the Board opposes, for reasons already stated, the
abolition of the three reserve classes of banks. It would also not favor a man-
date to reduce reserve requirements to any predetermined level by a given time.
With the amendments proposed, along with other provisions of existing law, the
Board would have adequate authority to make any changes in the structure and
level of reserve requirements that are likely to be appropriate under present or
foreseeable conditions.

No change is recommended by the Board in permissible requirements against
time deposits from the present range of 3 to 6 percent. It is recognized that
savings deposits in banks do not need to have as high requirements as demand
deposits, which comprise the most active elements of the money supply, and the
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law correctly provides for differentials in such requirements. In the opinion of
the Board, the present limits on requirements against time deposits are about as
low as would be warranted for sound and effective operation of the banking
system.

The principal function of reserve requirements, it is now generally recognized,
is to serve as an instrument for regulating the ability of banks to expand credit
and add to the available supply of money. Under existing law, Federal Reserve
policies and actions may influence both the available supply of reserves and,
wvithin statutory limits, the amount of reserves required to be held.

The desirable ultimate level of reserve requirements need be no higher than
essential for purposes of monetary policy. Yet requirements should not be so
low as to raise questions about liquidity or safety in the asset structure of
banks. Nor should they be so high as to hamper unduly the earning capacity
of banks and their ability to perform essential functions. The precise level of
requirements that may be appropriate for monetary policy at any particular
time in the future must be predicated on economic and financial developments
at home and abroad.

Any changes in the general level of reserve requirements must be made only
gradually and in relatively small steps in order to avoid undesirable disturbances
to credit markets. conflicts with appropriate monetary policies, and undue upsets
to long-Established competitive relationships and banking practices. In order to
provide for future contingencies, authority to vary requirements over a fairly
wide range needs to be retained.

Experience indicates that changes in reserve requirements have more erratic
effects upon the credit situation than changes in the availability of reserves
effected by other means. Legislative authority with respect to both the level
and structure of reserve requirements for member banks, therefore, should be
sufficiently flexible to enable adjustments to be made in ways, in amounts, and
at times that are consistent with the aims of monetary policy, with the inter-
national position of the country, and with the maintenance of a sound and
effective banking system. Existing law with the amendments proposed would
permit moving gradually toward a more equitable and rational structure of
reserve requirements with a minimum of interference with major policy
objectives.

TEXTUAL CHANGES WnICH WOULD BE MADE IN SECTION 19 OF THE FEDERAL
RESERvE ACT BY H.R. 5237

[Omitted material in black brackets; new material in italic]
Every bank, banking association, or trust company which is or which becomes

a member of any Federal Reserve bank shall establish and maintain reserve
balances with its Federal Reserve banks as follows:

(a) If not in a reserve or central reserve city, as now or hereafter defined,
it shall hold and maintain with the Federal Reserve bank of its district an
actual net balance equal to not less than seven per centum of the aggregate
amount of its demand deposits and three per centum of its time deposits.

(b) If in a reserve city, as now or hereafter defined, it shall hold and main-
tain with the Federal Reserve bank of its district and actual net balance equal to
not less than ten per centum of the aggregate amount of its demand deposits and
three per centum of its time deposits[: Provided, however, That if located in
the outlying districts of a reserve city or in territory added to such a city by the
extension of its corporate charter, it may, upon the affirmative vote of five mem-
bers of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, hold and main-
tain the reserve balances specified in paragraph (a) hereof].

(c) If in a central reserve city, as now or hereafter defined, it shall hold
and maintain with the Federal reserve bank of its district an actual net balance
equal to not less than [thirteen] ten per centum of the aggregate amount of its
demand deposits and three per centum of its time deposits[: Provided, however,
That if located in the outlying districts of a central reserve city or in territory
added to such city by the extension of its corporate charter, it may, upon the
affirmative vote of five members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System, hold and maintain the reserve balances specified in paragraphs
(a) or (b) thereof].
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Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section-
(1) The Board of Governors, under such regulations as it may prescribe, may

permit member banks to count all or part of their currency and coin as reserves
required under this section; and

,(2) A member bank in a reserve city may hold and maintain the reserve bal-
ances which are in effect under this section for member- banks described in
paragraph (a), and a member bank in a central reserve city may hold and main-
tain the reserve balances which are in effect under this section for member banks
described in paragraph (a) or (b), if -permission for the-holding- and main-
taming of such lower reserve balances.is granted by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System, either in individual cases or under regulations
of the Board, on such basis as the Board may deem reasonable and appropriate
in view of the character of business transacted by the member bank.

Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section, the Board of Governors
bf the Federal Reserve System, upon the affirmative. vote of not less than four
of its members, in order to prevent injurious credit expansion or contraction,
may by regulation change the requirements as to reserves to be maintained
against demand or time deposits or both (1) by member banks in central reserve
cities or (2) by member banks in reserve cities or (3) by member banks not in
reserve or central reserve cities or (4) by all member banks; but the amount of
the reserves required to be maintained by any such member bank as a result of
any such change shall not be less than the amount of the reserves required by law
to be maintained by such bank [on the date of enactment of the Banking Act of
1935] nor more than twice such amount.

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION FOR REVISION OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System is proposing to Con-
gress three changes in existing law concerning reserve requirements of member
banks. The proposed amendments would:

(1) Authorize the Board to permit member banks to include in their
required reserves all or part of their vault cash holdings, in addition to
balances with Federal Reserve banks.

(2) Authorize the Board to fix the reserve requirements for demand de-
posits of central reserve city banks within a range of 10 to 20 percent, in-
stead of the present authorized range of 13 to 26 percent. (For other
classes of deposits at member banks, the ranges within which the Board is
authorized to fix the requirements -would remain as at present.)

(3) Make more flexible the Board's authority to permit individual mem-
ber banks in central reserve or reserve cities to carry reserves at the lower
requirement level specified for reserve city or for country banks.

Purposes of these proposals may be briefly summarized -as follows:
(1) The counting of vault cash as reserves would correct a generally recog-

nized inequity that now exists because many banks find it necessary for operating
purposes to hold larger amounts of vault cash than do other banks. Since vault
cash holdings and reserve balances at the Reserve banks are interchangeable and
both serve the same purpose in influencing the volume of bank credit, they should
both be counted as reserves. Counting of vault cash as reserves would also
have collateral advantages, such as reducing the costs of transporting and
handling currency and facilitating the holding by member banks of larger stocks
of currency that would be available over widely dispersed areas for use in a
national emergency.

Such a provision would make possible the release of over $2 billion of reserves
for all member banks. Country banks in the aggregate bold nearly $1.3 billion
of vault cash. amounting to nearly 4 percent of their net demand deposits or
about a fourth of their present required reserves, while Reserve city banks as a
group have vault cash holdings amounting to 1.7 percent of net demand deposits
or less than a tenth of their total required reserves. The vault cash holdings
of many large city banks, however, including most central Reserve city banks,
amount to 1 percent or less of their net demand deposits and but a small frac-
tion of required reserves. Thus this provision taken alone would not only add
greatly to the total supply of reserves but would also have the effect of widening
and distorting existing differentials in reserve requirements as between classes
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of banks. It would, therefore, be necessary to put these changes into effect
gradually and to accompany them by partly offsetting adjustments in the reserve
requirement percentages.

(2) Under the present law, by reclassifying cities or by abolishing classifi-
cations and also by changing requirements, the Board has legal authority to alter
differentials in requirements as between the broad classifications of member
banks. By using this authority any undue distinctions between classes of banks
may be gradually reduced. If vault cash holdings are permitted to be counted
as reserves, it would have the effect of lowering the required reserves of each
class of bank, but particularly of country and of many Reserve city banks, where
vault cash holdings are relatively large. The Board consequently is proposing
no change in the percentage requirements as now stated in the law for these
two classes of banks-7 to 14 percent and 10 to 20 percent, respectively, against
net demand deposits.

It is proposed, however, that permissible requirements for central Reserve
city banks be lowered to the 10 to 20 percent range authorized for Reserve city
banks. A maximum requirement of 20 percent against net demand deposits
for any bank or class of banks is believed to be adequate for any purpose under
present or prospective conditions. While this amendment would retain authority
for keeping three classes of banks with differential requirements against demand
deposits, it would make possible narrower differentials as between classes of
banks.

(3) Under existing law individual member banks, upon an affirmative vote
of five members of the Board, can be permitted to carry lower requirements if
they are located in the outlying districts of central reserve or reserve cities
This provision permits the Board of alleviate inequities which arise when banks
located in such outlying districts are predominantly engaged in business that is
similar to that of banks with a lower reserve classification. It does not, however,
permit the Board to bring equivalent relief to such banks if they are located in
the central districts of reserve and central reserve cities. The amendment pro-
posed would permit adoption of more rational criteria for exempting individual
banks from the higher requirements than can be used under existing law and
thereby make possible elimination of some existing inequities. These actions
could be taken by a majority of a quorum of the Board.

With the amendments proposed, along with other provisions of existing law,
the Board would have adequate authority to make any changes in the structure
and level of reserve requirements that are likely to be appropriate under present
or prospective conditions. Legislative authority with respect to both the level
and structure of reserve requirements for member banks should be sufficiently
flexible to enable adjustments to be made in a manner, in amounts, and at times
that are consistent with the aims of monetary policy, with the international
position of the country, and with the maintenance of a sound and effectively
functioning banking system. Existing law with the amendments proposed would
permit moving gradually toward a more equitable and rational structure of
reserve requirements and toward making in the course of time any changes in
the level of reserve requirements, consistent with appropriate monetary policy
and sound banking practices, that may be needed to meet the monetary and credit
needs of a growing economy.
A BILL To amend section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act with respect to the reserves

required to be maintained by member banks of the Federal Reserve System against
deposits

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act,
as amended, is further amended by striking out the provisos in the fourth and
fifth paragraphs of such section, lettered (b) and (c), respectively (U.S.C.,
title 12, sec. 462), by changing the colon in each such paragraph to a period,
and by adding after such fifth paragraph the following:

"Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section-
"(1) The Board of Governors, under such regulations as it may prescribe,

may permit member banks to count all or part of their currency and coin as
reserves required under this section; and

"(2) A member bank in a reserve city may hold and maintain the reserve
balances specified in paragraph (a) above and a member bank in a central
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reserve city may hold and maintain the reserve balances specified in paragraph
(a) or (b) above, if permission for the holding and maintaining of such lower
reserve balances is granted by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, either in individual cases or under regulations of the Board, on such
basis as the Board may deem reasonable and appropriate in view of the char-
acter of business transacted by the member bank."

SEC. 2. (a) The fifth paragraph of section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act,
lettered (c) (U.S.C., title 12, sec. 462), is amended by striking out the word
"thirteen" in such paragraph- and substituting in lieu -thereof the-word "ten".

(b) The sixth paragraph of section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act (U.S.C.,
title 12, sec. 462b) is amended by striking out the words "on the date of enact-
mnent of the Banking Act of 1935".

Question 41. Mr. Martin has indicated in his testimony to the com-
mittee that it was at his request that the American Bankers
Association initiated the study and recommendations which were
made for reducing required reserves in its report of February
1957. Did this request to the American Bankers Association
have prior approval, or concurrence, of (a) the Federal Open
Market Committee, (b) the Board of Governors? If so, please
give the date or dates when these bodies acted to approve this
request.

Answer
On several occasions Chairman Martin, with the knowledge of other

members of the Board of Governors, encouraged the American Bank-
ers Association to study the general subject of reserve requirements
of member banks and indicated that the Board and its staff would
be interested in seeing the results of any such studies. There was no
prior formal approval of these remarks by the Board of Governors.

The Federal Open Market Committee was not asked to express a
view as to whether the study made by the ABA should be undertaken,
nor does it appear to have considered the study.

The first reference to official Board action regarding the ABA study
was on May 3, 1954, when, in response to a specific request, the Board
authorized its staff to provide information as to the manner in which
the uniform reserve plan that had been prepared by the Board in
1950 would work out if applied in 1954. Later in that month, in
reply to an inquiry from a Federal Reserve bank, the Board stated that
it concurred in the making of a study such as that being undertaken
by the ABA because the matter was of importance to the member
banks as wvell as to the Board of Governors and the Reserve banks.
In November 1956, the Chairman of the Board commented on this
study at a meeting of the Board with the Federal Advisory Council
that the Board had worked with the group of ABA representatives
under Mr. Evans Woollen and that the Board had indicated re-
peatedly its belief that such a study was appropriate. He also indi-
cated, however, that the Board did not endorse the ABA study or
any other proposal at that time. At another meeting with the Fed-
eral Advisory Council in February 1958, Chairman Martin stated
that the Board had not committed itself to any specific kind of legis-
lation regarding reserve requirements, although it had come to some
fairly firm views. These views differed in some important respects
from those reached in the ABA study.
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Question 42. When the Treasury purchases gold from a foreign cen-
tral bank, does this gold flow through member banks?

Question 43. Please indicate the nature of each transaction, in se-
quence, taking place between the Treasury and the member banks
and the Federal Reserve System and th8 member banks which
is involved in the acquisition by the Treasury of gold from a
foreign central bank.

Combined answer
Gold purchased by the Treasury from a foreign central bank does

not flow through member banks. Such purchases, however, have
indirect effects upon member banks which are indicated in the follow-
ing paragraphs replying to Question 43.

When the Treasury purchases gold from a foreign central bank,
the gold may have been imported by the foreign bank or it may have
been transferred from amounts held under earmark in this, country
for the account of the foreign central bank. In any event, the im-
mediate effect is a decline in the Treasury's account with the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York and a corresponding increase in the
foreign central bank's account with the same Federal Reserve bank.
The Treasury normally replenishes its account by pledging the gold
as security against gold certificates, crediting the gold certificates to
the account of the Federal Reserve bank, and being credited in turn
for the amount by the Federal Reserve bank. The foreign central
bank normally reduces its account with the Federal Reserve bank
either by depositing the proceeds from the gold transaction with a
member bank in order to finance transactions with or in the United
States, or by purchasing money-market paper, such as Treasury bills,
in the New York market from U.S. residents who normally in turn
deposit the proceeds with member banks.

In both cases, the deposit liabilities as well as the reserves of mem-
ber banks are eventually increased by an amount approximately equal
to the value of the gold purchased by the Treasury. The Federal
Reserve can, however, avoid such an effect by appropriate trans-
actions, e.g., by executing the order of the foreign central bank to
purchase money-market paper (which normally is given by the foreign
central bank to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York) through
a sale from the open market account of the Federal Reserve System
rather than through the New York market, or, if the foreign purchase
is made in the market, by an offsetting open-market sale.

A more detailed analysis of the relation between gold transfers
and the monetary system of the United States appeared in the An-
nual Report of the Board of Governors for 1958 (pp. 15-17), as
follows:

GOLD AND THE UNITED STATES MONETARY SYSTEM

A balance-of-payment deficit for the United States means, in the first instance,
a transfer of liquid assets from domestic to foreign residents or monetary
authorities. This transfer need not affect total bank asset or liabilities in the
United States as long as the deficit is settled exclusively by transfers of dollar
assets. For example, if a U.S. deficit is settled by the transfer of dollar deposits
to residents of foreign countries and then to their monetary authorities, no
change in total deposits with U.S. banks occurs. If foreign monetary authorities
receiving dollars then invest in money-market paper, such as U.S. Treasury bills,
unless the bills are purchased from banks the effect generally will be simply a
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decrease in domestic nonbank holdings of bills accompanying the increase in

foreign holdings, with the volume of bank deposits remaining unchanged.
If transfers of dollar assets to foreign monetary authorities are followed by

sales of gold to them, further monetary effects of a somewhat more complicated
kind occur. Under the monetary system of the United States, gold is both

a means of international payments and the ultimate reserve basis of the U.S.

money supply. Movements of gold directly affect the money supply, the re-

serves of commercial banks, and the reserves of the Federal Reserve banks.
The great. bulk of the gold holdings of the United States (at the end of 1958,

$20.0 billion out of a total of $20.6 billion) is held in the Treasury as security
against a corresponding amount of gold certificates issued to the Federal Re-

serve banks. These gold certificates owned by the Reserve banks, together
with their holdings of U.S. Government securities, advances to member banks,

and other assets, serve as backing for Reserve bank liabilities. Under the

Federal Reserve Act, holdings of gold certificates must be not less than 25 per-

cent of Federal Reserve note and deposit liabilities; actually the amounts held

greatly exceed this minimum. Federal Reserve deposit liabilities represent pri-

marily reserves that the member banks are required to hold against their own

deposits. Member bank deposits in turn are a major component of the country's
money supply.

The way in which the money supply, member bank reserves, and Federal
Reserve bank reserves are affected by international transfers of gold may be

explained by describing the consequences of a gold sale by the United States
to a foreign monetary authority. (A sale of gold by a foreign monetary author-
ity to the U.S. Treasury would have exactly the opposite effects on bank de-

posits, member bank reserves, and gold certificate holdings of the Federal
Reserve banks.) In preparing to buy gold, the foreign authority usually

accumulates funds in its account with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

either by selling money market paper or by transferring funds from deposits
with commercial banks. In either case, the immediate effect is a reduction
in commercial bank deposits, generally those of member banks, and along with

this a reduction in member bank reserves.
When the foreign authority purchases gold from the Treasury, it transfers

funds from its foreign account with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

to the Treasury's account with the Federal Reserve bank. (This is usually
done through the intermediation of the Stabilization Fund of the Treasury,
which handles these transactions through its fiscal agent, the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York.) The Treasury in turn uses the proceeds in most cases to

redeem a corresponding amount of gold certificates owned by the Reserve banks.
The effects of the transaction thus include, first, a reduction in money in the

form of bank deposits; second, a drain on member hank reserves; and, third,

a reduction in the gold certificate reserves of the Federal Reserve banks.

GOLD AND FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY

Gold movements and the underlying developments in international trade and

payments are among the elements of the economic situation constantly under re-

view in the determination of monetary policy.
In the administration of policy, the effects of gold movements upon member

bank reserves are of Immediate importance, since changes in member bank
reserves usually have further multiple effects upon the money supply through

bank credit contraction or expansion. The Federal Reserve takes into account
the impact upon member bank reserves of gold transactions and of all other

factors that affect those reserves, including changes in currency in circulation,
movements in Treasury deposits at the Reserve banks, and fluctuations in Federal

Reserve float. When, as in early 1958, the combined effect of such factors on

member bank reserves would be in a direction contrary to policy objectives, the
Federal Reserve takes offsetting action.

In the first 7 months of the year, Federal Reserve policy was aimed at adding

substantially to member bank reserves. Gold sales, however, were draining
about $1.5 billion of reserves, and this drain was offset only in small part by

other factors affecting reserves. In order to complete the offset, and in addi-

tion to ease reserve positions and provide for monetary expansion, member bank
reserve requirement percentages were lowered, releasing $1.5 billion of reserves,
and additional reserve funds were supplied through open market operations.
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In the latter part of the year, continued although reduced sales of gold further
drained bank reserves. Also, the rise in currency in circulation drained more
reserves than were supplied by the rise in Federal Reserve float. Since in this
period the Federal Reserve was moderating the availability of reserves, only
part of the contractive impact of these and other factors upon the reserves of
member banks was offset through open market operations. Member banks pro-
vided the rest of the reserve needed for deposit expansion through borrowing from
the Federal Reserve banks.

Over the year as a whole, the ratio of gold certificate reserves of the Federal
Reserve banks to their note and deposit liabilities dropped from 46.3 percent to
42.1 percent, but it remained well above the statutory minimum of 25 percent.
There was a moderate increase in liabilities for Federal Reserve notes in circu-
lation. Deposit liabilities of the Reserve banks declined; the increase in required
reserves of member banks brought about by growth in their deposits was more
than offset by the lowering of member bank reserve requirement percentages.
Question 44. Recognizing that several different statistical measures

of the money supply are available and that at different times for
different purposes one or the other of these measures has been
considered the most appropriate, which of the definitions of money
supply do you consider most appropriate for the purpose of
determining whether or not the money supply is being increased
too much or too little in relation to the amount of economic ac-
tivity taking place?

Question 45. Please supply date comparing the relative increase in
the money supply with the relative increase in the real gross na-
tional product in the 4 peacetime years just prior to the Federal
Reserve-Treasury "accord" early in 1951 and in each of the top
4-year periods beginning with 1951.

Question 46. In its considerations of the question of what the appro-
priate money supply should be, please indicate the nature of the
consideration given to the rate of use, or the velocity, of money
and sut ly, also a comparison of the velocity of money in each
of the three 4-year periods specified in question No. 45.

Combined answer
The definition of the money supply that is considered most appro-

priate as an economic indicator for purposes of Federal Reserve policy
is the seasonally adjusted total of demand deposits adjusted and cur-
rency outside banks. Demand deposits adjusted is total demand
deposits at all commercial banks, less the deposits of the U.S. Govern-
ment, interbank deposits (the deposits of one bank in another), and
cash items reported in process of collection (checks that the receiving
bank has added to the depositor's account but which are still on the
way to the writer's bank and hence are not yet deducted from the
writer's account).

Changes in this figure measure changes, other than the usual
seasonal movements, in the amount of deposits and currency held by
individuals, nonbank business firms, State and local governments, and
nonprofit organizations-often referred to collectively as "the public."
This definition of the money supply is regarded as more important
than others because it reflects changes in the public's holdings of cash
balances; any changes in such holdings are likely to affect "private"
(non-Federal Government) spending, lending, and borrowing.
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Because there are from time to time fairly large temporary move-
ments of funds (other than the usual seasonal flows) between the
public's deposits and U.S. Government deposits, changes in Govern-
ment deposits are also watched in interpreting movements in the pub-
lic's money holdings.

The velocity of money may be measured in different ways; the two
main types of measures are "income velocity," which relates a measure
of aggregate income to a measure of the money supply, -and "transac-
tions velocity," which relates total transactions or money payments
to the money supply. "Deposit turnover," the ratio of bank debits
to demand deposits, is an example of a transaction velocity measure.
If, using the two measures, one compares average annual changes in
deposit turnover in the three periods delineated in the attached table,
the conclusion about changes in velocity are roughly the same.

Changes in both types of velocity, however, are explicitly watched in
the discussion and formulation of Federal Reserve policy. By either
measure of velocity, Federal Reserve actions influencing the ioney
supply have in fact offset in part variations in velocity, in the effort to
contribute to growth and price stability.

The attached table shows the pertinent data requested in questions
45 and 46. During the 4-year period 1948-51, prior to the Treasury-
Federal Reserve accord, rising velocity contributed more to infla-
tionary price developments than did the increase in the money supply.
In this period the economy had not caught up with the very large
wartime additions to the money supply. During the succeeding 4
years, 1952-55, the money supply increased at more than double the
1948-51 rate, while velocity rose relatively little. Real output ex-
panded, however, less than in 1948-51 and the pace of price advance
was strikingy moderated. In the 1956-59 period, real output rose at
a still lower rate. The rate of price rise accelerated, however, despite
the reduced rate of growth of the money supply, as velocity rose more
rapidly.

Relative increases in gross national product, money supply, velocity of money,
and price8

Average annual percentage increase

ONP Velocity of money Price level
Period_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Money
Current 1954 supply Income Trans- ONP Wholesale

prices prices velocity I actions prices S price
velocity 2 index

4 years:
1948-51 -9.0 5.0 1.5 7.4 4.5 3.8 4. 7
1952-55 -4. 9 3.6 3.3 1.5 2.6 1.3 4 -. 9
1956-595 ------------------ 5.1 2.6 1.6 3.5 4.7 2.6 2.0

1948to19595- 6.4 3.7 2.1 4.1 4.0 2.6 1.9

I Ratio of GNP in current prices to money supply.
2 Ratio of debits to annual average demand deposits, for 337 cities.
3 Implicit price deflator of GNP.
4 Decrease.
a 2d quarter, 1959.
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Question 47. How does Chairman Martin define (a) "printing-press"
money, and (b) "fiat" money? Please name the two kinds of
money which are in use in the largest volume in the United States
today, indicating the relative volume of use, and stating also how
these two types of money differ from (a) "printing-press" money
and. (b) "fiat" money.

Answer
The term "fiat" money (or "printing-press" money) refers to the

use of governmental monetary powers with the objective of financing
Government expen~ditures rather than of contributing to growth and
stability of the economy. Governments have sometimes done this
literally by issuing currency to pay their bills; more often, however,
notably to finance wars in modern times, they have borrowed from the
central bank and the commercial banking system on the basis of re-
serves provided by the central bank, rather than cover expenditures
fully by taxation and by borrowing from the savings of the public.
Whatever the method used and whatever the circumstances under
which monetary powers are used as an expedient to meet the Govern-
ment's bills (and not to suit the current state of the economy), the
result all too frequently has been inflation, which has usually ended
in economic disruption or collapse.

Thus, the distinguishing characteristic of fiat money is not the form
of money but the principle regulating the Government's use of its
monetary powers. In view of this definition, there is no meaningful
basis for indicating how the two principal forms of money in use in
the United States today ($28 billion of currency and $112 billion of
demand deposits) differ from fiat money. In accordance with the
principles laid down in the amended Federal Reserve Act and the
Employment Act of 1946, monetary powers are used with a view to
contributing to economic growth and stability.

Question 48. In the Board's annual report for 1957, under the digest
of principal policy actions, at page 32, action for the period
January-June 1947 is described as follows: "Reduced holding of
U.S. Government securities by about $1.8 billion. Member bank
borrowings increased from an average of $400 million in January
to $1 billion in June." Then under "Purpose of Action" the
reason given for reducing holdings of U.S. Government securities
is to offset seasonal factors and offset the acquisition of $600
million of gold by the Treasury while simultaneously, the reason
given for increasing loans to member banks is "to exert pressure
on bank reserve positions by bringing about a higher level
of member bank borrowings." Please explain more fully how
objectives of monetary controls were improved by (a) reducing
the Federal Reserve's holdings of Government securities to reduce
bank reserves, and converseZy, increasing Federal Reserve loans
to member banks and thus increasing the amount of their loanable
funds.

Answer
During the period January-June 1957, the general objective of

Federal Reserve policy was to restrain the growth of bank loans and
the money supply. This objective was served in part by Federal
Reserve sales of U.S. Government securities. These sales were not
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intended, however, to reduce bank reserves by the full amount of the
reduction in the System's holdings of Government securities, about
$1.8 billion. The reduction in System holdings was intended, in the
main, to offset the inflow of gold from abroad ($600 million) and also
the effect of various seasonal factors that would have increased or re-
leased reserves amounting to well over $1 billion on balance-prin-
cipally a seasonal inflow of currency of nearly $1 billion, and a
seasonal decline in deposits that would ordinarily reduce required rev
serves by some $800 million, offset in part by a decline in Federal
Reserve float. The intent was to absorb reserves only to the extent
necessary to prevent banks from building up excess reserves that
could be used for a contraseasonal credit and monetary expansion.

The immediate goal of Federal Reserve policy during January-
June 1957 was to restrain further credit and monetary expansion by
making it necessary for member banks to borrow reserves or to draw
on existing excess reserves to support expansion. In late December
1956 the level of net borrowed reserves (member bank borrowings
less excess reserves) had been allowed to fall to below $100 million;
in January 1957 it was decided to restore the level that had existed
in early November, namely $300 million. Subsequently, as expan-
sionary pressures continued, banks found it necessary to increase their
borrowings in order to maintain their reserve positions, and borrow-
ings rose in April to about $1 billion, with net borrowed reserves of
abou t $500 million.

While the higher level of member bank borrowing offset to some
extent the absorption of reserves achieved by open market sales, the
increase in member bank indebtedness served to restrain the growth
of bank credit and the money supply. As member banks borrow
more from the Federa] Reserve banks to obtain reserves, they are un-
der increasing pressure to terminate loans or sell securities in order
to obtain reserves they can use to reduce their borrowing. This proc-
ess slows bank credit and monetary expansion. For this reason, the
concurrent open market sales by the System and increased borrowing
by the member banks acted as complementary means of achieving the
general objective of monetary restraint during January-June 1957.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
*Washington, D.C., July 17,1959.

Hon. WMLIAISI McC. MARTIN, Jr.,
Chairman, Board of Governors,
Federal Reserve System.,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: It would be much appreciated if you would
supply me with information concerning bank reserves as expressed
in the following questions:

1. On formation of the Federal Reserve System in 1914, what was
the amount of reserves deposited with the Federal Reserve banks by
the member banks, and what was the amount of each form of deposit-
that is, currency, gold certificates, gold, deposits with other banks,
etc. ?
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2. What is the aggregate net amount of reserves which the member
banks of the System have deposited with the Reserve banks since the
formation of the System in 1914, up until some recent date?

3. What has been the principal sources of the member banks' reserves
since the formation of the System, and what is the aggregate net
amount of member bank reserves which has been derived from each
source as of a recent date?

4. When a new bank is organized and becomes a member of the Sys-
tem, how does it obtain reserve balances with the System? Please
illustrate with hypothetical figures as to bank deposits, amount and
kinds of transactions with the reserve bank, and the source of cash, if
any, which is deposited with the Reserve bank.

5. What uses do member banks make of their capital with reference
to (a) obtaining reserve balances with the Reserve banks, and (b)
making loans and investments? What is the aggregate net increase in
member bank reserve balances which have come about from member
bank capital?

6. When there is a net increase or net decrease in deposits with
member banks by foreign banks, how are member bank reserves
affected? Please illustrate with hypothetical figures.

7. In what form is the member bank reserve balance with the
Federal Reserve bank, that is, in cash or in credit on the books, and
if in cash, where is the cash stored?

8. Are the reserve balances of the member banks with the Federal
Reserve banks invested; have they ever been invested, and, if so, in
what have they been invested?

9. When there is a net increase or a net decrease in deposits with
member banks by State nonmember banks, how are reserve balances
of the member banks affected? Please illustrate with hypothetical
figures.

10. When a member bank is liquidated, what becomes of its re-
serves-that is, how is the reserve account disposed of ?

11. When a member bank withdraws from the System and be-
comes a State bank, how is its reserve account disposed of ?

If I have omitted some relevant question in trying to describe the
body of information referred to above, I will appreciate it if you will
fill in the gaps.

Sincerely,
WRIGHT PATMAN.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THlE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN,

HWashington. July 24, 1959.
Hon. WPRIGHT PATMANI
Homse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PATMAN: With reference to your letter of July 17, 1959,
concerning bank reserves, there is attached a memorandum setting
forth answers to the questions that vou raised.

Sincerely yours,
WM. McC. MARTIN, Jr.
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ANswERs To QUESTIONS SUBMITTED ro CHAIRMAN MARTIN BY CON-
GRESSMAN PATMAN iN- His LEwTER OF JULY 17, 1959

1. On formation of the Federal Reserve System in 1914, what was the
amount of reserves deposited with the Federal Reserve banks by
the member banks, and what was the amount of each form of de-
posit-that is, currency, gold certificates, gold, deposits with other
banks, etc.? -

The amount of reserves initially deposited with the Federal Reserve
banks by member banks (which at the time represented only a frac-
tion of total reserve requirements of the member banks), the manner
in which initial payments were made, and the composition of the gold
and cash reserves of the Reserve banks on December 4, 1914, are shown
in the attached tables reproduced from the First Annual Report of
the Federal Reserve Board, 1914, pages 200-202. These same tables
are published on pages 654-656 of "The Federal Reserve System,"
by Henry Parker Willis (the Ronald Press Co., 1923), which also
contains a description of the process by which the reserves were shifted
to the Reserve banks.

The net result of these deposits and of other Federal Reserve bank
operations in the early weeks of the System may be shown by the com-
bined statement of assets and liabilities of all Federal Reserve banks
as of December 31, 1914.

ASSKES IAI LITIES
Millions Millions

Gold coin and certificates_----- $299.1 Reserve deposits-net--------- $256. 0
Other cash- -______________ 26.6 Federal Reserve notes in circu-
Bills, discount, loans, and in- lation-net------------------ 3.8

vestments…------------------- 10.8 Capital paid in_-------------- 18.1
All other resources … _-_-______-11.3

Total------------------- 277. 8
Total -- __________ 277.8

A second installment of member bank reserves to the Reserve banks
was made in November 1915, and this also was mostly in gold.

In 1917, member banks were required to keep all of their reserve bal-
ances at the Reserve banks, and at that time there was a further shift
of gold and other coin and currency from member banks to the Fed-
eral Reserve banks, as well as some increase in member bank borrow-
ing to cover expanding needs for currency and reserves. It is evident
that to a large extent, banks made their initial payments for reserves,
and probably also their capital contributions, by transferring cash
(gold, coin, and currency) from their own vaults to the Reserve
banks. Some drew upon balances with correspondent banks, but these
banks in turn had to transfer cash or borrow from the Reserve banks.
Borrowings at the beginning were of minor amounts.

2. What is the aggregate net amount of reserves which the member
banks of the System have deposited qwith the Reserve banks since
the formation of the System in 1914, up until some recent rate?

Trhe aggregate net effect of all deposits in and withdrawals from
member bank reserve accounts since the formation of the System in
1914 is reflected in the current balances held in these accounts by all
Federal Reserve banks, whicl 0o1 July 15, 1959, totaled $18,499,629,000.
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3. What has been the principal sources of the member banks' reserves
since the formation of the System, and what is the aggregate net
amount of member bank reserves which has been derived from
each source as of a recent date?

The sources and uses of reserves with the Federal Reserve banks as
of Wednesday, July 15,1959, are shown below:
Sources of reserves:

Reserve bank credit:
U.S. Government securities- Millions

Bought outright (System account)…---------------------$26, 383
Held under repurchase agreement---------------------- 36

Acceptances bought outright-------------------------------- 25
Loans, discounts, and advances:

Member bank borrowings------------------------------- 758
Other- -_______________________________________________ 22

Float------------------------------------------------------ 1, 009

Total Reserve bank credit-------------------------------- 28, 234
Gold stock… __ 19, 681
Treasury currency outstanding --------------------------- 5,290

Total sources of reserves…------------------------------------- 53, 204

Uses of reserves:
Money in circulation------------------------------------------- 32, 104
Treasury cash holdings----------------------------------------- 421
Treasury deposits with Federal Reserve banks------------------- 422
Foreign deposits with Federal Reserve banks-------------------- 240
Other deposits with Federal Reserve banks---------------------- 335
Other Federal Reserve accounts (net)-------------------------- 1,183

Total uses of reserve sources other than as balances in member
bank reserve accounts-------------------------------------- 34, 704

Member bank reserve balances-------------------------------- 18, 500

4. When a new bank is organized and becomes a member of the System,
how does it obtain reserve balances with the System? Please illus-
trate with hypothetical figures as to bank deposits, amount and
kinds of transactions, with the Reserve bank, and the source of
cash, if any, which is deposited with the Reserve bank.

5. What uses do member banks make of their capital with reference
to (a) obtaining reserve balances with the Reserve banks and
(b) making loans and investments? What is the aggregate net
increase in member bank reserve balances which have come about
from member bank capital?

As a background for the answers to these questions it may be help-
ful to illustrate the initial transactions that might occur when a new
bank is organized and opens for business, as follows:

(a) A group of businessmen decide to organize the Perimeter Bank
in Perimeter, Tex., with an initial capital of $50,000, and surplus of
$10,000 to be acquired through sale of capital stock at a premium. This
bank is to be a member of the Federal Reserve System.

(b) The capital is received in the form of checks drawn on other
banks. The organizers decide to open an account with the Central City
National Bank of Dallas in the name of the Perimeter Bank, and
arrange for the funds received from the stock subscriptions to be
deposited in the account of the Perimeter Bank with the Central City
National Bank.
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(c) When the Perimeter Bank is ready to open for business, it pays
$1,800 for its capital stock in the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas (3
percent of $60,000) and establishes a member bank reserve account with
the Reserve bank by drawing a draft for'$15,000 on its account with
the Central City National Bank. The Perimeter Bank also requests
the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas to ship it $5,000 in currency
and coin needed to begin business, and authorizes the Reserve bank
to charge this amount to the newly'established reserve account of the
Perimeter Bank. Assuming the bank as yet has no deposits, it has
excess reserves of $8,200 remaining.

(d) The first customer of the Perimeter Bank is John Doe, who
opens a savings account by depositing a check of $500 drawn on the
Gusher National Bank of Dallas. This check is sent to the Federal
Reserve Bank of Dallas for presentation to the Gusher National Bank
and, when collected, is credited by the Reserve bank to the reserve
account of the Perimeter Bank.

(e) A checking accomunt is opened by William Jones by depositing
a check for $10,000 drawn on the Central City National Bank of Dal-
las. The Perimeter Bank sends this check directly to the Central City
National Bank with a request that its account with the Central City
Nation at be credited for the amount of the check.

(f) The Perimeter Bank directs the Central City National to buy
$50,000 worth of Government securities on its behalf to be charged
against the deposit held by the Central City National Bank for the
Perimeter Bank.

(g) Henry Smith obtains a $5,000 loan from the Perimeter Bank
and asks that the proceeds thereof be used to open a checking account
in his name. Henry Smith then draws a check for $500 and mails it
to the ABC Co. of Dallas to pay for farm machinery. The ABC Co.
deposits Air. Smith's check in the Gusher National Bank, which in
turn deposits it with the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas where it is
ultimately deducted from the reserve account of the Perimeter Bank.

(h) At the conclusion of these transactions, the balance sheet of the
Perimeter Bank is as follows:

ASSErS I-TA =IIES AND CAITAL

Loans------------------------- $5, 000
U.S. securities - o, 000 Demand deposits--$14, 500
Federal reserve bank stock____ 1, 800 Time deposits--------------- 500
Currency and coin_-----------5, 000 Capital_--------------------- 50, 000
Due from banks_------------ 5, 000 Surplus__ _-________.________ 10,000
Reserve balance 1 …-------------8, 200 Tota-L--------------- 75, 000

Total------------------ 75, 000
1 At this point in time, includes excess reserves of about $7,100.

The main points the foregoing hypothetical transactions bring out
in connection with questions 4 and 5 are that:

Member bank reserve accounts are working accounts, similar to
accounts that individuals maintain with commercial banks. Ac-
cordingly, while additions to these accounts may result from de-
posits of cash, checks, etc., all the credits are commingled
without regard to classification according to nature or source.

In the case of a commercial bank, deposits and capital are both
right-side balance-sheet items which are balanced by left-side
asset items such as cash, deposits in other banks including mem-
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ber bank reserve accounts with Reserve banks, loans, investments,
etc. However, there is no segregation with regard to the relation-
ship between a specific asset and the source of the funds (deposits
or capital) with which it was acquired.

With regard to question 4, when a new bank is organized it
ordinarily establishes its original reserve balance with the Fed-
eral Reserve bank through the use of funds resulting from sub-
scriptions to its capital stock or from deposits by customers of
cash or checks drawn on other banks, as the reserves are required
(as illustrated in items 3 and 4 of the example transactions).

With regard to question 5, item 3 of the example transactions
also indicates what use a member bank might make of its capital
in obtaining reserve balances with the Reserve banks. Items 4
to 7 of the example transactions indicate that funds received
from both deposits and capital are used to make loans and invest-
ments. Because of the variety of transactions that may give rise
to increases in member bank reserve balances, it is impossible to
determine what portion of the aggregate net increase in these
balances may have come about from the sales of capital stock
by member banks.

6. When there is a net increase or net decrease in deposits with mem-
ber banks by foreign banks, how are member bank reserves af-
fected? Please illustrate with hypothetical figures.

A change in the deposits of foreign banks with member banks will
affect the reserve position of the member banks only if the change in
the level of deposits involves a net transfer of funds to or from Fed-
eral Reserve banks or a movement of gold. A shift of funds between
a foreign depositor and a domestic depositor in member banks would
have no effect upon the total volume of deposits or the total reserve
balances of member banks. If the change, however, involved a trans-
fer of, say, $20 million by a foreign central bank from its accounts
with member banks to an account with a Federal Reserve bank, there
would be reductions of $20 million in both member bank deposits and
reserves. Similarly, a transfer of foreign funds from a Federal Re-
serve bank to a member bank would result in a corresponding increase
in member bank deposits and reserves. If an increase in a foreign de-
posit in a member bank should occasion a transfer of gold from a
foreign holder to this country's gold stock, as might be expected if
all other balance of payments elements were unchanged, there would
be corresponding increases in member bank deposits and reserves.
Conversely, there would be decreases in case the operation resulted
in a loss of gold from this country's gold stock.
7. In what form. is the member bank reserve balance with the Federal

Reserve bank-that is, in cash or in credit on the books; and if
in cash, where is the cash stored?

8. Are the reserve balances of the, member banks with the Federal Re-
serve banks invested; have they even been invested; and, if so,
in what have they been invested?

The process whereby the different accounts on the balance sheet of
the Federal Reserve banks are built up is similar in nature to that for
commercial banks, as explained in answers to questions 4 and 5. Since
the various transactions are interrelated and directly or indirectly
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affect different accounts, it is not practicable to balance one particular
account against another. It may be said, for example, that the Fed-
eral Reserve banks hold a portion of member bank reserve balances
in the form of gold or that gold is held against Federal Reserve notes
in circulation, bu there is no fixed automatic or even arbitrary division
of the gold-certificate reserves between these two liability items, except
to the extent that some gold is directly pledged as collateral against
-Federal Reserve notes. Similarly, it is not -possible to say to what
extent the proceeds from the gold certificates deposited with the Re-
serve banks are used to build up member bank reserves or to obtain
Federal Reserve notes or other currency.

For similar reasons, it may not be said that the Federal Reserve
banks invest the reserve balances of member banks. These reserve
balances come into existence as a result of an increase in Federal Re-
serve credit, assuming that other factors that affect reserve balances,
such as changes in gold and currency, remain equal. Yet it may be
said that the amount of credit extended by the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem is determined by the amount of member bank reserve balances
deemed needed to support an appropriate money supply for the
economy. This is a policy decision as to howv many reserves to create,
not the investment of resources.

It is with respect to motivation that the credit or investment de-
cisions of the Federal Reserve banks may be differentiated from those
of commercial banks. A commercial bank aims to keep all its re-
sources invested and to keep its cash and excess reserves at the mini-
mum believed to be needed for operating and liquidity purposes. The
Reserve banks, on the other hand, have generally had very great un-
used lending power, because to invest to the maximum possible would
create more money than the economy needs.

*While the commercial banking system, as a whole, creates deposits
through the process of lending or investing excess reserves until the
deposits are many times the amount of reserves, no individual bank
can count upon expanding its own credit to a similar multiple of any
excess reserves. It would quickly lose funds to other banks through
check clearings. The Federal Reserve banks, however, operating as
a unified system, can expand their total investments at will-up to the
limit set by legal reserve requirements. The difference between Fed-
eral Reserve banks and individual commercial banks, is that deposits
can be withdrawn from the latter, while any withdrawal of a deposit
from a Reserve bank can only be shifted to another depositor in a
Reserve bank or taken in the form of currency, which the Reserve bank
can issue, unless it results from a reduction in the country's monetary
gold stock.

nWhen the Reserve banks create additional bank reserves, it is done
through a process of exchanging assets and liabilities and cannot be
considered as a free gift. For example, when reserves are provided
as a result of a member bank borrowing from a Reserve bank, the
member bank incurs a liability in exchange for an asset. When the
Open Market Committee purchases Government securities in the mar-
ket, either some bank exchanges one asset (Government securities) for
another asset (member bank reserves) or some nonbank investor ex-
changes securities for a Federal Reserve check which is deposited in
a bank. The bank in turn has an increase in liabilities (deposits)
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balanced by an increase in reserves. After that, the process of mul-
tiple credit expansion by the banking system may start, but in this
process also assets and liabilities expand together.
9. When there is a net increase or a net decrease in deposits with mem-

ber banks by State nonmember banks, how are reserve balances of
the member banks affected? Please iliustrate with hypothetical
figures.

If a State nonnember bank deposits with a member bank a draft
on another bank or a batch of checks for clearing, totaling in either
case, say, $5,000, the deposit liabilities of the member bank immediately
go up by $5,000. When this draft or these checks are cleared, the re-
serve balance of that member bank with the Federal Reserve also will
be increased by $5,000. However, the deposit liability and reserve
balance of the drawee bank (or banks) will be reduced by $5,000, and
total deposits and member bank reserve balances will remain un-
changed. If the checks are drawn on nonmember banks then the
latter must provide Federal Reserve funds to cover the charge. This
can be done by borrowing from, or selling securities to, a member bank
or by drawing upon a balance with a member bank. In any event,
some member bank must supply the reserves.

If a State nonmember bank deposits $5,000 of currency or coin
with a member bank, the reserve balances of member banks will not be
affected unless the member bank redeposits some or all of that cash
with the Federal Reserve. In the latter event, total member bank
reserve balances with the Federal Reserve would increase.
10. When a member bank is liquidated, what becomes of its reserves-

that is, how is the reserve account disposed of ?
When a member bank is liquidated, its reserve balance with Federal

Reserve would first be used to liquidate any outstanding indebtedness
of that member bank to the Federal Reserve. The remainder, together
with the proceeds from liquidation of all other assets, would next be
used to pay off other creditors and then the depositors. The residual,
if any, would accrue to the stockholders. In this process, the reserve
balance of the liquidating bank would disappear, but the reserve bal-
ances of other member banks in which liquidation payments were
deposited would rise. Total member bank reserve balances would
remain the same as before the liquidation, net of any amount needed
to pay off indebtednes to the Federal Reserve.

11. When a member bank withdraws from the System and becomes a
State bank, how is its reserve account disposed of ?

lWhen a member bank withdraws from the Federal Reserve System
and becomes a State nonmember bank, it would probably draw a draft
against the Reserve bank in the amount of its reserve balance to open
an account with a correspondent bank, which likely would be a, mem-
ber bank. When this draft cleared, the reserve balance of the corre-
spondent bank with the Federal Reserve would be increased by the
amount of the transfer and total member bank reserve balances would
be unaffected. The effect would be the same if the withdrawing bank
used some or all of its reserve balance to increase its loans or invest-
ments, or to acquire other assets. In these instances, the reserve bal-
ances of banks in which the funds were deposited would rise by the
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amount of the drafts drawn on the withdrawing bank's previous re-
serve balance with the Federal Reserve, and total member bank re-
serve balances would remain unclanged. To the extent that the
withdrawing bank used the proceeds of its reserve balance to obtain
currency which it held in its vaults, the total of member bank reserve
balances would be reduced.

STATEMENT B

Statements B and C give a digest of the reports of Federal Reserve
agents, showing the manner in which initial reserve payments were
made by member banks from their own vaults and other correspondent
banks, and the composition of reserves held on December 4, 1914.

Five of the Federal Reserve banks did not report the initial reserve
payments received by them, but gave merely the amounts received
from Reserve agents for the account of member banks. The figures in
column A of statement B, therefore, are the amounts reported by them
as due to member banks on December 4.

In the case of Dallas the amount due on December 22 was taken as
being probably nearer the total reserve payment than the figures on
December 4.

The percentage of gold and gold certificates to total reserve includ-
ing national bank notes, held by the 12 Federal Reserve banks on
December 4, as indicated in statement C, was 87.7 percent. The lowest
percentage, 61.1 percent, is shown for Atlanta. Minneapolis and San
Francisco show a percentage in excess of 99 percent.

38563-60-pt. 10-13



STATEMENT B

Initial reserve payments made from member banks' own vaults and through correspondent banks

(A)

Total re-
serve pay-
ments re-

received by
the Federal

reserve
bank, as

reported by
the agent,
or deposits

on hand
on Dec. 4,

1914

(B)

Reserve
payments
made by
member

banks from
their own

vaults

(C)

Amounts
deposited
by corre-
spondents

to the credit
of member

banks

(D)

Percent
C is of

A

(E)

N umber
of mem-

ber bankE
whose
initial

deposits
were
made

wholly oi
in part b5

corre-
spondent

banks

Remarks

__ - 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.- ___________

Boston (Nov. 16-17, as reported by Federal
Reserve agent).

New York (Federal Reserve agent's esti-
timate of Dec. 9, 1914).

Phiisladelphia (reported by Federal Reserve
agent under date of Dec. 9,1914).

Cleveland (reported by Federal Reserve
agent nnder date of De. 4,)1914).

Rchimend (reported by Federal Reserve
agent Dec. 4, 1914).

Atlanta (reported by Federal Reserve agent
Dee. 8, 19141.

Chicago (letter of Federal Reserve agent,
Dec. 22, 1914).

$13, 706, 000 l $12, 763, 820

105,000,000

18,608, 488

' 103, 500, 000

16, 280, 622

$1, 032, 180

2 1, 500, 000

2,327,866

822,605

7.5

2 1.5

12. 5

81

90-100

249

16, 653, 603 10, 830, 998

7,343,410 6, 840, 725

4. 9_1 ----------

-------- 91

69 banks paid in $912,180 by transfer from vaults of correspondent
banks in reserve cities; in the ease of 12 banks the amount of $120,000,
reported as paid in by Boston correspondent banks, represents only
part of the initial deposits of these banks, the remainder having
been paid in by the banks themselves.

In a great many eases the banks referred to in columns C to E had
shipped gold or lawful money to the correspondents, on whom
cheeks for initial deposits were drawn.

Of the total shown in column C, $310,676 was paid in by drafts of 50
member banks on correspondence and $2,017,190 by correspondent
banks upon request of 199 m 2mber banks.

In many eases the interior banks treated in bnls C to E sent their
cash deposits to their correspondent bank, particularly at Rich-
mosnd, with the request that the money he dispatched to the Federal
Reserve bank for their account. In some instances drafts on New
York were sent to the Federal Reserve bank.

Two-thirds of amount shown in column C was paid in for account
of 3 banks.

Of the total number of banks stated in column E, 42 banks shipped
$269,110 from their own vaults in addition to $186,648 deposited by
their correspondents and included in the total shown in cl. C.
The total required reserve of the latter is stated as $881,382. 12
banks not heard from are presumed to have required their cor-
respondents to make initial deposits for them.

28
tin
0

7
i4

0

0

z1

0
28

284
28
fJ2,

3 4, 532, 626 4,171,518-

640,190-

52

1263 37, 772, 497 I_ _.



St. Louis (letter of Federal Reserve agent,
Dec. 30, 1914).

Minneapolis (letter of Federal Reserve agent,
Dec. 5, 1914).

Dec. 22, 1914).

agent, Dec. 22, 1914).

10, 759, 277 10,498,826 1 260,4511 2. 4

'8, 620,062 |-----------|--------------I----------I----------

9,916,062

' 6,226, 367

' 12,373,903

0,407,983

4,951,940

476, 789 4. 8

400 banks paid in $10,315,927 In cash out of their own vaults. Of the
59 banks which imade payment through their correspondents, 12
made additional payments of $182,899 out of their own vaults.

A few member of batiks sent checks on their reserve agents. Initial
deposits by the latter for account of the former not accepted, unless
the correspondent batiks agreed to Insist upon the retur; of the
gold paid in.

By Dec. 15 no information had yet been received from 10 member
banks with aggregate payments of reserves of $31,290.

Figures given in col. E do not refer to those banks which shipped the
required amount of lawful money to reimburse their correspondents
for making the Initial reserve deposits.

131

167

1541,568,997 .

I Over.
I Less than. 3 Reserve deposits at close of business Dec. 4, 1914.

' Reserve deposits at close of business Dec. 22, 1914.
0

0

0

'I

CiD
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STATEMENT C

Composition of reserves held by each of the Federal reserve banks and the
system as a whole on Dec. 4, 19141

[In dollars]

Composition of reserves District District District District District District
No. I o.2 No.3 No.4 No.5 No.6

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
Gold bullion and coin- 55 990 868, 410 1,709,935 1,570,525 953,000
Gold certificates -13,144,590 59, 345,130 14,262, 780 11,102.000 6,528,415 2,096, 500
Clearinghouse certificates (gold

certificates) - -26,560,000 2,320,000 4,315,000
Due from Treasurer U.S. gold re-

demption fund (Federal Re-
serve notes) -5,500 Y'355. 000 37,000 3, 750 16,250 10,000

Total gold -13.150,145 85,961,120 17,488, 190 17, 131,345 8,121,190 3,059,500

Silver coin ------ 349, 300
Silver certificates -432, 771 2, 001, 291 1, 387, 777 488,264 76, 464 976,259
U.S. notes-
Clearinghouse certificates (silver

certificates) -4,680,000 -

Total silver -432,771 6,741,291 1,387, 777 488,2264 76, 464 1,325, 559

National-bank notes -22, 115 11,260 388,670 2,040 ------ 17, 755

Legal-tender notes -1,298,565 5,887,663 665,090 954, 755 143,050 600,897
Clearinghouse certificates (legal-

tender notes) -7,630,000-

Total legal tender -1,298.-565 13,517,68 688, 090 954,755 143,050 600,897

Grand total -14,903,1590 106,231,334 19,929,727 18,576,404 8,340,704 5,003,711

Percent of gold -88.3 80.9 87.8 92.2 97.4 61.1

Composition of reserves District District District District District District Total
No. 7 No. 8 No. 9 No. 10 No. 11 No. 12

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
Gold bullion and coin -2,429,450 1,375, 960 1,258,348 1,106, 265 690,620 9,643, 470 21, 619, 028
Gold certificates -29, 724,900 8,775, 730 7,093, 240 7, 528, 355 5,390, 420 1,623,650 166, 616, 370
Clearinghouse certificates (gold

certificates)- 4,285,000 - 1,005,000 1,655,000- 2, 290,000 42, 430,000
Due from Treasurer U.S. gold

redemption fund (Federal Re-
serve notes) -100,000 25,000 -20,000 23,000 - 295,500

Total gold -36,539,350 10,176,690 9,356,588 10,309,620 6,110,040 13,557,120 230, 960,898

Silver coin -44,200 ---- 34,843 5 428,348
Silver certificates -392,867 413,172 2,911 535 80,145 28,013 6,340, 469
U.S. notes-
Clearinghouse certificates (sil-

ver certificates) - -- 4,680,000

Total silver -437,067 413,172 2,911 535 114, 988 28,018 11,448,817

National-bank notes -80,000 -4,480 -1,040 40 527,400

Legal-tender notes -1, 794,000 978,500 12, 985 472, 505 51,060 37, 629 12,895,690
Clearinghouse certificates (legal-

tender notes) - ---------- ---------- ---=----- ---------- --------- --------- - 7,630,000

Total legal tender - 1,794,000 978, 500 12,985 472,505 51, 060 37,629 20,525,699

Grand total -38, 850,417 11, 568,362 9,376, 964 10, 782,660|6,276,128 13,622, 807 263,462,814

Percent of gold ------ 94.1 88.0 99.8 95. 6 97.4 99. 87.7
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JmLL 25, 1959.
Hon. WnL~UM MCC. MARTIN, Jr.,
Chairman, Board of Governors,
Federal Reserve System,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. MARTiN: Thank you for your letter of July 24 with
which you transmitted a memorandum prepared, I presume, by some

-member -of your staff -in- answer- to the questions-cof1cefihg-baiik
reserves which I asked in my letter of July 17.

I realize that you must be very busy at this particular time and
perhaps did not have an opportunity to give your personal attention
to the answers to my questions. Frankly, this memo is not really
responsive to the questions; it is strangely evasive on the main
questions I asked, and it is also loaded, if I may coin a phrase, with
gobbledygook which seems to say "yes" at some places and "no" at
other places in answer to the same simple question.

The main thing I wanted to know was how much reserves the
member banks as a whole paid in in cash when the Federal Reserve
System was formed, and how much of the net increase in reserves
since that time has resulted from deposits of the banks' money, as
contrasted to the net amount of the increase which has resulted from
the creation of reserves by the Federal Reserve banks, the Federal
Open Market Committee and the Treasury?

By way of answer to the first question the memorandum has at-
tached three photostatics pages, 200, 201, and 202, from the first
Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board in 1914, which pages
contain many scores of different figures and I cannot tell which of
these figures is supposed to answer the question.

With reference to my second question which is: "What is the aggre-
gate net amount of reserves which the member banks of the System
have deposited with the Reserve banks since the formation of the
System in 1914, up until some recent date?"

The answver which the memo gives to this question is that the figure
I asked for "is reflected in the current balances held in these accounts
by all Federal Reserve banks, which on July 15, 1959, totaled $18,499,-
629,000." This is the same as if I asked you how much pepper you
had put into a pot of soup, and you answered: "Well, here is how big
the pot of soup is; the pepper is reflecting in that." I already knew
the total amount of reserve balances as, of course, this figure is regu-
larly published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin and elsewhere.

Let me illustrate just one more incomprehensible aspect of this
memo by reference to the answer to question 3, which has to do with
the principal sources of member bank reserves since the formation of
the System. The answver given here purports to show all of the sources
of member bank reserve balances as of July 15, 1959, and to show all
uses of these reserves as of that date, the difference between the
sources and the uses showing a member bank reserve balance of $18.5
billion. This table indicates that Federal credit has been the source
of all member bank reserves, since none of the data presented in this
table show any reserves having been acquired by paymnent of the
banks of any cash into the System. Surely the banks paid in some
cash, at the beginning of the System, to obtain reserves? Or has the
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amount of cash which the banks actually paid in at the beginning of
the System to obtain reserves been returned to them?

The answers to questions 4 through 11 were, I am sure, intended
to be helpful, and at some spots partially answers are quite lucid.
But such clarity is only momentary and becomes lost by seemingly
tortured statements on the same subjects at later points.

It is realized, of course, that my questions relate to subjects of a
delicate nature about which misunderstandings have been built into
what we might call a propaganda line. Nevertheless, I cannot believe
that you or the Board would wish to avoid clear answers to these
questions, and I hope, therefore, that you will have an opportunity
to give your personal attention to these questions and answers and
give me answers which you would endorse both as to candor and
clarity.

Sincerely,
WRIGHT PATMAN.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTE31,
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN,
Washingto'n, August 10, 1959.

Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN7
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR AIR. PATMAN: This is in reply to your letter of July 25 re-
garding certain questions about the memorandum on bank reserves
sent to you with my letter of July 24.

Since a number of matters of judgment rather than fact were in-
volved in the questions you asked, the information previously sub-
mitted was designed to enable you to formulate your own judgments
on the basis of the various factors to be considered. The question
with respect to the amount of cash paid into the Federal Reserve by
member banks when the System was formed requires the resolution
of a number of problems as to both definition and data availability.
For example, in view of the 36-month transition period on reserve re-
quirements in the original Federal Reserve Act and the further modi-
fication of those requirements in the act of June 21, 1917, there is no
single date that, for the purpose of this question, can be selected as
unquestionably representing the time the System was "formed."

If it were agreed that this transition was completed sometime dur-
ing 1917 and that December 31 of that year is an appropriate bench-
mark date, then a reasonable approximation of the amount of cash
paid in by member banks "when the System was formed" could be
made on that basis. As of December 31, 1917, total gold and gold cer-
tificate reserves of the Federal Reserve banks amounted to $1.6 bil-
lion, and member bank reserve balances totaled about $1.5 billion.
Most of the gold had been paid in by member banks in establishing
their initial required reserve balances and in meeting their subscrip-
tions to capital stock in the Federal Reserve banks. This gold, much
of which previously had been held by or for the banks that became
members of the System or which flowed in from domestic production
or imports, constituted the bulk of the monetary gold stock of the
country at that time.
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Since December 31,1917, member bank reserve balances have shown
a net increase of $17 billion. They have been augmented by deposit
of the proceeds of a $17 billion increase in the country's gold stock
and of a $3 billion increase in Treasury currency (mainly monetized
silver). They also have been increased by a $26 billion expansion in
Federal Reserve bank credit (mostly holdings of U.S. Government
securities). Over the same period, member banks have experienced
withdrawals from their reserve balances, principally $28 billion of
currency to meet the public's needs for hand-to-hand cash.

There is no way, either in logic or history, by which specific assets
of the Federal Reserve System, such as gold or holdings of U.S. Gov-
erminent securities, can be identified with or linked to specific liabili-
ties, such as member bank reserve balances or Federal Reserve notes.
On the one hand, one might conclude that the total of member bank
reserve balances is represented by the gold stock. On the other hand,
if present currency in circulation is considered an offset to the gold
and silver, then one might conclude that member bank reserve balances
are represented entirely by credit extended by the Federal Reserve
System.

Perhaps this point can be placed in better perspective by attempt-
ing to answer the following question: What would the consolidated
condition statement of the country's monetary system look like today
if the Federal Reserve Systemn had never been created, if commercial
banks were authorized to hold reserves and to issue currency as they
did prior to 1914, and if there had been the same increases in gold,
Treasury currency, currency in circulation, and bank credit? In
other words, let it be assumed that the arrangements prevailing under
the National Bank Act were extended with only such modifications
as would be needed to fit them into the legislative situation as it
would be if the Federal Reserve Act had not been passed.

Under these assumptions, the country would possess the same $20
billion gold stock and the same $5 billion total of Treasury currency
that now exists. The volume of total bank deposits and currency out-
standing would be the same as at present, but the currency would con-
sist of national bank notes. In these circumstances, it would not be
open to question that the $20 billion of gold certificates would repre-
sent reserves owned by the commercial banking system, and certainly
no one would regard these reserves as "fictitious." Whether these re-
serves were adequate, inadequate, or excessive would depend upon the
reserve requirements established against notes and deposits.

While the questions you raised may at first glance appear to call
for simple answers, the subject is complex and highly technical, and
it is understandable that you encountered some difficulty with the
memorandum sent you earlier. It should be kept in mind that, re-
gardless of how one prefers, for his own convenience, to relate Fed-
eral Reserve asset and liability items, the individual member banks
acquire reserves in the Federal Reserve largely through customer de-
posits of currency or checks drawn on other banks and through sales
of securities, and also to some extent through stockholder contribu-
tions. Thus, these reserves are paid for by member banks, either by
exchange of assets or by assumption of liabilities.

Sincerely yours,
WM. MCC. MARTIN, Jr.



INCOME V'ELOCITY AND INTEREST RSATES-A PRAG-MATIC APPROACH

- - (By- Henry A.-Latan6, -University-of-North Carolina)- -- - - -

This paper is a review of the relationship between income velocity (and its
reciprocal-proportionate cash balances) and long-term, high-grade interest rates
first stated in an article appearing in this journal, Review of Economics and Sta-
tistics, in 1954.' Available data will be examined for evidence as to secular
trends in velocity, the interest elasticity of demand for cash balances and the
effectiveness of monetary policy, and the problem of debt management.

In the 1954 article time series data on money (Al), income (Y), and corpo-
rate bond yields (r) were used to test hypotheses as to the relationship between
r and M/Y (i.e., proportionate cash balances). Annual data for the period
1919-52 were correlated and the relationship thus established was tested by
using overlapping 10-year averages of proportionate cash balances and interest
rates for the period 1889-1952 and quarterly data for the period 1947-52. The
conclusion reached at that time was:

"The policy implications of changes in long-term interest rates are especially
important at this time of debt funding. It is clear that a higher rate tends to
be associated with a speedup in the turnover of money. Conversely, a decline in
rates has been associated with an increased demand for cash balances at a given
level of income. Based on past experience an increase in the yield on long-term,
high-grade corporate bonds from 3 percent to, say, 3.30 percent would tend to
be associated with a 7.5-percent expansion in income if cash balances remained
constant. Whether this will prove true in the future, the effect is important
enough to deserve careful consideration when formulating monetary and fiscal
policy."

From 1954 to the second quarter of 1959 the money supply increased only 10
percent while GNP increased 33 percent; income velocity (i.e., Y/M) went up
21 percent, and long-term interest rates on high-grade corporates rose from 2.90
to 4.47 percent. In 1954 interest rates were lower than would have been expected
from their long-ternm relationship with income velocity. Today the situation is
reversed and interest rates are higher than would be expected from the long-
term relationship. In the absence of evidence of a structural shift in the rela-
tionship, this leads to a prediction of lower rates or substantially higher income
velocity. With reasonable patience and less advertising of the dangers of a
major runup in interest rates, it seems probable that the Government debt can
be refinanced on a favorable basis (i.e., under 4 percent).

THE EVIDENCE

Now the data used in the 1954 paper can be extended forward by over 6 years
of observations and can be carried back on an annual basis to 1909 using esti-
mates of GNP recently published by the National Income Division of the Depart-
ment of Commerce. The relevant data are presented in chart form in charts
1, 2, and 3V

' Henry A. Latand, "Cash Balances and the Interest Rate-A Pragmatic Approach,"
vol. XXXVI, November 1954, pp. 456-460.

2 Mimeographed tables for the underlying data are available from the author for inter-
ested readers.
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CHART 1.-LOG M/Y COMPARED WITH LOG X

ANNUAL DATA 1909-1958
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X: Illustrative points satisfying equation 1.1-1.2
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Chart 1 is a scatter diagram of the logarithms of proportionate cash balances'

and the logarithms of corporate bond yields4 for the period 1909 through 1958
with fitted regression lines. There is a correlation coefficient of .SS. The lines
are consistent with the hypothesis that there has been a rather constant interest
elasticity of demand for cash balances of approximately .8-5 over this long
period of years. A linear relationship between the logs of Mf/Y and r pointing
to a constant interest elasticity of demand for proportionate cash balances is
not consistent with a linear relationship between M/1Y and r.' However, it
is not inconsistent with a linear relationships between income velocity (Y/JiL_),
hereafter called V, -and r. For example, the crosses on chart 1 all represent the
logarithms of points from the following single equation expressed in two
forms:

1.1 r=1.3V-.5

1.2 V=. 77r+.38

Equation 1.1-1.2 is used to set the scales in the two time series charts in which
annual income velocity is compared with corporate bond yields for the period
1909-58 (chart 2) and quarterly V and r are compared for the period extending
from 1949 through the second quarter of 1959 (chart 3). These charts present
the evidence which will be used as the basis for the following discussion.

The charts taken together point to a rather close and continuing relationship
between V and r. This is not surprising. For many purposes bonds are excel-
lent substitutes for money. This easy interchangeability is recognized in much
corporate financial reporting where cash and governments are lumped together
as liquid assets while inventories, on the other hand, are never counted as liquid.
Money is held largely to facilitate transactions. Its yield is imputed from the
convenience and utility of holding cash balances. The yield from bonds, after
administrative costs, is balanced at the margin with the imputed yield from
money.' When interest rates are high, wealthholders economize on their cash
balances thus leading to increases in the turnover of money. Most deposits are
held by large depositors who can adjust their balances readily. Over one-third
of demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations are held in
accounts of over $100,000 per bank; over half are in accounts of over $2.,000,
while nearly two-thirds are in accounts of $10,00) or over.'

The relationship between interest rates and velocity is reinforced by the fact
that banks are not paid directly for their services to depositors but indirectly
by the yield they can obtain from the deposits. Banks watch the activtiy in
their depositor's accounts very closely. If a bank figures that it costs .5 cents
for each item that clears through an account, it would expect compensating
balances of $30,000 per 1,000 items cleared per month if it could earn 2 percent
on the balances but only $20,000 if it could earn 3 percent. Higher interest
rates would lead directly to a proportionate fall in required cash balances.
Stated another way, the permitted velocity would increase as interest rates
increase.

SECUL.AU TRENDS IN VELOCITY

It has been argued that the increasing importance of financial intermediaries
and new methods of clearing checks have tended to reduce the demand for cash
balances and thus to increase 17 in relation to r. On the other hand, Friedman
has advanced the hypothesis that cash balances are a luxury good and that.,

3Proportionate cash balances are M/Y where M Is demand deposits adjusted plus cur-rency outside banks as reported by the Federal Reserve Board and Y is gross nationalproduct as reported by the National Income Division of the Department of Commerceiii the 1958 National Income and Output Supplement of the Survey of Current Business asrevised and extended in the Julv 1959 Issue of the Survey of Current Business.
4 F. R. Macauley, "Bond Yields. Interest Rates Stock Prices" (NBER: L938) page 153.is used as the source of yields on high-grade lonL-term corporate bonds for the period1909-36; 'Moody's Aaa bond yields are used after 1936.
5 A linear relationship between MIY and r would imply that the interest elasticity ofdemand for cash balances would fall as r falls and that the demand would be limited evenif r=O. This does not appear reasonable. Keynesian theory calls for greater elasticitywhen Interest rates are low. See John Maynard Keynes, "The General Theory of-Employ-ment Interest and Monev." page 207.

See James Tobin, "The Interest Elasticity of Transactions Demand for Cash," thisjournal, XXXVIII, August 1956, 241-247.
7A table showing estimates of demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corpo-rations by size of account In Insured commercial banks on Jan. 28, 1959, appears in theApril 1959 Federal Reserve Bulletin.
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therefore, proportionate cash balances should increase and V fall as income
and the standard of living increase. Chart 2 does not support either hypothesis.
It does not furnish evidence that there has been a shift over time in the schedule
of demand for proportionate cash balances. All of the annual data may well
have been expressions of the same functional relationship between r and V for
this long period of years. There is no significant evidence that financial in-
termediaries have increased the efficiency of cash balances nor is there evidence
that cash balances are luxury goods. This is not to deny that both hypotheses
may be true. The effects of one factor may approximately offset the effects
of the other.

As far as can be observed from chart 2 the relationship of velocity to interest
rates has remained constant. This finding is contrary to the observations of
Friedman 9 and Garvy.' Friedman finds that the stock of money generally
rises over long periods at a decidedly higher rate than does money income and
that income velocity therefore declines secularly as real income rises. This
finding arises in part because Friedman includes time deposits with money.
Time deposits have increased relative to demand deposits, consequently the rela-
tive money turnover has fallen. Time deposits are not means of payment and
so do not fulfill the major function of money. There is no reason, in theory, why
they should be included in money if savings bank deposits, building and loan
shares, and short-term Government obligations, for example, are excluded. The
only explicit reason given by Friedman for the inclusion of time deposits in
money is that reliable data on demand deposits is not available before 1914.
It is not clear why Friedman considers national income estimates going back
to 1870 more reliable than early demand deposit estimates. The demand de-
posit estimates before 1914 are based on bank-call data and are published in
"Banking and Monetary Statistics" (FRB: 1943). The national income data
used by Friedman are based on annual estimates by Simon Kuznets and not
published by Kuznets except in the form of 10-year overlapping averages because
he did not consider them satisfactory?'

A second reason why Friedman gets a downward secular trend in velocity is
his choice of time period. Friedman bases his calculations on the period 1870-
1954. In this period interest rates declined from 6.4 to 2.9 percent so that the
opportunity cost of holding cash balances was much lower in the latter years
than in the earlier years. When adjusted for opportunity cost, there is no evi-
dence of a change in the demand for proportionate cash balances.

George Garvy also finds that velocity today is well below the velocity of the
1920's. However, he is talking of transactions velocity and not income velocity.
Transactions velocity is greatly affected by trading in stocks and bonds in wvhich
money turns over rapidly." Stock trading today is much smaller than in the
late 1920's so transactions velocity is lower. For example, the value of shares
sold on the New York Stock Exchange, exclusive of odd lots and stopped sales,' 3

was 90 percent of GNP in 1929 and only 17 percent of GNP in 1958.

INTERSET ELASTICITY AND MONETARY POLICY

If bonds are a good substitute for money and other assets are relatively poor
substitutes" as seems a reasonable hypothesis, then monetary policy will work
itself out through the interest rate rather than through the direct effects of
changes in money on spending for other assets. Under these conditions the
interest elasticity of demand for cash balances has considerable influence on the
effectiveness of monetary policy. If the demand for cash balances is highly
elastic when Interest rates are low, for example, the only effect of a large change
in money supply might be a small change In interest rates when rates are low.
At the other extreme, if the elasticity of the demand for cash balances is limited

Milton Friedman, "The Demand for Money: Some Theoretical and Empirical Results,"
Journal of Political Economy, LXVII, August 1959, p. 329.

P Idem, p. 32T.
'° George Garvy, "Struchtral ARpects of Money Velocity," Quarterly Journal of Eco-

nomics, LXXIII, August 1959, p. 443.
ii See Simon Kuznets, "National Product Since 1869" (NBER: 1946), pp. XV, XVII,

and 59.
2 Garvy cites (p. 443), an annual turnover rate of 299 for deposits of members of the

stock exchange and of investment hankers as against an annual rate of 24 times for 377
centers outside New York In February 1959.

U Data compiled by the New York Times and reported In the "Survey of Current
Business."

u Short-term obligations also are good substitutes for money and for long-term bonds.
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when interest rates are high, then a small change in money would lead to large
interest rate effects. The data on chart 1 throws some light on both of these
possibilities.

Consider first the data falling in the lower part of chart 1. Here large differ-
ences in the logarithms of Al/Y are accompanied by very small differences in the
logarithms of interest rates thus indicating a very highly interest elasticity of
demand for proportionate cash balances if the observations fall on the same
demand schedule. This would support the Keynesian "liquidity trap" theory.
The low interest rates and high proportionate cash balances all were reported
during-and-after World War II. Whether the observed high interest elasticity
would accompany another period of low velocity is open to question but, at least,
for the one example available, Keynes was right though possibily for the wrong
reasons.'

Consider now the possibility that there is technical ceiling to velocity which
will lead to a very inelastic demand for cash balances when interest rates are
high. Ritter, for example, says:

"Charts 3 and 4 [comparing income velocity and "Idle Cash Balances" ' with
Treasury bill rate, quarterly, 1948-57] suggest that when interest rates are low
and idle balances large, a small rise in rates is likely to result in a large trans-
fer of funds from hoards to active circulation, increasing velocity substantially.
In this phase there is considerable truth in the "offset" viewpoint. But as inter-
est rates continue to rise, due to continued monetary restraint and persistent
demand for funds, idle balances are likely to approach minimum levels. Cor-
respondingly, velocity is likely to encounter an upper limit, a rough and per-
haps flexible ceiling, but a ceiling nevertheless. As it becomes increasingly
difficult to obtain the release of additional funds from the now depleted idle
balances, velocity will be subject to new constraints, economic activity will be-
come increasingly sensitive to monetary policy and further expansion of GNP
will be inhibited." T

The data in the upper part of chart 1 do not support Ritter's concept of a
flexible ceiling over velocity. Within the area of experience (i.e., V as high as
4.26 and long-term interest rates as high as 5.17 as compared with V of 3.43 and
r of 4.47 percent in the second quarter of 1959) the interest elasticity of demand
for proportionate cash balances seems to be the same whether velocity is high
or not high.18

INTEREST RATES, INCOME VELOCITY AND DEBT REFINANCING

Recent movements in income velocity and interest rates are shown in chart
3. On the basis of the function used in setting the scales for this chart (i.e.,
r=1.3V-0.'5 and V=0.77+0.38) it is apparent that interest rates now are con-
siderably higher than would be estimated from income velocity. This evidence
is not conclusive. It would be extremely difficult, however, to devise a formula
which not only would fit the observed data for V and r but also would show r
now to be low in relation to V. It seems reasonable to assume that r now is
well above the value warranted by long-term relations with income velocity.
Extrapolating such relations always is dangerous but, unless there is a sub-
stantial shift in the schedule for demand for proportionate cash balances, r in
coming months either will come down or V will increase materially.

On the basis of the established relationship of interest rates and velocity,
long-term Government bonds should now be selling to yield 3.7 percent.' 9 The
present yield of 4.3 percent may be in part a cyclical phenomenon and in part
a reflection of the recent drive to lift the interest rate ceiling on long-term
Government bonds. In any event, there is no evidence that an attempt to carry

I1 Keynes based his "liquidity trap" theory on the speculative motive for holding cash. A
simpler explanation is that the cost of buying and selling bonds was so high In relation to
the possbl e yields that It was not worthwhile to switch from cash to bonds.

IMy objections to division of money between active and Idle balances are given In the
previously cited 1954 article In this review (p. 458). On the other hand, Ritter's chart 3
comparing Income velocity with the Treasury bill rate presents a clear picture of the
relationship of income velocity and short-term Interest rates.

17 Lawrence S. Ritter, "Income Velocity and Anti-Inflationary Monetary Policy," Amern.
can Economic Review, XLIX, March 1959, p. 128.

Is In the depression years 1932. 1933. and 1921, Interest rates were much higher In rela-
tion to velocity than In other years. This phenomenon may. be explained by a flight from
bonds rather than by a ceiling on velocity.

" Government bonds typically have sold to yield around 30 basic points under high-grade
corporates. These corporate bonds typically have yielded around 4 percent when income
velocity was around 3.5.
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out major long-term financing at present (or higher) yields would reduce in-
flationary pressures. On the contrary, it would encourage wealthholders to
reduce their proportionate cash balances to buy bonds, thus increasing income
velocity.

TABLE 1.-IIncom11e velocity and interest rates, annual data, 1909-58

Year _ A Al/y U r Year _ M M/yV V r

1909 -33.9 9.5 0. 280 3.57 3.66 1934- 65.0 21.4 0.329 3.04 3. 82
1910 -35.7 10.0 .280 3.57 3.81 1935 -72.5 25.1 .346 2.89 3. 44
1911 ------------- 36.2 10.4 .287 3.49 3.85 1936- 82. 7 28.2 .341 2.93 3. 23
1912-39.8 10. 9 274 3.65 3.89 1937 -90. 8 30.4 .335 2.99 3.26
1913 -------- 40.0 ILO .275 3.04 4.06 1938-------- 89.2 30. 4 .356 2.80 3.19
3914 -------- 39.0 11. 6 .297 3.36 4.05 1939 -------- 91.1 33. 7 .370 2. 70 3.01
1915 -------- 40.9 11. 4 .282 3.10 4.18 1940 -------- 100. 6 36.9 .387 2.89 2.64
1916 -48.9 13.8 .282 3.54 4.04 1941 -125. 8 45.2 .359 2.78 2. 77
1917- 61.1 15.8 .259 3.87 4.29 1942 -159.1 54.6 .343 2.91 2.83
1918 -------- 77.1 18.1 .234 4. 26 4. 67 1943 -------- 192.85 71L7 .373 2. 68 2. 73
1919 -84.9 21.3 21 3.99 4. 72 1944- 211. 4 84. 7 400 2 50 2. 72
1920 -------- 91. 9 23. 7 .258 3.88 5.17 1945_-------213. 6 98. 2 .460 2.18 2.62
1921 -79 3 20.8 .296 3.38 4. 98 1946- 210. 7 105. 7 .1502 1.9 9 2. 53
1922 -------- 79.0 21. 4 .285 3. 51 4. 39 1947 -------- 234. 3 109. 3 .465 2.14 2.61
1923 -86.2 22.7 .263 3.80 4. 58 1948 -259. 4 109. 9 .423 2.36 2. 82
1924 -85.9 23.5 .273 3.66 4. 51 1949-258.1 108.8 .421 2.37 2. 66
1925 -94.5 25.1 .265 3. 77 4.45 1950 -284. 6 111.6 .393 2. 55 2.62
1926 -98. 6 25. 7 .260 3. 84 4.33 1951-329.0 117.1 .356 2.81 2.86
1927 -------- 96. 5 25. 7 .206 3. 76 4.17 1952 -------- 347.0 123. 2 .355 2.82 2.96
1928 -------- 98. 8 26. 3 .266 3. 70 4.23 1953 -------- 365. 4 126. 2 .340 2.090 3.20
1929 -------- 104. 4 26. 4 .253 3. 95 4.48 1954 -------- 363.1 127. 9 .352 2. 84 2.90
1930 -91.1 25.2 .276 3.62 4.25 1955 -397. 5 132. 3 .323 3.00 3. 06
1931 -76.3 23.2 .304 3.29 4.18 1956 -419. 2 134.1 .320 3.13 3.36
1932 -58. 5 21.0 .359 2.79 4.66 1957 -442. 5 134.9 .305 3. 28 3.89
1933- 56. 0 19. 9 .355 2.81 4. 22 1958 -441. 7 136.0 .308 3.25 3.80

Y: ONP in billions of dollars from "1958 National Income and Output Supplement" of the Survey of
Current Business with 1957-58 data from July 1959 Survey of Current Business.

M: Demand deposits adjusted plus currency outside banks in billions of dollars for 1909-18 on June call
data "Banking and Monetary Statistics"; for 1919-57 annual averages compiled by Laurence S. Ritter,
chief, domestic research division, Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

V: V/-Al-.
r: Percent yields on corporate high-grade long-term bonds for 1909-36 from F. R. Macaulcy, "Bond Yields,

Interest Rates, Stock Prices" (NBER: 1938), for 1937 to date annual averages of Moody's Aaa bond yields.
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TABLE 2.-Income velocity and interest rates, seasonally adjusted quarterly data,
1948-59

Year and quarter Y -AT I F 1 month r 3 months
2 months

1948-1st------------------- 249. 5 110. 7 2.25 2.85 2. 85 2.83
2d ------------------ 257. 7 109.9 2.34 2.78 .76 2. 76
3d ------------------ 264.0 109.6 2.41 2.81 .84 2.84
4th --------- ----- 265.9 .109.4 2.43 2.84 .84 2. 79

1949-1st ------------------ 259.8 108. 8 2. 39 2. 71 .71 2. 70
2d ------------------ 256.4 108.8 2.38 2.70 .71 2. 71
3d ------------------ 258.8 108. 6 2. 38 2.67 .62 2.60
4th ------ ----------- 257.0 168. 4 2.37 2. 61 .60 2. 58

1950-1st ------------------ 265.8 109.4 2.43 2. 57 .58 2. 58
2d ------------------ 274.4 110. 7 2. 48 2.60 .61 2.62
3d ------------------ 293.2 112.2 2.61 2.65 .61 2.64
4th ------------------- 14.3 113. 4 2.68 2. 67 .67 2.67

1951-1st ------------------ 317.8 114.6 2. 77 2. 60 .66 2. 78
2d ------------------ 326.4 115. 5 2.83 28 7 .89 2.94
3d ------------------ 333.8 117.6 2.894 2.84 .58 2.84
4t ------------------ 338. 1 119.6 2. 83 2.89 .96 3.01

1952-1st ------------------ 341.0 121. 1 2.82 2.98 .93 2.96
2d ------------------ 341.3 122. 6 2.78 2.93 2. 93 2.94
3d ------------------ 347.0 123.8 28 0 2.95 2.94 2.95
4th------------------ 358.06 124.4 2588 3.01 2.98 2.97

1953-1st ------------------ 364. 5 125. 1 2.91 3.02 3.07 3.12
2d ------------------ 368. 8 126.0 2.93 3. 23 3.34 3.40
3d ------------------ 367.1 126. 3 2.91 3.28 3.24 3.29
4th -SOLO-------------- 6. 126.4 2.86 3.16 3.11 3.13

1994-1st ------------------ 360. 0 126. 6 2.84 3.06 2.96 2.86
2d ------------------ 358.9 126. 7 2893 2.85 2.88 2.90
3d ------------------ 362.0 127.9 28 3 2.89 2.87 2.89
4th ------ ----------- 370.8 129. 3 2.87 2.58S 2.89 2.96

---9--------------- 384.3 13L.0 2.93 2.93 2.99 3.02
2d ------------------ 393.0 13260 2.98 3.01 3.04 3.05
3d ------------------ 403.4 1321 3.04 3.06 3. 11 3.13
4th------------------ 408.9 132.9 3.08 3.16 3.10 3.15

1956-1st ------------------ 410.8 133.2 3.08 3.11 3.08 3.10
2d ------------------ 414.9 133.7 3.10 3.24 3.26 3.27
3d ------------------ 420.5 133.9 3.14 3.28 3.43 3.56
4th ------- --------- 430.5 134.2 3.21 3.19 3.69 3.75

1957-1st ------------------ 437.7 134.4 3.26 3.77 3.67 3.66
2d ------------------ 442.4 134.9 3.28 3.67 3.74 3.91
3d ------------------ 447.8 135. 0 3.32 3.99 4.10 4.12
4th------------------ 442.3 133.8 3.30 4.10 4.08 3.81

1958-Ist ------------------ 431.0 133.4 3.23 3.60 3.59) 3.63
2d ------------------ 434.5 134.9 3.22 3.60 3.57 3.57
3d ------------------ 444.0 136.8 3.25 3.67 3.85 4.09
4th------------------ 457.1 137.8 3.32 4.11 4.09 4.68

1959-1st ------------------ 467.0 139.3 3.35 4.12 4.14 4.13
2d ------------------ 483.0 141.0 3.43 4.23 4.39 4.47
3d ------------------ --------------- 4.47 4.43 .-----

Y., GN'P in billions of dollars. Seasonally adjusted quarterly totals at annual rates from July 1959 Survey
of Current Business.

M: Demand deposits adjusted, plus currency outside banks, In billions of dollars. Seasonally adjusted
quarterly averages from Federal Reserve Bulletins.

r: Moody's Aaa index of long-term high-grade corporate bond yields from Moody's Investors Service

38563-CO0-pt. 1O-14
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY OSCAR GASS, CONSULTING ECONOMIST,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

A misguided initiative by the Executive and the pressured acquiescence of
the Congress seem on the verge of combining to produce a major misstep in
the management of the public debt. This unfortunate step would either raise
the ceiling interest rate that may legally be paid on U.S. Government bonds or,
much worse, would abolish that ceiling entirely and do so in a climate of sug-
gestion that higher interest rates are inevitable and desirable.

The consequences of this misdirected action would extend far beyond the
Federal debt. It would contribute toward general economic instability and
would unwisely increase the role of interest receipts in the national income. A
great economist, writing two decades ago, when interest rates were generally
far lower than they are now, found one of the pervasive difficulties of the world's
private enterprise economies to be that there was "too much interest in interest"
and not enough interest in the profits to be derived from venturesome, con-
structive enterprise. The policies currently proposed by the Executive would
give a further weight to this undesirable emphasis on interest and would do
so in a manner to accentuate the unstabilizing forces in our economy.

INTEREST RATES AS ADMINISTERED PRICES

Both the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman of the Board of Gov-
ernors endeavored, in their recent appearances before the House Ways and
Means Committee, to demonstrate that the present high level of interest rates
is merely a matter of supply and demand-and quite beyond their own influence
or responsibility. Secretary Anderson made a serious effort in this direction,
and obviously he, or his staff, was troubled by the result. Well they might
be troubled. The supposed relationship between supply, demand, and price
cannot be found.

Interest rates are already now matching the highs of the 1920's. There is
the price. Yet the potential supply of real savings in the economy is clearly
unprecedentedly large and as yet unstrained. Gross private investment in the
first half of 1959 has been at an annual rate about $10 billion less than it was
3 years earlier, though our productive capacity-and hence our potential sup-
ply of real savings-is now much larger than it was in 1956. Moreover the
non-Federal demand for credit has not been high, and Mr. Anderson acknowl-
edges this. He finds the total demand for credit large because of the Federal
deficit, but even the Federal deficit does not provide a pattern of demand useful
for Mr. Anderson's explanation of why interest rates have risen sharply in
1959. At mid-1958 the Federal deficit (on national income and product account)
reached the peak level of $10 billion annually, but at that time interest rates
were very low. In the first quarter of 1959, this deficit was around $2 billion
annually, and in the second quarter of 1959 there may well have been (on an
accrual basis) no deficit at all. Even on a cash basis, the Federal debt held
by the public increased only by the trifling amount of $416 million in the period
from January 30 to June 8, 1959. Mr. Anderson uses entire fiscal year figures,
which are not very meaningful for analysis of how things move, yet he can not
fail to be impressed by the fact that interest rates rose decisively just when the
demand pressure of the real Federal deficit was diminishing sharply. What
kind of supply and demand explanation is this?

To get away from these unyielding facts, Mr. Anderson resorts-quite wisely-
to expectations and anticipations. Investors anticipated higher interest rates
and therefore demanded them. This is indeed true. Mr. Anderson and Mr.
Martin were perhaps the two most important creators of these anticipations.
In conferences with bankers and bond buyers, in every public forum, they gave
testimony that they regarded higher interest rates as "sound," to be antici-
pated, indeed-like any other sound development-to be welcomed. It is little
to be wondered that they have got the higher interest rates that they welcomed.

Among the more important interest rates, one group in which price leadership
and price administration play decisive roles is the rate structure charged by
commercial banks for industrial. agricultural and commercial loans. New
departures in this rate structure are ordinarily signaled by one (not always the
same) major bank, in a manner quite similar to price leadership in steel or
aluminum. The last important signal, given on May 15, called for an increase
from 4 to 4 1/2 percent on prime risks and corresponding adjustment of other
rates. There was little criticism of the commercial banks for raising their
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prices by 121/2 percent at one swoop. Was this not an inflationary action? The
banks made just as many loans at 4½2 percent as they would have at 4 percent
and to the same people. The price had merely gone up. What would have been
said about any group of wage earners who raised the price of their services
by 12½2 percent in one step?

In its general interest structure, the ordinary commercial bank follows na-
tional and regional price leadership. The individual loan operations of a com-
mercial bank also bear only a remote relationship to our traditional picture of
competitive practice-and necessarily so. A bank does not auction credit to its
customers; it rations credit among them. - The total amount- the banking system
has for rationing among its customers is determined not by any action of private
bankers but by the reserves supplied by the Reserve System and the Treasury
(to the extent that the Treasury still functions as a monetary authority).
Administered prices and credit allocations are of the essence of commercial
banking, and understandably so. What is less understandable is the suggestion
that there is some higher wisdom in passive acceptance by the Government of
the United States of whatever emerges from this process and from the whole
network of related decisions and transactions. It is straining language when
such a network is described as an impersonal "free market."

RESTRAINT OF INFLATION?

High interest charges are commonly defended as restraining the demand for
credit, which, it is said, would otherwise become excessive and would exert pres-
sure toward inflating prices of goods and services. The higher rate, it is said,
also establishes priorities and allows only first-line demands to pass into effect.
But w-e have to ask several questions about this matter. Is it true, in fact, that
less credit is granted at higher rates than at lower? Does the higher rate select
the first-line priorities? Does the higher interest charge assist in keeping prices
down, or does it tend to push them up? If it acts variously in different cases,
which are the more important?

Experience suggests that, in respect to commercial and industrial loans, in-
creases in bank interest charges do not commonly restrain the demand for credit.
Such increases in interest charges usually take price when economic activity is
already expanding and prices rising. Let us imagine that a merchant or manu-
facturer confronts an interest charge of 6 percent per annum or one-half percent
per month. But individual materials (steel, cement, hides, etc.) may experience
price rises of 4 or 5 percent in a single month. A businessman will attempt to
accumulate inventory to anticipate such price increases, and he will not be
deterred by any experienced level of bank interest charges. The interest cost
is nothing compared to the anticipated price rise. Moreover, when business
is expanding, he does not wish to lose sales. Only the actual quantitative unavail-
ability of money to borrow will keep the businessman, under such conditions,
from borrowing to accumulate inventory. He can pass the interest cost on, and
earn a profit on his foresight. All other businessmen are trying to do the same
thing. Raising interest rates, discount rates, or anything of the kind does not
deter them. Only a restriction of the quantity of reserves actually available to
the banks-so that banks cannot lend any more to businessmen-constitutes an
effective restraint under such conditions. Bankers know very well that in-
creases in discount charges and interest rate merely increase bank incomes, but
a restriction of the volume of reserves really restrains.

Though commercial bank rates are important in influencing the level of other
interest rates, they are not more important than the rates offered on issues of
Federal Government securities. The Treasury and the Federal Reserve authori-
ties are identified, in the money markets, as sharing a common policy. There-
fore, raising interest rates on Government securities has an importance beyond
the direct burden on the Federal Treasury. That direct burden is not inconsid-
erable. The annual interest charge on the Federal debt, presently in the neigh-
borhood of $8 billion, may rise in time, under current policy, to $10 billion or
$11 billion or even $12 billion. This increases the burden of Treasury operations.
But more important perhaps is the signaling function of the rates of interest
paid and contemplated by the Federal Government in working on the expecta-
tions and anticipations of investors. Widespread belief that the administration
would ask for an increase in the ceiling rate on bonds, or even for the entire
removal of any ceiling, correspondingly brought about a decline in the Govern-
ment bond market and an increase in yields. The higher interest rate does not
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restrain Treasury borrowing any more than the higher interest rate restrains
private businessmen. But it does contribute to the general public feeling,
"Everything is going up." The only prices that go down are the prices of out-
standing bonds.

Another important area where higher interest rates seem directly inflationary
is that of utility financing. The regulatory principles accepted universally by
Federal and State authorities permit the pass-through of interest charges as a
cost. They further determine the rate of earnings to be allowed utility con-
panies on the basis of the cost of raising money for such extensions of utility
service as are needed. For this reason, utilities are not always resistant to a
general upward movement of interest rates but rather even, as at the present
time, in some degree welcome an increase in interest charges. Since the 1920's
at least. the American utility industry has been governed broadly hy the principle
that a B-percent return after taxes, on the utility rate base, was a fail rate of
return. Some regulatory authorities gave less. The 6-percent formula is now
being generally abandoned. No applicant before the Federal Power Commission
but asks for at least 61/2 percent. The Federal Power Commission has already
granted 6(14 percent, and the California utilities commission 6.85 percent.

Another sphere where higher interest rates seem not a restraint on investment
action but merely a factor modestly inflating costs is that of industrial bond
financing. Even a 6-percent bond costs a corporation less than 3 percent after
tax. This easy absorption of interest charges will continue so long as our tax
system is biased, quite unnecessarily, in favor of debt rather than equity financ-
ing. Most larger corporations will continue to do their financing from internal
sources, depreciation allowances, and retained profits. For those who contemn-
plate going to the bond market, the higher interest charge will hardly restrain,
but it will inflate-though modestly.

Any student of State and local government financing will find it difficult to
trace the effect of fluctuations in interest rates or even of year-to-year changes
in economic conditions. The process of decision and action is very long in State
and local government capital projects. A project must be initiated, often a
bond election held, and then only plans prepared. When the time comes for
financing the project, maybe 2 or 3 years have passed. It goes ahead on the old
momentum. The experienced record of consistent year-to-year State and local
government borrowing indicates that the interest rate does not act as a restrain-
ing force. Neither does anything else. Of course, in some measure the interest
rate does tend to determine costs, and so the level of required State and local
taxes.

The one major sphere in which rising interest rates seem to have shown them-
selves effective as a force restraining demand is that of housing. Interest
rates are very important in determining the weight of mortgage payments.
Decisions to build or not to build housing, at a particular time, are often swayed
by a fairly narrow balance. It is perhaps therefore true that the rise in in-
terest rates which has taken place in 1959 has acted as a restraining force on
private home starts. In May the annual rate of such starts dropped to 1,340,000
from 1,390,000 in the previous month. It is possible that here we find a reversal
in economic activity induced by interest rate changes. The facts are not yet
certain. We have, however, to ask ourselves whether it is indeed desirable
and in accord with public policy that, precisely in this sphere of housing con-
struction, rising interest costs should be the determining consideraton. Does
the interest charge correctly select the first priority?

Housing seems affected very differently from general consumer credit. In the
general installment field, rising interest rates seem, at most, to bring about
a stretching out of the period of payment. But that does not restrain buying.
Only an actual cutting off of the volume of credit, and not a change in its price,
seems capable of putting a brake on consumer buying.

Apart then from possible effectiveness in diminishing housing construction,
little of major effect on general economic activity can yet be ascribed, at this
date in 1959, to the general rise in interest rates. Whatever else can be ascribed
to higher interest rates, however, seems all to weigh in the direction of raising
prices, though in varying degree.

GOVENMENT BOND MARKET

A bond buyer needs no deep-reaching indoctrination in the mysteries of infla-
tion to see the consequences of the policies now in vogue with the U.S. Treasury
and the Federal Reserve authorities. The investor knows that a bond he
bought as recently as June 1958 for $100 is salable now in June 1959 only for
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$87. He knows also that every time Mr. Anderson offers a new bond, at a higher
interest rate, the capital values of all old bonds go down. Whether an indivdual
buys for himself, for an insurance company, for a savings bank, or for any insti-
tution with fixed obligations in money, he may have a considerable area of
investment in which lie is content to get his money back with interest-so long
as the capital is always reasonably intact. But, under present policy, he has
every reason to fear for his capital. If Mr. Anderson secures from Congress an
increase in the ceiling interest rate from 41/t to 4Y2 percent, the investor's bond
wvill surely be worth somewhat less than it is worth now. If Mr. Anderson gets
a total removal of the interest-ceiling, there is no telling how low his bond will
go, but it can go only in one direction-down. Such a market is no place for an
investor, though it may provide some scope for the talents of a speculator.

The first need of the public credit then is not a higher interest ceiling or, still
worse, the total removal of the ceiling. What is needed is rather a concerted
move to restore the public credit by establishing greater stability in the market
for Government bonds. Stabilization involves, of course, first the choice of a
yield pattern, particularly on the longer-maturity issues, and then the maintenance
of that pattern with minor fluctuations.

In seeking greater stability, we must avoid the lures of those who would argue
for an extremely "flexible" interest rate policy, involving very low interest
rates in times of recession and very high ones in time of prosperity. Such great
interest rate fluctuations mean large capital gains and losses in the Govern-
mend bond market and turn that market into a quite different kind of institution
than it ought to be. The proponents of flexibility would perhaps commend the
Treasury for having "skinned the market" in June 1958 by selling a bond matur-
ing in 1965 at 25/ percent. But skinning is not a game one can continue forever:
the victim flees. That 25%8 percent bond now sells around 91 despite its com-
paratively early maturity, and many of those without skin (having lost $9 out
of every $100 in one year) have departed from this market.

If we are to look for the root cause of the present impasse in public debt
management, we must go back to March 1951 and to the "accord" then reached
by the Federal Reserve and the Treasury, in which both parties gave up the
fundamental policy of attempting to maintain relatively stable capital values
for Government bonds. They gave up the principle that a marketable Govern-
ment bond, sold by the Treasury for $100, would continue to have a capital
value of something near $100 throughout its life and that yields and maturities
would be arranged in a pattern to make possible an approximation to this ob-
jective. Until this objective is reestablished, to the extent that it can now be
reestablished, national debt management can only stagger from one mess to
another. Until then, the Government bond market will remain an investor's
nightmare and a speculator's paradise.

In reaching that accord, much dubious monetary doctrine was combined with
an ample quota of questionable political philosophy. What emerged seems a
mistaken conception of the meaning of "independence" when applied to a body
like the Federal Reserve authorities. There is an independence which consists
of division of labor and a second kind of independence which involves a more
fundamental, distinct and separate Government role in the making of general
rules, in their policy implementation, or in their application to particular cases.
I doubt that the monetary authorities are an appropriate body to be accorded
this second order of independence in our Government. The Federal Reserve is
not a judicial body and correspondingly lacks the high claim of the judiciary
to independence. It is also not appropriately a separate and coequal branch
of Government, like the legislature or the executive. I question the contention
that what the Federal Reserve does, for the most part, can be properly described
as delegated rulemaking rather than executive action. The Constitution of the
United States fortunately does not permit that here should be erected-alongside
the judicial power, the legislative power and the executive power-a fourth au-
thority, the money power. On the contrary, it lodges firmly in the Congress the
power to make laws concerning money, and it does not permit any authority,
even the Congress, to fragmentize the responsibility of the executive for the
execution of the laws. The responsibility of the President of the United States
cannot be attenuated by any "accord."

STABILIZATION, RESERVES AND INFLATION

What the public credit requires now, after so much unsettlement, is responsi-
ble Federal Reserve action, in concert with the Treasury, to establish relative
stability in the Government bond market. Once an initial degree of stability
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has been achieved, the efforts of the monetary authorities can reasonably antici-
pate substantial support from the return to the Government bond market of
institutions and individuals interested in purchasing an asset with a high degree
of stability of capital value.

Stabilization operations do, of course, require that the Federal Reserve au-
thorities purchase bonds to maintain prices. They must buy and sell, as required,
to sustain a chosen yield pattern. Stabilization purchases need not however
result in the creation of usable, free commercial bank reserves in excess of the
healthy credit needs of the national economy. It is always possible, under our
required reserve system, to sterilize any excess bank reserve by raising reserve
requirements. As matters stand today, the Federal Reserve already has legal
authority to increase required reserves by an additional one-fourth or one-
fifth; that is, by roughly $4 or $5 billion over the $18 billion total of
required reserves now held by member banks. Any later deficiency of statutory
authority (as defined by current maximum legal reserve limits) can readily be
repaired by appropriate action of the Congress. Unfortunately however the
drift of currently proposed legislation is in exactly the wrong direction-toward
lowering the legal maximum reserve requirements of commercial banks rather
than raising them. Sponsorship of lower bank reserve maximums casts an un-
flattering light on the singleness of purpose of the supporters of such reduc-
tions-who are, at the same time, among the loudest in professing their deter-
"ination to stop inflation.

Secretary of the Treasury Anderson and Chairman of the Board of Governors
Martin did indeed advert recently, in their testimony before the House Ways
and Means Committee, to the possibility of locking up, in required bank reserves,
any money created to support Government bond prices, when that money is
surplus to the credit that can be extended without inflation of the general price
level. Examination of their testimony must however convince any dispassionate
reader that their presentations were neither objective nor comprehensive. Mr.
Martin disposed of the whole issue with little more than a cavalier reference to
the danger of "* * * converting the Federal Reserve System into an engine of
inflation." A "bogyman with which to frighten children."

Mr. Anderson was more serious, in this as in other matters, but his testimony
on this question was unfortunately relegated to an appendix "Supplemental
Statement." Such supplements bear advance identification in Washington: they
are prepared by the staff and need not be read either by the speaker who gives
them or by the audience to whom they are addressed. The statement itself veers
wildly from pillar to post, at critical points, accusing reserve control alternately
of massive inflation and deflation. Thus, on page 22, " * * the transaction
would provide the basis for a highly inflationary expansion of the money supply"
but, on page 25, it would operate "* * * by severely restricting the lending and
investing activities of commercial banks."

In fact, of course, a policy of supporting Government bonds combined with
changes in reserve requirements can be used to increase, decrease or leave un-
changed commercial bank reserves available for other operations-just as the
needs of the economy at the time may be judged to require. It is not an engine
of inflation or of deflation but only an instrument of policy action. The decisive
question will remain whether the resource employment of the economy permits
Government expenditures financed by debt to be in addition to the then existing
volume of private purchases or whether these Government expenditures should
be in substitution. Substitution, with a correspondingly tight reserve policy,
will be necessary when the real resources to meet both demands cannot be
made available at relatively constant prices. Instead however of following this
issue where it leads, Secretary Anderson dropped serious argumentation and
permitted himself the statement (p. 28) that "a * * the question * * * is
actually a question of whether the banking system should be nationalized."
This is to engage in a kind of demagoguery of which a Secretary of the Treasury
should be incapable.

A technician's issue is raised by the Secretary's presentation when he suggests
that control of reserves through varying reserve requirements is unfair and
disturbing because Government spending may result in bank reserves being
accumulated unevenly while a change in legally required reserves would be
across the board. What Secretary Anderson, or his Treasury technicians, have
failed to remark is that all operations on reserves have a similar problem. In
what are called open market operations, the Federal Reserve sells securities when
it desires to mop up reserves. But the securities sold by the Reserve system
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are bought not only by banks; they are bought also by banks' depositors. And
those banks that are "loaned-up" are as likely as any other to have depositors
who will buy securities when the Federal Reserve sells them. These "loaned-up"
banks may therefore lose reserves, as the result of open-market operations,
just at the time when they find the loss most disturbing. In this particular, legal
reserve variations and open market operations have a similar problem. Both
will be disturbing unless the commercial banks are on notice concerning the
direction and magnitude of central bank action.

An inherent deficiency in open market operations is that they do not always
permit support for the public credit at the times when such support is desirable.
When the economic position requires contraction of bank reserves, open market
operations can only sell securities and thereby push interest rates up. A simple
increase in legally required reserves can accomplish the same contraction in the
credit base without giving a direct upward push to interest rates on those Gov-
ernment securities which constitute the bulk of the central bank's portfolio.

Careful reconsideration must surely yield explicit rejection of the idea,
variously sponsored by Mr. Anderson and Mr. Martin, that the Government of
the United States can usefully be regarded, in relation to the bond market, as
just another borrower among others. On the contrary, an act of borrowing by
the Government of the United States is a claim on the national resources more
meaningfully comparable to a tax than to an act of private borrowing. The
Government must determine, by judgments of policy, whether any demand it
makes on the Nation's resources should be exercised through taxation or borrow-
ing. If through borrowing, then again the Government must determine whether
this borrowing should be directed toward the central bank or commercial banks
or nonbanking lenders. The Government can set the stage for its own borrowing,
just as it determines the conditions for raising its own tax revenues. No purpose
identifiable with economic rationality is served by the Government of the United
States first pretending to divest itself of sovereignty and then bidding for
loanable funds like any private borrower.

NEXT STEPS

What is most disturbing in th proposal of the President for the abolition of
the interest rate ceiling on Government bonds is that the measure has abso-
lutely no timeliness. There is no present need for it. As Senator Douglas has
pointed out, the Treasury has not a single long-term issue to refund until Novem-
ber 15, 1960. Was it necessary to try to force an upward adjustment of interest
rates just at this time? Howv can the Treasury and the Federal Reserve System
have been brought to create additional difficulties in the bond market when there
is no need? Were political ends in view? Did the Treasury come forward with
this proposal in 1959 fearing that there might be some real need in 1960-
an election year-when such a proposal for higher interest rates might encounter
a strong electrical rebuke? These questions remain unanswerable to one outside
the councils of the administration.

What is clear from the record is that the Treasury has no security of more than
13 months original maturity to refund until April 1, 1960. On that date it has
the relatively trifling amount of $198 million of a 5-year issue, followed on May
15 with the more considerable amount of $2,406 million of a 39-months issue,
and then again on October 1, 1960 with $278, million of a 5-year issue. All these
the Treasury is already now free to refund into issues of up to 5 years, without
reference to any legal ceiling. Even the issue of November 15, 1960 was only
a 6-year and 3-month maturity initially: the general time composition of the
public debt could still be improved significantly-if only within the 5-year limit-
even if this one issue was downgraded from 61/ years to 5. Why then has the
Executive pressed for the abolition of the interest rate ceiling just at this time?

One might have though that the Treasury would be interested in getting a
breathing space of at least 6 months. On an accrual basis, the Federal Budget
is now probably in approximate balance. Nevertheless, on a cash basis, there
will still be a deficit during the next few months. With the opening of the
calendar year 1960, if the present economic expansion continues, the deficit should
be converted into a surplus. The Treasury should then be in a position to reduce
the volumes of outstanding public issues by more than the net accumulations
in the trust accounts. Meanwhile, if the Treasury has sold no Government issues
of more than 5 years maturity, the demand for long-terms will have a chance
to revive. A demonstration that the Treasury and the Federal Reserve System
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can be restrained by the Congress from rushing forward to embrace a higher
interest rate structure should be a stabilizing force throughout the economy.

Also, during this next 6 months, a group headed by Senator Douglas will be
completing a long-range study of the requirements for economic growth and price
stability. Other studies of monetary and fiscal policy will be proceeding. It
will be time enough when these investigations are completed to consider new
departures in public debt management and monetary policy. If those departures
are to be sound they must, I believe, includes a restatement of the two principles
that the monetary power is also a power of the U.S. Government and that this
power needs to be wielded, under the supervision of the Congress and the Exec-
utive, to serve the general purposes of public economic policy. A sound long-
term program must involve also greater critical scepticism of the pretended
benefits of high interest rates.

The decisive contribution which the Congress can make, in the next months,
to a sound solution of these problems, therefore, requires making haste slowly.
.There are fundamental issues here which need probing to the very foundations.
Some months can be employed productively in accomplishing this task.

As the present letter is a public communication, it is my intention to submit
it additionally to the chairman of the Finance Committee of the Senate, where
these issues must also be examined. Moreover, as the questions are of general
public concern, I shall take the liberty of giving the letter a wider circulation.

OSCAR GASS.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
Washington, December 9, 1959.

lion. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: Thank you for your letter of November 5, expressing
your appreciation for the Board's contribution to your committee's study of
employment, growth, and price levels.

For our part, we have been most impressed with the fine work that your
committee and its staff have been doing in bringing together the thinking of
qualified persons, in formulating questions to be addressed to us and to other
agencies, and in the studies thus far published.

In reading over the material that has been presented to your committee, it
occurs to me that there are two aspects of the problems under study that may
deserve more explicit consideration than has been given to them so far. For
this reason, I am taking the liberty of bringing them to your attention in this
letter.

The first point that I have in mind relates to imperfections in our price sys-
tem-variously referred to as cost-pushes, ratchet effects and administered
prices-and perhaps it can best be phrased in the form of a question. Granting
that there are these imperfections as regards the behavior of individual prices
and that they create inflationary pressures or biases in economic processes that
cannot be effectively dealt with by monetary policy, does it follow from this
that monetary policy should be less (or more) restrictive than if such phenomena
did not exist? I am sure that all serious students of economic policy are con-
cerned with this question, and to some extent, their views are implied in their
responses to other questions. I know this is true, for example, in the case of
much of the material which the Federal Reserve has furnished to your committee.

As I understand it, the argument presented by those who advocate acceptance
of creeping inflation is that institutional factors which are not dealt with
directly by Government action are likely to cause money wages and administered
money prices in certain basic industries, to increase more rapidly than is con-
sistent with full employment of the labor force and the growth of other pro-
ductive resources. Therefore, unless these wages and prices are, in effect,
reduced by inflating the price of everything else, we will suffer from chronic
underemployment. In other words, these advocates suggest that monetary and,
indeed, fiscal policy as well, should be used openly to frustrate the bargaining
efforts of organized labor and the pricing policies of certain industries. Only
in this way, they imply, can a workable equilibrium be achieved between the
marginal productivity of labor and real wages and between the relative prices
of competitively marketed and administered price goods.

The objections to a policy of deliberately engineered creeping inflation seem
to me to be manifold. I hope the problems generated by such a policy, with
respect to the whole process of saving and investment and for the balance of
payments, have been adequately treated in my responses, and those of others,
to the questions asked by your committee. If this is the case, all that needs
to be said here is that these problems would be greatly intensified by any effort
to absorb wage increases and administered prices through calculated inflation.

Beyond this, I think there is a very serious question as to whether such a
policy could possibly succeed in the accomplishment of its primary objective.
Would those who are in a position to administer prices or extract wage settle-
ments in excess of productivity gains be content to maintain the same pace
when they discovered that their efforts to capture a larger share of the real
income stream were being frustrated by calculated inflation? Would they not
increase their demands further to improve their relative position?

Thus, it seems probable that, far from encouraging a high level of employment
and growth in the economy, a policy of calculated creeping inflation would
not make any contribution-and certainly not a lasting one-toward the cor-
rection of the difficulties toward which it was directed. On the contrary, it
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would involve all of the social injustices that economists universally agree
accompany inflation, and it would also disrupt the saving and investment proc-
ess, which must function efficiently if vigorous growth and high level employ-
ment are to be sustained.

If we reject a policy of deliberate inflation, what should be the role of monetary
policy in a situation in which the overall price level or average of prices is
being pushed up by administered costs and prices? Increases in the general
level of prices, and the expectation of further increases, regardless of their
origin, diminish the incentive to save and increase the incentive to borrow.
Hence, unless credit expansion is limited to a rate of growth consonant with
the increase in the physical output of goods and services a cost-push inflation
will automatically become a demand-pull inflation as well. This point is spelled
out in one of the papers I referred to in my replies to your committee, but I would
like to quote it in this context.

"It is the fact of rising prices or anticipation of rising prices that provides
the incentive to borrow to finance overaccumulation of inventories and the con-
struction of plant capacity in advance of need. It is the fact of rising prices
or the anticipation of rising prices that leads to misallocations of investment
and miscalculation of investment decisions. It is rising prices or the anticipa-
tion of rising prices that diverts savings into equities, and that dissipates their
ability to finance growth, in short, that diminishes the supply of loanable funds
and accentuates the demand in such a way as to force high and rising interest
rates. Finally, it is the fact that a country's prices have risen above those of
its competitors that prices a country out of world markets and initiates a
deficit in the balance of payments. All of these reactions, which place great
strains on the monetary and fiscal mechanism, ensue irrespective of whether
an inflation may be described as cost-push or demand-pull.

'In the credit market, these situations increase the profitability of operating
on borrowed funds even at very high interest costs. They increase, therefore,
the demand for borrowed funds far above the amounts made available by
savings and unless they are resisted by appropriate fiscal and monetary policies,
i.e., by balanced budgets and by restraints on the availability of reserves, they
result inevitably in an expansion of bank-created money.

"Because borrowing to anticipate inflation appears very profitable, the pres-
sure of customers on their banks to borrow is very heavy and this in turn brings
pressure on the Federal Reserve banks to expand reserves. If this pressure
is resisted, interest rates may have to rise quite sharply before the force toward
overexpansion is contained. If the pressure is not contained ant bank-created
money is used to finance these hedges against inflation, the inflation, even if it
started as a cost-push type, will by that very fact be converted into one of the
demand-pull variety."

This indicates how the pressure of cost-pushes on price levels leads to condi-
tions in which monetary policy tends to be forced into a more restrictive position
than would otherwise be the case and the level of interest rates tends to be
higher than would otherwise be required to maintain the balance between
savings and investment. On the one hand. it gives strong support to the desir-
ability of direct and vigorous attack on cost-push elements themselves. On the
other hand, it suggests to me that the adoption of a "stable plus cost-push" goal
for prices could not lead to anything but trouble. It would both encourage the
proliferation of cost-pushes and, at the same time, provide the demand-pull to
match them. We come back to what appears to me the inescapable conclusion
that deviation from the objective of reasonable price stability for all arms of
public economic policy would multiply our difficulties, not reduce them.

The second, and related question which I think deserves more examination
and probing, might be stated as follows: Does the demand for credit from con-
sumers and for private investment sometimes converge on the market with
such vigor that it defies any reasonable application of general monetary and
fiscal measures, producing either uncontainable inflationary forces or the im-
poverishment of certain socially desirable programs which are unable to compete
for loanable funds, and perhaps having both effects? If this happens, should
an attempt be made to expand bank credit sufficiently to satisfy all creditworthy
borrowers at a lower rate of interest than the demand and supply relationship
between real savings and investment would establish? This sort of a surge
in the demand for credit in the private sector, it is argued, presents a problem
not unlike that to be faced should the Federal Government be required to expand
its expenditures and borrowing rapidly In a defense emergency. The implication
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is that bank credit expansion-a form of forced saving through inflation-is
the only way to meet this problem so as to prevent socially undesirable distor-
tions in the economic system.

To me, this line of reasoning is indefensible, on both moral and economic
grounds. To the extent that such a program could succeed, even temporarily,
it could do so only because the public was deceived as to the nature of the policy
and its effects. The moral objection to any national policy based on public
deception seems to me overwhelming. On economic grounds, this kind of muone-
tary policy could not possibly succeed for more than a very short period. Even
before the economic effects became fully apparent, they would be anticipated
by those who would seek to protect themselves from the ravages of inflation, or
to profit from it. The inevitable result would be a rapid decline in the volume
of savings and an even more rapid rise in the rate of interest than would other-
wise have occurred.

Rather than inflation, the first approach to a solution to this problem lies in a
sound general monetary and fiscal policy. Of equal importance is the elimina-
tion of those imperfections in the operation of the price and wage mechanism
mentioned in connection with my first point. If we do these things I believe
there is a strong likelihood that we will avoid the kind of surges of credit
demand that are postulated. If they still occur then we should certainly con-
sider the application of selective controls on credit use by consumers and busi-
nesses. I would like to hope that these can be avoided because I am sure that
they are bound to interfere with the process by which resources are directed
to their most efficient uses in a free enterprise economy. When one weighs the
alternatives, it seems clear that such controls would be preferable to either
calculated or uncontrolled inflation, but we should recognize that they involve
a degree of regimentation never before accepted in this country except in time
of war.

I have addressed myself to these questions at some length because I think there
may have been some real misunderstanding of my position. My interest in a
monetary policy directed toward a dollar of stable value is not based on the
feeling that price stability is a more important national objective than either
maximum sustainable growth or a high level of employment, but rather on the
reasoned conclusion that the objective of price stability is an essential pre-
requisite to their achievement.

I want to emphasize that I am most concerned with the preservation of freely
competitive markets and the correction of any institutional imperfections which
exist in the working of the priee mechanism. While such imperfections can-
not be corrected simply by a sound monetary and fiscal policy; they surely
cannot be corrected by an unsound financial policy.

Nor does a sound general monetary policy necessarily, in itself, accomplish
the optimum distribution of loanable funds among various sectors of the economy.
It is not only the right but the duty of Government to assure that socially neces-
sary programs are adequately financed. But, again, this objective can never
be well served by unsound general monetary or fiscal policies. If, as a matter
of public policy, the financing of school construction, for example, should have
an overriding priority in the allocation of resources, this can be accomplished
in a number of ways, but we can be sure that it would not be accomplished by the
general expansion of bank credit and money.

I trust that these additional comments will be helpful to your committee in
its work of clarifying for the Congress and the Nation the basic issues involved
in attaining and maintaining optimum levels of employment and vigorous growth,
as well as a structure and level of prices conducive to both.

Sincerely yours,
WAC. MCC. MIARTIN, Jr.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, IxC.,
New York, N.Y., August 4j, 1959.

Hon. PAUL H1. DOUGLAS,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: At the time I presented my testimony on long-term
growth in the United States before your committee I used a few growth trend
estimates and even inserted a table about them in the record (page 291). That
table, however, had to be based on the comparison of values at the beginning
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and the end of the period rather than, as is of course preferable, on straight
lines fitted to the logarithms of all annual values in the series. The fact that
the Federal Reserve Board has noow worked out a computer routine for fitting
straight line logarithmic trends has now enabled me to have fitted trends calcu-
lated for the main series I used to measure long-term growth for about a dozen
of different time periods. As these figures are preferable to those of the table
in my testimony and show some additional detail I thought that you and pos-
sibly some of the other members of the committee might be interested in them.
I therefore put them together in a table, copy of which is attached.

Very respectfully yours,
RAYMOND W'. GoLDsMITHr.

Average annual rates of growth' of gross national product and related nlagni-
tudes; selected periods 1869-1958

[Percentl

Gross national product Consumption

Aggregate Aggregate
_____________ _____________ Popil- Full ONP Con-

Per laticn con- defla- sumer
Period Con- Per Con- full sumers tot prices

Cur- stant head Cur- stait con-
rent (1947- rent (1947- sunier

prices 49) prices 49)
prices prices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

(1) 1869-1958 - 4.68 3.30 1.69 4.67 3.48 1.78 1.59 1.68 1.33 1.,4
(2) 1879-1958 - 4.91 3.11 1.59 4.81 3.22 1.63 1.49 1.56 1.75 1.54
(3) 1869-98 - 2. 42 4. 32 2.11 2. 82 4. 75 2.33 2.17 2. 37 -1.80 -1.80
(4) 185J-1928 - 6.47. 2. S 1.20 D. 77 3. 39 1.63 1.66 1.73 3.49 3.37
(5) 1929-58 - 7.76 4.16 2.89 6.86 3.48 2.33 1.23 1.12 3.46 3.26
(6) 1879-1918 -. 4. 52 3. 72 1.77 4. 48 3.74 1.69 1.92 2.02 .77 .71
(7) 1919-50 - 5.14 3.30 2.12 4.57 2.93 1.75 1.16 1.16 1.77 1.59
(8) 1869-1913 - 3. 64 4. 24 2.16 3.84 4. 49 2.26 2.03 2.18 -. 57 - .63
(9) 1914-29 - 5.98 3. 37 1.96 6.44 -.07 2.51 1.38 1.52 2.53 2.28

(10) 1930-45 - 8.43 6. 32 5.44 5.13 3.13 2.17 .82 .90 L.S 1.98
(I 1) 1904058 - 6. 43 3.57 1.89 5. 65 3.19 1.67 1.74 1.49 2.76 2.38
(12) 1899-1958 - 5.16 2.88 1.55 4.92 2.94 1.56 1.30 1.36 2.17 1.93
(13) 1879-1929- 5.20 3.47 1.62 5.27 3. 69 1.76 1.80 1.90 1.68 1.53

Deterniined by fitting a straight line to logarithms of anmial values.

Sources: Figures underlying charts 1, II, and III, of Employment, Growth, and Price Levels (Joist
Economic Committee, 1959), pp. 232, 234, and 236.

IReport from Illinois Business Review, published by Bureau of Economics and Research,
College of Commerce, Universlty of Illinois, vol. XVI, No. 8, September 1951]

PRIVATE AFFLTJENcE AND PB'ULIC POVERTY

(By Horace M. Gray, professor of economics)

It has become common usage to describe the American economy as a mixed,
or private-public system, in which certain economic functions are performed by
private enterprise and others by Government. It is recognized that the two
sectors of the national economy are mutually interdependent and complementary;
that neither can operate successfully without adequate support from the other;
that deficiencies in either sector retard progress in the other; and that to maxi-
mize general welfare the two must be functionally balanced. Numerous critics
have analyzed this relationship, and almost without exception, they report a
serious imbalance, or disparity, between the seeming affluence of the private
economy and the relative poverty of the public economy. Why and how has this
situation developed?

THE PRESENT IMBALANcE

For 18 years, 1942-59, the public economy (excluding military) has been in-
adequately supported relative to increasing social needs, productive capability,
or growth in the private economy. This was unavoidable during the war but
not thereafter. In the 14 postwar years, 1946-59, we produced an aggregate
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gross national product (GNP) of more than $4,700 billion. This was distributed
roughly as follows: to the private sector almost $3,800 billion, or 80 percent of
the total, of which some $3,100 billion went for personal consumption and nearly
$700 billion for private investment; to the public sector about $920 billion, of
which State and local governments accounted for some $350 billion and the
Federal Government for some $570 billion. Of the Federal portion, however,
some $485 billion, or 85 percent, was devoted to national security and related
activities, while only about $S5 billion was spent for civilian functions. In the
special area of capital formation, State.and local-governments invested some $90
billion, whereas the Federal Government accounted for only $29 billion, or less
than 25 percent of the total nonmilitary public investment.

These aggregates indicate some of the causes for the present imbalance. The
Federal Government, notwithstanding its comprehensive powers and financial
resources, has played a minor role, both as supplier of public capital and sup-
porter of basic social services. The resources at its disposal have been devoted
overwhelmingly to national security. State and local governments, despite the
severe fiscal limitations under which they operate, have been the mainstay of
the public economy, providing 80 percent of its support (exclusive of transfer
payments). As a people we have spent nearly eight times as much on personal
consumption as on civilian public functions and nearly six times as much on
private as on public investment. We have spent substantially more for national
security and related activities than for the public economy.

If we look beyond these quantitative aggregates to the ultimate issue of
efficient resource allocation, we find an even more distressing situation. In the
private sector, a considerable portion of personal consumption is unnecessary,
frivolous, wasteful. and even harmful; in part, private investment is subsidized,
duplicative, excessive, or speculative; resources are wasted or misallocated
through subsidies, inventory accumulation, monopoly pricing, and inflation of
capital values: and credit inflation has resulted in the transfer and misallocation
of resources on a vast scale. In the public sector, there has been enormous
waste in military procurement and construction, stockpiling, foreign aid, and
subsidization of business and agriculture: and tax immunities and loopholes
have rendered billions of dollars of private income immune from the allocative
power of the Federal Government. The resources thus wasted and misallocated
might, under more prudent management, have been directed into the under-
nourished public economy, thus redressing the balance.

This prolonged neglect of the public economy has resulted in accumulated
deficiencies of alarming proportions: in education, scientific research, highways,
local utilities, airports, low-cost housing, urban redevelopment, depressed areas,
development of natural resources, energy supply, stream and air pollution, health
and medical care, crime and juvenile delinquency, institutional care for de-
pendent and aged persons, and other vital social services. In addition, the
rapid growth of population, increasing industrialization and urbanization, revolu-
tionary changes in technology, the increasing drain on natural resources. and the
rising expectations of the American people combine to magnify the shortage.
Thus, the problem is a twofold one: first. to eliminate accumulated deficiencies:
second, to expand the public economy to meet the future needs of more than
200 million people.

Estimates of these requirements vary according to what is included in the
public economy, how complete a solution is sought, and how rapid a remedy is
contemplated. On any reasonably comprehensive calculation, however, a stagger-
ing outlay is indicated. Alvin H. Hansen, a distinguished authority in this area.
estimates that we need to devote one-fourth of the GNP, or about $125 billion a
year, to the public economy. Contrast Hansen's 25 percent of GNP with the
approximately 9 percent overall performance during the past 14 years,. or his
$125 billion a year with the 14-year average of about $31 billionta year for all
civilian functions. For public capital investment alone the present author has
estimated, in another connection, that we need to invest about $40 billion a year
for the next 25 years. This may be contrasted with the average nonmilitary
public investment of slightly over $9 billion a year during the past 14 years. It
may also be contrasted with the average of nearly $50 billion for private invest-
ment, or the peak of $65 billion attained by private investment in 1956.

PRECONCEPTIONS THAT IMPEDE ACTION

Blocking the realization of such estimates are certain preconceptions, or tra-
ditional ideas, which have paralyzed the national will, specifically: (1) Private
spending always yields greater utility than public spending. (2) Private activ-
ity is always efficient, public activity always inefficient. (3) It is possible to
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get "something for nothing" by inflation or some other legerdemain, thereby
escaping the hard choice of allocating scarce resources to alternative ends. (4)
Diversion of resources from the private to the public economy will undermine
and eventually destroy private enterprise. (5) Subsidized private business can
serve the general welfare better than direct public action. (6) State and local
governments can do all that is needful in the public economy. (7) The principal
function of the Federal Government is to promote private business. (8) The
Federal Government is not directly responsible for the public economy. (9) The
public economy is a parasitic, nonproductive organism which feeds upon and saps
the vitality of the private economy. (10) Strengthening the public economy will
destroy individual liberty and eventuate in socialistic regimentation.

These bits of "conventional wisdom," as J. K. Galbraith designates them, are
neither correct, tenable, nor relevant in the modern economy but, sanctioned by
tradition, they are powerful deterrents to rational use of Federal power over the
allocation of resources. Actually, their effect is to shift resources to the private,
and away from the public, economy, regardless of social needs or existing
imbalances.

This inherent bias of the "conventional wisdom" is exemplified by federal fiscal
policy. On the revenue side, the income tax has been so riddled with exemptions,
deductions, immunities, and loopholes that its effectiveness as a fiscal instru-
ment has been seriously impaired. It fails to reach billions of dollars of private
income, particularly in the upper-income and corporate categories, a consider-
able portion of which should be taxed into the Treasury and from there shifted
to public employment. On the expenditure side, Federal spending has in large
measure degenerated into an organized system of subsidization through which
powerful private interest groups drain off the public revenue into their own
pockets. Thus, revenues are diverted from the public economy and transformed
into private incomes. These two groups-the beneficiaries of tax immunity and
the recipients of subsidies-have become a powerful vested interest in our so-
ciety: the capitalized value of the income accruing from these two sources
amounts to billions of dollars. It goes without saying that they are adamant
against fiscal reform.

JUSTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERAL INACTION

Captive of these preconceptions and interests, the Government has resorted to
various subterfuges to justify its sacrifice of the public economy. Among these
the following are conspicuous: (1) denial of Federal responsibility; (2) military
necessity; (3) prevention of inflation; and (4) induced "growth" in the private
economy.

Some deny that the Federal Government is directly responsible for the public
economy. Such activities, it is said, are the proper concern and responsibility
of private enterprise or of State and local governments; the only legitimate
function of the Federal Government is to supply technical assistance and coordi-
nation, and in special situations. limited financial subvention. Pursuant to this
philosophy, efforts have been made to transfer public functions to private enter-
prise. to transfer Federal functions to State and local governments, to subsidize
private enterprise for performing public functions, to force local governments
into disadvantageous "partnership" arrangements with private concerns, to cur-
tail Federal grants-in-aid, and to limit Federal loans.

Over the entire period, military necessity has been the principal excuse for
failure to support the public economy. Granting the reality of the military
danger and the priority of national defense, this necessity did not require such
ruthless sacrifice of the public economy. First, total national security expendi-
tures during this period amounted to only slightly more than 10 percent of
GNP-certainly not a decisive proportion. Second, no sustained effort has been
made to enforce rigorous economy in military procurement and related activities;
the waste, duplication, monopoly pricing, excessive profits, and subsidization
have been enormous. Third, no serious effort has been made to restrain excesses
in private investment and personal consumption; in fact, they have been stimu-
lated by unsound fiscal and monetary policies. Fourth, instead of closing tax
loopholes, and thereby greatly increasing Federal revenue, additional loopholes
have been authorized. Had vigorous action been taken on these fronts, the
military burden could have been carried without deterioration of the public
economy and without inflation.
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More recently, prevention of inflation has served as a blanket justification forcurtailment of the public economy. Granting that inflation may be a great socialevil and that it should be prevented, it does not follow that restriction of thepublic economy is the only, or even an effective, way to prevent it. This prescrip-tion is not specific to the malady; the source of inflation lies in bad fiscal andmonetary policies and in uncontrolled excesses within the private economy. Agovernment which declines to attack these disorders cannot successfully concealits failures by a false show of "economy" in the public sector.

A more subtle rationalization now enjoys a certain vogue in sophisticatedcircles. The Federal Government, it is said, should promote overall economic"growth" at some predetermined rate, say 5 percent a year. This "growth," it isassumed, will automatically carry the public economy along and keep it in properfunctional balance with the expanding private economy. If the Federal Gov-ernment assures a rapid rate of growth by policies calculated to encourage andstimulate private enterprise, it need give no special attention to the public econ-omy, since all problems within this area will be solved by the cure-all of"'growth." The fallacy in this argument consists of ignoring relevant institu-tional factors. Economic growth proceeds through and is controlled by pre-vailing institutions; if these are biased toward the private economy, as is nowthe case, then they will channel "growth" into the private, and away from thepublic, sector, thereby exaggerating further the present imbalance. This can beavoided only by reforms designed to allocate a larger portion of total resourcesto the public economy.
These four rationalizations are techniques of escapism and negation, whichconceal a basic malaise in our society. The American people, in their unre-strained pursuit of private wealth and material satisfactions, have forgotten thepublic interest. The Federal Government, instead of holding the people to theirduty, has weakly succumbed to the popular mood and used its powers for theservice of private interests while foolishly neglecting the public interest. Thepresent disparity between private affluence and public poverty is, in the lastanalysis, a product of our value system. It is not likely to be corrected untilthe people rediscover the public interest, recognize the necessity of private sacri-fices for the public good, and insist that the Federal Government take positiveaction to bolster the impoverished public economy.

MEANS TO RESTORE THE BALANCE

This diversion can be effected quite simply by the use of existing Federalpowers which our undue concern for private interests has precluded us fromapplying. First, we could increase Federal revenue substantially by closing thescandalous loopholes through which billions of dollars of private income escapetaxation. Second, we could reduce expenditures by drastic economies in militaryprocurement and related activities, in foreign aid and stockpiling, and by theelimination of subsidies to business and agriculture. Third, we could imposerestraints on private investment, personal consumption, speculation, and creditexpansion, thereby conserving billions of dollars of resources which otherwisewould be wasted or put to low-value private uses.
Very modest achievements in these directions would release large quantitiesof resources for public employment and would do so without any untoward effectson the private economy. In fact, the selective private sacrifices involved wouldbe exceeded many fold by the general benefits accruing from avoidance of in-flation, more efficient use of resources, strengthening of competition, and ex-panded public services. This diversion can be achieved largely through intelli-gent use of fiscal and monetary policies and with only minimum direct controlsover the private economy. If prudently managed, it would not result in un--employment; redundant workers in specialized private areas could be shiftedto the public sector. In the long run, the overall strengthening of the economywould create many new employment opportunities.
The improvement of the public economy is not a partisan political issue. Bothmajor political parties have recognized the need and pledged themselves toaction. Despite this professed intent, both parties have failed to make signifi-cant headway against the mounting deficiencies; both are badly split on thepractical question of ways and means; both are confronted by the same formid-able obstacles: opposition of private itnerest groups, public apathy, resistanceto taxation, hostility to Federal action, and priority of private over public inter-ests. These attitudes are deeply rooted in our value system and thus far no
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political party or leader has been able to prevail against them. A solution will
become possible only when people generally are prepared to subordinate their
less vital personal itnerests to the greater public good. There is some evidence
that such a shift of values is slowly developing. It is reasonable, therefore, to
assume that the compelling necessities of the public economy will eventually lead
to constructive action.

TULSA, OKLA.,
October 1, 1959

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress

DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: Senator Lyndon B. Johnson has sent me a copy of
your letter to him asking me to submit a statement to the joint economic
committee.

In compliance with your request, I am sending a typewritten statement but I
realize the typewriter is a poor substitute for a personal appearance before
your committee.

If the executive director of your committee will do so, I hope he will have
this stenciled and a copy given to each member of the committee so that he
may personally read it.

Very sincerely,
PAUL V. BECK.

STATEMENT OF PAUL V. BECK, TULSA, OKLA., ON PROPOSED NATIONAL
STABILIZATION ACT

That there is a need of some way to stabilize our economy and prevent periods
of inflation followed by deflation and unemployment is universally recognized.
We now have various methods which we are using such as:

1. Government spending during times of unemployment.
2. Changing the interest rate to prevent inflation.
3. Various laws to enforce competition as in the Sherman Anti-Trust Law,

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and similar laws.
4. The buying of surpluses from our farms to prevent them from breaking

the market and this way bankrupting the farmers and the general economy
that depends on farm prosperity.

5. Attempts by individuals and corporations to expand in order to help the
economy by investments and also by research into other fields.

6. Perhaps the labor unions trying to gain more wages to bolster the purchas-
ing power of labor and this way prevent the glut on our markets of products,
might be considered labor's method of solving this problem.

7: Even strikes in industry rather than shut-downs when there is a surplus of
products.

8. The use of national defense as a means of employment and even the will-
ingness to go to war to help the economy and bring us out of a major depression.

This list could be expanded and further discussed but it is not my intention
in this paper to do so. All I am trying to say is that the present means of
fighting inflation and deflation with its unemployment are not sufficient if we are
to save our private enterprise system. I see, particularly in the Government
spending of borrowed money, the ultimate destruction of private enterprise
unless we can find a way to stop the spiraling national debt and national budget
with spiraling national taxes taking more and more of our income and imperling
the income of our children and our children's children.

The Korean war came at a time when the unemployment was increasing and
was welcomed by many individuals and firms as a means of finding a market
for their surpluses and the cold war that followed has tended to increase
employment at the Government expense. Perhaps one fear of ending the cold
war is the fear of shutting down Government-financed projects that would lead
to mass unemployment unless the Government expands in some other direction.
Must we have war or preparation for war to provide jobs? If so, we cannot
afford to listen to disarmament talks no matter how much we may wish to hear
them. We all remember the mass unemployment of the 1930's and we must
avoid a repetition of that. But the fear of a nuclear war forces us to avoid the
use of the guided missiles we are producing and stockpiling. So we are between
the devil and the deep blue sea, that is, unless we can find a way to stabilize our
economy without Government spending, especially deficit spending.
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As long as our economy is geared to deficit Government spending, it is beingbuilt on the sand. It will some day collapse. And great will be the fall of it.That is the reason why Mr. Khrushchev can say they will "bury us". TheCommunists know our weaknesses better than we seem to know them. Theyclaim that capitalism is doomed. They will get us to spend ourselves into bank-ruptcy and they will win the cold war without firing a shot.This is one question we dare not sweep under the rug. We need to bring itout in the open and all of us try to find solutions that will preserve our Americanway of life for future generations.
The Communists think that "capitalism has within itself the seeds of its owndestruction." They claim that the profit taken by business and not expendedback into industry will result in the rich getting richer and the poor gettingpoorer until there is finally a revolution and the poor will overthrow theirexploiters. We must find a way to keep the poor from getting poorer and therich from getting so rich that they will ultimately be overthrown if we are tokeep capitalism. The graduated income tax is one way we have already adoptedand is helping to preserve capitalism. The inheritance tax is another but the.Creation of estates with tax exemption features is one way that capitalists haveused to avoid this tax. We have had the slogan that there are just three genera-tions from shirt sleeve to shirt sleeve-the first generation accumulates, thesecond enjoys, and the third squanders. Is this to be more than just a dream,or a nightmare, as the case may beI
The two-page statement worked out while I was in Washington during Feb-ruary 1959 is here enclosed. This needs further explanation which will be givenas part of this report. Note purpose, requirements, and methods are all given,but not in detail. Should this interest the committee, I am willing to make apersonal appearance before the committee to answer any questions that may arisethat are not clear in the statement. "What this act would do" is given under10 points at the close. I now ask the committee to study this proposal and thenmy supplementary statement on pages 5 and 6 of this brief.

PROPOSED NATIONAL ST.ABIIZATTON ACT
Purpose: I. To stop the present inflationary spiral caused by-1. High wages in certain industries with labor and management gettingtogether and raising wages and prices at the same time.2. Excessive Government spending, especially deficit spending.3. High financing brought on by the attempt to maintain the present highprices, resulting from the wars and preparation for another war.II. To stop the unemployment cycle which always starts when we get caughtup with a certain product after a big war resulting in-1. One factory closes and turns off laborers and these lose their purchas-ing power and then quit buying their usual products.2. Worldwide competition caused by manufacturing in Germany, Japan,and Italy, former enemies in the last war, but which we rebuilt and nowthey are competing with us. We are forced to take their products in orderto keep them out of the Russian economic orbit.3. Competition with the Communists whose controlled economy has anadvantage over an uncontrolled economy in dumping goods on the interna-tional market.

Requirements for any stabilization act:
1. It must stabilize our money values so that savings, insurance policies, andmoney will not be constantly destroyed.
2. It must stabilize prices of goods, lands, houses, and property to protectinvestments. Insurance policies, savings accounts and money should not behoarded nor spent foolishly.

What basic requirements for such an act must be provided:1. It must preserve our private enterprise system, which has furnished theincentive for the highest standard of living of any nation in history.2. It must not be tied to either major political party. This will preserve ourtwo-party system.
3. There must be a ceiling over hours, and a floor under wages to stabilizewages, and this must include both organized and unorganized labor.4. The farmers must be protected from destructive competition due to over-production brought on by the war and present Government buying of farmsurpluses.
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5. Business profits must be protected against unfair competition brought on by

their competitors cutting wages below the living wage. They must be protected

against excessive spending for taxes brought on by Government spending to try

to bolster up the economy on a high level.
6. The income of the professions needs to be somewhat commensurate with

their services and not entirely on a controlled number of licensed practitioners

in one profession to bolster up their prices and prevent competition. School-

teachers are not able to keep up with the inflationary spiral of prices even

though their wages have been doubled during the last 20 years.
7. We need a regulated economy with such regulations as are necessary

beginning in the local economic units are going upward rather than starting

in Washington and going down to the communities of the Nation.

8. No one group should be put in control. Big labor or big business either or

even big farmers or big professions should not control.
Method: Congress should immediately pass a stabilization act.

It should be signed by the President and administered by him.

Since it is to be nonpartisan, this would be a good time since the Executive is

Republican and the Congress is Democratic.
This act should be similar to other commissions, such as the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, the Tariff Commission, and the Federal Reserve Banking

System.
The general problem of relief and controls of business should be placed under

this act.
The Secretary of Agriculture should represent the American farmers, the Sec-

retary of Commerce, the American businessmen, the Secretary of Labor, the

American laborers. There needs to be ceated a secretary of the professions and

white-collared workers.
Instead of each group rushing off to Washington for special relief or special

favors, thus creating the farm bloc, the labor bloc, the business bloc, and certain

professional blocs, they must all be put under this commission representing all

economic groups.
Who will object? Only those who now feel they have some special advantage

over the rest of the people and they will want to maintain that advantage.

Bankers have special privileges. They think they own them. They think they

are God-given rights. Of course, this commission will not be permitted to repeal

any present laws protecting any one group. All they can do is to recommend

changes for the general good if and when they are needed and the Congress must

pass this legislation.
What powers should such a commission have? Only those granted to them by

Congress.
If wages and hours are to become binding on the entire group involved in an

industry, they must be voted upon by these people and a two-thirds vote should be

required or in certain industries perhaps a three-fourths vote should be required.

There should be allowed differences in freight rates, cost of living, and other

differences, or new industries in new areas will be stymied.
If farm prices are to be stabilized, the present Government-held surpluses

must be provided for in some way. The farm organizations must be given the

opportunity of suggesting and carrying out their own recommendations.
If any regulations or business profits are to become effective, some method of

limiting supply to the demand must be provided, but again this must not prevent

new products from being produced to compete with those now on the market.

Competition is the life of trade, but destructive competition destroys us all. It

leads to depressions and wars. The proration method must be permitted. The

oil compact system is an example.
A commission of five members should be provided for in local economic units,

States, industrywide, and national. The President should appoint the chair-

man on the national and interstate levels, confirmed by the U.S. Senate. The

other four should be selected by their own groups. On the State level and local

economic units the Governor should appoint the chairman, confirmed by the

State senate.
What this act should really do

1. Take relief and business controls out of the field of partisan politics so

that no political party can blame the other for depressions or no party can take

credit for good times when those good times are the result of a war.
2. Take big labor and big business both out of partisan politics so that

neither of these can be put in political and economic control.
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3. Unite our economic groups rather than divide them into opposing camps
that could result in a class war or a revolution that would destroy us all, and
lead to dictatorship.

4. Preserve for future generations our private enterprise system and our Con-
stitutional Government where every person can vote.

5. Make a bureaucracy headed in Washington and using Government spend--
ing as the method of building a political machine impossible.

6. Place the regulations that are necessary for our increasing complex economic
society where they are really needed and requiring at least three economic groups
to vote them on the one group that refuses to cooperate.

7. This is a middle-of-the-road program and will prevent a dictatorship of
either the right (fascism) or the left (communism), from ever coming to
America.

8. Make possible the balancing of the national budget in peacetimes and the
gradual paying off the national debt. Business will not be tied to deficit spending
by the National Government as it is today.

9. Stop labor racketeering and at the same time prevent the cheap wages in
certain industries that resnlt in slums, tenement sections, and juvenile de-
linquency and crime.

10. Make prosperity without war possible under capitalism.
Just how much of a change is necessary to bring about this proposed stabiliza-

tion? It is my contention that all we need is a change in method of approach
to the problem and then let the organization which will be set up work out the
details of just what needs to be done. Just as our Constitution that our fore-
fathers adopted set up rules and organization and left it to future generations
to determine just what laws needed to be passed, I would set up an organization
of our entire business life and leave it to this organization to work out the
details of the solution.

This organization of our private enterprise system to work out a method of
stabilizing our economy would be set up by the Congress of the United States
and administered by the Executive, the President, and it could be changed if it
did not work. Just as the Sherman Anti-Trust Law and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission were passed by Congress with the Federal Reserve Banking
System and the Tariff Commission, this organization of our business life must
be set up by Congress. Just as some members of the Federal Reserve Banking
Board are selected by the banks, and some by the President, I am suggesting
this procedure.

My program is that the national stabilization board or commission should
consist of five members each representing the five different groups:

1. The farmers of the Nation.
2. The businessmen of the Nation.
3. The laboring people.
4. The professions.
a The political life or administration.
By having four members selected by their own groups and only one appointed

by the political, I have taken control out of the hands of the political. I have
given control to the four members selected by their own groups. By letting
labor select only one member, I would never have a labor-controlled commission
and by having only one member selected by management, I would not give big
business the chance for control of our entire economy.

The details of how the farmers select their own representatives on the local
board, the State board, the regional board or the national board can be worked out
by farm organizations themselves. The same details of how the chambers of
commerce and the various organized business groups select their own represent-
ative on each of these boards or commissions can best be done by these
organizations.

And the same for the professional groups. We have organizations of doctors,
lawyers, engineers, teachers, accountants, and preachers (even) who should
have an opportunity to work out their own selection.

The representative of the political can be made a member of the President's
Cabinet as is the Secretary of National Defense, and the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Attorney General.

But the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor would be no longer
a part of the Cabinet of the President. They would become a part of this
economic board or commission each representing their own economic groups
rather than the political party in power.
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'Why should the American farmers be forced to maintain a lobby in each State
legislature and the National Congress? And should the labor unions be forced
-to organize their union votes iii order to elect Congressmen who will be fair
to organized labor? Should the business organizations be forced to finance
political parties or individual candidates to represent them in the Congress
or in the Presidency? When we put this economic struggle in the field of
partisan politics, we tend to have one party favor labor and the other manage-
iment. We have the struggle between the right and the left which has plagued
politics in the Old World. It is the fight of Communists, for they claim to have
.-a dictatorship of the proletariat (French for laboring class). This struggle could
;beconie a class war if it is not stopped.

The American Medical Association is organized politically to oppose socializa-
tion of medicine as has happened in Great Britain. The U.S. Chamber of
'Commerce is organized politically to prevent the socialization of our entire
business life. But they still must fear that socialism will come if we continue
to put the National Government in more and more of our business life either
being financed by Government spending or depending on some Government
backing. The building industry is today dependent more and more on some
Government financial backing. It is creeping socialism.

If our ultimate goal is for the Government to own and operate all industry,
we need do nothing. All we need' to do is to just continue to have more and
more of our private industry depend on Government financial backing.

The future of America is our hands. Which way do we want to go? Do we
want to end up as the socialists and Communists say we will end up, with thou
ultimate collapse of capitalism, or private ownership and operation of industry?
If so, we need to do nothing. Our economic life is not a free economy. We
have a regulated economy. We have an enforced competitive economy, for if we
did not have controls, it would end up with a monopoly of each industry under
one management. And perhaps by combinations, this could become almost a
completely controlled economy by one big business corporation or holding com-
pany. That is certainly not a free economy for the people who are on the outside
and looking in, which happens to be the majority of us.

TULSA, OKLA.
lon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,

-Chairman, Joint Economic Committee of U.S. Congress.
DEAR Ma. DOUGLAS: In compliance with your letter to Senator Lyndon B.

Johnson, a copy of which he sent to me, I submitted a statement to your com-
.mittee on September 27 but find that in rereading my statement that it is
incomplete.

The inclosed supplementary statement partly covers that deficiency but I
realize it is still incomplete, and would like to be invited to present this program
in person.

I must apologize for typing errors and other inadequacies. I hope your
executive director will have this stencilled and given to each member of the com-
mittee as I do not have the facilities for stencilling it here.

Respectfully submitted.
PAUL V. BECK.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF PAUL V. BECK, TULSA, OKLA.

'(My former statement was mailed on September 27, 1959, to U.S. Senator Paul
Douglas, chairman of the committee, in compliance with his written request to
Senator Lyndon B. Johnson, majority leader, U.S. Senate.)

SUMMARY

1. Is there a need of the program which I have outlined in my former state-
ment?

2. Could not the Congress continue to legislate the details of this program?
3. Why set up a nonpartisan commission to try to solve the economic prob-

lems?
First, is there a need of this proposed program?
The fact that this joint economic committee was set up is proof of the recogni-

tion of this need.
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The fact that unemployment reached the figure of nearly 5 million in 1957-58
which became such a threat of a depression that in the fiscal year ending on
July 1, 1959, the National Government deficit was the largest peacetime deficit
in all our economic history, reaching nearly $13 billion, is further proof of this
need.

The fact that we have spent many billions for farm surplus problems and yet
the problem is not solved. It has become a farm political mess costing more and
more money and the end is not in sight.

The fact that the steel industry is tied up in a strike that affects nearly every
segment of our economic society is proof of the need of some other approach to
the strike problem.

These are but a few of the many reasons for such a program.
Second. If this committee is looking for detailed legislation to recommend

to the Congress, the answers to all the problems will keep this committee busy
from now on and you will never arrive at the solutions. The problems are too
detailed for the U.S. Congress to solve, just as the problems of control of freight
rates in interstate commerce resulted in the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the control of our monetary policies became so complex that the Federal Reserve
Banking System was established, the tariff became so complex that the Tariff
Commission was established, and many other similar delegations of authority
by the Congress to boards and commissions. The Security and Exchange Com-
mission to control issuing of stocks on the Board of Trade is another.

Third. Why should this commission be nonpartisan? Why not have it ap-
pointed by the President of the United States and be ruled from the top down to
the local communities of the Nation?

The fact that we have the two-party system in America and we want to pre-
serve it rather than the one-party system of Russia, and Germany before the
war, is my first big reason.

The fact that in our two-party system at times one party becomes favorable
to either big business or big labor makes it almost impossible to maintain in
the Congress and in the Presidency a balance between these two groups of our
economic society. One candidate runs on an antilabor platform and another
runs on an anti-big-business label. It tends to divide our Nation into the lefts
and the rightists or labor against management, or the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie. What we need is the cooperation of labor and management. We
need to pull together rather than as a balky team. When one of these refuses
to pull, we have either a strike or a lockout. In either case, labor suffers from
the unemployment. Management suffers the loss of profits and the public suffers
from lack of services. Nobody wins in industrial warfare. We all win from
industrial peace and prosperity.

The fact that the President in appointing the economic commission tends to
centralize our economic controls in Washington, D.C., rather than in the
economic needs of our complex economic society. It tends to concentrate more
and more political and economic power in the Nation s Capital and destroy
local and State rights. It tends to create a bureaucarcy depending on the
political party in power rather than serving the needs of the people it is intended
to serve. The votes of the people are bought with their own borrowed money.
When once a relief agency is created to furnish employment during times of
economic distress, it cannot be abandoned when the times get better for it
would throw many people out of work and so it is continued. That puts
more and more people on the public payroll. It takes labor from private in-
dustry and forces private industry to support them by increased taxes. It will
ultimately destroy our private enterprise system unless it is stopped and then
all of us will work for the Government in a Socialist system. If socialism is
what we want, we need to do nothing. All we need to do is to continue the
present methods and we will be there as Khrushchev states. That is what he
meant when he said they would bury us. They will bury our capitalism and
our private enterprise system.

The fact that under our two-party system one party tends to favor labor
and the other management can in the end lead to a class war unless it is
stopped. Fear breeds hate and hate leads to war. We tend to swving first to the
left, and then to the right, rather than keeping in the middle of the road, which
everybody recognizes as the best place for America. The program which I have
offered will keep either big labor or big business from ever taking over our
political and economic life. MIy program is being opposed by certain special
groups who fear that it will not give them the advantage they now have.
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Whether this advantage has been gained by natural monopoly or is gained by
buying up all competitors, it is not in the public interest. Labor monopoly is
no better than business monopoly. Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts
absolutely. We are all inherently selfish, too selfish for our own good. Business-
men are better off when their competitors pay good wages but they gain an
unfair advantage when they pay cheap wages. Labor is better off when their
employers make a profit but when this profit becomes too high it tends to build
up surpluses and thus leads to a depression. When wages are too high, it
tends to create inflation. When wages are too low it tends to create a de-
pression. The old law of supply and demand continues to work but it is a
vicious law unless we have some means of curtailing and controlling it. Un-
controlled competition is not possible under our present complex economic
society. It ultimately leads to a depression and war. What we need is some
traffic lights in industry, just as we have traffic lights in our complex travel
with the automobiles. We did not need traffic lights in the old horse and buggy
days. We did not need economic controls in our early days of the wide-open
prairies and great undeveloped natural resources.

The plan I am suggesting does not include any specific controls or take away
any of the present controls we have. We have controls secured by organized
labor in bargaining. We certainly don't want to destroy those gains. We have
controls in the minimum wage law. We are not advocating that it be repealed.
We have the Sherman antitrust law and the Interstate Commerce Commission,
plus many other controls such as the protective tariff to prevent unfair competi-
tion from cheap labor abroad. We need to protect ourselves from cheap labor
at home by organizing the unorganized labor of America and the unorganized
business to protect the little businessman. But I am not advocating any specific
changes because the details are much beyond by ability to find out and beyond
the ability of this committee or any committee set up by Congress. Congress
needs to set up the rules and then let the Commission work out the details
of their program.

I still would like to be given an opportunity to personally present this program
to the committee and answer any questions you may have.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
STATE OF OKLAHOMA,

October 2, 1959.
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee of U. S. Congress,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: The morning paper carries an article which I am
enclosing on the strikes that today are causing great unemployment. I am send-
ing a clipping in this letter to be added to my statement which I sent to you in
two installments. The strike problem is before us. What can we do about it?
I do not have any definite method of solving it but believe that the economic
board or commission which I am recommending in my statement will help find
a better approach to this problem. By bringing together the representatives of
labor and management along with a representative of the farmers and one from
the professions and the Government, these five should bring a better understand-
ing of the interdependence of these groups and their responsibility to the others.
By regularly coming together around the conference table, many difficulties that
would lead to strikes can be worked out in advance. And they might even find
a substitute for the strike method so that strikes will not be needed by labor
to gain their just share of the economic wealth.

Very sincerely,
PAUL V. BECK,

Former Member, Oklahoma House of Representatives.

WASTE

(By George E. Sokolsky)

How much wheat can the people of the United States afford to carry over from
year to year? How much of the growth of our wonderful agriculture can we
afford to have rot in the holds of obsolete ships, in bins and warehouses, or in
piles in the open, subject to wind and weather? This is not a wasteful question.
It is a very serious one, as that wheat has been paid for, every bushel of It, by
the American taxpayer.
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As of July 1, this year, the wheat carryover totaled 1,277 million bushels as

compared with 881 million last year. It is expected that the carryover next
year will be much larger. The Commodity Credit Corporation's investment in
wheat on July 1 was $3,085 million. This so-called investment is no investment
at all. It is a Government subsidy to the wheat farmer. Such subsidies were in-
stituted during the depression years with the object of saving the U.S. farmers
from becoming a peasantry. To a degree, it has aided the farmer. On the other
hand, it has encouraged city slickers to go in for subsidy farming on a large scale
to get what they can for themselves. It has increased the inflation and has
therefore reduced the farmer's equity in anything that is bought with money.
When a dollar equals a quarter, it takes more quarters to buy a dollar's worth
and a fellow may think that he has more money in his pocket.

Whereas the wheat farmer gets some benefit, the really pressing load of this
subsidy falls on the purchasers of bread and other wheat products, the price for
which is constantly rising.

One of the theories of Government control of agricultural production was that
the Government would be able to control the output. It would take some land
out of production. It would safeguard land unsuitable for wheat production
from being planted, etc., etc. W"ell, that happened only to a limited degree.
In 1953, the United States produced 1,173,100,000 bushels of wheat; in 1959, it
is preliminarily estimated that the amount will be 1,119 million bushels.

It is practically impossible to solve some problems in the United States because
of the political necessities of Members of Congress, one of whose jobs is to be
reelected. This applies to cotton, peanuts, rice as well as wheat and dairy
products. In a word, local interests prevail, just as the so-called pork barrel
bills must be passed so that certain Members of Congress will be reelected. It
will require a change in public attitude before Members of Congress will take a
national position on the question of money-the value of money-which is the
issue here. It is the broad question of inflation that requires solution.

Americans are as wasteful as they are generous. Waste is regarded not as
extravagant but as a mark of wealth, an evidence of possession of surpluses.
But it is clear from the downward course in the value of the dollar that the
United States cannot long continue to waste either its resources or the prod-
uct of its labor. The index to such a situation is the value of currency, the
willingness to accept U.S. currency at a certain price. As long as the purchasing
power of the dollar goes downward, the evidence is clear that our wastefulness
is beginning to tell.

Khrushchev refers to himself as a businessman because the government which
he operates owns all the productive and distributive agencies of Russia. His
enterprises are on a lower scale of efficiency than ours, but they seek to avoid
waste because they cannot afford it. Can we?

The quarrel between Congress and President Eisenhower as to which is the
greater spendthrift is meaningless, because it is clear from the figures that Con-
gress increased the President's expenditures in the wrong places.

Senator Symington, for instance, insists that the Eisenhower cuts will keep
us from reaching the moon. Precisely how valuable is it for us or anyone else
to shoot a rocket to the moon? We have accepted that program as essential
on the assumption that if we can send a rocket to the moon. we can also send
one to Moscow. The probability is that we can blow up Moscow as the Rus-
sians can blow up Washington, but do we need to blow up the moon, too?

MONOPOLY PowER, LARGE-SCALE REsEacHr, AND THIE INDIVIDUAL INVENTOR

(By Joel B. Dirlam)

This note is a critical comment on certain aspects of the paper. "SizeŽ of Firm,
Monopoly, and Economic Growth." presented by Prof. D. Hamberg in Em-
ployment, Growth and Price Levels, part 7, pp. 2337-2357. At the outset we
wish to make clear that we agree not only with Hamberg's distrust of monopoly
power, but also with his recommendation that Government expenditures on re-
search be expanded. However, we feel that he had (1) set up a strawman as
the object of his attack, (2) tended to confuse size with monopoly, (3) mis-
understood the economics of research and (4) rested his argument for breaking
up large-scale research on a fallacious conception of the process of invention.
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1. The strawman in Hamberg's argument is an overstatement of the position
he is attacking. No one argues seriously that "technical development is now
the exclusive preserve of the * * * research laboratories of the giant con-
cerns," nor are we aware of any economist who would give an affirmative answer
to his rhetorical question, "Has large size per se been a guarantee of serious
interest in research * * ?" (our emphasis, hearings, p. 2338). But to prove
that the world is not flat does not prove it to be round. flamberg is on solid
ground in contending that some important discoveries have been made outside
the laboratories of giant corporations, that much research by large corporations
is financed and stimulated by Government (public) funds, and that not all large
firms engage in research to the same degree. But it does not follow, as he seems
to be saying, that the research carried on in such large laboratories as those of
Bell, DuPont, and General Motors could be eliminated without sacrificing tech-
nological progress (pp. 234?,-2345).

2. It is not clear that size, in an absolute sense-which is how Hlamberg uses
the term-measures monopoly power. A small firm in a small industry may
enjoy more market power than a large firm in a large industry. Integrated oil
companies may have less monopoly power than basic steel producers, though
their average size is much greater. Hamberg appears to think that any indus-
try where there is not atomistic competition is monopolized. But atomistic
competition is impossible in any industry whose technology requires large scale
units-which includes a large proportion of American industry. Of course,
if monopoly power exists, whether on the part of large or small business, it may
very likely retard orpmisuse technical progress.

We do not defend monopoly power of any sort on the grounds that it promotes
technological research and development. We assert rather that large-scale re-
search-however financed-is today fundamental to the process of which inven-
tion is a part, and that Hamberg's confusion of large size and monopoly really
weakens his argument. The attack on monopoly power must rest on other
grounds than large firms' supposed failure to contribute adequately to the econ-
omy's research and development requiremeents.

3. Echoing Professor Machiup (Science 128: 1320-25) Hamberg argues that
industrial development by large firms tends to draw persoimel and research
facilities away from more socially desirable employment in basic research and
education. In the same context, applying a variation of marginal analysis, he
justifies governmental support for basic research on the grounds that public
agencies have much lower time preference and risk discount rates than do pri-
vate firms (pp. 2346-2347).

The argument that pure research is starved by industrial or applied research
rests on the assumption that technical knowledge is a resource, like coal, which,
when produced and used for one purpose, becomes unavailable for others.
Basic research, however, is not and cannot be thought of in these terms: tech-
nical knowledge is unique among productive resources in that it is not consumed
when applied to any one purpose, but rather increases its value the more it is
used.

Rapid accumulation of scientific knowledge requires an extension of public
support, especially to educational institutions. But we fear that if we were to
rely on Hamberg's reasoning, there would shortly be no basic research at all,
for by its nature it has-in advance-no calculable marginal worth. Hamberg's
assumption that the Government has a lower time discount and risk discount
rate than private individuals is therefore, not persuasive.

The basic research which made hybrid corn possible came from a quite
separate line of inquiry-Shull's interest in genetics-which could not have
been justified in advance at any nonnegative rate of discount. The accumula-
tion of scientific knowledge is not an economic but a cumulative social process,
as we show in more detail below. It follows that all forms of research that add
to useful knowledge, whether carried on in large corporate laboratories by teams,
by university professors and their assistants, by public servants, or by solitary
amateurs in garrets, should be encouraged, since each type gains from the
others. Determination of the proper total amount of expenditure is a policy
question that, unlike reaching the most profitable amount of R. & D. for a single
firm, economics is not equipped to resolve.

Certainly, research facilities may be wasted or misdirected through frivolous,
duplicative or socially undesirable programs. No doubt, much corporate re-
search can be so classified. But the same generalization applies with at least
equal force'to small-scale independent or individual research.
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4. As Hamberg recognizes, his case against large-scale research is bottomed on

a survey of the origins of "inventions". which are conceived to differ, somehow
from 'research". No one doubts that invention, however defined, should be
encouraged. But this conclusion must rest on grounds other than a nostalgia
for the 18th and 19th century individual inventor's role in the cumulation of
technical knowledge. This nostalgia leads Hamberg to a (qualified) defense
of the patent system as a means of maintaining competition, since it is the one
source of potential reward for the independent inventor (p. 2352). The practice
of granting teMporary monopolies in the form of patents, in English and Ameri-
can law, was based on the assumption that public good-the progress of science
and the useful arts-would flow from private individuals' search for gain in the
form of patentable devices or improvements in productive techniques. (F. L.
Vaughan, 'The United States Patent System" (1956) ch. 1, especially pp. 27-33.)
There may have been justification for such an argument in a period when
manufacture was small scale and individual enterprise was the prevalent form
of business, when natural persons could reasonably be identified with new
products, devices, or methods. Whatever the historical reality, it is nothing but
a pure fiction, hallowed by hagiographic tradition, to maintain that this view
of the patent law realistically reflects the inventive process today.

If our view of the true nature of the process of invention is correct, recent
judicial trends limiting the scope of the patent grant, are to be commended.
But a reversion to an 18th century theory of invention would strengthen the
monopoly power, Hamberg and we fear.

Economists who have devoted particular attention to the economics of in-
vention and technical progress have generally agreed that the individualist
theory of the inventor fails to conform to the realities of the modern industrial
society. (W. H. Hamilton, "Patents and Free Enterprise," TNEC Monograph
No. 31, 1941; A. E. Kahn, "The Fundamental Deficiencies of the American
Patent Law," American Economic Review, September 1940, pp. 475-491: F. L.
Vaughan, op. cit.; G. W. Stocking and M. W. Watkins, "Monopoly and Free
Enterprise," (1950), ch. 14; T. Veblen "The Instinct of Workmanship" (1914) ).
Duplicate or multiple inventions or discoveries are so numerous as to be typical,
not exceptional (W. F. Ogburn, 'Social Changes" (1922) pp. 99-102). The
idea for an invention is almost impossible to trace to one individual; indeed, it
is difficult to isolate the invention itself. (E. G. Singer, Holmyard, Hall &
Williams, "A History of Technology" (1958), vol. IV, passim). Invention is a
cumulative process. With growing awareness of the uses of science, inventors in
highly organized research laboratories march along what is almost a well-marked
route. "I think we should discourage the perhaps popular conception that the
most successful scientists follow a career of stumbling upon important dis-
coveries * * *. The discovery at the Bell Telephone Laboratories of the semi-
conductor phenomena which made possible the transitor was in my view not
an accident." (Dr. G. G. Suits, "Opportunity for Basic Research in Industry,"
National Science Foundation, Research and Development and its Impact on the
Economy (1958) p. 93). Yet this is the research that Hamberg calls "hit or
miss !" (p. 2343). If we want to build a space ship, find a cure for poliomyletis
or produce an efficient solar energy machine or develop atomic energy, we
allocate sufficient funds and the job is done-the time required depending largely
on the funds made available.' This does not mean that individual invention no
longer exists. But it plays a subsidiary role.

Impatience with industrial bureaucracy and the plight of the organization man
should not lead us to deny the economies of scale. The eclipse of the individual
inventor has paralleled the rise of large-scale enterprise in much of industrial
life. Competitive industries with small firms spend very little on research
(I. M. Stelzer, "Technological Progress and Market Structure," Southern Eco-
nomic Journal, July 1956, pp. 63-73).

In dismissing what may almost be called the accepted view of the nature
of invention and technological progress (which he mistakenly identifies with a
belief that invention springs only from large corporate laboratories), Hamberg
relies mainly on a book by Jewkes, Sawers, and Stillerman, "The Sources of
Invention" (1958). This book confirms his belief that we should assign pri-
mary credit for specific processes or developments to "the basic research * * *

I This assumes efficient-probably centralized-research for breakthrough. U.S. com-petitive research in missiles so far teems to have proved less efficient than the statemonopoly of reseach in Russia. See F. Gabney, "The Missile Mess," Harpers, January1960.
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performed by individual inventors working alone * * D " (p. 2340). Professor
Jewkes there concludes that "the large research organizations of industrial cor-
porations have not been responsible in the past 50 years for the greater part of
the significant inventions" (p. 185). For Jewkes, Watt and the steam engine
and Cartwright and the power loom seem to be the archetypes of inventors and
inventions (Op. cit. p. 17). Since Jewkes nowhere attempts to list all the in-
ventions he regards as significant and relies on a test of significance that equates
the ball-point pen with penicillin, his statement must remain merely an article
of faith, well-argued, but not statistically substantiated. But there are more-
serious objection to his attempt to revive the individualist theory of invention.
"We have no evidence nor even assertion that the instant inventions were not
selected to prove that thesis (that corporate laboratories have been overrated).-
Moreover, "the case histories and the whole book exclude * * * vast classes of
modern invention, viz, the military ones (which * * * constantly interchange
with civil technology), and also agricultural. medical, and other governmental
inventions" (S. C. Gilfillan, review of "The Sources of Invention," "The Engineer-
ing Economist," vol. IV, No. 2 (1958), 44-53).

Jewkes dismisses as unimportant the problems that have troubled other stu--
dents of the history of invention, such as the often insuperable obstacles to iso-
lating the inventor. Who invented the steamboat? The incandescent lamp?,
The atomic bomb? (See S. C. Gilfillan, "Who Invented It?" The Scientific-
Monthly, vol. XXV, pp. 529-534, December 1927.) The ambiguities of the
Jewkes-Hamberg approach become evident whenever one examines a list of
inventions. Hamberg draws on Jewkes' list to illustrate individual inventions,.
one of which, he says, was streptomycin (p. 2339). Four pages later, he lists
streptomycin as an example of a chance discovery of a team of researchers. Pre-
ceded by the discovery of penicillin, produced at Rutgers University by a team
of researchers headed by Dr. Waksman, and financed by Merck & Co., strepto-
mycin proves elusive only if one insists on the necessity for analytical purposes.
of isolating inventions and inventors and drawing a line between individuals.
and large-scale research (pp. 2343-2344). Similar difficulties of course are pre-
sented by other inventions that Hlamberg-following Jewkes-classifies as indi-
vidual. Houdry's invention of catalytic cracking became a commercial reality
only after Sun's expenditure of $11 million (M. De Chazeau and A. E. Kahn "In
tegration and Competition in the Petroleum Industry" (1959) p. 297).

It seems obvious that, even if one uses Jewkes' definition of an invention-
"confidence that something should work, and the first rough tests that it will,
in fact, work" (op. cit., p. 17)-the resources of large corporations must in-
evitably be drawn upon as they were for the "rough tests" of inventions like
catalytic cracking,2 or the successful development of the cotton picker, the ideas.
for which were attributable to individuals (as, indeed, all ideas must be).

Hamberg's second support for his confidence in the individual inventor is.
Schmnookler's study of patents. Yet patent statistics reflect the fact that
advances in certain industries, notably chemical and electrical, lend them-
selves readily to the administrative requirements of the Patent Office. They-
are, therefore, particularly unreliable in showing what role the individual
inventor has played in technical progress. In the past 30, and perhaps the past
80 years the ratio of patents to indices of invention such as expenditures on
scientific research and the number of engineers employed has sharply and
almost uninterruptedly declined.

In 1900 there were 42,000 scientists and engineers; 24,660 patents were.
granted. In 1954, there were 691,000 scientists and engineers; 33,872 patents.
were granted. Unless one is prepared to argue that there has been a catas--
trophic drop in the inventiveness of scientists and engineers, compared with
that of individual inventors, the proportion of patents granted to individuals
can have little relevancy to any discussion of invention (J. B. Dirlam, "Patents
and Progress", Dun's Review, April 1957, pp. 53-54, S. Alelman, 'The Impact
of the Patent Stystem on Research," Study No. 11, Senate Subcommittee on
Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights (1958), pp. 27-32; S. C. Gilfillan, un-
published studies on scientific publications, professional association member-
ship, etc.).

Attempts to divide the origin of inventions between individuals and corporate
laboratories must inevitably founder on conceptual difficulties.

2 It should be recalled that Eugene Hloudry was independently, wealthy, hired chemical
assistants, and was to some extent anticipated by a 1916 installation of Gulf 01 Co.
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It seems more helpful to accept the fact that, to the extent our economy
has become one of large-scale enterprise, the technological investment in progress
has grown correspondingly, in terms of equipment, assistance, expenditures on
pilot plant and so on. And, in the light of the history of invention it would seem
equally realistic to assume that wherever there is activity resulting in either
scientific advance, or development, we have invention, even though it may not
be patentable. The best index of inventive activity is, therefore, expenditure on
research. In 1958 the Federal Government was directly responsible for 43
percent of the Nation's research and development expenditure ("Statistical
Abstract", 1959, p. 538). The National Science Foundation study cited by
Hamberg actually shows that 2,950 companies accounted for more than one-
half of the privately financed research and development in 1953, and that 200
companies were responsible for more than two-thirds of the research and
development activity (including that financed by the Federal Government).
(Hamberg's table 4 seems to show not that small firms are as prone to spend on
research as the big ones, but that the giant oil firms-with assets of $500 million
and over (three zeros are omitted from the table) spend much more, in propor-
tion to assets, than smaller companies with assets of $230 million and over.)

Hamberg attempts to escape from the uncomfortable implications of govern-
ment financed research by arguing that there is something artificial about it,
and that if we will somehow ignore the $4,400 billion the Government spent
in 1958 we will have a clearer idea of the sources of invention. But research
on atomic energy, space travel, and weapons systems seems (perhaps unfortun-
ately) to be an integral part of current society. If we had the economy of
1860, the individual inventor would play a large role; but we must accept the
passage of time and the consequences thereof. Again, this conclusion does not
mean that all government research funds should go to General Electric, Boeing
Aircraft, Raytheon, and Sperry-Rand, especially since research contracts lead
to production contracts under the present weapons system procedure. Small
laboratories and firms should be given every opportunity to obtain the funds
they can use efficiently (see D. Novick and J. Y. Springer. "Economics of De-
fense Procurement," Law and Contemporary Problems, Small Business, Winter,
1959, p. 118).

CONCLUSION

Hamberg has been led astray, it seems to us, by failing to recognize that his real
concern should be not with the location of the "invention" but rather with "basic"
research-the pure science of today that, as Professor Urey said, becomes the
applied science of a decade hence. Sometimes, inputs necessary to produce
activity of this kind may be close to zero; the spark of genius of a mathematical
logician might claim as returns a share in all output involving the use of digital
computers. In other instances-see the atomic bomb-huge expenditures may be
necessary. In either case, the decisions are outside the area of phenomenon
amenable to economic analysis. Individual inventors (in the Hamberg-Jewkes
sense) or small firms, subject to strong economic pressures, are even less likely
than the large-scale corporate laboratories to devote themselves to research of
this kind.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND
CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

Washington, D.C., November 6, 1959.
Dr. OrriO ECICSTEIN,
Technical Director, Study of Employment, Growth and Price Levels,
Joint Economic Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR OTTO: I have been painfully shocked and surprised by the poor quality,
superficial nature, and distortions of your "Steel and the Postwar Inflation,"
which has appeared as Study Paper No. 2 of the Joint Economic Committee's cur-
rent study of employment, growth, and price levels. The publication is certainly
not worthy of either you or the Joint Economic Committee. Its effect is harmful
and damaging, not only to the United Steelworkers and the entire trade-union
movement in a most trying period, but this publication by a reputable congres-
sional committee sets back the attempt to study and analyze the causes of the
slowly rising price level of recent years. It does harm, therefore, to the very
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purpose of the committee's special study of employment, growth, and price-
levels.

The following are several brief comments on the publication.
1. The basic framework and thesis are demonstrably wrong.
a. The publication centers its attention on the 11-year, 1947-48 period, with

no effort to analyze the significant and differing subperiods. As a result, your
longer run, aggregate view of 1947-58 lumps together the postwar inflation that
continued in 1947 and the Korean inflation-both of these periods were char-
acterized by excessive demand, relative to the supply of goods and productive
capacity, with wages chasing sharp price increases-and the more recent period
of the past 4 years.

This lumping together of three differing subperiods adds up to aggregate con-
fusion throughout the publication.

Charles Schultze in "Recent Inflation in the United States," published by the,
Joint Economic Committee, as study paper No. 1 of the committee's current
study, states: "From 1946 to 1948 and again from 1950 to 1951, inflation was
associated with war and the aftermath of war * * * However much one might
wish to add other considerations to the analysis, there is little dispute that the
major part of the inflation during these two periods is explainable by orthodox
aggregate demand theory. The 1955-57 period is another matter * * * There
are * * * a number of features in the 1955-57 period which require explanation
and which can be explained neither by an aggregate excess demand nor an
autonomous wage-push theory of inflation.""

Your concentration on the 11-year period, including three distinct and differing
subperiods-with no analysis of these subperiods-is, in itself, damaging to an
attempt to isolate the specific causes of the price rises of the past few years.
What Professor Schultze so ably began in study paper No. 1 is, at least, partially
undone by your Study Paper No. 2.

b. The publication's thesis is that the United Steelworkers of America is the
major, autonomous and determining force, that has established the economic
framework of steel wages and prices, in which the management of the steel cor-
porations operate. Another way of stating the publication's thesis is that the
union has been an originating engine, pushing up wages with the aid of Govern-
ment, in an industry whose management can pass on cost increases. The pub-
lication states: "Bargaining between a strong union and a management with
strong market power in the product market, persuaded of their ability to pass
higher employment costs on in higher prices and being pressured by Government
to settle their differences on peaceable terms are the major explanations of the
wage movements."

This thesis is utterly fantastic. An examination of the institutions, the
power relations in the industry, the history of wage and price movements, the
development of collective bargaining and the time sequence of cost and price
movements-all of these point simply and directly to the obvious and opposite
conclusion: The steel industry is an oligopoly, which has been pushing up profit
margins and driving down break-even points in the past 5 years or so. The
union is a secondary force-certainly neither the dominant one nor even a co-
equal one-which operates within the market structure, established and domi-
nated by the corporations, particularly United States Steel; within this market,
the union demands that steelworkers have a share of the corporation's profit-
ability.

As I see it, your thesis, therefore, may have validity only if it is completely
reversed and stood on its head.

2. There is an utter lack of time sequence in the publication, except for the
discussion of steel price movements and their effects on the price level. Yet it
is only by examining the time sequence of unit cost, profit and price movements
that one can derive a picture of the actual pressures on steel prices. The thesis
that the union is the initiating pressure can be stated only by using an aggregate
approach, without any analysis at all of the time sequence of cost, profit, and price
movements. It is meaningless to attempt to discuss your subject without year-
by-year data on the actual changes in unit costs, profits, and prices, and without
an analysis of what happened at each point in time.

Secretary Mitchell's report states:
"The increase in average prices of steel products since 1940 has exceeded the

rise in employment cost per ton of steel produced. This is true whether employ-
ment cost for wage employees alone is considered, or whether employment cost
of all employees is taken into account.
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"Basic steel prices rose by 178 percent from 1940 to fiscal year 1959 (July
1958 to June 1959). Employment cost per unit of output (including both wage
payments and fringe benefits) for wage employees increased by 131 percent during
the same period. Employment cost per unit of output for all employees gener-
ally conformed with the movement of steel prices from 1940 to 1954, thereafter
rose more slowly than steel prices until 1958. During the recession year 1958,
reflecting the decline in level of operations, this employment cost forged ahead
of steel prices, but it dropped again in 1959 with the rise in level of production.
The overall increase in employment cost per unit of product for all employees
from 1940 to fiscal year 1959 was 153 percent.

"In terms of dollars, the employment costs of producing a ton of steel and
the average realized price per ton have been as follows:

"1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 Fiscal
1959

All-employee employment cost - $40 $45 $45 $50 $46 $50 $55 $65 $58
Wage-employee employment cost -32 35 36 38 36 38 42 47 44
Average realized price per ton -125 129 135 139 142 155 165 171 173
Percent capacity utilized -101 86 95 71 93 90 85 61 78"

XMr. Mitchell's report further states: "Employment cost per unit of output was
lower in the first half of 1959 than for the fiscal year as a whole because of in-
crease in output per man-hour in the first half of 1959. In the first half of 1959
employment costs per unit of output were somewhat below the 1957 level."

As you can see, Secretary Mitchell's report, by dealing with the time sequence
of cost and price movements, clearly indicates a picture that is the opposite of
your publication's thesis-steel prices moved up, followed by employment costs
per ton and the rise in unit employment costs was substantially less than the
increase in steel prices. Between 1951 and fiscal 1959, according to the data
from Secretary Mitchell's report, the average realized price per ton of steel
rose $48, from $125 to $173-almost three times the $18 rise in employment costs
(all employees) per ton, from $40 in 1951 to $58 in fiscal 1959. As Secretary

Mitchell's report indicates, this great disparity between employment costs per
ton and steel prices was even greater in the first-half of 1959, when the unit
employment cost dropped below the 1957 level of $55 per ton. Nowhere is your
publication is there data, or analysis of this essential point, regarding the year-
to-year movements of unit costs and prices.

The 11-year aggregate approach, without analysis of the differing subperiods,
and with an utter lack of year-to-year data and examination of the time sequence
of unit cost, profit and price changes-this can lay no claim to be an analysis
of the price problem, involving the steel industry.

3. Although you say that productivity is an important factor, your discussion
of productivity in the steel industry is superficial and misleading.

'As you know, output per man-hour in steel is considerably affected by (1) the
rate of capacity utilization and (2) the shifting composition of the work force,
with a shift, in recent years, towards administrative, clerical and professional
employment. Despite these obvious factors, your publication does the following:

a. You use 1957 and 1958 as the terminal points for your discussion of pro-
ductivity. Although capacity utilization declined in 1957 and in 1958, the steel
industry operated at 61 percent of capacity, with the obvious effect of reducing
output per man-hour. Although you present data, in the table on productivity,
on output per man-hour in steel for the fiscal year ending June 1959, which in-
dicates a sharp rise in steel output per man-hour in the first half of this year,
you fail to make any mention whatsoever of this fact in your discussion.

Furthermore, you not only speak in the text of low productivity in steel, with-
out reference to the sharp rate of increase indicated by the data in the table for
fiscal 1959, but you also fail to present in the table or in the text any estimate
of output per man-hour in steel for the first half of 1959. Such an estimate for
the first half of 1959 would show a very sharp rise in output per man-hour in
that 6-month period and would reveal that all-employee output per man-hour in
steel has risen at an average annual rate of approximately 3% percent between
1947 and mid-1959-rather close to the average annual rate of output per man-
hour in the total private economy. Had you found it too difficult to develop an
estimate of output per man-hour in steel for the first half of this year, there are
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people in Washington who are expert in this area who could have assisted you
and the union has publicly submitted such an estimate on a number of occasions.

b. The table on productivity shows a differential rate in output per man-hour
in steel during the past 6 years-faster for wage employees, slower for all em-
ployees-but you fail to discuss this fact in your text. Secretary Mitchell's
report takes note of this differential trend and states: "This reflects the fact that
administrative, professional and clerical employees have been increasing in rela-
tive importance."

As you know from Charles Schultze's "Recent Inflation in the United States,"
the shift toward an increasing percentage of the work force in administrative,
clerical and professional categories has been an important factor in affecting
productivity changes in the past few years, as well as an important factor in
cost increases. But you utterly fail to discuss this factor in your discussion of
productivity.

c. Your final sentence in the brief section on productivity states: If the
emphasis on work standards in the steel negotiations of 1959 is any indication,
labor practices must also be a factor (for the reported low productivity)."
This sentence is neither preceded nor followed by analysis. It represents a
gratuitous kick at American steelworkers and their union in their time of trouble.

4. The publication's material on profit margins is invalid because wrong data
was used and not even explained. The invalid information on profit margins
presents a distorted view of the steel industry and of the process involved in
its price increases.

You say in the text that profit margins "appear to have increased somewhat"
or that the steel industry has followed "a conscious effort on the part of manage-
ment to maintain and perhaps increase profit margins." These cautious com-
ments may sound impartial, but they are false and misleading.

The data on profit margins, which are displayed in several pages of charts
in the text are presented as data on the basic steel industry, which is the subject
of the publication. However, your data on profit margins are not data on the
basic steel industry-they are data from the Federal Trade Commission and
Securities and Exchange Commission, for what those Government agencies
call the iron and steel industry, a broad industry grouping that includes the
relatively competitive foundry and forging industries, as well as basic steel.

The text and charts from pages 24 to 33, on the essential subject of profit
margins, therefore, are invalid. The publication deals with the basic steel
producing industry-blast furnaces, steel works and rolling mills. The data
on wages, prices and steel capacity utilization deal with this basic steel in-
dustry. The profit margin data, however, is for the steel foundry and forging
industries, as well as for the basic steel industry. The result of including the
relatively competitive foundry and forging industries in your profit margin
data-which is presented as data on the highly concentrated basic steel industry-
reduces profit margins for the period under consideration and distorts the
picture of the steel product market.

It makes a vital difference in analyzing the basic steel industry, which is
the purpose of the publication, if the data shows a decisive, upward push of
profit margins in the past several years, or if the data shows relatively stable
margins. Your invalid data support your impartial-sounding statements that
perhaps and maybe there was some slight increase in margins.. An examination
of profit margin data for the basic steel industry, however, would clearly reveal
a decisive upward push of profit margins within the past several years. A
comparison of steel industry profit margins and capacity utilization rates would
show a definite reduction of the break-even point to 40 percent or less, as the
Kefauver committee hearings and reports indicate.

On page 92 of Charles Schultze's "Recent Inflation in the United States,"
there is a table which shows a clear and decisive upward push in profit margins
and reduction in the break-even point for United States Steel since 1954. Pro-
fessor Schultze states that this chart on the relationship between rates of
return and percent of capacity utilization "shows for the United States Steel
Corp. the relationship between net profits as a percent of stockholders' equity
and the operating rate * * *. According to the Brookings study, as cited by
Lanzilotti, the corporation's target was an 8 percent after-tax rate of return
when operations were at a 'normal' rate, 80 percent of capacity being considered
normal. The regression indicates that price-cost relationships were so main-
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tained as to yield this target-indeed to yield about 9 percent return at 80
percent capacity. Starting in 1955, however, a new relationship appears. Prices
were set relative to costs to yield 8 percent, not at 80 percent operations but
at 60 percent. Looked at from another standpoint, price-cost margins were set
to yield a 12 to 13 percent rather than an 8 to 9 percent rate of return when
operations were at 80 percent capacity."

This portrait of a clear and decisive shift in profit margins and break-even
points for United States Steel, which is undoubtedly true for the basic steel
industry, contradicts the findings of your invalid data. The industry's margins
were decisively pushed upward and the break-even points were decisively
pushed downward since 1954.

It is possible to obtain adequate data for the overwhelming portion of the
basic steel industry. Secretary Mitchell's report, for example, states: "In the
3 years 1955, 1956, and 1957, combined, the 20 largest steel companies had a
rate of return on net worth of 12.8 percent * * t. In the first half of 1959,
the steel companies increased their rate of return both in relation to their
19.55-57 average and in relation to the rate of return for the group of the largest
industrial firms. The average for the steel companies was 16.1 percent in the
first half of 1959 * * *."

Furthermore, Secretary Mitchell's report indicates an awareness of the diffi-
culty of dealing with profits as reported by the corporations. He states that
"the profit comparisons made above have been influenced somewhat by changing
methods of depreciation allowance, such as accelerated amortization, which
have resulted in increased deductions for depreciation." There is no indication
of such an awareness in your publication. (Secretary Mlitchell's report, however,
also presented profit data on the broad industry group, including the foundry
and forging industries, which is clearly not appropriate in a report on the basic
steel industry.)

It is not necessary to spell out this point much further. Your charts on profit-
ability and capacity utilization are as invalid as your charts on profit margins
and your comments on both. Your capacity utilization figures refer to the basic
steel industry. Your figures on profits as a return on sales and equity refer to
a broad industry group, including the relatively competitive foundry and forg-
ings industries, which is much different from basic steel.

Without valid data on profit margins and break-even' points, an adequate
analysis of steel price increases in the past few years is impossible. Sound
conclusions cannot be drawn, except by accident, from a presentation that is
basically invalid.

5. The important subject of the steel industry's method of financing new pro-
ductive capacity is almost entirely dismissed in two paragraphs, within less than
a page. No data on this subject is presented. Neither is there any analysis.

The overwhelming portion of the steel industry's post-World War It invest-
ment in new plant and equipment has been from internal financial resources-
profits after taxes and dividend payments plus depreciation charges. (The same
has been true of nonfinancial corporations generally, aside from public utilities,
whose prices are regulated.) This practice has obvionsly had an effect oln the
steel industry's price structure. There are sufficient statements by leading steel
industry management officials on this subject. The data on internal financing in
the steel industry is most readily available.

Your publication, which is supposed to be an analysis of the steel industry and
its price increases, devotes only a few generalized comments to this essential
subject, with no data or analysis whatsoever.

There are many other comments that could be made on your publication, such
as on your incredible claim that Presidents Truman and Eisenhower almost
consistently came to the aid of the union in pushing up wages. Or your
slanted presentation and choice of emotionally loaded words-such as: "in 1949,
an ad hoc Presidential factfinding board was appointed, sidestepping the use of
the new Taft-Hartley machinery. The substantial 'package' recommended by
this board * * *" or "In 1952 e * * the Wage Stabilization Board recommended
a very generous 30-cent package * e

Sincerely yours,
NAT GOINDEiGER,

Assistant Director of Research.

38563-60-pt 10-16
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NOVEMBER 24, 1959.
Mr. NAT GOLDFINGER,
Assistant Director of Research, AFL-CIO,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR NAT: I am sorry that you disagree so strongly with our study of "Steel
and the Postwar Inflation." Let me comment on the points you raise.

la. You argue that we should not have analyzed the entire 11-year period,
1947-58, but rather should have analyzed the subperiods. From the opening
sentence of the study, right through to the conclusions, we do distinguish be-
tween the different phases of the period. Also, whatever major results emerged
in the study apply with-particular relevance-to the-last part of the period, which
is the one on which we do, in fact, focus attention.

lb. On wages being the autonomous force: at no point In this paper do we
argue that wages are the autonomous factor in driving up the price of steel.
The statement you quote clearly applied to wage changes, not price changes.
All our statements on prices focus on the exercise of the joint power of union
and management. And we make it very clear that we pass no judgment, that we
pick neither on the union nor on the management as being the unique villain.
We also give considerable space to the Dunlop thesis which analyzes inflation in
the industry primarily in terms of the companies' attempts to raise profits for
internal expansion, and the unions' reaction to this attempt. J am sure the
unions feel that their adversary is very powerful and that they are seeking to
do no more than maintain their share of industry income. But similar senti-
ments are also expressed by management.

2. On the time sequence of the wage and profit movements: first, we do present
annual data for the relevant variables. These numbers suggest no very obvious
pattern to me, certainly no pattern which is open to an unambiguous interpreta-
tion. We do say on page 22: "Despite the rise in wages and fringe benefits, em-
ployment costs accounted for a slightly lower fraction of total costs." We also
lean over backward to present all the alternative interpretations that can be
given by choosing different base and terminal years, in interpreting these data.
As for the figures that you quote from the Mitchell report, the most obvious
thing they show is that employment costs have been a rising fraction of total
realized price per ton, a result to which I attach little significance because of the
choice of dates.

3. On productivity: in discussing the productivity indexes cited in the Mitchell
factfinding report, we confine ourselves to the factual point that productivity
simply did not rise rapidly enough to serve as an offset to the higher wages.
We compared 1947 with 1957 because the latter was the most recent year of
roughly comparable utilization rate. Had we used 1956, a year in which the
utilization rate corresponded even more closely to 1947, the result would have
been identical. We did not analyze the figures for fiscal year 1959, because no
comparable data for other industries were available, and presumably they
scored large increases in productivity in this year of recovery as well. We
did not analyze data for the first half of 1959, because no other comparable data
were available in other industries, and because we would not have known how
interpret data which only applied to the first half of the year. Finally, we
did not attribute particular significance to the somewhait faster rate of increase
of productivity for wage employees, since they are a declining fraction of total
employees and, therefore, inevitably would have a higher rate of increase of
output/man-hour.

4. On profit data: in our analysis, we confine ourselves exclusively to the
official Security and Exchange Commission-Federal Trade Commission data.
These data showed the conclusions that we reached about profits. Had we
used other data, the same story would have emerged, but we would have been
open to the charge of not using the official data. Certainly data for one
single company could not have been used as an authoritative statement about
the industry. We also did take due notice of the significance of increased de-
preciation allowances on profit figures. See page 26.

5. On internal financing: this point is stressed both in a separate section
and in the summary of causes of the increase of steel prices.

The inflation in the steel industry is a problem on which men of good will
can sincerely disagree. That both management and labor feel themselves the
hapless victims in the process does not change the fact that it helped to plunge
the country into the unfortunate dilemma of having either growth or stable
price levels, a dilemma which at that time appeared to have been resolved
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by having little growth but inflation nevertheless. We think that the successful
growth of the country is of overriding importance. And we feel that only a
realistic facing-up to the inflationary history is going to serve this objective.

Sincerely,
OTTO ECKSTEIN.

UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AmEricA,
WVashington, D.C., November 24, 1959.

HOn. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DoUiGLAs: I enclose a comment on "Study Paper No. 2-Steel
and the Postwar Inflation," by Otto Eckstein and Gary Fromm, which was pub-
lished on November 6 by the Joint Economic Committee. The comment was
prepared by the research department of the United Steelworkers of America
and should be read as a supplement to the comments contained in the letter
from Nat Goldfinger, assistant director of research of the AFL-CIO to Mr.
Eckstein, copy of which is also enclosed.

I should like to add a word concerning the study paper and the enclosed com-
ments. The study paper, of course, carries the usual disclaimer as to the
views of the committee and the statement that it is being published in order
to obtain the widest possible comment. Such a disclaimer cannot, however, re-
lieve the committee entirely of its responsibility in the matter. I am sure that
you as chairman would not knowingly permit the staff of the committee to publish
a paper by the committee's technical director containing false statistics simply
to obtain comment, particularly if that publication would have an effect on
public opinion on an important current issue. And if false statistics were
published inadvertently, I am sure you would see that they were appropriately
corrected as soon as the error was discovered.

The matters dealt with in the study paper, of course, are much more complex
than in any such hypothetical case. But this enlarges rather than diminishes
the responsibility of the committee-since the very complexity of the issues
tends to create greater reliance by the public on the conclusions published under
the committee's authority. Judgments as to cause and effect, even if wrong,
are obviously less demonstrably in error than would be simple errors in
numbers.

For these reasons, and in light of the critical public importance of fair and
unbiased professional judgment on the economic issues in steel, I urge most
strongly that you give serious consideration to the enclosed comments. If, as
I hope and expect, you find the criticism they express to be valid, I am sure
that you will take appropriate action to see that the record is clarified.

Sincerely yours,
DAVID J. MCDONALD, President.

COMMENTs ON JOINT EcoNomIc COMMITTEE STUDY PAPER No. 2

"Study Paper No. 2-Steel and the Postwar Inflation," prepared by Otto
Eckstein and Gary Fronmm for consideration by the Joint Economic Committee
of the United States and released on November 6, 1959, is replete with errors,
studded with bias and, for a study paper, shockingly dependent upon erroneous
concepts and unsupported opinions for its conclusions.

In a letter dated November 6. 1959 to Dr. Otto Eckstein, technical director,
study of employment, growth and price levels of the Joint Economic Committee
(copy attached), Nat Goldfinger, assistant director of research of the AFL-CIO,
set forth the major errors and inadequacies of the study paper. Mr. Goldfinger's
comments, in our opinion, are valid and are documented by his letter as wel as
by other information concerning steel wages, prices, profits and productivity,
which was readily available to the authors of the study paper.

Particularly pertinent are Mr. Goldfinger's comments with respect to-
(a') The confusion resulting from the attempt to determine the cause

of price rises in the last few years only by lumping together as one the
results of price increases in three very different periods since 1947.

(b) The failure to distinguish between cause and effect arising from
omission of the time relationships of wage, productivity, price and profit
margin changes.
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(c) The erroneous conclusions concerning steel productivity obtained by
using a biased terminal period and ignoring current data. Only such gross
misuse of data can convert a rate of steel productivity for 1947-59, which
significantly exceeded that in manufacturing and in the nonfarm sector of
the economy, to an average rate "below the average pace in manufacturing"
or "a relatively slow rate of increase in productivity".

(d) The inexcusable avoidance of documenting the sharp upward move-
ment of steel profit margins by reference to rpofit data which included many
companies which are not even a part of the steel industry; and

(e) The obviously slanted nature of the study paper as evidence by the
choice of "prejudice" words, uncritical acceptance of steel industry allega-
tions, and conclusions which are unsupported and unsupportable.

Additional comments concerning Study Paper No. 2 follow:
1. Description of the period 1947-51 as covering "the inflation associated

with the Korean war" is quite imaginative since the Korean war began without
advance notice in the latter part of June 1950. This formulation successfully
avoided discussion of the substantial price increases throughout 1947 and 194S
and the reasons for same which, obviously, had not the remotest connection with
the Korean war.

2. In attempting to stress the importance of steel wages, the study paper
alleged that steel wage settlements often set the pattern for, among others, the
important automoble industry wage negotiations. Documentation of this claim
is, of course, absent since there is no substance to the claim. This allegation,
together with the assertion that steel wage rate increases have been greater than
those in other industries, is reminiscent of the steel industry's mutually incon-
sistent argument that (1) steel wages set the pattern and "ripple" throughout
the economy, and (2) steel wages consistently pull away from the wages paid all
other workers.

A minimum amount of research on the types, contents, and timings of the
respective settlements is enough to establish that, in the period in question (1947-
58), collective bargaining in the automobile industry has not been patterned
after steel. In the years after 1947, the lead automobile settlement actually
preceded the lead steel settlement in every year in which there were settlements
in both industries-a "pattern" most peculiar for an alleged "pattern-following"
industry.

3. The difference between negotiated wage rate increases and increases in
gross average hourly earnings appears to be outside the experience of the authors
of the study paper. As a result, a growth in gross average hourly earnings in
steel due to increased hours of work, to the introduction of premiums (long
commonplace in other industries) for Sunday and holiday work, to the sharp
expansion of incentive coverage and the like, is equated erroneously with
negotiated wage rate increases. (See table 5.)

From 1947 to the present, negotiated wage rate increases in steel totaled about
$1.185 an hour (an average of less than 10 cents an hour per year, including
all cost-of-living adjustments).' In contrast, table 6 shows an increase in gross
average hourly earnings of over $1.66 an hour (over 40 percent greater) from
1947 to May 1959. Similarly, from 1953 to the present, negotiated wage rate in-
creases in steel totaled about 63.5 cents2 an hour as compared with an increase
in gross average hourly earnings of 94 cents an hour (about 48 percent greater).

The significance of the foregoing is that superficial comparisons, unaccompanied
by analysis, make only a negative contribution to understanding. If a "case"
is to be made that "wage-push" inflation is attributable to the power of one
union as demonstrated by the fact that gross hourly earnings have been increased
more rapidly than in other industries, what happens to the "case" if it turns out
that the margin of difference is due to widespread installation of incentives
unilaterally by the industry, the resultant increased production on the part of
the workers along with higher hourly earnings, and consequent reduced unit
costs?

4. Virtually all of the discussion with respect to the role of Government in
steel wage negotiations is studded with errors and questionable choices of words.
Here the lack of analysis and objectivity is particularly apparent:

(a) The reference to the role of the Federal Government in the 1946 steel
settlement of a wage increase of 18.5 cents an hour is one case in point. The
clear implication is that a lesser wage increase would have resulted if the

'Includes all wage rate Increases for the years 1948-59.
2 Includes all wage rate Increases for the years 1954-59.
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Government had not been involved. No mention is made of the similar and
larger increases in 1945-46 in a variety of other important industries where
settlements were arrived at prior to that in steel.

(b) Incorrect also is the statement that the 1949 settlement of contributory
insurance (with workers paying half the cost) was a settlement which "had the
same general features and cost as the factfinding recommendations" (which
recommended noncontributory insurance).

(c) The description of the 1952 settlement as being almost the same as the
original package recommended by the Wage Stabilization Board which, accord-
ing to the study paper, was "a very generous" 30 cents an hour, is also inaccurate.
Interestingly enough, the 30 cents figure was the discredited, inflated estimate
used by the steel industry and no one else. Here again, the absence of analysis
is regrettable. A highly inflated figure is given of the value of the settlement
and no mention is made of the significant surrounding circumstances-the lack
of a wage increase in steel in 1951 when consumer prices skyrocketed, the fact
that the settlement cost included fringe benefits, such as paid holidays for
the first time, which long had been enjoyed by workers in other industries, etc.

(d) The 1956 settlement (a fraction over 15 cents an hour per year) was not
the largest ever negotiated. (See BLS Wage Chronology series for steel settle-
ments in 1955, 1952, 1950, 1947, and 1946.)

5. The study paper exhibits no understanding of the difference between cause
and effect. In the section on productivity it is stated that, in steel, productivicy
did not rise rapidly enough to serve as an offset to higher wages. A year-by-
year analysis would demonstrate that steel revenues and profits, by virtue of
price increases and productivity growth, consistently outpaced' the growth of
workers' earnings. It would also demonstrate that "real" earnings of steel
workers failed to keep pace with "real" productive growth. The definite and
positive contribution of the steel industry's pricing practices to raising prices
generally has been established. The fact that such steel price increases were far
greater than required to meet increased costs also has been established. Accord-
ingly, it is vicious in the extreme then to conclude that, because gross hourly
earnings (an important part of which was necessary to offset higher consumer
prices) rose more than real productivity, steel wage increases exerted a "push"
on steel prices.

Much more could be said concerning the study paper's inaccuracies and limita-
tions. Needless to say, it is our opinion that, if it had been properly subjected
to comment and discussion prior to its release, a fairminded congressional com-
mittee never would have released it.

U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., Decemnber 7. 1959.

Mr. DAVID J. McDONALD,

President, United Steelworkers of America,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. MCDONALD: Your thoughtful letter about the staff study on "Steel
and the Postwar Inflation" and the enclosed critique of the study have been
forwarded to me in Illinois, and I am truly grateful for your giving us the benefit
of your judgment and that of your research staff.

Under the pressure of my current schedule which has me constantly on the
go, it is not possible to do full justice to and comment upon the analysis
you have sent. But I certainly hope to study it carefully before the committee
goes into drafting its own general report.

*In the meantime, however, I have asked that it be brought to the attention of
the staff and that plans be developed to have it and some other critical analyses
printed in the official committee records, so that all members of the committee,
the official and expert students of our materials, and the public generally may
have the benefit of your criticisms. This should contribute to and clarify the
processes of analysis and discussion which are basic to sound conclusions.

I appreciate the importance of the issues and thank you again for your
letter and staff comments.

With best wishes.
Faithfully,

PAUL H. DOUGLAS.
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INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION, AFL-CIO,
*ewo York, N.Y., December 11, 1959.

Dr. OTTO ECKSTEIN,
Technical Director, Study of Employment, Growth and Price Levels, Joint

Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR DR. ECKSTEIN: I recently had an opportunity to read Mr. Fromm's

and your study "Steel and the Postwar Inflation" prepared for the Joint Economic
Committee. Without going into details peculiar to the steel industry, I would
like to draw your attention to somewhat misleading conclusions which arise out
of a methodological defect. On page 34 you state: "The impact of the increase
on steel prices on other industrial prices is large. If steel prices had behaved
like other industrial prices, the total wholesale price index would have risen by
40 percent less over the last decade and less by 52 percent since 1953. Finished-
goods prices would have risen less by 23 and 38 percent, respectively."

These conclusions are based on data contained in table 3 of your study. The
figures were derived, in the case of the 1947-58 comparisons, by subtracting from
the 195S overall price index the 1958 index which imputes price changes of
other goods to steel, and then dividing this remainder by the difference between
the 1958 and 1947 overall indexes. In making the 1953-58 comparison, the
numerator was first computed by taking the difference between the 1958 and 1953
overall indexes and subtracting from it the difference between the imputed
indexes for the same years; the denominator was the difference between the
1958 and 1953 overall indexes. While these operations can be carried out on
abstract numbers, the ratios of the two remainders are without operational
significance when one deals with relative changes in magnitudes (concrete
numbers).

The lack of significance in the computation of ratios of such differences can be
illustrated by means of an example, shown in the table below, which seeks to
examine two sets of relations, described as set A and set B (for the purpose of
distinction, current period figures are described as "Overall" and as "With
imputation" in this table)

Current period
Set

Base period
Overall With imnpu-

tation

A -1 3 2
B-101 103 102

If we were to follow the method of computation described in your study, we
would discover that the difference between the "Overall" figures and those "With
imputation" in the case of both sets amounts to 1, while the difference between
the current "Overall" period figures and those for the base period amounts to 2;
the ratio between the two differences is one-half in both cases or, to use your
language, 50 percent.

The issue is this: Does the figure one-half or 50 percent portray, in an opera-
tionally meaningful sense, what has been happening between the base and the
current period. It does not. In the case of set A, the current "Overall" figure
is 300 percent of the base period figure and the one "With imputation" is 200
percent of the base period figure. The ratio between these two figures shows
that the "Overall" figure advanced to a point 150 percent of the figure "With
imputation," or that in turn the figure "With imputation" amounted to 66.67
percent of the "Overall" figure. To put it differently, it is proper to say that
the "Overall" figure was 50 percent higher than the figure "With imputation,"
and that the figure "With imputation" was 33.33 percent lower than the "Overall"
figure, deriving these numbers in the following manner:

( 300 :200 -1=0-5 or 50 percent.

( 200 300 )-1=-0.3333 or -33.33 percent.

This is not the case of set B, where the current "Overall" figure is 101.98 per-
cent and the one "With imputation" 100.99 percent of the base period figure.
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In this case, the "Overall" figure is 100.98 percent of the figure "With imputation,"
and the figure "With imputation" is 99.03 percent of the "Overall" figure. Thus,it is proper to say that the "Overall" figure in set B was 0.98 percent higherthan the figure "With imputation" and that the figure "With imputation" was0.93 percent lower than the "Overall" figure (computations were carried out
as in the case of set A).

It can readily be seen from the above that the measure of inflationary impact,
if carried through on the two sets of data given in the above example, would bequite different. The figures derived for each of the two sets are compatible
with the original data and are operationally meaningful in relation to them.This, of course, is not the case when the ratios of the two remainders are taken;
the results of such computations are fully accidental.

The accidental character of the computation becomes apparent when it isrealized that index numbers are treated by you as absolute entities and not asrelatives. This is forcibly illustrated when the differences between index pointsfor 1953 and 1958 are computed and thereafter treated as compatible entities
for further subtractive operations. Thus, for example, were the indexes shownin table 3 for these years recomputed on the base of 1953=100, the columns ofthis table which purport to show the "Percent increase caused by steel changesgreater than all other change" would have to contain different figures. Thus,
in the case of all items, where the table presently shows 51.6 percent, it wouldbe 49.7 percent were the computations based on the indexes on the 1953 base.

Let me conclude. The proper method to be used, in evaluating changes betweentwo relative magnitudes is by means of ratios and not through the use of differ-
ences. Thus, on the assumption that your imputations of the movements ofother prices to the steel component of the wholesale price index are accurate,the figures in the last three columns of table 3 would have to be quite different.For example, the "Percent increase caused by steel change greater than all otherchange" in the case of wholesale prices for all items would be 3.94 percent
between 1953 and 1958 and not 51.6 percent as shown by you. On the basis ofthe proper computations, the concluding paragraph in your study, cited at thebeginning of this letter, should read:

"The impact of the increase on steel prices on other industrial prices is large.If steel prices had behaved like other industrial prices, the total wholesale priceindex would have risen by 7.55 percent less over the last decade and less by 3.79
percent since 1953. Finished-goods prices would have risen less by 4.73 and2.25 percent, respectively."

Please note that the figure of the "Percent increase caused by steel changegreater than all other change" cited above for the 1953-58 period is differentfrom that which refers to the amount by which "Total wholesale price indexwould have risen * * * less." This is due to the fact that in the first instancecomparison was made by setting change due to steel price increases against theindex which contains imputed steel prices, and in the second case the comparison
was made with the actual index which stood higher in 1958 than the index with
imputations.

Let me draw your attention to a subsidiary point which is disturbing. Yourtable 2 seeks to show, among other things, the percent contribution to total pricechange made by the different components of index of wholesale prices other thanfarm and food. The "Percent contribution to total change" made by textileproducts and apparel between 1951 and 1955 is given as -161.6 percent in thattable, a logical impossibility which goes counter to the axiom that no magnitude
can be greater than itself (cf. Bertrand Russell, "The Principles of Mathematics,"
2d edition, p. 162), and hence to the proposition that it is impossible to eradicate
anything in excess of itself. And yet, this is what a negative percentage which
exceeds 100 does suggest.

Even if this paradox is disregarded, the computations offered in table 2 failto measure the contribution made by the different components to total pricechange. As noted in your study, the "Percent contribution to total change" isderived as follows: The relative importance weight of each item is multiplied by
the percent change in the items and then divided by the sum of these products.Let us examine the operations involved in this computation. The multiplica-
tion of weights by price changes has the effect of transforming noncompatible
percent changes into concrete absolute quantities proportionate to the differencesbetween the current and past period valuations of base period quantities. Such
magnitudes, of course, can be readily added together despite the presence ofpositive and negative signs before them denoting nature of the change. How-
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ever, all items denoting positive changes belong to a different class of magni-
tudes than those which denote negative changes. The elements of the two
classes are in a certain opposition to each other, somewhat as liabilities oppose
assets. Thus, while in each of the classes, a "smaller than" relationship can be
introduced, it cannot be combined into one transitive relationship in a class
which is composed of both the class of positive magnitudes and the class of nega-
tive magnitudes, which would be in harmony with addition. For just as 1 is
smaller than 2 in the case of the classes composed of positive magnitudes, 2 is
smaller than 1 in the case of the class composed-of negative magnitudes. Only
if the relations in one of the two classes are reversed and- any nil element is
deemed smaller than the positive magnitudes and greater than the opposite nega-
tive magnitudes, can the two relations be combined into a single class. With
regard to such a class, the postulate of Archimedes (i.e., that for any two ele-
ments A and B, there exists a positive integer m and an element C such that
mA-B+C) must be restricted to elements A and B with a positive ratio, i.e.,
to elements that are both in the class of positive magnitudes or in the class of
negative magnitudes. Also, in such a broad class, the elements A in Archmedes's
postulate cannot be a nil element (Karl Menger, "Mensuration and Other Mlathe-
matical Connections of Observable Material" in C. West Churchman and Phil-
burn Ratoosh, editors, "Measurement: Definitions and Theories," pp. 98f.; 104f.)

In the light of these observations, it would appear that the computations typi-
cal of those contained in table 2 have no analytical significance.

It would seem that the observations made above cast considerable shadows on
some of the conclusions of your study. This is in addition to a point recognized
by you on page 9-the fact that the wholesale price index on which you rely uses
weights which represent a cross section of transactions at successive stages of
production and that its use does involve double counting. This factor, of course,
is prone to result in an exaggeration of the possible effect of steel price changes
on the economy.

Very truly yours,
LAZARE TEPER,

Director, Research Department.

JANUARY 15, 1960.
Dr. LAZARE TEPER,
Director, Research Department, International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union,

New York, N.Y.
DEAR DR. TEPER: Let me take the opportunity to answer your recent letter

of comment on our steel study more fully.
The fundamental objection which you raise deals with the interpretation of

the input-output computations that we performed. In particular, you suggest

that the contrast of the movements in the index, with and without the extraordi-
nary behavior of steel, should be expressed in terms of percentages of the index,
rather than percentages of the change in the index.

In presenting summary statistics of a complicated computation, some judgment

always has to be exercised in choosing a particular form. The graphic presen-

tation of the indexes that we presented in figures 1 through 5 avoids some of

the semantic problems and makes quite clear to the reader what the relation-

ships really are. However, since this is not sufficient as a method of presenta-

tion, we also present a table and some text which summarize the computations.
The statements that we make, which are of the form "if steel prices had behaved

like other industrial prices, the total wholesale price index would have risen by

40 percent less over the last decade," are a description of an arithmetic process.

They are statements which are completely operational and factual. If steel

prices had behaved like other prices, the percent increase in the index would

have been less.
It is true that when the total changes in the index are very small and the

movements within the index contain a lot of positive and negative elements.

the interpretation may be misleading. This is because the total positive percent

contributions to total change will exceed 100 percent. As a simple piece of

arithmetic, I see no philosophical obstacles to such a set of numbers, although

the unwary reader is likely to misinterpret them. However, in our study we

deliberately avoid this problem. In the case of the steel computations, the

periods that we chose for verbal description are such that practically all the com-

ponents underwent positive changes. In the case of table 2, the first and third
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periods have the characteristic of being almost completely positive changes, and
the period 1951 to 1955 is described as a "period of stability representing off-
setting rises in metals, machinery, motive products, minerals and tobacco, and
falls in various soft goods." Thus, we have attempted to avoid this particular
pitfall that you mention.

Your final point about the inadequacy of the wholesale price index is one
which we also make in our study at some length and which we have reiterated
in our staff report.

Sincerely yours,
OTTO ECKSTEIN.

COMMITTEE FOB ECONOMIC GROWTH WITHOUT INFLATION,
THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION,

New York, N.Y., January 11, 1960.
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: The foreword to the staff report on the "Study of
Employment, Growth, and Price Levels" states that the Joint Economic Com-
mittee wishes to obtain the widest possible comment before preparing its own
report. We wish to commend your committee for this objective and to express
our regret that it will not be achieved. You are doubtless aware that copies of
the report were not generally available until a few days ago and we are told that
unless comments are received within a day or two, they will be too late to be
considered in preparing your report.

We assume that this happenstance has been due to unavoidable delays in print-
ing the staff report. However, it is certainly most unfortunate that this should
thwart your desire to obtain wide comment on its contents. If more time had
been available, the ABA committee for economic growth without inflation would
have welcomed the opportunity to study the staff report carefully and to present
our comments in detail.

Not having had time even to read all of the report, let alone give it the careful
study it deserves, we hesitate to comment on it at all. However, in view of
your expressed wish to receive reactions, we do offer a few scattered and hastily
composed comments.

In general, regardless of the soundness of its policy recommendations, the
report is certainly a brilliant tour de force. It is truly remarkable that any
group of men could put together such a document in the short time at their
disposal, covering as it does such a wide range of complex economic problems.
By the same token, however, its very comprehensiveness suggests that some of
the problems dealt with cannot have been thoroughly explored in such a short
space of time by any group of men no matter how gifted.

One of the chief virtues of the report, in our judgment, is its emphasis on the
causes and character of economic growth and its recommendations for pro-
moting longrun economic growth. We would urge that these recommendations
receive careful study. We would further urge that in shaping policies to pro-
mote growth, care should be taken to avoid policies which would be inflationary
and which would therefore tend to be self-defeating. Indeed, we would suggest
that policies to combat inflation should be added to and considered as part of
other policies designed to encourage growth.

In this connection, we were especially interested in the evidence presented
in the staff report that inflation in consumers' "overhead costs" interfered with
economic growth in recent years (pp. 81-82). This clearly underlines the im-
portance of avoiding inflation in order to promote growth. In view of this, we
find it difficult to follow the reasoning behind the suggested prescriptions which
as the authors themselves concede, would be inflationary.

It seems to us, on the basis of admittedly inadequate study, that there are
other serious non sequiturs in the report. For example, it is pointed out that
monetary policy has caused residential construction to behave contracyclically
and this is presumably highly desirable. On the other hand, monetary policy
is elsewhere criticized as being quite ineffective and in other places as having
been so powerful that it has interfered with economic growth. We find it diffi-
cult to reconcile these seemingly conflicting views.

Similarly, we applaud the recommendation that Federal fiscal policy should
aim at substantially greater surpluses and hope that your report will emphasize
the basic importance of such a policy.
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On the other hand, it is hard to reconcile this with the contention that fiscal

policy has been excessively restrictive in recent years. As discussed in our state-

ment submitted to you a few months ago, the net effect of the Federal budget in

recent years clearly seems to have been inflationary (pt. 9B of your committee's
hearings, pp. 3063-3064).

On the matter of instituting additional controls over credit, there is much

that might be said. Our positions with respect to regulating consumer and real

estate credit are presented in our statement just referred to, pages 3069-3071).

However, our statement did not contain any comment on the possibilities of direct

controls over total bank loans or inventory loans because it did not occur to us

that your committee would seriously consider recommending controls of this

kind.
To be sure, the staff report does not actually recommend such controls but it

does urge that serious study be given to them. We would not hold, of course,

that these problems should not receive more study, but we do disagree with the

seeming implications that these matters have not been given much thought and

that further study would probably lead to fruitful results. These implications

may not be intended, of course, but they do seem to be there. In any event, we

gather that the authors of the report do not know of any proposals for controls

of this kind which they would wish to endorse at this time.
Incidentally, it might interest you to know that the study of inventory bor-

rowing referred to in the staff report in footnote 20 on page 391, was conducted

under the sponsorship of the ABA economic policy commission. The results of

this study not only confirmed but further documented the conclusion reached by

most people who have studied this subject; namely, that any attempt to institute

any direct control over inventory loans would be highly impracticable.
One outstanding deficiency of the staff report, in our opinion, is its apparently

defeatist attitude with respect to the inflationary effects of the market power

of labor. The authors plainly state that if inflation is to be avoided, it will be

necessary to strike directly at "the exercise of market power which keeps prices

and wages from falling or forces them up unduly." They then proceed to make

various recommendations for curbing the market powver of business concerns

but they not only have no recommendations but do not even suggest study of

possible ways of dealing with the market power of unions. If the report had

been written after rather than before the recent steel settlement, perhaps its

tenor would have been less complacent.
In closing these brief remarks-which we wish could be more thorough-may

we again invite your attention to the suggestions contained in our statement

published in part 9B of your committee's hearings and especially to our sug-

gestions relating to the work of your committee (pp. 3068, 3077, and 3078). We

believe that in your forthcoming report your committee can render a signal pub-

lic service by clarifying some of the basic facts with respect to the indispensable

role of monetary policy, the effects of industrial wage and pricing policies, and

other aspects of the growth-inflation problem. We would also like to repeat our

suggestion on page 3077 that your committee should plan to produce an objec-

tive, authoritative, balanced analysis and synthesis of the various materials

which have been contributed to your study of this problem, including the staff

report.
Sincerely yours,

CAsiminR A. SIENKIEWICZ,
Chairman, Comm'inttee for Economic Growth Without Inflation.

EcoNomric POLICY COMMISSION,
TiHE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION,

New York, N.Y., January 11, 1960.
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chair-mn an, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: As chairman of the economic policy commission

of the American Bankers Association, I should like to comment on the obser-
vations regarding member bank reserve requirements which are contained in

the recently published "Staff Report on Employment, Growth, and Price Levels."
As yoU may know, this commission several years ago conducted an exhaustive

study of this subject and in 1957 published the results of its findings in a docu-
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ment entitled "Member Bank Reserve Requirements." This is undoubtedly themost comprehensive study that has been published regarding this complicated sub-ject and we naturally feel that it deserves the attention of those who are inter-ested in trying to achieve a better reserve system. If, therefore, the Joint Eco-nomic Committee plans to include any suggestions on this subject in its report,we-wiuld hope that consideration be given to the applicable sections of our study.A copy of it is going forward to you under separate cover.

The point in the staff report which concerns us most is the suggestion thatthe reserve requirement ratios should be maintained at their present high levels.This view is one with which not only most bankers but also, we believe, moststudents-of money and banking would disagree.
Apparently the chief consideration behind this position is that the immediategain to the Treasury would be greater if the Federal Reserve were to continueto increase its holdings of Government securities over the years. To those whohave made any study of this subject, this would clearly seem to be insufficientgrounds for such a proposal. There are many other considerations which de-serve far more weight, most of which are not mentioned in the staff report.These considerations are discussed in some detail in our study in "ChapterIII. The Overall Level of Reserve Requirements." Some of them are sum-marized in the enclosed article which appeared in the February 1958 issue ofBanking magazine.
The staff report does refer briefly to one of these other considerations, namely,the greater "leverage effect" that would result from lower reserve require-ment ratios. It does not, however, bring out the fact that this greater leveragemight be advantageous from the standpoint of the effectiveness of monetarypolicy.
Among the considerations not mentioned at all by the staff report are thefollowing: the effects on the capacity of the banking system for meeting thecredit requirements of an expanding economy; the competitive position of banksvis-a-vis other financial institutions; the effects of large-scale open-market pur-chases by the Federal Reserve on the supply of liquid assets held by the banksand the public; the implications for Treasury debt management of concentratinga larger proportion of the Government debt in the Federal Reserve banks; andthe possible pressure on the Reserve banks' gold certificate reserve ratios whichmight result from a further substantial increase in their deposit liabilities.(member bank reserve balances) which would accompany an increase in their'holdings of Government securities.
This mere enumeration clearly suggests that the main criteria that should be-applied to this question from the standpoint of the public interest are muchbroader than the comparatively unimportant matter of the incidental, direct,short-run effects upon the income of the Treasury.
It is apparent, moreover, that the authors of the staff report have greatly

overestimated the magnitude of this latter factor. They present no estimate ofthe potential gain in revenue to the Treasury, to be sure, and this would ad-mittedly be difficult to do. However, regardless of the assumptions one mightmake or the method one might use to try to estimate such a figure, one couldnot produce an estimate of anywhere near the magnitude that is implied by themanner in which this item is referred to in the staff report. Moreover, in thelonger run, the Treasury would derive indirect benefits from reductions in re-serve requirements as a result of improving the capacity of the banking systemto meet the Nation's needs for bank credit.
Actually. of course, it would make little sense to place much emphasis on anysuch estimate anyway. The Reserve banks do not exist primarily to providerevenue for the Government and policy regarding reserves should certainly notbe determined on the basis of the effect on Federal Reserve payments to theTreasury.
Indeed, this whole question clearly should be viewed in a much broader per-spective. It is pertinent to recall that the present high level of reserve require-ments resulted from extraordinary conditions which developed during the 1930'sand which have long since ceased to exist. It is also relevant that these require-ments are substantially higher than exist in other leading countries which haverequirements of this kind at all. Surely the burden of proof should be on thosewho wish to perpetuate these high requirements rather than on those who favorrestoring them eventually to a more reasonable level.

From the standpoint of bankers, of course, these high reserve requirements
seem very clearly to be unjustifiable. For example, they certainly discriminate
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against member. banks as against other types of financial institutions. Bankers

recognize the need for. some reserve requirenients to serve as part of the mecha-

nism for regulating the money supply but it is a very different matter to keep

these requirements at far higher levels than needed for credit-control purposes.

The discriminatory character of the present reserves system is especially ap-

parent in the, requirement applying to savings deposits. As you know, other

types of thrift institutions are not required to keep part of their funds idle in

this manner. This is discussed in some detail in chapter VIII of our study.

It seems curious that the authors of the staff report who repeatedly express

concern over the -tightness of credit and rising interest rates should overlook

the implications of reserve requirements in this connection. In recent years,

of course, a great many. banks have been- approaching a rather fully loaned

position, and the availability of bank credit has been tightening. This situa-

tion could easily become even more acute over the years ahead. There will

unquestionably be need for the Federal Reserve to loosen the- present limitations

on the lending' capacity of the banking system.
There are, of course, a variety of reasons why this might be achieved more

effectively by lowering reserve requirements over the years instead of adding

to the Federal Reserve's already excessive holdings of Government securities.

First and foremost, reserve requirement reductions enable member banks to

replenish their depleted supply of liquid assets, whereas open-market purchases

by the Reserve banks may not do so. Secondly, there is no way of knowing how

additional reserves created by open-market operations will be distributed

throughout the banking system and especially whether they will bring any

relief to areas where credit is particularly tight, whereas reductions in reserve

requirements enhance the lending capacity of every member bank. Third, reduc-

tions in reserve requirements enable banks to increase their loans and invest-

ments without a corresponding increase in the money supply.
In addition, the authors of the staff report are apparently unaware of an.

important advantage of reserve requirements reductions over open-market

operations as. a method of achieving ease during recessions. They observe

(p. 406) that "reserve requirement adjustments are a rather cumbersome tool

of short-run monetary. policy, and there is very little they can accomplish that

cannot be done with more finesse by means of open-market operations." This is

usually true with respect to a restrictive credit policy but the very reverse is some-

times true when the Federal Reserve wishes to ease credit. In fact, when.

shifting from a policy of restraint to one of ease, it is usually desired to achieve

an easing of credit quite rapidly and reductions, of reserve requirements have

a clear advantage over open-market operations for this purpose since they im-

mediately and directly ease the reserve position of every member bank, whereas

open-market operations do not.
Finally, mention should be made of the fact that the existing high level of

reserve requirements discourages membership in the Federal Reserve System.,

Conversely, if requirements can be gradually lowered over the years, membership

in the System would be encouraged and this should tend to enhance the useful-

ness of monetary policy.
In short, we believe that if the subject of member bank reserve requirements

merits any attention in a report on employment, growth, and price levels, the

recommendations should be that the Federal Reserve authorities should work.

in the direction of a lower overall level of reserve requirements over the years

and that they should continue to use reserve reductions as an effective method.

of shifting from a policy of restraint to one of ease.
Sincerely yours, JESSE W. TAPP,
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